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The following humorous poem was written several
years since by a son of New England who has deceased.
It produced great sensation at the time of its appearance
in the public journals, and is now republished in the
belief that it will be received with equal favor by the
community as a faithful daguerreotype of some of the
most remarkable changes in American customs and
manners, during the last two hundred years. In two or
three instances a slight change has been m>de in the
phraseology, and verses 25, 26, 27, 58, 31, 32 and 33 have
been added to adapt it to the present period.— Monitor
New England, April 20, 1859.

X mused upon a Pilgrim flock
Whose luck it was to land,
Upon almost the only rock,
Among the Plymouth sand.

Alone that little handful stood,
While savage foes lurked nigh,
Their creed and watch ward, "trust in God,
And keep your powder dry."

Imagination's pencil then

That first stern winter painted,
When more than half their number died
And stoutest spirits fainted.

The tears unbidden filled each eye,—
Or so 1 fancied rather—
One sees strange sights at such a time
Which quite the senses bother.
I knew I was alone—but lo !
(Let him who dares deride me),
I looked, and, drawing up a chair,
Down sat a man beside me.

I could some curious facts impart,
Perhaps some wise suggestions—
But then I'm bent on seeing sights,
And running o'er with questions."
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Ask on," said I, "I'll do my best ;
To give you information,
Whether of private men you ask,
Or our renowned nation."

Rumbled the wheels, the whistle shrieked,
Far streams the smoky cloud,
.Echoed the hills, the valleys shook,
The flying forests bowed.
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Then forth into the fields we strolled
A train came thundering by,
Drawn by the snorting iron steed,
Swifter than eagles fly.
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You'll find my name upon the list
Of hero, sage, and martyr.
Who in the Mayflower's cabin signed
The first New England charter.

"

Heaven me save,"
Up rose my guest, "Now
Aloud he shouted, " Then
"—"
gas," said I,
'Tis
?
hell-fire
Is that
"We call it hydrogen."
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Was somewhat strange and foreign,
He civilly returned my stare,
And said, "I'm Richard Warren.

Upon a pipe just overhead,
I turned a little screw,
When forth, with instantaneous flash,
Three streams of lightning flew.
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THE MIRACLES OP MOSES l s'D AARON.
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tute their religion by requiring teir God to
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sr be
b® savs- ver>
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per- given for the Israelites to depart
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therefore, let
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His dress was ancient, and his air

My guest drew back, rolled up his eyes,
And strove his breath to catch,— .
"
cried,—
What necromancy's that ? " he
Quoth I, "A friction match ! "
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In my mind's eye I aaw them leave
Their weather-beaten barque,
Before them spread the wintry wilds,
Behind, rolled ocean dark.

I then took up a bit of stick,
One end as black as night,
A.nd rubbed it quick across the hearth,
When lo, a sudden light!
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'Twas in my easy chair at home,
About a week ago,
I sat and let my fancy roam,
As I was wont to do.

His finger pointed to the gkate—
Said I, "That's Lehigh coal,
Dug from the earth,"—he shook his head —
"
It is, upon my soul."

frman s^rin*, seefes mibtv pla« not applam*: sfce tmlg asks a faring.

My friend," said I, " you sure must know
Improvement never lingers,
This is the way our ladies sew,—

OLD TIMES AND NEW.

Says he, " First tell me what is that
In your compartment narrow,
Which seems to dry my eyeballs "up,
And scorch my very marrow ?
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Whence the great population of the
^
and the Moses of Egypt.—Miracles of Moses and
j.
Aaron.—The Passover.—Tino Millions Four Hundred Thousand Head of Cattle and Sheep.—BacchusLS
and Moses.-Name Moses signifies Water.—Moses,s
changes his God's Mind.—The Two Laws not alike.
'
Moses and Zoroaster both receive the Law upon
Mountains.—Jehovah a Man of War.—Exodus of the
Mexicans.—There was no Exodus according to Paul.
—Moses a Type of Jesus—Jesus is a "Well of Water."
Moses arranges the Twelve Tribes of Israel to correspond with the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac.—IsraelIites divided into Tour Castes.—Disappearance of
Moses, Manou and Zoroaster.
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ure rule, tricks of jurisprudence and swind- |
ling and murder are so common that the
church says the devil is let loose. But the
BY E.D. BABBITT, D. M. devil that is loose, is a misconception of humanity. Because one man murders another,
Subscriptions and Advertisements for this, paper reshall
twelve men murder that man? Why not
ceived, and papers furnished, at the New York Electrolet humanity in its jurisprudence rise to a
Gymnasium and Healing Institute, 350 3rd Ave.. New
higher plane? The criminal has a divinity
York.
within him as much as 3'ou. Let some kind
woman or man go to him and talk to him of
THE CAUSES OF INFIDELITY AN1)
his childhood and the holy memories of his
CRIME.
mother, and you will see a tear that is more
prismatic than any rainbow. But what is the
not pain
Lecture at Apollo Hall, New York, Jan. cause of the public crime? I would
feelings of any Christain believer, but I
26th, 1873, by Thomas Gales Forster. the
believe that the fruitfulness of crime comes
from the doctrine of vicarious atonement.
[This masterly lecture with its great number They may sin all their lives, and when they get
of statistics, Bible quotations, etc., was given through, may go to Heaven through.the gooda crimifluently through the entranced speaker. An ness of another. When they convert
nal and make him fit to live, then they kill
wanted
about
would
have
ordinary clergyman
him. Men fall into a habit of unconsciously
two weeks to^have learned all these chapters, postponing the consequences of their lives and
verses and words by heart, and would find it of putting them on to the shoulders of a better
Spiritualism says the
somewhat troublesome to compete with one man than themselves.
pay the penalty of his own
must
murderer
who is aided by inspiration. Probably no crimes here and hereafter. These men say
clergyman living would dare to tell all these they get rid of a man by hanging him. Its the
facts even if he knew them, for in their doc- worst use you ever put a man to, to hang him.
responsibility in lieu of this
trines of expediency "the truth is not always Man's individual
doctrine will rid the world of these crimes.
to be told."—E. D. B ]
But they say they must frighten a man from
According to the constitution of this society such conduct. The murderer, however, pacino member is required to give any test of faith fies himself by saying, Jesus will forgive me
or doctrine. Hence you are not responsible and I shall go to Heaven. In lieu of these
for the doctrines of your speaker. 1 say this, dogmas, Spiritualism gives man a higher idea
as I wish this morning to utter some radical of himself. Vicarious atonement goes with
though s. Tne great error in Christianity has total depravity; they are discouraged from
been, and is, a blind reliance upon authority, performinggood deeds, as they can perform
past and present, written and oral. I utter nothing without, the grace of God in churches.
this in no spirit of bigotry or war against in- What can be expected from such? Spiritualdividual opinion. I wish to bring to light ism teaches that they are essentially good;—
what I conceive to be the misdirection" of that the bad is only incidental, dependent on
organizations. It has been said that religious conditions, and there is an inducement to do
organizations oscillate between reason and better. In connectionwith this subject allow
authority. The Trinitarian doctrines ultimated me to say that if a stranger should come to
in the unintelligiblenonsense of the Athanasian this Lyceum, he would think that Spiritualists
creed. Protestantism claims to grant the had no children. Spiritualists too often have
right of private judgment, but this claim can their children at the Orthodox churches, hearonly in part be sustained. Thus it is a fact ing these blasting doctrines, or keep them at
the Christiinity of the modern church has home. Learn then, my brother and sister Spirdriveled down into weak theories, Sabbatarian
itualist, that you must be true to yourself, to
controversies, and dogmatic quibbles. Reason your children and your neighbor. No angry
would inquire, "What Bible is it that we are judge sitting on a distant throne, but your own
to consider infallible? Is it the Protestant soul shall judge you. Sins of omission are
Bible of King James with its 66 books, or the more common than those of commission.
Catholic Bible with its 76 books, or Luther's Unite here in New York as one man to sus
Bible which omits James and Revelation, or tain your cause, and to make these grand truths
Boot', r >yd's, or the Jewish Bible, or the triumphant. A little pebble dropped into the
goran, or the Vedas, or what book do you lake, widens and widens the waves communi
mean as man's guide to eternal life? The cated until they reach both shores. So may
churches complain that the Spiritualists are the Spiritualists of New York drop the pebbles
infidels and the greatest infidels, because of truth into the social waters so that their
they reject the Bible. We do not re- waves of influence may widen and widen until
ject or accept. The Spiritualist is in- they reach not only the shores of time but of
structed to reject or accept what his interior eternity. [Applause. ]
consciousness approves. As far as the speaker
MB. THOS. GALES FORSTER
is concerned, he admits that he is infidel to Leaves New York for a time to speak at Troy,
the dogmas of the church. He holds that the but
it is presumed we shall have him back as
Spiritualists are justified in objecting to the
speaker in New York with the underinfallibilityof the Bible. History shows the settled
standing that at times he ^hall alternate with
curse of these dogmatic assumptions. If one other speakers,
as Jennie Leys and others,
is rational he can not accept them. In many and thus gratifysuch
the love of novelty which all
passages the Bible is contradictory and absurd, persons,
and especially a mixed congregation
and yet they call one an infidel if he dares to
to a greater or less extent. He has made
say so. [From want of space I will here simply have,
a very excellentimpressionhere, and the beaugive the passages referred to by Mr. Foster's tiful Apollo Hall should be crowded to hear
influence, and leave the reader to look them his lectures. The people showed their appreout himself, E. D. B]. Compare such pas- ciation of him by paying up his full salary and
sages as follows: lien. 32:30; John 1:18; $20 more. The salary had run somewhat beEx. 24: 10; 1st Cnron. 6:16: Ex. 31: 1: Gen. hi&5l ° li'! people cau.c up
showed their love
manfully to the rescue
by their works.
Hob. 8:16;

to a rapid grovth of population, a vast accu- civilization for moral and intellectual culture
mulation of 'wealth; but these have brought at their command. The great lords—temporal
with them suth an amount of poverty and and spiritual—notonly claim the soil which in
crime, and lwe fostered the growth of so justice belongs to him who cultivates it, but
much sordid feeling and so many fierce pas- also rob the cultivator of the results of his honsions, that it nay be well questioned whether est toil, that they may live in splendor ana
the mental andmoral status of our population occupy the highest positions of honor and
has not, on tie average, been lowered, and trust; while the poor man, who steals a few
whether the wil has not overbalanced the dollars' worth of necessary food or clothing,
good. Compaied vnth our wondrous progress is rewarded with a home in a filthy prison, a
in physical schnce and its practical applica- terrible case of human depravity !
This sad picture applies more particularly to
tions, our systim of government, of administering justice, <f national education, and our Europe, but even in our own country of
whole social aid moral organization, remains boasted freedom and equality, the line between
in a state of ba'barism. And if we continue to accumulative wealth and distributive poverty
devote our chitf energies to the utilizing of our is being more closely drawn, and unless a
knowledge of tie laws of nature with the view higher form of justice than that of the present
of still further extending our commerce and Church .will govern our future, our free instituour wealth, tlieevils which necessarily accom- tions will come to an untimely end.
pany these whei too eagerly pursued, may inDowagiac, Michigan.
crease to such jjgantic dimensions as to be beyond our powe; to alleviate.
THE PRODUCERS OF WEALTH.
"We shouldjiow clearly recognize the fact,
that the wealthand knowledgeand culture of Their Wrongs, and How to Right Them.
the few, do notponstitute civilization, and do
not of themselvs, advance us toward the 'perfect social stafe.' Our vast manufacturingI BY N. H. COLSON.
system, our gigantic commerce and crowded
In the Journal of December 14th, are some
towns and citie, support and continually re- earnest
words by Mrs. Matteson, under the
new a mass of luman misery and crime abso- head of "Woman's Work," detailing several
solutely greatei than has ever (xisted before.
instances of woman's wrongs, and as such, or
They create ani maintain in Lfe-long labor, an similar instances are by no means of rare ocever in creasing army, whose lot. is the more| currence, but (sad to relate) are seen or felt on
hard to bear byjontrast with the pleasures,the
almost every hand, it behooves all true Spiritcomforts and tye luxury of which they see ualists and Philanthropiststo give their serious
everywhere ardnd them, but which they can1 attention to the radical cause of these evils,
never hope to 6>joy; and who, in this respect,. and their untiring efforts to discover and apare worse off tian the savage in the midst of ply the remedy. And women are not the only
his tribe,
suflerers: the "toiling millions" of both sexes
"
This is .noti result to boast of, or to be sat- have always been, to a greater or less extent,
isfied with; an, until there is a more general1 the victims of those who by wealth or power,
recognition of bis failure of our civilization— could "lord it over God's heritage." And this
resulting main> from our neglect to train-and giant evil is gaining strength and power day
develop more toroughly the sympatheticfeel- by day; the gulf is constantly widening and
ings and moralfaculties of our nature, and to| deepening between the producers of wealth,
allow them a lsger share of influence in our and the wealth they produce.
legislation, ourcommerce, and our whole soOn every hand we see the unmistakable
cial organizatio—we shall never, as regards| tendencies toward what the penetratingmind
the whole conmunity, attain to any real or of Fourier foretold would come in the course
important supeiority over the better class of of the decline of modern civilization, unless a
savages."
new social order was instituted in its place—
To the abo^ is appended the following: namely, what he calls a "Commercial and
note:
Industrial Feudalism," when the soil, machin
"
Those whobelieve that our social condi- ery and wealth of the world would be concention approachs perfection, will think the! trated in large soulless corporations,and in the
above word hrsh, and extravagant, but it hands of a few money barons, and the indus
seems to me th only word that can be applied trial classes become subject to the absolute
to us. We si the richest country in the control and tyranny of capital, cr indirect
world, and yet he-twentieth of our population slavery.
are parish paupers, and one-thirtieth known
The question, then, should come home to
criminals. Adito the: e the criminals who es- every son and daughter of toil, How can we
cape detection, ind the poor who live mainly escape from the social calamities that are alon private chaity (which, according to Dr. ready upon us, and avert those more potent
Hawkesley, exjinds seven millions sterling an- ones that the "signs of the times" portend?
nually in Londm alone), and we may be sure
Mrs. Matteson counsels her sisters to "strike!"
that more tha' one-tenth of our population But will that cure the evil? The history of
are actually papers and criminals. Both these strikes show that while they may serve a purclasses we keepidle or at unproductive labor, pose in arousing public attention to the neand each criirnal costs us annually in our cessity of a social reform, aside from that, they
prisons, more han the wages of an honest are destructive to the pecuniary interests of
agricultural labrer. We allow over a hundred both employers and employed, and after all,
thousand perso;s known to have no means of they leave the root of the evil untouched—
subsistence butby crime, to remain at large, leave the war between capital and labor unand prey upon tie community,and many thous- settled, and the sphere of industry one eternal
and children t< grow up before our eyes in battle field.
ignorance andfice, to supply trained criminAs receivers of the Harmonial Philosophy,
als for the nextgeneration. This, in a country we can not attribute our unfortunate social
which boasts o its rapid inerease in wealth, of condition to any innate depravity of the
its enormous conmerce and gigantic manufac- human heart. We must, therefore, look elsetures, of its mechanical skill and scientific where for the source of the evil. and. bavins'
so boast of our love of justice, mic iree. ""
®tU(3y of the question, will, I think,
and that the 1** protects rich and poor alike, ^^A,Car®ful
yet we retain noney fines as a punishment, present t0 the. candid mind, the fact, that our
and make the pry first steps to obtain justice lng
social
relations and institutions, bebased
upon
antagonistic interests, are
a matter of eximse—in both cases a barbarous
calculated
to develop selfishness,
injustice, or snial of justice to the poor.
Civilization and Barbarism. ir,jv
li
fraud, strife, oppression, and the whole
Again, our las render it possible, that, by of
'
Agi
evils with which society is afflicted. train
by h. straub.
mere neglect a legal form, and contrary to
The
wish id intention, a man's property r^*Sf;V,
own
his
VWlgs' P°verty and degVi which
the
radataon under
the producing classes
may all go to itranger, and his own children groan,
The following thoughts from
being found (as I think) in the utter
be left deslitu Such cases have happened antagonism
pages of Wallace's Malay
g reat be
of interests inherent in our present
valuable and suggestive, comi
gcierLtific
thr
through
the
ojation
of
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laws
of
inherit
to
social
structure, the remedy indicated
English Naturalist, to be confined
ance of landetroperty; and that such unnat- the
of the complaint, is the adopural injustice possible among us, shows that tion nature
of a social organization on the principle
we are in a te of social barbarism. One
ore biddi.g my re.ders ™
yes, unity is the magic
more example justify my use of the term
1- 'ntel"ests;
word by which—if
we will obey her voice—
and I have do We permit absolute posses- we
can
»» of the sof our country, with no legal ant Ishmaelitish
sion
transform our present unjust, discordstate of society, into one of
right of existe on the soil, to the vast majority who diot possess it. A great land- justice, order, peace, harmony and brotherlv
and
transition can
holder may ldy convert his whole property
quietly and peacefully within ourbe effected
races, have progressed, andstate ot peneouou, into
present
in1 forest c hunting ground, and expel political
organization and without detriment
Tf an there must be some
every humaeing who has hitherto lived
to
the
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interests of any.
it. In hickly populated country like
some ultimate all
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The
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and Europe so
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Our best thinkers
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of Christendom, one hundred millions never
had enough to eat; and of our own forty millions, ten millions are constantly drudged to
get their daily bread. Yet these are the people
that pay the preachers. Add to this the endless government taxation, and it explains the
upper and under crust philosophy. One class
produces, the other eats; one class are deadheads, the other dupes.
Sectarian preaching is a service of ceremonies that returns no equivalent for its cost.
Theart consists simply in the skillful handling
of Bible texts, which the priest shuffles as the
gambler shuffles his cards—the most expert
hand always winning the game. It is a mistake to suppose that any truth is proved by
texts. Ideas demonstrate themselves, the same
as mathematics, and rest on their own merits.
And too much preaching of conflicting doctrines, tends to bewilder more than to enlighten
the public mind.
The preacher is a hireling, and will leave
his beloved flock whenever he can get higher
wages. He is master of ordinances in the
house of the Lord, where lie places himself in
the middle of the show, and sets the monkeys
to chattering and dancing, which is called religion or salvation. This takes with the young
and simple minded, where the priest bestows
his most earnest efforts; for on this class the
church mainly depends for its yearly recruits
of converts.
It is claimed that the church elevates, purifies and preserves the order and, integrity of
society, and that vices and crimes are repressed

by its influence. But when we look at cities
where church spires are most numerous, we
find that liquor saloons, gambling hells and
brothels, are not often wanting. The more of
one sort the more of the other is the rule. Take
New York, Chicago, or Saint Paul, for examples.
As to moral character, the preaching profession may stand on a par with the average of
men, or common sinners; though plainer living
and rougher work would add to iheir substantial virtues. It is a reported fact that among
the convicted felons of the Auburn and Sing
Sing prisons, more than fifty are Orthodox
clergymen. This is no special stigma on them;
but I mention the fact, merely to correct the
popular superstition in regard to our need of
ministers as spiritual guides.
In the midst of so many schools, books, and
newspapers, the clerical profession is wholly
unnecessary. They have no source of knowlege not accessible to other men. And as to
the worshiping performances, if needful, the
people can learn them also, and be independent.
Free Sunday Social Clubs would supply all the
benefits of gatherings called Churches. The
interest and responsibility would be mutual
and the expense very small, and thereby the
working classes would secure to themseves all
the advantages of the wealthy.
True religion is a true life, which is not
helped much by church mummeries; and the
best preacher is one's own conscience and
good sense.
Champlin, Minn.
John Lord.
Passed to the higher life, Tuesday Feb. 7th,
1873, John Lord, of Dixon, 111., in the sixtyninth year of his age.
The life of Father Lord, as he has been faptll.led f"r.a long time, demands more
than a passing notice,
fie was born in Fran-
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of the infidelity of the Spiritualists.
say
Again you find many church memoers
the hooks
that Cod has miraculously preserved
of the Bible. It is well-known
lost, in
history that there are several hooks
the Lord
eluding "The Book of the Warsof
"The Visions or
"The Book of Jeshon,"
1st
(riddo" etc. Consult numbers 11.41,
41; lstChron.9.
Samuel 1: 18; 1st Kings, 11: So
you se<e
etc.
49; 2nd Chron. 12:15,preserved
all the sacred
has not miraculously
Why we are not possessed oi all
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the sacred
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111., in June 1838, where he resided up to the
time of his decease. Imbued with an unvield
mg
devotion
to principle and possessing a
mind
to investigate
and reason, he naturally
became a pioneer, and kept in advance of most
of his neighbors on the great questions
of the
age.
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the polls and voted alone for principle.
On the question of Temperance he was
also

uncompromising—believingno man

had the
nght to place the poison bowl to his neighbor's
lips, he advocated the doctrine that no legislative enactment could by any possib'e
means
which could only result disastrously to a large portion of the community
When the first tiny raps at Hydesville N. Y
announced that the lines of communication
were open between the, two worlds, he was
among
the first to investigate and early bethat the intelligences
controlled and communicated through those
sounds, were the denizens of the Spirit World
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Allen, No. 12, Dryads at, New Orleans, La.

Departmental Quotations and Notes.
P Protracted Summer and Fall sickness and a
change of locality, have in a great measure prevented our departmental courtesy due to the

readers and to many pioneering correspond-

ents on the highways of investigation—such
is our explanation and apology.

Dr. S. W. Jewett, of Rutland, Vt., writes
under date of the 19th of last October, concerning the "Good Shepherd's Healing Temple," so
constructed as to secure through its prismatic
form all the force and harmony of the primitive and compound rays of the solar spectrum.
Speaking of having colored the north frontglass blue, the east yellow, south red, west
transposable into white, dark or purple;
north-east, green; southeast, orange; southwest, redish purple; north-west, bluish purple,
he asks concerning the spectrum powers, and
which gives magnetic direction to currents.
We answer, the primitive blue hydrogen ray,
is the electrical chemical or actenic; the primitive yellow or nitrogen ray is the seemingly
solar balance or luminous passive ray, and the
primitive red ray is the revolutionary or ever
restive_ magnetic ray. "While stating these
recognized facts characterizing the three primitive rays, their compounds,—green, orange,
variegated purples and other colors, must all
be relatively considered, in view of which, as
far as our observation has gone, we would suggest that the magnetic current would most
probably tend from East to West, from the
blue, green, yellow, orange and red to the
variegated revolutionary purples. For psychological effect the floor of your sexagonal top
and sided arrangement should be as the black
or white spot in the solar spectrum center, arranged for convertability at will. Should your
ingenious efforts in this direction find no other
fruition, it will be as a receptacle for curious
and profitable experiments in spirit healing
and manifestations—what the "dark room,"
so-called, is to the curious as well as practical
photographer.
I. A. Flournoy, in a letter from Marionville,
Mo., under date of Dec. 20th, 1872, in speaking of "A motive force sought for on the balance between expansion and contraction,"
shows a fund of observation, thought and refaction. He says, alluding to a departmental
remark made some time ago, "You remarked
that 'the vacuum produced by the consumption of the oxygen in the atmosphere, would
ultimately be utilized as a motive force.' This
led me into a new channel of observation,
from which I hope to derive a new motive
force upon the median balance
between expansion and contraction * * *. What fluids
and what proportions would best subserve my
purposes?" We answer, water in its conversion
into steam, heated air and all the proximate
matrixes underlying the compound condition
of the gases, are most expansive, and when reduced from gaseous to a liquid state they are
the greatest condensers. There are, of course,
other expanders and condensers of an inferior
grade, but they can not be utilized without a
costly reactionary cause, for the reason that
the mobile force constitutionally underlying
them, when disturbed seeks a universal equilibrium. It is true, cold sulphuric acid and
water when poured together become boiling
hot, but these would not be cheaper for fuel,
or expansion or contraction purposes than

common wood or coal fires in use.
E. G. Stevens, under date of January 21st,
1873, Farmington, Michigan, speaking of the
basis of Immortality, says:
"
It seems you might give me some light on
a certain subject that I have been contemplating for a long time. The proposition is
this:
''1
That man might be renewed and live over
again and again.' When I first began to contemplate this subject, all was new and without
any proof. Since that time I have become
more sanguine in the matter.
"You may ask, Where do I find any presumptive evidence?
"Now, to begin: I have seen in the Joubnal,
if I mistake not, your contributions hold
that there is but one universal law in all things
—be it chemical or otherwise [yes]; therefore,
this will be the base of all movements and motion. This law, to me, became a matter of
necessity years ago, and I have long been
watching to see the conclusion of the learned
in the matter, and, if I mistake not, it is now
conceded to be a matter of fact. This being
settled (I think the way is open, presump
tively and without doubt), may now be said to
be resolved into positive and negative condi-

tions—being the grand representative

must necessarily go out or die, and what is the
mode and cause of decay of the human body?
And for writing this, perhaps I ought to
make an apology, but what will it avail? 'Tis
mere formality. If I well understood this sub-|
ject, 'tis presumed I would not trouble you,
therefore, you will please excuse, respectfully,
"E. G. Stevens."
Man must, necessarily, go out.or die because
of his present imperfection of balance condition, an'I the cause and mode of decay of the
human bodies—like all other bodies—our humble views on this subject will be given anon.
BOARDING IN NEW YORK CITY.
Pleasant rooms and good board in a first-class location
at reasonable rates, at

W. OSGOOD.

TILDEN & OSGOOD,

ATTORNEY'S AND COUNSELORS AT LAW.
No. 125 SOUTH CLARK STREET.
Rooms 32, 38, Chicago,III.
[vl3n61yr]

VOICE OF FMAYER.

A Poem by W. S. Barlow, Autho* op "The Voices.
This little poem is fully equal to any of Mr. Barlovi
best e Torts, and should be read by everybody
Primed on fine tinted paper, with blue-line bordo.
Price, 25 cents; postage 2 cents.
THB

Philosophy of Creation,
of Horace Wood, Medium. Price, 86,cents
cents. For sale at the office of this paper

41 West Twenty-sixth Street,

NEW YORK.
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614 NORTH FIFTH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.,

TO THE SICK

Religio-PhiJosophicalPublishing House, Wm. White 4

'

EVERYWHERE!!
After having been frequently importuned, both by

Mortalsand Immortals,to let my light shine, I have

finally consented to use my powers for the benefit of
humanity.
Invalids s nding age, sex, lock of hair with leading
symptoms of disease will get Diagnosis and Prescription, for $3. All medicines sent at cost.

Business Examinations and Directions $3. Will
always use my best endeavorsto benefit ail.
Address, Mart C. Morrell, P. 0. Box. 5094, New

York «ty

WAKItEN CHASE & (Jo

Keep constantly on hand all the publications
of tbt

Co., J. P. Mendum, Adams & Co., and all other popula)
liberal literature, including the Rsligio-Philosophioai

Jodbnal,and Banner of Light, Magazines,Photoerapht
Parlor Games, Golden Pens, Stationery, etc.

TREATMENT

This little pamphlet from the pen of one well prepared
to give light on the subject is attracting much notice and
should be widely circulated.
Price 10 cents; postage paid.
»„*For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philc sophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

HERMAN SNOW.
819 KEARNEY ST., (up stairs) SAN FRANCISCO,CAL.,
Keeps for sale the

SJBLIQIO-PHILOSOPEICAL JOURNAL

Spiritualist Home Kwi;ssc.wivu*iis«.fis'
Tobacco Preparation, Spence's Positive anl NegatiVi
Powders, Adams & Co. 's Golden Pens, Planchettes, Di
AT THE

>48. W. Washington-St.

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS.

Patients from abroad accommodated with good board

and lodging at reasonable rates.

Three or four Magaetic Physicians are always pres-

et
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Hudson Tuttle's Works.
ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISM. A Manual of Spiritual Science and Philosophy. With a portrait of the
author. Price, $2.00; postage 24 cents.
ARCANA OF NATURE; or, The History and Laws
op Creation. 1st Volume, $1.25; postage 16 cents.
ARCANA OF NATURE; or, The Philosophyof Spiritual Existence and op the Spirit World.

2d

Volume, $1.25; postage 16 cents.
CAREER OF THE GOD-IDEA IN HISTORY. Price,
$1.25; postage 16 cents.
CAREER OF THE CHRIST-IDEA IN HISTORY. Price,
$1.25; postage, 16 cents.
ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF PHYSICAL MAN,
Scientifically Considered; proving man to have been
contemporary with the mastodon, etc. Price, $1.50.
postage 20 cents.

Storer's Nutritive Compound, etc. Catalogues and Cir
culars mailed free.
fWRemittances in U. S. currency and postage stamvi r»
ceived at par. Address
HERMAN SNOW,

Box 117. SanFrancisco, Cal.

Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote.
The above named sure remedy for the appetite for tobacco in all its forms, is for sale at this office. Sent to
any part of the country by mail, on receipt of $2.00. It
is warranted to cure the most inveterate user of the weed,
when the directions on each box are followed. Newspapers and quacks will tell you that this antidote is made
from gentian root. It is false. Gentian root is no remedy for the appetite for tobacco, but it is injurious to
health to use it. Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote tones
up the system and restores it to its formal condition, as
it was before imbibing the hankering desire for a poisonous weed. It is a remedy presented by a band of chemists long in spirit-life, and is warranted to be perfectly
harmless.
This House will pay any chemist (me thousand dollars
who will, upon analyzing this remedy, find one particle
of gentian root, or any other poisonous drug in it.
Address Rkligio'Philosophical Pubi/shins H^usk,
Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111., either for
wholesale orders, single boxes or local agencies.

ABSTRACT OF

C0LEN80 ON THE PENTATEUCH.
A COMPREHENSIVE SUMMARY OP

Buhop Colenso}8 Argument Proving that the
PENTATEUCH IS NOT HISTORICALLY TRUE,
and that it was composed by Samuel, Jeremiah, and other prophets, from 1100 to 624 B. C.
The substance of pive volumes in forty-eight PAem,

A very valuable fnd trustworthy little work.
Price, 25 cents; postage 2 cents.
**» For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Phil•sophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.
Tli© Pernicious Weed.
For the benefit of those who have good sense enough
to wish to rid themselves of the filthy and pernicious
habit of using tobacco, we publish the following letter:
Mrs. A. H. Robinson—Dear Sister:—I sit down to
throw in my testimony with the rest. I have used tobacco twenty-five years. The appetite for it was hereditary,
and I felt lost without it. I found that it was destroying
my health, and driving me blind, and as heretofore I
could not stop its use without longing for it, especially
when I saw anybody using it, [ sent you two dollars,
procured a box of your Tobacco Antidote, and am now,
after using one box, entirely free from its use. I can
sit down m a room where the pipe and tobacco-box are
passed around, and all partaking of it, atd not feel
moved to want a chew, or to smoke a pipe. I am thankful I have got rid of the obnoxious weed, for my health
is better, my eyes are now well, and I begin to feel like
a new man. I shall try to persuade others to do as I have
done, and thus I may act as an agent in the case.
Very respectfully, yours, &c.,

W. W. Porter.

OLD THEOLOGY
TURNED OR

of all

things. Bafance, which constitutes life, will
UPSIDE
RIGHT SIDE
next be ^presumed [the universal eflort to balance constitutes the ever passing phase of life],
which will apply to all identities or organizations. I see I need not demonstrate to you, as
the old saying, 'a word to the wise is sufficient.' By a Methodist Minister.
Now, shall we conceive that life is matter in
motion, with a balance. If this be conceded, The Resurrection of the Dead; the Second Coming of
Christ: the Last Day of Judgment—showing from
then balance becomes important. We see life,
the Standpoint of Common Sense, Reason, Sciand therefore we must presumptively [the genence, Philosophy, and the Bible, the Utter
Folly there is in the Doctrine of a Literal
eral] effort balance. I dwell on this one point,
Resurrection of the Body, a Literal
as this is important—seeing there are ascendComing of Christ at the End of
ing and descending;powers. And as we can, or
the World, and a Literal
Judgment to Follow.
have raised, powers here, will be, I think, a
stepping stone to regulation. Supposing we
BY
REV.
T.
B.
TAYLOR, A.M., M.D., AUTHOR OP
have either of the electrics separate, what can
"the inebriate,""death on the plains," and one
or will be our ability? It is presumed we will
anonymous work, Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth $1.25;
postage free.
be able to drive either excess from a body, or
hold it suspended. This may savor much of
** For sale, wholesalo and retail, by the Religio-Philoeophical
Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.
two conditions, or in other words, two primitives. It will not do for us, I presume, to
look at the battery for proof for the many sam- A. Book for the Times.
ples. The battery proves one electric condition of positive and negative extremes, as relaOF
tions. The first that strikes my mind is growth
—decay. We will suppose growth must first
exist. The process is quite well demonstrated
OP THE
to come from food (under the electric supervision of magnetic suspension), the cause of
OLD
AND
NEW TESTAMENTS:
the cohesion or aggregation of the tissue may
be a little in the dark, but the result seems to Being an Argument on God in the Constitution of the
United States.
be certain that liquid flesh joins to organized
flesh [yes, protoplasmically,] and there is supBy
I>. \V. Hull.
posed to be no effect without cause. The cause
of decay may be still more in the dark, and to ™i',2?je?'orkPle,au?lor 8howe that Jehovah was only
of Gods who play their part in the
be better prepared to remedy any evil that may Bible, all of« school
whem are shown to be spirits of departed
break the balance, which is to constitute life,
been traDslated to the sun or
«
T'
on?nf nf twen ybadc,on8t£llati°ne,
in a normal condition, growth seems to be an theh/lipf
in accordance with
people.
ascending power, and decay a reversed order ity
Hv rTf
liiii
»
He
also shows the
impossibilof
legislating
upon
the
subject,
gives
extracts
"Ct9
ol things [yes, ascending formations and follow- from Jefferson's correspondonce on theandsubject
Price, single copies, 15 cents; $1.25 per dozen- Hosting reformation], and he who will propose to
age
2
per
cents
copy.
'*
balance life between the two extremes, ought
N. B.—For sale at the office of this paper.
well understand the mode of action on both
sides-—growth and decay—and when I inquire Mrs. Kobiuson's
Tobacco Antidote
of the learned Doctor the mode of decay, he
geems quite mute, and I am fearful the books1 0EI'TA™ md perfectly
a lidou
are somewhat so [yes, as much bosh as ortho- for the poisonous effects, and remedyharmless
foj the baeci
is known by the above name.
doxy], but hope not. I sometimes attempt to appetite.compounded
by Mas. A. H. Eoeinsos, the cele
balance an oldjplock, and if I am asked why it brated medium of Chicago,
while entranced by a notei
is important, I might be compelled to answer,
™B is warrantedto
'
5 en usingdirections
tobacco by the inveterate lover
it must be so,' without being able to give a
(on each box) are foi
reason why. [To equalize the aggregate effort lowedw
lap- Agehts for selling the same throughout
or "aim of the moving and co-operative forces.]
the conn.
and retail, at this ofAnd now, if it would not be inconvenient,
w^olesale
<?le'
m°T
by
Sent
Sn
per
"nail
free
of
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ON THE

BOUNDARY OF ANOTHER WORLD,

Witt Narratiye Illustrations,

BY ROBERT DALE OWEN,
Formerly member of Congress and American minister to
Naples. Author of "Beyond the Breakers," "The
Debatable Land Between This World and the

Next," etc.

This invaluable work, first < published some years ago.
has always received much, ^attention, and has passed

through many eaitione.

of Exeter Hall, the Theological Romance:
The plot and passion in Exeter Hall show an experienced hand iu their delineation. Exeter Hall proves
the author has something to sas and k. ows how to saythat
it.
—Public Opinion, London, England.
44
It is indeed a wonderful book.New York Mail
"
We commend it to the widest popular approval."—

"This book is well and powerfully wiitten The
most scorching work ever published in America since the
Age of Reason."—Liberal, Chicago.
"One of the most exciting r unances of the day."—
DemoresCs Magazine. New York.

"Convincingly illustrativeof the errors of theolo»v."
—Investigator, Boston.
The humane and charitable tendencies of the book
must receive the approbation of ever. friend of humanity. —Daily
Telegraph, Toronto, Canada.
Cloth. 80 cents; postage 12 cents, fcaper 60 cents; post-

age 4 cents.

*t* F,orJf%,

wholesale, and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing Houte, Adams st., & 5th Ave.,
Chicago. '

f~ 7
7

Cloth, 12 mo. 522 pp. i
*
Price, $1.75; postage, 24 cents.
»,«For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Phllo
sophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Avenue, Chicago.

A New Boole for
CHILDREN'S LYCEUMS, PRIMARY
SCHOOLS

AND

FAMILIES.

"LESSONS FOR CHILDREN ABOUT
THEMSELVES,"
By A. E. Newton,
Late Superintendent of Schools in Washington, D. C.
"know thyself; all wisdom centres there."

7

f

HOUR

7

7

7

HOUR

GRAMMAR

BY PROF. D. P. H O W E.
The author was induced to publish this iittle work by
the urgent and repeated request of persons of all shades
of education in ever* State in the Union from Maine to
California.
It is designed to meet the requirements of a class of
persons, immersed in business pursuits entirely cut off
from the advantages and influence of the school room
and whose opportunities of an educational development
in thif particular are seemingly at an end. Be is satisfied
that one of the greatest obstacles to the understanding of
Grammar is the scattered arrangement of thought as exhibited in the Text Books in use His arrangement is
entirely original; what he has r-tained must be carefully
read and digested; what he has omitted is not worth the looking after. Any one can speak or write correctly after g ving
this little work one week's careful studv The sale of over
twelve thousand copies in two years without any special
effort is proof that the work meets the necessities of the
adult population of America and is the right-hand friend
of the Self Student.
Price, cloth bound $1.00 Paper covers 50 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Re^igio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Ave.

Third Enlarged Edition

PARTURITION

WITHOUT PAIN
A CODE OF DIRECTIONS

FOR

*

Escaping from the Primal Curse.
Edited by M. L. Holbrook, M. D., Editor of the "Herald
of Health" with an appendix on the

Care of- Children

By Dk. C. S. LOZIER, Dean of the N. Y.,
Medical College for Women, etc.

The subject is itself extensive and an immense range of
related topics have a direct and important bearing on it.
The difficulty has accordingly been not to find what to
say, but to decide what to omit. It is believed that a
healthful regimen has been deecribed; a constructive,
preparatory, and preventive training, rather than a course
of remedies medications, and drugp. Among authorities
consulted tl e following widely Known and celebrated
names may be mentioned Bull, Dewee s, Duncan, Gleason,
Lozier, Montgomery, Napheys, Pendleton, Shaw, Scorer,
Tilt, and Verdi.
Price postage p"id, $1.00
*** For sale wholesa e and retail by the Religo-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

TJie JBiMe of the Ages.
FOURTEEN C_H APTERS.
Selected from Hindoo Vedas, Buddha, Confucius,
Mencius, Egyptian Divine Pvmander, Zoroaster, Talmnds, Bible, Philo Judeaus, Orpheus, Plato, Pythagoras,
Marcus Aurelias, Kpictetus, Seneca, A1 Koran, Scandinavian Eddas, Swedenborg. Luther, Novalis, Kenan,
Taliesin, Milton, Penn, Barcley, Adam Clarke, Mary
Fletcher, Newman, Tyndall, Max Mailer, Temple, Woolman, Elias Hicks, Channing, Garrison. H. C. Wright
Lucretia Mott, Higginson, T. Starr King, Bushnell,
Parker, Finney, Davis, Emma Hardinge, Emerson,
Beecher, Tuttle, Denton, Abbott, Frothingham, and
others.

GOSPELS AND INSPIRATIONS FROM MANY
CENTURIESAND PEOPLES.
Slowly the Bible of the race is writ,
Each age, each kindred adds a verse to it."
"This book, original in aim and execution, helps to meet
a want much felt. Giving the best thoughts from a date
far older than the Bible to our own day, it must tend to
break up idolatry of a book, to banish bigotry, and give
higher wisdom and truer freedom and spiritual culture.
It should he in every home in the land. None should
"

Boards.
Single copies, one to five 50 cents.

400 PASES; ON HEAYX TINTED PAPEK; BOUND IN CLOTH.

Six copies to fifty

45

"

Cloth.
60 cents.
u

55

Upward of fifty copies 40 '•
50 44
*** Porsale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Phllosophical Publishing tiouge, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

Pkice, $3.00. Postage 26 cents.
*»* For sale wholesale and retail by the Keligio-PhiloPublishing House.
Adams Street and
Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.
sophical

"SEXUAL PHYSIOLOG-Y.
The great interest now being felt in all subjects relating
to human development, will make the book of interest to
every one. Besides the information obtained by its perusal, the bearing of the various subjects treated in improving and giving a high direction and value to human life

Greatest Medium's

SPIRITUALISM UNVEILED. This sharp and brilliant
little book, by one of our acutest writers and most effective speakers should be read by all. Price 35 cents:

postage 2 cents.
THE SUPREMACYOF REASON. This little work is a
masterly argument on the Supremacy of Reason. The
author handles sectarianism, as opposed to reason,without gloves. Price 10 cents; postage 2 cents.

THAT TERRIBLEQUESTION. Being an essay on Love
and Matrimony.

Price 10 cents; postage 2 cents.

THE WOLF IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING; OR, GOD IN
the constitution. An ingeniousinterpretationof the
symbols of the book of Daniel and the Apocalypse, together with an argument against recognizing God,
Christianity, and the Sabbath in our National Charter.
Price 10 cents; postages cents.

BOTH SIDES; OR, GOD AND THE DEVIL'S PROPHETS; A long range discussion on the comparative merits of ancient prophets and modern mediums, between

Moses Hull and Rev. J. F. McLain. Price 25 cents:

postage 2 cents.
#** For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

PROGRESSIVE SUNDAY LYCEUMS.
THE NEW BOOK FOR SUNDAY LYCEUMS CONtains all the excel «nt features of previous works, with
such improvement a the practical experience of lyce-

urns during the past six years have suggested.
Its appendix contains a large number of letters from
conductors of lyceums and friends of the institution,
illustrating its beneficial influence, and giving much valuable information pertaining thereto.
This book is complete in every particular, and is illus-

trated with

TIIIRJY

FINE ENGRAVINGSof Ban-

ners, Emblematic Standards for Groups, Calisthenics, etc,
Price, in Paper Cover, 60 cents; postage six cents. In
boards, neat, strong, and durable, 75 cents; postage 12
cents. In cloth, extra, gold'lettered sides, 1.00; postage
12 cents, from which prices a liberal discount will be made
on quantities for lyceums
*** For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago,

•" STANDARD

LIBERAL o_WORKS

THE PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIONARY of Voltaire.—
Tenth American Edition. Two Volumes in one. Containing 876 large octavo pages,—with two elegant steel
engravings. Price, $5.00; postage, 65 cents. This is
the largest and most correct edition in the English
language, having, besides the whole of the London editions, several articles from a manuscript translated several years since by a friend of Voltaire, and others
translated immediately from the French edition. The
London edition sells at from $10 to $16, and does not
contain near as much as this American edition.

VOLNEY'SRUINS; or, Meditationon the Revolutions
of Empires. Translated under the immediate inspection of the Author, from the latest Paris Edition, with
his Notes and Illustrations. To which is added, The
Law of Nature, and a short Biographical Notice, by

Count Daru. Price, $1.00; postage, 16 cents.

THE DIEGESIS; being a Discovery .of the Origin, Evidences, and Early History of Christianity, never yet
before or elsewhere so fully and faithfully set forth.
By Rev. Robert Taylor. This work was written by
Mr. Taylor while serving a term in Oakham (Eng.)
Jail, where he was imprisoned for blasphemy. It
contains 440 pages, octavo, and is considered unanswerable as to arguments or facts. Price, $2.00; postage, 24

cents.

THE DEVIL'S PULPIT—By Rev. Robert Taylor—with
a Sketch of the Author's Life—containing Sermons on
the following subjects:—The star of Bethlehem, John
the Baptist, Raising the Devil! The Unjust Judge, VirParitura, St. Peter, Judas Iscariot Vindicated, St.
'homas, St. James, and St. John, the Sons of Thunder,
The Crucifixion of Christ, The Cup of Salvation, Lectures on Freemasonry, The Holy Ghost, St. Philip, St.
Matthew, The Redeemer. Price, $2.00; postage, 20

fo

cents.

ASTRO-THEOLOGICAL LECTURES-By Rev. Robert
Taylor. Containing the following Lectures:—Belief
not the Safe Side, The Resurrection of Lazarus, The
Unjust Steward, The Devil, The Rich Man and Lazarus,
The Day of Temptation in the Wilderness, Ahab, or the
Lying Spirit, The Fall of Man, Noah, Abraham, Sarah,
Melcnisedec, The Lord, Moses, The Twelve Patriarchs,
Who is the Lord? Exodus, Aaron, Miriam. Price, $2,00;

postage, 20 cents.

THE SYNTAGMA—By
Rev. Robert Taylor, author of
"
the

Diegesis," " Devil's Pulpit," "Astro-Theological

SermonSj showing that such a person as Jesus Christ
never existed. Price' $1,00; postage, 12 cents.
THE INFIDEL'S OR INQUIRER'S TEXT-BOOK. Being the substances of 13 Lectures on the Bible, by Robert Cooper, and a summary of the best arguments of the
Infidel world against the Divinity of the Jewish and
Christian Scriptures. Price, $1,00; postage, 16 cents.
THE SYSTEM OF NATURE; or, Laws of the Moral and
Physical World. By Baron D'Holbach, author of
"
Good Sense," etc. A new and improved edition,
with notes by Diderot. Translated from the French by
H. T. Robinson. Two volumes in one. Many honest
kiud-

To aid in counteracting the baneful influence of

Priests and bigoted Theologians is the object of the
System of Nature a very able work from the pen of a
celebrated author. Price, $2,00; postage, 25 cents.
THE YAH )0—'A Satirical Rhapsody. By the author of
the Great Dragon Cast Out. This work first appeaved
in England. The object of the poem is to rid'cule the
vices and follies of mankind, especially those of pride
oppression, hypocrisy and superstition, amllits tenden-

cy is, consequently, to elevate society. Price, 70 cents;
postage. 8 cents.
COMPLETE WORKS OF THOMAS PAINE-Secretary
to the Committee of Foreign Affairs in the American
Revolution. Three volumes. Consisting of his Political,
Theological and Miscellaneous Writings. To which is
added a brief Sketch of his Life. Price, $7,00; postage.
94 cents.
PAINE'S POLITICAL WRITINGS-To which is prefixed a brief Sketch of the Author's Life. A new edition, with additions. Two volumes. Price, $5.00;
postage, 62 cents.
PxlINE'S THEOLOGICAL WORKS-To which are added
the Professions of Faith of a Savoyard Vicar, by J. J.
Rousseau; and other Miscellaneous Poems. Price,

$2,00; postage, 20 cents.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON; being an investigation of
True and Fabulous Theology. Price, cloth, 50 cts.;
postage, 12 cents; paper, 25 cents, or five for $1,00. .
PAINE'S COMMON SENSE—A Revolutionary Pamphlet, addressed to the Inhabitants of America in 1776.
To which is added a brief Sketch of the Author's Life.
Price, 20 cents; postage, 2 cents.
THE LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE-Author of "Common Sense," " Rights of Man," " Age of Reason," &c.,
with Critical and Explanatory Observations of his
Writings, By G. Vale. Price, $1,00; postage, 16 cts.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
A New Scientific Work

s^iFiEnsrA.

ONE OF THE

MENTAL CONSTITUTION.
BY ARTHUR MERTON.
In Mental Science the world has had a surfeit cf
worthless speculations. It now asks and needs exatt
and positive knowledge, such as guides the Astrono-

OF THE

cannot be over-estimated.

THE QUESTION SETTLED. A careful comparison of
Biblical and Modern Spiritualism. Price $1.50, postage
1(3 cents.

Together with
Programmes and Exercises,
the whole designed for the use of

OF

MRS. J. H. C0NANT,

Moses Hull's Works.

(WITH ILLUSTRATIONS,)

BIOGRAPHY

A SCIENTIFIC AND POPULAR EXPOSITION Of
THE FUNDANENTAL PROBLEMS IN
SOCIOLOGY.
By R. T. Trail, M.D.

This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and Physiology of the Sexes;
explains the origin of Human Life; how and when Menstruation, Impregnation, and Conception occur; giving th«
laws by which tne number and sex of oftspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetting and rearing of beautiful and .healthy children, ft is
high-toned, and should be read by every family. With
eighty pie engravings.
This work has rapidly passed through ten editions, and
the demand is constantly increasing. No such complete
and valuable work has ever before been issued from the
press.
Price, $2; postage 20 cents.
*** For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-PhUosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

Marches and Calisthenics

ful intellects against the religious dogmas which have
caused so much misery and persecution among man-

FROM

fail to obtain it."—William Denton.
EDITEDAND COMPILEDBY G. B. STEBBINS.

Progressive Lyceums.

SONGS, HYMNS, AND CHANTS,

and talented philanthropistshave directedtheir power-

CHAPTERS

Part first of this little work, containing 141 pages,
16mo, is now ready. It treats of the Human Body, its
wonderful structure, and the conditions of Health, Use
fulness and Happiness, and is illustrated with superior
engravings.
These lessons have been prepared to meet a want which
is believed to be extensively felt by parents and teachers,
and especially by conductors and leaders of Children's

OF

LESSONS, READINGS, AND RECITATIONS,

Banner of Light, Boston.
"We h ve no hesitationin declaringthis a great work.
—Universe, yew York.

The new interest lor tne wru-

jFSt? J?1? talented author, created by, the great success
Land, causes a desire in every one not
of 1 he Debatable
before familiar with "FOOTFALLS,
to at once obtain
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Br X. R. Hazard.
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JS®1"" Turkish bathe, Electric baths, Movement cure and
Lifting cure in the establishment for those requiring
them. Address MILLER, HAYNES & C O.,
vl2n!4 Proprietors.

ASTROLOGICAL ORIGIN

J

HOWARD TILDEN. S.

and Spirit-World. By Wa» pK, tUughThi too

DR. MILLER'S HOME OP HEALTH,
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NINETEENTH CENTURY.

mer, the Mechanic,the Chemist,or the Physiologist, to
certain success in his labors. The discoveries set forth
in this volume answer this great need. They bring order out of chaos, and reduce all mental action and laws t9

The book contains a history of the Mediumship of Mrs.
Conant from childhood to the present time; together with
extracts from the diary of her physician; selections from
letters received verifying spirit communications given
through her organism at the Banner ofLight Free
Circles;
and spirit messages, essays and invocations from
various
intelligences in the other life. The whole being prefaced
with opening remarks from the pen of

exact mathematical statements. Thus they open to us
a new world of thought and life, for the mental laws relate us to every sphere and every act of duty and pleasure. The truths here explained are of supreme interest
and importance to all classes of persons. Not only is
this the case with regard to its general ideas, it is also
true of their special applications. The farmer, the co k,
the mechanic, the architect, the artist, the literary man,
the statesman, the teacher, and the parent, will each And
here new truths which relate to his special duties or pursuits. An examination of the table of contents will at

ALLEN PUTNAM, ESQ.,
A FINE STEEL PLATE PORTRAIT OF

THE MEDIUM ADORNS
THE WORK.

earnest, unequivocal and individual example
g8° wroushtby Spiritualism. Its perusal can not
fail to cheer our struggling media.
Cloth, 324 pp., $1,50; postage 20 cents.

tin

once show this to be the case.

The condensed style of the author has enabled him to
treat each of the many topics embraced in this volume
with great clearness. For example, in the second chapter
c,
F,°«
^e wholesaleand retail by the Religio-Philo- the reader will find the Signs of Character described,
sophical
Publishing House Adams street and 5th Avenue,
Chicago.
' and to get the same knowledge elsewhere, he would have
to purchase a volume costing five times the price of this.
So the Word Analysis, in the seventh chapter, and the
Laws of Conjugal Love, in the sixth, are equally examples
BY JUDGE EDMONDS.

*t*

Spiritual Tracts.

of conden&ed and lucid statement

THIS VOLUME CONSISTS OjB* A VALUABLB COLLEO
TION OP SHORT ARTICLES ON

SPIRITUALISM,;

by Judge Edmonds, who is widely known In Europe and

America as an able jurist and a staunch advocate and

expounder of the Spiritual Philosophy.
The collection contains 275 pages, and is sold for the
small sum of 30 cents per copy. Forty copies to one address by express for $6.00.
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The Safena has about 200 pages, well illustrated with
engravings. Price, in cloth, $1.00. Sent by mail postpa d.
wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150
Fourtn Ave., Chicago.
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Rev. John B. Rains, 743, Myrtle Avenue,

|Miflio-i11uto$0i$Jucat journal

Brooklyn.

Rev. George Pierce, President Boston Con©. ©. JONES,
ference.
EDITOR, PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR.
Rev. William Hastings, President MuskinJ. II. FRANCIS, - - Associate Editor,
gum Conference.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Rev. J. W. Kidd, President, North Indiana
One copy, one year, in advance $3 00
Conference.
"
at the end of the year 3 50
Three months on trial, to New Subscribers
BO
Rev. R. R. Bookshire. President North Carolina Conference.
Religio-Philosoplilcal Publishing House.
Rev. Thomas Shipp, President Indiana ConAll letters and communications should be addressed to
S. S. Jones, Corner Fifth Avenue and Adams St., Chicago.
ference.
Rev. C. Cr|y, President North Illinois ConNEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
ference.
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
post-oflice—whether directed to his name or another's, or
Rev.
S. D. Kingsley, President Genessee Conwhether he has subscribed or not—is responsible for the
payment.
ference, New York.
8. If any person orders his paper discontinued, he must
Rev. F. D. Loy, President Kansas Conferpay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send
-

"

-

"

"

it, mntil payment is made, and collect the whole amount—
whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take newspapers and periodicals from the post-offlce, or removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima facie evidence of
intentional fraud.

ence.

Rev. W. F. West, President Oregon Mission

Conference.

These men being the special mouth pieces
of
God, having indorsed this swindle, the probIn making remittances for subscription, always procure
ability is that the sale of tickets will be large.
a draft on New York, or Post-Office Money Oedek if
possible. When neither of these can be procured, send
Just obtain the influence of the orthodox God in
the money, but always in a Registered Letter. The registration fee has been reduced to fifteen cents, and the
aid
of any such enterprise, and it is bound
present registration system has been found, by the postal
authorities, to be virtually an absolute protection again&t to succeed!
Why he can not protect his
losses by mail. All Post-masters are obliged to register
churches from the disastrous effects of lire and
letters when requested to do so.
sendingmoney to this office for the Journal
lightning, as well as to assist in building, is
I^Those
be careful to state whether it be for a renewal or
should
one of the mysteries of Godliness. Rev. Mr.
a new subscription, and write all proper names plainly.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is received
Moody
would have been a most excellent man
by the publisher for their discontinuance, and until payment of all arrearages is made, as required by law.
to act as agent for this enterprise. By visiting
No names entered on the subscription books, without
the various saloons, faro banks, and low grogthe first payment in advance.
LOOK TO TOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS.
geries of this city, he could undoubtedlyhave
Subscribers are particularly requested to note the sold a great many tickets. In fact, we would
pirations of their subscriptions, and to forward whatex
is
due for the ensuing year, without further reminder from heartily recommend him as a man of unblemthis office.
1
ished moral character, with a large quantity of
Upon the margin of each paper, or upon the wrapper,
will be found a statement of the time to which payment
piety and a superabundance of suavity—in
has been made. For instance, if John Smith has paid to
1 Dec. 1871, it will be mailed, "J. Smith 1 Dec 1." If he
fact, he probably could have succeeded in sellhas only paid to 1 Dec. 1870, it will stand thus: "J.
ing many thousands of tickets. All the blackSmith 1 Dec 0."
CHICAGO, SATURDAY, MARCH 1, 1873.

A Gross Swindle.
Respected Sir:—We respectfully solicit you
to act as agent for the disposal of tickets to
our grand National Church Fair and distribution of valuable presents. The object of this

praiseworthy enterprise is fully set forth in the

general descriptive circular, which please find
enclosed.
It is our earnest desire to open the Fair and
commence the erection of the Church and Library Building at once. In order to accomplish
this, it is necessarythat the sale of tickets be
completed at the earliest moment possible, and
we would respectfullyurge upon you the necessity of using all the haste you can consist-

made by post-office order, registered letter, or
by express, and addressed to Rev. William C.
Clarke, No. 34, Myrtle Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Trusting you are fully in accord with the
good work,
We are, with respefet, yours very truly,
Managing Committee Bethesda Mission.
Brooklyn, New York, 1872.
We received the above circular, accompanied
with six tickets, numbered as follows: 108,669,
108,670, 103,671, 103,672, 103,673, 103,674. In
consideration of those six tickets we are ex-

i

request was then made of Gen. Kearney to

materialize the arm that was amputated so as
to show the stump where it was amputated.
He indicated his willingness to make an effort
to do so, and immediately thrust out the stump
of his amputated arm and repeated it several
times, then thrust out the same arm with a
perfect hand and forearm attached as if it had
never been amputated, teaching us by occular
demonstration tlat he has his right arm now
as perfect as the left.
It is an unmistakable fact that spirits have
the power, seemingly, for the purpose of identification, of showing themselves just as they
looked in the last days of their earth-life.
Mr. Bastian will remain at this Publishing
House and give seances for the benefit of
those who desire to attend the same until
further notice.

The Boston Commonwealth on Beeclier's
[Theology.

It appears, according to the Boston Commonwealth, that in the jTear 1858 Mr. Beecher
lectured in the Fraternity course in Boston on
a general subject. It was a simple thing in
itself, and called for no comment. But the
Fraternity lectures having their origin with
Theodore Parker's people, the Examiner, a
Baptist journal of New York, deemed it its
duty to remind him of his impropriety in aclegs, gamblers, low ragamuffins and inebriates
cepting an invitation from such heretics.
in the city, would have purchased one or more, Thereupon Mr,. Beecher wrote to know what
and thereby laid up treasures in heaven, which was done with the proceeds of the lectures,
they could not do in any other manner. We and soon after, in the Independent, defended
look upon this enterprise as one of the most his right to lecture when and where he pleasgigantic holy swindles that has lately exercised ed, with his usual force and directness when
its pestiferous influence on the sin-lovingminds in controversy. This was a simple matter
of a godly people.
also, calling for little comment, except in approbation of his independence. But in this
reply
Mr. Beec(faer ventured to state his theHarry Bastian, the Medium.
ological ground-woik in these words, which at
The above-named medium holds seances once stamped him with the "faithful" as
e-jery evening for the public generally, and for questionable, if not unsound; for it was to

select parties who make special engagements
afternoons, at the Seance Room of the Religio-

Ph losophical Publishing• House,7 corner of
ently, in the disposal of its tickets, and in send- Adams street and Fifth Avenue,
Chicago.
ing us the numbers of those you sell, together
This is a central point midway between all
with the names and post-office address of the
purchasers, plainly and accurately written, so of the Railroad depots of the city and will be
that they may be properly registered on the easily found by strangers visiting the city.
books of the Distributing Committee; this
Mr. Bastian is a gentleman about thirty years
should be done within ten days from receipt
of
age, of irreproachable characterand refineof tickets, in order that the distribution may
not be delayed.
ment. Any one desirous of making arrangeThe Managing Committee, in accordance ments for a seance for a select party of friends
with that which they deem to be right and can do so at any time by calling at this Pubjust, have arranged the following reasonable
discounts to those acting as agents: six tickets, lishing House.
The nature of his seances have been so often
$5,00; twelve ticket, $9,50. We enclose you
six tickets, each of which, when paid for and given to the public by reports of what Loo
registered, entitles the holder to the gift
awarded to its number, and admission to the
Fair during its continuance. The grand distribution will take place during the Fair, thus
enabling holders of tickets who desire visiting,
the advantage of being present at the former.
Should you find it inconvenient to act as agent,
will you have the kindness to select some trustworthy person who will give the matter the
necessary attention? Remittances should be

the one which was not amputated?" No sooner
was the requeit made than granted—General
Kearney not only held up the hand, showing
the arm, turning it repeatedly so that there
could be no mistake whether it was the right or
left hand and arm that was extended.
General —-—— pronounced it correct. A

'

most readers incomprehensible:—

"Could Theodore Parker worship my God?
Christ Jesus is his name. All that there is of
God is to me bound up in that name. A dim
and shadowy effluence rises from Christ and

that I am told to call the Father. A yet more
tenuous and invisible film of thought Arises,
and that is called the Holy Spirit. But neither

are to me aught tangible, restful, accessible."
Fourteen years h .ve gone by, and now we
have Mr. Beecher making a new declaration.
His contemptfor the Cambridge confessionof
Calvinism has long been no secret, and the
other Sunday it was openly expressed by Kim
in a way

tliatApparently

"did him good." The

transpired, that it is hardly necessary to say

most obnoxiotas clause in that confession ap-

more upon the subject.
In general terms suffice it to say, that in his
dark seances beloved friends in spirit-life ma-

peared to be the following, which the reverend
gentleman rea|i with terrible emphasis.
"By the decree of God, and for the mani-

terialize so as to speak with their own organs

of speech—tocaress with their own hands—to
take from and place things in other peoples
hands—suchas knives, pencils, watches, jewelry, etc., as requested, apparently with more
ease and quicker than they could do the same
thing in a light room while yet in the earthlife.

Most wonderful feats are performed with
physical matter—contraryto any known law of
matter. That class of phenomena is worthy
of the attention of the samns of the age. The
thinking man who avoids an investigation in
that field of science is simply a slave to prejudice
and unworthy of being classed among the close
pected to use the influence of the Religio- observers of the scientific developmentsof the
Philosophical Journal, in advertising this seventh decade of the nineteenth century.
The materialization of spirits and their idengigantic Lottery Swindle. We take pleasure
in doing so. We shall, probably, draw the tification by relatives and friends is an everyhouse, No. 40, Cedar Street, Brooklyn, which day occurrence. Not a seance is held without
is valued at $22,000, and which is worth, per- such manifestations. These take place in
haps, $2,500. We advise all daring adventurers what is called cabinet seances.
The medium is so confined as to render suswho wish to invest in stock in a railroad to
heaven, by way of this projected Church, to picion of fraud out of question. He is not
buy one of these tickets. True, you will be only securely tied, but his clothing and ropes
swindled out of one dollar, probably, and if sewed together and sealed with sealing-wax
the fraud thus perpetrated would cease with with the skeptic's own seal impressed into the
your investment, the evil would soon termin- hot wax so as to render it impossible for the
ate; but such, unfortunately, is not the case. medium to move hand or foot without being
The swindle thus started becomes greater and detected. Then it is that loved ones whose
greater, until it culminates in a Church; even mortal bodies have mouldered to dust, appear
there it does not cease its pestiferous operations. at the open windows of the cabinet and repeatWhen it assumes the magnificentproportions edly show themselves,often speaking in audible
of a Church, metalic rods must be put upon it voices and shake friends by the hand with as
to protect it from God's lightning; it must be hearty a greeting as before they passed the
insured to protect it from his fire, while it portals of so-called death.
Of course, if the medium was entirely unoffers a license to sin, by the dogmatic assertions from the pulpit, that death-bed repent- conlined and furnished with all sorts of conance will save a sinner from endless torment. jectural appliances, he could not deceive all of
This swindle is to erect a Church in honor of a an intelligent man's or woman's senses in such
God who sent forth a lying spirit, in order to cases. Remember these faces now being reaccomplish his nefarious transactions, on the ferred to are shown in the light, and repeated
pulpit of which is to rest a Bible with one from time to time at the request of friends
hundred and fifty direct contradictions, the ob- until all doubt of identity is dispelled.
A simple instance in point may be referred
scenity of which, if published in a tract for circulation, would subject the author to fine and to: On Friday evening, a certain well known
imprisonment,and on which the slavery of the Official in this city—a General of distinction
South rested for a sustaining foundation after during the late rebellion, for the first time in
the first cargo of slaves (twenty in number) sailed his life attended a seance.
After the close of the usual dark seance, the
up the James River in Virginia, in 1620. Those,
therefore, who desire to sustain gambling, lot- room was lighted up and the cabinet seanoe
teries, the obtaining of goods under false pre- was given—the fourth spirit that showed himtenses, will send one dollar as above requested. self was Gen. Phil. Kearney. His presence
Those, however, who wish to do a good deed, was unmistakable—his identity perfect. His
one that will take deep root in the human soul, friend saluted him as an old comrade in arms
would do well to send a dollar for the Religio- would be expected to salute his peer on meetPhilosophical Journal, to be sent to some ing him in this life. The salutation was refriend, instead of buying swindling lottery turned by General Kearney with that grace
and dignity for which he was so apt. It was
tickets to erect a Church.
This lottery, like the various kinds of patent apparent that he had lost nothing by the
nostrums sold at drug stores, is well sustained change from the mortal to the immortal plane
by testimonials. The following distinguished of life.
General said, "Gen. .Kearney, perhaps
divines endorse it:
am
I
the only one present that knows which of
Myrtle
Street
Pastor,
Clarke,
C.
Rev. William
your arms was amputated, will you hold up
Church, Brooklyn.

festation of his glory, some men and some
angels are predestinated to everlasting ruin,
and some are foreordained to everlasting
death."
The painfully intense interest with which
the congregationdrank in the terrible words
was hardly diverted by the criticism which
followed it, which was simply, "That is rather
rough is it not?" He went on reading until he
came to the following:
"These angels and men, thus predestinated
and foreordained, are fixed to an unchangeable destiny: their number is certain and defined, and caiji not be increased or diminished."
"That is what you may call a tight fit," said
the eloquent commentator. Mr. Beecher
added:
"If I were left to choose between absolute
infidelity and Atheism, and the acceptance of a
God who has pre-ordained

and predestinated

an innumerable host of his creatures to torments, to pains, and to eternal death, for his
praise and his glory, why, rather than accept
such an infernal Deity, 1 would be an Atheist,
and I would glory therein."
A murmur of suppressed applause followed
this bold pronunciamento. Mr. Beecher then
turned to the sermons of Dr. Binney, preached
from the same pulpit, in one of which Dr. Binney said that there were those sitting before
him who in the eternal ages should suffer
more of the torments of the damned than the
volume of all that was painful, all that was
dreadful, to the souls then waiting in Hell.
Mr. Beecher said: "It is to a being like this
that we.say, 'Our Father.' Why, if there were
one soul that was predestined by him to such a
hopelese inheritance of woe, I should say, Our
Fiend—not Our Father."
The local organ of New England Orthodoxy, the G'ongregationalist, upon this declaration, takes occasion to clear modern Congregationalism of the imputations put upon it. It
says: "While the Boston Council of 1865 did
reaffirm, for substance, the old and elaborate
confessions, it framed and set forth a new
declaration of faith which wholly avoids the
statements to which objection is made, and
which it would have been more honest in Mr.
Beecher to have quoted, as expressing the
faith of the New England Congregational
churches. In one sense he can justify his
accusation, but in another it is false, harmful,
and as cruel to the churches whom he represents, as is the formula with which he quarrels. The doctrines which they hold are far
from being as monstrous as, in the heat of extemporaneous and extravagant discourse, Mr.
Beecher would make the public believe."
_

Rather Supernatural.
The South has lately become the theatre of
active operations on the part of the spirits.
The Savannah News, of January 27th, opens
~

its columns and gives an account of the startling phenomenon.

The manifestations in the South, it seems,
have extended to the railroad cars, and in this
instance to the car known as Express Car No 1
of the Atlantic & Gulf Railroad. This car has,
it appears, been in constant use for about two
years past, and has brought up a large number
of corpses of invalids who have died in Florida, and it was suggested by those who adhere
to a belief in Spiritualism that the demonstra-

ing, while in the background are" to be seen a
number of angelic personages.
The whole is said to be clear and distinct as
if engraved on the bowl.
This engraving, whether engraved by the
power of spirits or the odic force, first appeared
on the 28th of February, 1868, at the house of
James Ball, three miles east of Nixburg, Coosa
county, Alabama.
Mr. Ball, that morning, came in from his
blacksmith shop, where he had been at work
and as usual, washed his face and went into
breakfast. The water remained in the bowl
until three o'clock that afternoon, when one of
his daughters upon going to the bowl discovered the scenery. Not knowing what to
make of it, she threw the water out, and to
her astonishment the flowers and figures remained.
The bowl and its spiritual scenery has been
preserved. The scenery is as bright and beautiful now as in 1868.
The fame of the wash-bowl has gone abroad,
and Mr. Ball has been solicited to exhibit it.
He exhibited it at a fair, giving the proceeds
to a charitable purpose. •
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tions come from departed spirits. They have
been occurring for some time past, and have
been witnessed by three parties at different
periods. As the subject has excited some interest and has been the source of much speculation in Express circles, the following statement from Mr. E. S. Remington, a messenger
of the Express Company of Savannah, was
procured. Mr. Remington is well known, not
only in Savannah, but throughout Southern
Georgia, and his statement can be implicitly relied on. Mr. Remington says of a recent trip:
I left Savannah as usual, at 4:30 p. m., and
nothing extraordinary occurred until after
passing Live Oak, Florida. At this place I
Caution.
met the messenger bound for Quincy, and
checked off freight and money. I then locked
This is to caution all persons against doing
my safe and put the key in my pocket. At Welwho may wish to send money to H. A.
so,
born I felt for my key, as it was necessary for
Streight, care of the undersigned, with the exI
not
find
it.
and
could
the
safe,
me to open
pectation that the latter will hold the same on
searched everywhere and emptied my pockets
Bank deposit until the former shall execute a
the
but
in
desk,
put
them
and
of everything,
spirit painting for the same.
they could not be found. I then took off coat
Said Streight receives and opens all such
with
no
better
but
them,
shook
and vest and
we decline to hold ourself reletters—hence
success. I gave up the search, concluding sponsible in any such
cases. The money herewould
have
I
that
and
was
lost,
that the key
deposited
by us in Bank, in
and
received
tofore
to force the safe open. Six miles below Lake accordance with Mr. Streight's
agreement,
run
stove,
train
the
my
at
sitting
City, while
now is subject to the order of those to whom it
ning at its regular speed, I saw the key fall in belongs, as Streight has not in a single
instance,
front of me, striking near my feet. There
was no possibility of any one throwing the in such cases, executed a painting in accordance with his own proposition, and manifests
key into the car, as the train was in rapid
no disposition to do so.
motion.
It must be distinctly understood that there
The next night on the return trip from Jackis no money on deposit for others than those
sonville, between Station 10 and 10|, on the
Atlantic and Gulf Railroad, I was lyiig down to whom we returned a receipt, explicitly stating the fact that we had received the same.
on my packing chest and safe, when directly
S. S. Jones.
distinct
at my head there were three loud,
Chicago, February 17th, 1873.
raps. The train was running at the rate of
twenty miles an hour, and there was no posSusie M. Johnson is at Kansas City, lectursibility of any one being secreted in the car.
From time to time for some weeks past the ing with success.
Mrs. Mattie Hulett Parry is lecturing
whole freight has been apparently, to judge
from the sound, thrown about the car, but on to very large audiences at Leavenworth, Kanexamination every thing was found in statu sas.
quo. Whistling has been heard when the noise
Dr. H. H. Brown, 387 West Madison St.
of the train would have drowned the human Chicago, Inspirationalspeaker.
voice. I give the statement of these incidents
Proe. Spenoe's Positive and Negative Powas they occurred, and am willing to make afders for sale at the office of this paper.
fidavit to its truthfulness.
P. B. Randolph is now located at Toledo,
where he should be addressed for lecOhio,
Prayers Against Rain.
Tftltlnff of ppnyorD (eaye tii© London correspondent of The New York Times), the arch-

bishop of Canterburyhas rather put his foot
in it. He has been meditating, like everybody
else, on the persistent bad weather, and he has
come to the conclusion that it is all because the
clergy have not been reading the prayers for
fine weather, which are prescribed by the liturgy, so diligently as they should have done.
So he has given the clergy a sharp admonition
on the subject, and has urged them to make
use of that prayer "where the circumstances
of the district seem to call for it." In this rebuke the archbishop has struck a false note,
and already there is a storm of protest both

from clergy and laity. A clergyman writes to
the papers to say that he did not use the
prayer, and does not mean to, because he does
the Creator the justice to believe that He
knows more about the circumstances of every
district, and what is good for people there,
than any of the clergy, or even the fathers
themselves. A well-known writer on drainage
points out that the excessive rain-fall of the
last month or two is only compensation for the
want of water in the previous year; that the
wells are not yet up to the mark of a sufficient
supply of water; and that to pray for a cessation of rain would be to call down upon the
people a national calamity. He glories in the
consideration that a month's steady rain has
given eighteen years' water at the rate of
thirty gallons a head. Another correspondent
reminds the archbishop that the public health
was never in such a good condition as just now,
and that is because the rain flushes the sewers,
and does a vast amount of scavenger's work
which would otherwise be left undone. It is
odd, perhaps, to find that there are so many
persons magnanimous enough to do justice to
the weather,'. which has certainly been abominable; but one can hardly wonder that the
archbishop's letter should have produced some
discontent. It is impossible to imagine anything more opposed to the whole cause of
modern thought than the idea that it is the
duty of the parson of each parish with an eye
to the temporary wants of his little pedhington, to request the Deity to suspend or revolutionize the natural laws which he has appointed to govern the planet. It would be
rather awkward if the parsons of adjoining parishes, taking a different view of local requirements, were to pray hard against each other.
We don't think there is any disposition to scoff
at prayer, but only a desire that it should be
kept within proper limits. A prayer that archbishops might have common sense, or that the
people in a very wet season might be enlightened as to how to make the best of it, would
be reasonable enough.
Strange Phenomenon.
The Atlanta Constitution gives an account of
a strange phenomenon. It appears that a
common wash-bowl that has been in use some
ten years, has engraved on its bottom the likeness of a woman sitting in a chair. A dog is
standing by her side, wistfully gazing into her
face which is turned toward it.
Around it are seen trees and rushes grow-

tures, until further notice.

Mrs. S. M. Force, Wisconsin, please give
us your post-office address and we will comply
with your request.
Bro. G. B. Stebbins, who has been lecturing with fine success in Eastern cities, has now
returned to Detroit, his home.
Lizzie Goodell Steinmetz and Ellen Goodell Smith, M. D., are open for engagements
to lecture on the spiritual rostrum. Address,
812 North Tenth street, Philadelphia.
Mrs. Annie T. Dwter has concluded to enter the lecture field. She can be addressed at
358 Memphis street, Memphis, Tenn.
Mary A. Amphlett has been lecturing to

the Spiritual Society of this city. She gave excellent satisfaction.
J. H. Randall, trance speaker, will journey
from Clyde, Ohio, to New Boston, 111., by way
of Chicago, starting the first week in March.
Friends desiring lectures will address him at
Clyde, Ohio, until March 1st. After that date,
Chicago, 111., care of Religio-Philosophical
Journal.
The London Times of a recent date has an
article on Spiritualism, and adduces evidence
that the beliefs classified under that name are
actually spreading rapidly in Great Britain.
The editor refers to a volume that he has seen,
though it was designed for private circulation
only, which recites the most marvelous manifestations, the same being attested by fifty respectable witnesses, whose names appear on the
title page. Among these are a dowager duchess, a member of parliament, a nobleman, and
many others of rank, and, presumably, of intelligence. The Times draws this conclusion
from the fact: "Certainly it is time that a
thorough and practical investigation cleared
this cloud of the intellectual sky, and the task
need not be scouted by professors or other
learned men, by royal or other learned societies. "
J. W. Seaver, A. E. Tilden and Geo. W.
Taylor—Committee—send the following notice. A Quarterly Convention of mediums,
speakers and others will be held at Good
Templars' Hall, corner of Mill and Munford

streets, Rochester, New York, Saturday and

Sunday, March first and second, commencing
at 10 o'clock, and holding forenoon, afternoon
and evening sessions each day. We are assured that the Rochester Spiritualists will try
to entertain all in attendance, and believe they
will be able to do so. A cordial invitation
is
extended to all interested in this great spirit-

ual revolution, to attend.. Come early brothers

and sisters, from all parts of the State, and let
us have a profitable reunion in this
Bethlehem
of Spiritualism. Come with hearts and
voices
attuned to harmony, and please bring along
your text books of spiritual songs; also
come
prepared to locate the next quarterly Convention. Good speaking and good music may
be
expected.

J. W. Seaver,
Geo.

\

Committee.
XILD0N'
W. Taylor )r

January 31st, 1873.
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most acceptable to him and dictated a code of
laws to be used when they had taken possesdistinctly
t'ly cattle, nor thy stranger that is within thy sion of the land of promise, and also
settlement to be
gates. For in six days the Lord made Heaven marked the place of theirlotus,
on the borand Earth, the sea, and all that in them is, upon a lake aboundingwith
tree growand rested the seventh day: wherefore the ders of which they should find a fig an eagle
perched
Lord blessed the Sabbath-day, and hallowed ing out of a rock where wasprey.
In the midst
in the act of devoaring his
it.
was erected,
5. Honor thy father and thy mother; that of their encampment a tabernacle reception of
thy days may belong upon the land which the which contained an altar for the
the sacred ark, on which their God was triLord thy God giveth thee.
umphantly seated."—(Hist. Initiation, p. 207).
6. Thou shalt not kill.
Says Taj lor, (Astro. Theol. Lect. p. 120):
7. Thou shalt not commit adultery.
"Every nation upon earth had in like manner
8. Thou shalt not steel.
which
9. Thou shalt not bear false witness against its Book of Exodus, or fabulous legends
supplied the place of a history of the supposed
thy neighbor.
10. Thou shalt not covet thy neigbor's house, origination of their line of ancestry. The
thou shalt jiot covet thy neighbor's wife, nor Odyssey of Homer, the iEnis of Yirgil are
his man-servant, nor his maid-servant, nor his each of them, Books of Exodus, detailing the
bondages
ox, nor his ass, nor any thing that is thy neigh- supposed wanderings, sufferings, imaginary
and coming out of bondage of the
bor's."
founders or fathers of the Greek and Roman
SECOND TABLE, XXXiV: 11, 26.
nations, with the only difference that they are
1. "Take heed in thyself, lest thou make a better Exoduses, more congruous with them-

Ippiulitpf
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thy man-servant, nor thy maid-servant, nor

covenant with the inhabitants of the land
whither thou goest, lest it be for a snare in
the midst of thee. But ye shall destroy their

selves, more within the limits of poetical probability, though not more true than the Mosaic
Exodus. Thus that of Greece begins:

2. For thou shalt worship' no other God:

The man for wisdom's various arts renowned,
Long exercised in woes; O muse resound;

altars, break their images, and cut down their
groves.
for the Lord, whose name is Jealous, is a jealous God. Lest thou make a covenant with
the inhabitants of the land, and they go a
whoring after their Gods and do sacrifice unto

their Gods, and one call thee, and thou eat of
his sacrifies.

And thou take of their daughters

unto thy sons, and their daughters go a whoring after their Gods, and make thy sons a
whoring after their Gods..
3. Thou shalt make thee no molten Gods.
The feast of unleavened bread shalt thou keep.
Seven days thou shalt eat unleavened bread,
as I commanded thee, in the time of the
month Abib; for in the month Abid thou
earnest out from Egypt.
4 All that openeth the matrix is mine; and
every firstling among thy cattle, whether ox
or sheep, that is male.
5. But the firstling of an assrfhou shalt redeem with a lamb; and if thou redeem him
not, then shalt thou break his neck. All the
first-born of thy sons thou shalt redeem, and
none shall appear before me empty.
6 Six days thou shalt work, but on the
seventh day thou shalt rest; in earing times
and in harvest thou shalt rest.
7. And thou shalt observe the feast of
weeks, of the first fruits of wheat-harvest, and
the feast of in-gathering at the year's end.
8. Thrice in the year shall all your men-

children appear before the Lord God, the God
of Israel. For I will cast out the nations before

thee, and enlarge

thy borders; neither shall

any man desire thy land, when thou shalt go
up to appear before the Lord thy God thrice in
the year.

9. Thou shalt not offer the blood of my
sacrifice with leaven; neither shall the sacrifice of the feast of the passover be left unto
the morning.
10. The first of the first-fruits of thy land
thou shalt bring unto the house

of the Lord

thy God. Thou shalt not seethe a kid in his
mother's milk.

No doubt some ®f our theological friends

will deny that the first table are the command-

ments which Moses wrote upon the tables of
stone, the last time he was on the Mount, but
I see no way of evading it. In the tenth verse
the Lord makes a covenant with the people,
and one of the conditions of this covenant were

the ten commandments. Bat verse 27 and 28
of Ex. xxxiv, skow us that these are the ten

commandmentswhich form his covenant.
"And the Lord said unto Moses, Write thou

these words: for after the tenor of these words
I have made a covenant with thee and with

Israel. And, he was there with the Lord
forty days and forty nights; he did neither eat
bread, nor drink water. And he wrote upon
the tables the words of the covenant, the ten

co'mmandments."

We are forced to the conclusion that, each
set of commandments had been copied but
not from the same document. Of the morals
of these commandments, I shall not now
speak. In a chapter on morals I shall show
that the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures have

no advantage over other sacred books in
morals.
Another peculiar feature was the giving of
this law upon the mountain top, amid the
blazing thunders of Mt. Sinai. Jehovah was
not only a Fire-God; but he was also a Mountain God, as was Atlas, Prometheus, Deucalion,
the nine Muses of the Aonian mountain.
Hermes and a herd of immortal Gods upon
the Pierian mountains, Jove, Jupiter, Hercules
and others; indeed, it seems that he could
not fight only on the mountains, if we may
credit the followingfrom Judges 1. 19:
And the Lord was with Judah; and he
drave out the inhabitants of the mountain; but
could not drive out the inhabitants of the
valley, because they had chariots of iron.

The following I extract from Mrs. Child's
Progress of Religious Ideas, V. I. p. 258:
"Zoroaster came down through the fire unharmed, bringing with him a book of Laws
which he said had been revealed to him on the
mountain by Ormuzed himself."
Jehovah was emphatically a "man of war,
as is Mars of Pagan mythology, and so with a
relentless hand, he sends out his servants to
kill off all who were unacquainted or not reconciled to the Jewish system of religion with
the exception of virgins who were always
saved for licentious purposes. At onetime
the Lord reserved thirty-two of these virgins
for his harem. (Num. 31: 17, 40).
they lived in the wilderness and amongst the
mountains for the period of forty years, breaking upon some of their unsuspecting neighbors, every now and then carrying away all the
booty they could get. But then it was
necessary that they should wander forty years;
for that appeared to be necessary in order to
bring the people up.

and
All nations have had their Exoduses
Moses, Manou,
their divine legislators, such as will
not be preManon, Minas, and Mexi. It
borrowed
tended that the Mexican Indians
a claim
their Exodus from Moses. If such
succeeding
should be set up, we shall in aof the cross
chapter find that they had signs
in this country long betore

Christianity

antewas introduced. There ismany
a tradition
hundreds of
dating the Christian era
across the ocean
vears that Hercules sailedApollo
which was
directed by the Arrow of
There
compass.
no other than the manners
country
this
of
aborigines
the
that
ta no doubt
from the
in some way borrowed their customs
contiguous
other
some
or
Hindoos
ancient
nation Below we give a traditionary account
to the
of the Exodus of these people similar
one under consideration: ., says
tribe of North Americans
"A
chief, and
the legend, "under an experienced
who holding
Vitzliputzli,
God
the
by
directed
like a serpent, was
in his hand a rod formed
of reeds, called
made
ark
square
a
in
seated
four angles of
the
God,
the
of
the throne
serpents headsby
surmounted
were
which
priests and thus
The ark was borne by four
quest of a set
,irotected the people set out inthattheyshould
tlement, assured by the God
rash
conquer evety enemy who might
be>
marched
enough to oppose their design. Theyltzliputzh,
V
and encamped by the directionofof an extended
continuance
the
during
who
I
which was
revealed the mode of worship

warlike

Jest

''

Who, when his arm had wrought the destined
fall

Of sacred Troy, and raised her Heaven built
wall,
Thro' various climes with ceaseless ardor
strayed,
Their manners noted and their realms surveyed! "
(to be continued.)

D. W. HtJLL has been lecturing at Jackson,
Tenn. His lectures have been well received in
the South.
William Dosteb, of Red Oak, Ga., is a
newspaper and magazine agent. Special attention paid to all Spiritual reform publications.
Dr. D. P. Kayneb will answer calls to lecture on Sundays, anywhere within one hundred and fifty miles of St. Charles, 111. During
week days he wTill be at home to attend to patients. Address him at St. Charles, 111.
Captain R. H. Winslow will lecture in

Cleveland, Ohio, February 23d; Kirtland, Ohio,
March 2d; Council Bluffs, Iowa, during April.
At his last lecture in this city, he described
many spirits that were recognized.
"
Clock Struck One." In answer to numerous orders for Mr. Watson's book, we an.
nounce that a new and enlarged edition will be
published the ensuing Spring, when we shall
be prepared to fill orders to any extent.

Letters or Fellowship

-

were granted to

Brothers George A. Fuller, of Massachusetts,
and J. C. Marshall, of Kansas, constituting
them in legal parlance, '' Ministers of the Gospel," thereby authorizing them to perform the
marriage ceremony in due form of law.

The Savannah News, speaks as follows of
Dr. William Persons: "He is known as 'the
great magnetic physician,' and is stopping at the
Pulaski House. Numbersof people have vis-

ited him, and they are enthusiastic over his
amazing success. He brings a large number of
letters, testimonials of the same sort."
Judging from the comments of the city pa-

pers published at Atlanta, Ga., Mrs. Ballou's
lectures are creating great interest. She has
also lectured at Columbus,, Ga. She has challenged the clergy to hold a discussion with
her, but none appear to be willing to meet her
in debate.
Out.—We are out of all numbers of the
Journal previous to No. 23, of Yol. 13. We
take great pleasure in furnishing subscribers,
free of charge, back numbers when we have
them. We assure our friends that a paper is
mailed each week to every subscriber. When
a paper fails to reach its proper destination, it
is the fault of the United States' mails, or employes of the same.

£it\t €ntcvtainmcntk
[For the week ending, Feb. 23d, 1878.]

McVicker's Theatbe.—Madison street, between State and Dearborn streets. Monday
evening, February 17, and until further notice,
Edwin Booth will appear as Lucius Junius
Brutas, in John Howard Payne's great Roman
Tragedy. Mr. Edwin Booth was welcomed
cordially back, on Monday evening, after an
absence of more than two years. The audience
was large, and of a high degree of culture, like
those usually gathered at our best theatres to
see the gentleman who can justly be called
the most intelligent and intellectual actor in
America.
Aiken's Theatbe.—Corner Wabash Avenue
and Congress street, Aiken & Lawler, Managers; W. H. Harrison, Business Manager.
Rubinstein Farewell Concerts! RubinsteinWieniawski Farewell to Chicago. Friday
evening, Feb. 21, at eight o'clock; Saturday
afternoon, Feb. 22, at two o'clock, only Gala
Rubinstein matinee; Sunday evening, Feb. 23,
at eight o'clock. Mr Grau and Messrs. Aiken
& Lawlor have the honor to announce as above
the last Rubinstein Concerts in Chicago, and
the farewell appearances of Anton Rubinstein,
the greatest living pianist; Henri Wieniawski,
the world-renowned violinist; Mdlle. Louise
Liebhart, the celebrated London soprano;
Mdlle. Ormeny, the distinguished contralto;
Mons. L. Rembielinske, accompanist.
Nixon's

Amphitheatre.—Clinton

street,

between Washington and Randolph.
Myeb's Opera House.—Monroe street, be-

tween State and Dearborn streets. A fine
bill is given at the minstrels this week, and a
large house greeted the first performance last
evening.
Hooley's Opera House.—Randolph street,

opposite the Court House, R. M. Hooley, sole
proprietor and manager. "The Serious Family" and "Barney the Baron" are meeting
with great success at Hooley's. The same
bill will be repeated each evening until further notice. The play is pleasing and attractive, and should draw a crowded house.

BY

-

HENRY T. CHILD, M. D.

Subscriptions will be received and papers may be obtained,
at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia.

HEAT AND COLD.

regulate the temperature upon a grand scale in
all regions, which I am assured he will do, and
thus make our planet habitable in every region, so that neither the fierce heat of the torrid zone, nor the intense cold of the frigid will
be any longer a barrier to man's cosmopolitan
tendencies.
Long before the regions of the earth
which are now adapted for man's residence
are filled with population, these changes which
will extend the area of habitable land, will

take place, and with these changes of tempera-

ture will come also a knowledge of the means
of making the earth much more productive of
that kind of food that is adapted to man's
At a public circle held in this city last sum- wants in these higher conditions of life, which
mer, when the mercury was ranging in the will then be experienced on earth, food conupper part of the nineties, a gentleman asked
sisting of grains and fruits.
Mankind need not waste their time in vain
the spirit who was speaking through Miss
Grover, what was the cause of the intense regrets about the exhaustion of fuel, land, or
heat? This was looked upon by some as a very food for the human family, because the same
simple question. After a brief pause the me- fatherly and divine power that has marked its
dium under a new influence said: "Magnetism footsteps in all the ages of the past, will reguis warm; electricity is cold; the proper bal- late all these things in a more beautiful econance of these makes the temperature of the omy than has ever existed in the past. The
atmosphere, such as is pleasant and desirable; march is ever onward. There is no such thing
a preponderance of either will give you the as going back with God or nature. The only
extremes of heat or cold." Suffering as we thing that you need regret is your own imperhave from the intense cold of this Winter, wc fections and shortcomings, the results of ignorance or carelessness which it is your duty to
have frequently rt fleeted upon this reply,
which seemed to us at the time to be a very seek by all the means in your power to overphilosophical one, and to day rising from a come and remedy in yourselves and your children.
bed of sickness, we have requested our friend,
Doctor Hare, to give his opinion upon this
The future of our earth as seen from our
subject. He says: "I have been learning spiritual stand point, is to be grander and more
not
know in several beautiful than any conception you can now
many things which I did
departmentsof life, and have therefore been have of it, and while it is natural for you to
to
communicate much of feel that it is blessed to live in this age when
rather indisposed
late. The subject you refer to is one that I progress has made such rapid strides, it will
have been deeply interested in, both before I be still more blessed to live in the future ages
left your sphere and since I came here, for al- of the world, and while you may be happy in
though our physical bodies here are not sub- gathering up the treasures which lie all around
ject to the influences of heat and cold as they you in such profusion, and rejoice, too, that
are on the earth plane, still we realize some- you shall soon come up to a higher and better
thing of this when we come into the atmosphere life, those who come after you will have still
of earth, and»especially do we know of its in- better times, and as the world of outer and influences upon our mediums. I would have ner life become more nearly one, the beauty,
some of our good Orthodox friends take this glory, and happiness of life will be inconceivgrand. Let me say, then, in conclusion,
matter into consideration in their descriptions ably
of a burning hell, and the torments of spirits " Remember Lot's wife—look not back."
therein. I do not hesitate to declare that you
can no more bum a spirit than you can burn a
thought, and though the world has tried to
In Metnoriam—H. Kyland Warriner.
burn the latter out for ages, it has never succeeded. It is only as spirits come into, the at"Gone to thy Heavenly Father's rest."
mosphere of earth, and into close relation with
earth's children, that they are at all conscious
Our brother passed away from the shores of
of the changes of temperature which affect time on the 31st of J anuary,' 1873, in the fortyyou so seriously.
ninth year of his age. He was a native of
The position presented by the medium to Massachusetts,but for many years a resident
whom you refrr is, in the main, true. It was of
Philadelphia.
Soon after his arrival here,
given to her by an ancient philosopher. I was he occupied the position of Principal in one
present when he gave the thoughts to her for of our Public Grammar Schools. In 1857,
the meeting. Electricity moves in straight having studied the profession of law, he was
lines, and at angles, as 'may be seen in the admitted to the bar, and there seemed to be
thunderboltor any other flash of electricity.
out for him a distinguished career, beElectricity is cold in itself, although it pro- marked
classic scholar and an eloan
excellent
ing
duces such a disturbance in the elements of quent orator. Few persons had warmer perthem
to
enter
such
into
bodies, that it causes
sonal friends than he had, and a large circle of
active motion as to cause combustion.
these now feel that they have experienced a
spiral
curves
lines
and
in
moves
Magnetism
loss in his removal from our midst. As
great
many
famil
perceived
easily
in
or circles, as is
we stood by the side of the open coffin and
does
it
is
and
warm,
with
it;
iar expeiiments
looked upon his noble and kindly face, a voice
not often produce such violent disturbances of seemed to say to us, " It is wrong. Such a man
cause
as
to
combustion
of
bodies,
the elements
in the prime of life, and of usefulness on earth
in the manner that electricity does. You must should not pass on thus," and then the words
electricity
of
we
speak
when
that
mind
in
bear
of this beautiful hymn came to us:
or magnetism,we refer to that which is on a

A Communication from Professor Hare.

plane to be recognized by you while there are
thousands of degrees of refinement. The electricity and magnetism which is peiceived by
persons upon the earth plane, are the most
crude and external forms, while within these

are degrees after degrees of finer and more
subtle electricity and magnetismof which you
can have no cognizance in yor'.r present state.

As these become more spiritual they are only
realized by those who are spiritually unfolded.
The natural man knoweth the things of a man,
but that which is spiritual can only be dis-

cerned by those who are spiritually unfolded.

The changes of temperature

are produced by

the action of the more external forms of elec-

tricity and magnetism, and when mankind

have learned more of the nature of these, as
well as some of the more refined forms, they

will acquire the power of controlling these

elements better, and there will be but little
effort required, not only to regulate [the temperature of your houses which is now done by
the combustion of substances, which throw

out magnetism and produce warmth; but large
sections of country will be regulated in temperature with much more ease than you now
warm your dwellings, and by this knowledge
machinerywill be propelled; and before you
have consumed all the coal and wood from
thej earth, the spirit of man will have progressed so far that in the knowledge he has re-

"There's aland that is fairer than day,
And by faith we may see it afar,
For the angels wait over the way,
To prepare us a dwelling place there.

The Eye was Saved by Spirit Direction.
Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Deab Madam :—Allow
me to call myself to your remembrance as one
who called on you last February, to consult
you regarding my son who, some years ago,
got a piece of percussion cap in his eye, and

from the effects of which he was suffering
severely at that time.
I returned home, procured the materials
prescibed by you, and began to use them.
For a time the eye became better and worse
by turns. Finally it became very much inflamed, and culminated in an ulcer on the eye,
and one night when suffering most intense
pain, the ulcer burst, and we supposed the,
piece of cap came out, as you said it would;
but being in the night we saw nothing of it.
The eye has resumed its normal condition,
_

and is as strong as the other; looks bright and
clear, as though never effected. I feel as
though I could never sufficiently thank you,
for if I had not seen you, I would doubtlessly
have allowed an operation to have been performed, which might have resulted in the loss
of his eye

Trusting that your great gjift may become
more fully known and appreciated, and that
our beautiful Spiritual philosophy may yet be
the means of rendering all mankind happier
and better, I subscribe' myself your friend,
Mbs. Margaret Gbiswold,

Sullivan Centre, Livingston Co., Illinois,
January 19t'n, 1873

gUrtium's Column.
SEALED

LETTERS ANSWERED BY R. W. FLINT.
Address Station D. Box, 61. Office 1147 Broadway,
New York. Money refunded when not answered.

MRS. DR. M. A. MORRELL
Treats successfully acute and chronic disease. Medicine
is pent to all parts of the country by express. For terms
address Mrs. Dr. M. A. Morrell, No. 272 Findley St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio. vl3n23tf

THE MAGNETIC TREATMENT.

SEND

TEN CENTS TO DR. ANDREW STONE,
Troy, N. Y., and obtain a large, highly illustrated
book on the system of vitalizing treatment.

n A T A T^T^TT Diseases of the Skin,Blood,

.

\J Jl\- JL JTVXJL
Heart, Throat, Lungs, or
Nervous System, successfully treated by DUMONT
C. BAKE M. D., 15 Ellis Park, Chicago. Medicine
sent to any address. vl3nl9tf

Boston IVIag-netic Cure
FOB CHRONIC DISEASES.
37 EDINBORO ST.,
BOSTON, MASS.
Send for circular.
Dr. C. A. BARNES & CO.

vl3n!5tf •
"T \RUNKARD STOP! Your wife, children, friends
—I—' and the angels cry stop! Dr. Beers has cured
thousandswith a remedy given him through Spirit aid.
It can be given without the knowledge of the patient, if
desired. Sent to address for $3.00. Send for circular
of conclusive evidence. Address the General Agent,
G. G. Mead, Zumbrota, Minnesota. vl3n20t6

DR. O. L. BELCHER

1IAGKETIC HEALER.
Cures all kinds of Chronic diseases by laying on of
hands. Will cure the sick, the lame, etc., this Winter at
No. 22 East Main st, Susquehannah depot, Susquehannah Co., Pa.
The poor are healed wi'hout price.
vl3nl9m3

J. W. VAN NAM EE, M. D.

Eelectric Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physician,

1012 Cherry St., Philadelphia, Pa.—Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
404 Dean St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.—Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.
Examinations made by lock of hair. Send for circular

containing testimonials. vl3nl3tf

W. H. MUMLER

CHOEtrs: In the sweet by and by

We shall meet on that beautiful shore,
In the sweet, by and by,
We shall meet on that beautiful shore.

We shall sing on that beautiful shore,
The melodious songs of the blest,
And our spirits shall sorrow no more,
Not a sigh for the blessing of rest.
CHopus:

In the sweet, etc.

To our bountiful Father above
We will offer the tribute of praise,
For the glorious gift of his love,
And the blessings that hallow our days.
chorus: In the sweet, etc.

To that land our brother has gone, and bis
friends who have gone before, have come to
meet him, and to greet him with a hearty soul
welcome, and while we may feel that our circle is broken, and a bright link has gone from
it, they can say it is added to theirs. Brothers
and sisters, relatives and friends, will crowd
around the new-born

spirit

with welcome

DESIRES TO ESTABLISH AK AGENCY IN EVER CITY
TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE SALE OF HIS

AND

WONDERFUL

Spirit Photo graphs,
FOR TERMS ADDRESS WITH STAMP, STATING NUMBER OF

INHABITANTS.

W. H. MUMLER,
vl3nl34t 170,W. Springfield st., Boston, Mass.

The Well-known Psyciiometrist
A. B. SEVER AN OE,

Will give to those who visit him in person, or from autograph, or from lock of hair, readings Oi character, marked
changes, past and future, advice in regard to business,
diagnosis of disease, with prescription, adaptation of
those intendingmarriage, directions for the management
of children, hints to the inharmonioasly married, etc.
Terms, $8.00 for full delineation; brief delineation,
$1.00
A. B. SEVERANCE.
V7 nl3 tf 457 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wif

N. Y. Electro-Gymnasium
and Healing Institute.

Baths, Electricty & Vita! Magnetism!

plaudits and kindly greetings, and for him
A new, beautiful and vitalizing system of Electric,
Magnetic and Musical Gymnastics for maintaining health
ceived, he will be able to regulate the temper- there is no loss; the treasured gems of classic andcuring
disease! Popular lectures given on Physiology
ature of the various sections of the globe so lore; the deep earnest love, those strong emo- and Hygiene
by the principal and by several eminent
that there shall be no need of fire for that pur- tional feelings which marked him here and physicians in connection with the gymnastics.
Intemperpose.
made him what he was, are his yet, and in the ance, opium-eating and other Chronic diseases radically
cured.
Mrs.
Robinson's
celebrated
tobacco
antidote kept.
These grosser forms of electricity and mag- new home they will shine with greater bright- Dr. E. D.
Principal, 350 3rd Ave., (near 26th,
netism which now play such an important ness^and beauty, and the works of a life so street, NewBABBITT,
York, vl3nl8tf
part in establishing and maintaining the tem- nobly begun will go on and on throughout
perature of your globe, are under the influence eternity and we who have known him here,
Dr. Samuel Maxwell
of the finer and more spiritual forms of the and who feel that around his memory clusters Makes Clairvoyant Examinations, gives
same, and it is through these latter that man so many precious recollections, may look for- Magnetic and Electrical treatment and medicines
Treats all forms of disease with great success.
will, acquire the power of controlling the ward to meeting him in the bright beyond, indicated.
Cures Catarrh, incipient Consumption and Cancer, Dys"The land that is fairer than day." We need pepsia,
former.
Epilepsy, Paralysis; Piles and Fistula without
In the spiritual spheres there are many spir- not recall to those who knew him, our brother's the knife; private deseases of men and woman.
Examinations and prescription $3.00; with medicine
its who have the power to regulate these things life record—it is our common property—it is
one month's treatment, $5.00 to $10.00.
now, and so simple and perfect are these laws sacred and a rich legacy that he leaves of that forAgue
cure, warranted; by mail, $1.00. Constipation
found to be when understood, that this is ac- which is noble and true and can not be lost.
cure warranted, $1.00. Sittings for healing at a distance
on
the
effort
As we look back over these precious memo- each, $1.00. Send lock of hair, name, age, sex and leadcomplished without any great
symptom. Come to or address Samuel Maxwell.
part of spirits. It will require greater effort to ries, we shall gain strength for the battle of ing
M. D., 72 South Sixth St., Richmond, Ind.
do this upon the more external plane, and the life, and be better able to go forward in the
result will not be so perfect, but just as sure as work which is appointed unto each one of us,
MRS. A. H. ROBINSON,
you are able, by the combustion of fuel, to and when the hour comes to us, as it came to
houses
the
your
in
him, that the language'shall be sounded in our
regulate the temperatureof
winter season by supplying the wanted magne- ears, "Steward, give up thy stewardship, for
shall
so
also
equilibrium,
thou shalt no longer be steward here." May Corner Adams St., & 5th Avb., Chicago.
tism to produce an
you be able to do this upon a grander scale in we go as he went, peacefully—quietly as one
ROBINSON, while under spirit control, on rethe atmosphere around you, the law being the "who lies down to pleasant dreams."
ceiving a lock of hair of a sick patient, will diagnose
same.
the disease most perfectly, and prescribe the proper remedy. Yet, as the most speedy cure is the essential obIt is by the generation of a fine electric and
iect in view rather than to gratify idle curiosity, the

Healing, Psychometric & Business Medium,

MRS.

magnetic aura in the physical body, that the

Attention.

temperature of warm blooded animals is maintained so nearly uniform amid all the changes
which take place around them. This function Those who have sent money, post-office money
is not entirely involuntary,for many a person orders, or bank checks, for new subscriptions,
has withstood the influence of intense heat renewals, books or for any other purpose, prior
or cold by the exercise of the will under cir- to the first day of the present
month, and have
cumstances in which those who could not use
not had their requests complied with, write
such will power would perish. .
You have illustrations of this in the cases of immediately, and state about the time such rethose persons, who have been called fire kings, mittance was made; and if post-office money
who have gone into rooms at a very high tem- orders were sent, give their numbers and dates,
perature, in which meat would be cooked in a
few minutes, while by the exercise of the will so that we can look the matter up before it is
in generating electrical force, they have over- too late to conveniently do so.
come and rendered latent the superabundant
The letter stealing business has been carried
magnetism which would otherwise consume on at an unparalleled rate for a few months
cold
intense
of
same
true
is
The
bodies.
their
which by inducing sleep and arresting the ac- past.
We caution everybody to remit by post-office
tion of the will, produces death.
There have been numerous instances in an- money orders. It only costs five cents for all
cient, as well as modern times, where spirits sums under ten dollars now, and that we are
have so far influenced their mediums, as to
protect them from the influence of fire. The willing to allow, rather than have the risk of
story in the Old Testament of the men being losses rest upon our patrons.
cast into a burning fiery furnace, which was
Again we call the attention of the readers of
considered apocryphal by many, has had its the Journal to the Petition to Congress, pubcounterpart in the case of Home, and other
modern mediums who have held tire in their lished a few weeks ago, and ask each one to
hands in the presence of numerous witnesses. cut it out and circulate it for signatures. Let
It is improper for man to go into high north- us move together for one national reform that
ern or southern latitudes until this power is shall, at least, be of practical utility for the
acquired by which he may withstand these
temperatures or rather until he has learned to great mass of the people.

A

better practice is to send along with a lock of hair, a
brief statement of the sex, age, leading symptoms, and
the length of time the patient has been sick; when she
will, without delay, return a most potent prescription and
remedy for eradicating the disease, and permanently
curing all curable cases.
Of herself she claims no knowledge of the healing art,
but when her spirit-guides are brought en rapport with
a sick person, through her mediumship, they never fail
to give immediate and permanent relief, in curable cases,
through the positive and negative forces latent in the
system and in nature. This prescription is sent by mail,
and be it an internal or an external application, it should
be given or applied precisely as directed in the accompanying letter of instructions, however simple it may
seem to be; remember it is not the quantity of the compound, but the chemical effect that is produced, that
science takes cognizance of.
One prescription is usually sufficient, but in case the
patient is not permanently cured by one prescription, the
application for a second, or more if required, should be
made in about ten days after the last, each time stating
any changes that may be apparent in the symptoms of
the disease.
Mrs. Robinson also, through her mediumship, diagnoses, the disease of any one who calls upon her at her
residence. The facility with which the spirits controlling
her accomplish the same, is done as well when the application is by letter, as when the patient is present. Her
gifts are very remarkable, not only in the healing art, but
as a psychometric and business medium.
Terms:—Diagnosis and first prescription, $3.00; each
subsequent one, $2.00. Psvchometric Delineation of
character, $3.00. Answering business letters, $3.00. The
money should accompany the application to insure a reply.

Hereafter, all charity applications,to insure a re-

ply, must contain one dollar, to defray the expenses of
reporter, amanuensis, and postage.

N.B.—Mrs. Robinson will hereafter give no private

sittings to any one. If privacy is required, it must be by
letter, accompanied with the usual fee; and terms above
stated, must be strictly complied with, or no notice will
be taken of letters sent.
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Simcr-Xife f;qmftm«i|t,
CIRCLE OF LIGHT.
W. L. Jack, M. D., Medium ;
John Brown Smith Reporter and Correspondent. Papers
can be obtained and subscriptions received by him at 812
North Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Pliilaile'pliia Circle of Light.
Dialogue.

salvation.

The Proposed Mass Meeting of the Spir.
ualists of America.
Brother and Sister Spiritualists: Hav-

ing been impelled, as I firmly believe, by my
spirit friends, and by a consciousness of conditions existing in our national cause detrimental
to the interests of Spiritualism, I entered
upon the laborious effort to assemble the SpirNeedeigh—This is life eternal! Oh! what itualists in a mass-gathering to discuss our outjoys here are found that I am not able to com- look, and if possible, to' plan for enterprises
municate, because there is no tongue, even that shall be for future benefits. I intend to
when guided by the angels that could speak nrosecute this effort until I am satisfied such a
or express the joys of this life. There are meeting can be successfully held, or else that
many evidences of these joys found by the way- it is not generally desired. I have received
side of life, and now as resurrected spirits, let fifty-four signers to the call. I find, however,
us endeavor to demonstrate to mortals what that some of our speakers and most prominent
life is! That which is passing away constantly friends, are very shy of attaching their names
is not life, but death. The sun rises in the to the Call, the reasons urged being as follows:
morning on life, but before night it goes down " The meeting will not be fully represented by
upon the death of some friend; this is not life. attendance from all parts of the country. FaThis is life eternal, that after the seed of life natics and the friends of Mrs. Woodhull will
is sown, it will only bloom in another world be there in force, to overrule the meeting, and
bring about different results than those debeside this.
Unknown Spirit—Oh! how much yet is sired." Such are, doubtless, well-founded
to be interpreted concerning the book of fears. These fears should, however, be the
cause of the success we wish for.
truth.
Needeigii—Allthat comes through the book
The meeting should be a harmonious gathering of Spiritualists, to discuss and plan their
of truth is life.
Unknown Spirit—I was taught that life public enterprises. Neither Mrs. Woodhull,
was passing through the sufferings of earth- nor any other individual, should have demands
upon, or be allowed to use the meeting for prilife.
Needeigh—Those experiences are, indeed, vate purposes. I feel assured that neither she,
a necessity, but a very small part of the life of nor any one else, will endeavor to create disthe great part and future eternity.
cord, or to prevent a calm and unimpassioned
Unknown Spirit—Why did not some spirit discussion during each session. My opinion
come to me from the higher intelligences is, and I find a prevailing agreement with it,
and give me this knowledge in earth-life.
that the course of Mrs. Woodhull in her public
Needeigii—It is because you ever were life, should not be discussed by the meeting,
wrapped up in your cloak of darkness, which for the purpose of either condemning or apalmost proved a living death to you while in plauding. Of course, freedom ot speech can
not be suppressed. But a request can be made
the body.
Unknown Spirit—How am I to cast aside to abstain from any discussion that shall unthis cloak of darkness?
dermine or rupture the meeting. 1 am assured
Needeigh—I come to let you know that that Mrs. Woodhull and her friends will not
you are just beginning to understand the force her particularclaims (if she has any) upon
power of individual salvation, and how it is the meeting, or discuss her peculiar doctrines,
best accomplished.
unless the same are attacked. With this outUnknown Spirit—What further instruc- look upon this point, those who entertain fears
tion do I need on salvation, and who is my thereof, will have them dispelled. Now, to
savior?
insure a truly Spiritualistic meeting, we want
Needeigh—Ah! there is a power and im- the names of our prominent men and women
po tance in that word "w." I stands for indi- upon the call and their attendance at the meetvidual, and 8 stands for salvation, combine ing. With all our boasted self-sovereignty,
both, and you realize Individual Salvation, as we have not ceased to be led—to be influenced
well as your Individual Savior!
by others.
The majority of our speakers are waiting on
Unknown Spirit—Then am I to journey
onward to the realms of light with the each other to sign the Call or signify their adthought that mortals must seek and find their hesion to the movement. Our papers are waiting on the speakers. Our people are waiting
own Individual Salvation?
Nhedbigh—Exactly so.
on both these.
A full and representative array of names to
Unknown Spirit—Am I to understand that
through
the Call will give the movement force; our
we are each our own Individual Savior
friends will be inspired with confidence, and
out the eternity of the future?
Needeigh—Yes; go forward with the thought the attendance at the meeting will be large and
to life eternal, that Individual Salvation is the completely representative. Will you not, then,
forward me your names to place them upon
only savior of the entire world.
Unknown Spirit—Then we must rely upon the suggested Call? If not, will you please inour own sufferings and experiences to aid us form me whether you will or not attend the
in acquiring the necessary knowledge to travel meeting, should it be called? It is the present
intention to call the meeting to assemble in
forward in the paths of progress?
Needeigh—You are correct. Individual Cincinnati, probably, the last week of May.
Liberal accommodations will be made by the
knowledge is the only method known to us to
enable all to climb to the highest chambers of friends for boarding and lodging those who
shall attend.
peace, truth and love.
The Hall will, without doubt, be furnished
Unknown Spirit—|Oh! how sweet to come
here at this time, and bring such a spirit as free to the meeting. Railroads entering said
has communicated with me, and who has now city have agreed to carry those attending at
returned to higher chambers of intelligence. reduced rates.
The proposed meeting will, probably, not be
She came to let the world know that there is
eternal life and intelligence. [Needeigh pro- in condition to legislate very much for Spiritualism, but will prove of much use, provided
nounced Needy],
it shall be indeed a Mass Meeting for the future
Prof. Hare.
our truly great and suffering cause.
What a vast subject, my friends. What a of Hoping
that each person interested in the
vast territory to travel over and survey, is the movement,
sign the Call and attend the
question of Individual Savior and Salvation, meeting, I will
am truly and devotedly desirous
and what a significance it has if individual that we shall,
while dependingupon the angel
salvation can only make each woman and
depend upon ourselves also, to make
man their own savior. It will bring to us a world,
Spiritualism popular, powerful and useful, in
true knowledge of the existence of life reforming
mankind from sin, ignorance and
eternal.
bigotry. Everfor Progress,
What is the kingdom of Heaven? It
G. W. Kates.
is individual salvation; it is a knowlCincinnati, Ohio.
edge of this great truth—then let the
world hear more of it. Individual salvation is only to be gotten within that
J. L. Potter's Report.
grandest of all laboratoriesof truth, the soul.
already
dawned
Oh, the time has come, has
Bro. Jones:—My report for January is as
when the churches are to be shaken, and they follows: Places visited—Garden City, Vernon
only
a
to
let
will be overturned. We have
Centre, Sterling Centre, Mapleton, Winnelittle drop of this individual salvation flow, bago City, Albert Lea and Bancroft. Number
oppression.
from
all
which will yet liberate
of lectures given, twenty-one; number joining
There is within each one's bosom, a yearning Association, seventeen. I have received in
something
will
This
for individual salvation.
collections and yearly dues, sixty dollars and
not destroy, but it will save humanity.
seventy cents. My expenses have been three
dollars and twenty-fivecents.
Charley Kingsford.
The cause is growing rapidly in this part of
I could tell of a certain church in Philadelhaving real genuine reviphia, whose tables have been so naughty as to the State. We are
the best minds are turning
tip and have raps on the Lord's Holy Day, at a vals this Winter; the
subject. Many say, after
circle in that church, but they do not want the their attention to
of lectures, '"If that is
outside world to know what is going on with- listening to a Icourse
am a Spiritualist." I have never
in the church. What will be done with this Spiritualism, get
Winnebago until this
condition of things? My name is Charley been able to haveinto
a good opening there.
Kingsford, and my father was a member of Winter. We
Harry Bastian is wanted in this part of the
the Ministers' Circle in this city.
He can do well here. Albert Lea will
State.
Washington.
George
employ him for one week, and other places in
Only a few words, and they are, in reference proportion. He can correspond with A. H.
to my country. I do not care what others McMillen, Albert Lea; David H. Jorse, Winmay say, but I come at this time with a watch- nebago City; Martin J. Pratt, Sterling Centre;
ful eye over the interest of this land. Why E. P. Evans, Garden City; A. Tibbettes, New
can I not come, and have a fatherly care for Ulm. Some such medium must visit us. The
my child. Oh! peace, what a blessing. I still people want to see some of the wonders they
continue to work, and will in conjunction read of in the Journal, and Banner of Light.
with others over the sea, work on for universal We are snow bound. The roads are all blockpeace, and may the time soon come when we aded. The Southern Minnesota has not been
shall have it throughout the entire world. Oh! doing any thing but dig snow for the last three
how much the spirit world is doing to make three weeks, and the prospects are not very
this structure more complete. The capital flattering yet. I don't know when I shall be
shall yet be finished with hands that are not able to get away from here. Am two weeks
mortal, in such a manner that truth, peace, behind time now. We cannot get any mail or
justice and intelligence shall reign triumphant send any away—so we hang on probation—not
throughout the whole land.
knowing whether we are elected to Heaven or
Joshua Thompson.
Hell, until the cars run. Then we are heavenMy name is Joshua Thompson. I don't ward bound for work, and the good cause of
for us. Many
want my wife to go on the way she does, cry- Spiritualism will win heaven
ing for me, because I am not dead. She takes have been frozen to death during the month,
is not able and much of the stock has perished. All say
this paper some of the time. She
her here, that this is the coldest winter they ever saw in
to take it every week. I will bring
arm of this Minnesota. Spiritualists of Minnesota, you
and show her my name upon thewill
go better have no cause to complain. If we work tomedium Tell her that things Harry
that gether aDd work earnestly for the right, we
after a while. Tell little
shall certainly win, for truth is ours, and angels
papa is round hiin to look aftei him- I
of the world's are our supporters. One spirit controlling a
some here who had plenty
others I might mention, can. put a
goods but I am a good way above them I Wilson orOrthodox
to flight, and two spirits
Pencader thousand
don't understand why it is. I lived in
ten thousand, and I am perfectly willing to let
Hundred, Delaware.
them fly. Address Northfield, Minnesota.
Jimmy McGrath.
1 am respectfully,
they
as
well-digger"
the
J. L. Potter.
I am "Old Jimmy,
McGrath.
was
name
my
used to call me, but
Albert Lea, February 1st, 1873.
Lontionm
born
was
I was a Catholic, and
told me
derry, Ireland. Some of my friends that was
Spence's celebrated Positive and Negative
to come and look out for something,
for sale, wholesale and retail, at
Powders,
not a white, nor a Nager [themedium's.Indian
nature s
guide] She is a good instrument ofmtruth.
this paper. '
of
office
the
carpenter shop to level the plane
[Needeigh, the teacher in spirit-life of Ogaretta, one of the medium's Indian guides, carries forward a dialogue with an unknown spirit,
illustrating the method of instructing spirits
who need and desire instruction.]
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saw this country from the vessel as I was going up top, but I see that your streets are not
paved with gold, but they are paved with
truth.
A Priest.
Oh! I was a priest, I will not give my name!
What I might have done if I would, and it
would have been better for me, as I now would
be still higher, but I have to come back and
work out those conditions I failed to while on
earth. I find that I have to work out my own

but has succeeded well in drawing in outsiders.
Societies too poor to pay lecturers may find
benefit to themselves by following our example and
working within themselves.
ROSCOE, ILL.—Lydia Love writes.—We have
had quite an excitement here. Mr. and Mrs.
been stopping with us for two weeks.
Blair
The Banner of Light is kept for sale at the office Fatherhave
invited some of the members of the
of this paper.
different churches to see her paint blindfolded.
were all perfectly satisfied there was no
R1PON, WIS.—J. S. Avery writes.—We all like They
the Journal, and would hardly know how to do deception, and bought the pictures she executed
presence. This soon spread like
without it for the glorious truths it contains. It while in their
"wild fire " among the inhabitants of our village,
is spiritual food not only to us but to several
great
a
sensation among our Orthodox
other families here that are too poor to subscribe creating
friends. They soon saw they had admitted
for it.
Spiritualism to be true, and knowing their church
PONTOOSUC, ILL.-John Moyes writes.-I . could not prosper under their acknowledgement,
wish your Journal could be placed in the hands they sent to Belvidere for a Mr. Philipps who
of all the people in the land so that superstition pretends to expose all mediums. Mr. Philipps
and ignorance would be driven from their minds. came and pretended to show them how it was
Success attend it.
done by shutting her eyes and drawing her scalp
down and raising it after the bandage was put on
GREECE!, N. Y.—8. Hayford writes.—The
so he could see underneath the pads. Father
wreath I have of Mrs. Blair's painting, is five feet being somewhat provoked, placed
fifty dollars in
in circumference on a board 22x28 inches, with a friend's hand who was not prejudiced,
a large variety of flowers that every one remarks to Mr. Philipps if he did not believe she saying
could
are perfect. It was "painted in less than three paint thoroughly blindfolded, he might put
up
hours," as sworn to by four candid men.
fifty dollars against fifty. The committees were
sent
writes.—I
all
members of the Orthodox church. They dared
ANCORA, N. J.—Geo. Hutchins
two dollars to Mrs. A. H. Robinson for her Tobacco not come to time, and made father promise he
Antidote. I commenced using it March 1,1872. would put nothing in the papers in regard to the
I have succeeded in abstaining from the use of matter, but I thought I would write to you
tobacco with but comparatively little inconvenience giving particulars.
to me, though I had been a user of the weed for
CHESTER VALLEY, PA.—S. Matlack writes.—
about forty-seven years.
I have been using the box of Tobacco Antidote
POTSDAM, N. Y.—Harriett B. Crane writes.— that you sent me for nine days, and must say that
We have very few out and out Spiritualists here I feel the want of tobacco but seldom, though I
in Potsdam. There are many who are thinking have used it for thirty years. I have every confideeply and wishing so much it was a little more dence in its enabling any one to abandon the
use of tobacco that wishes to, although 1 have
po,pular, but they dare not come out at present.
Those of us who are known to be the true blue, used but about one-third of my box. The length
serves
to
that
of time I have been using the antidote is scarcely
are poor in purse but rich in all
make up true riches, but this will not hire long enough to intend this for a certificate, but
speakers, so it is seldom we are allowed this having told others how it appears to be acting on
me, the wish has been expressed by two of my
blessing.
neighbors to get boxes for them. It certainly is a
PLOTTSVILLE, WIS.—J. B. Tupper writes.— a very great relief, leaving the brain more clear,
The work of Spiritualism goes steadily and even besides relieving the pocket of considerable tax by
rapidly onward. The inquiry is more and^ more not wanting tobacco. Inclosed please find four
for its lessons and manifestations, embracing as dollars for two boxes, or if you can send it for
they do the highest behests to man, and as the less, do so, and let me know what you can sell it
Journal is an important instrument for the for at wholesale. I will act as agent, provided
dissemination of light, all Spiritualists, especially the amount exacted for wholesale packages is not
those in the more active field as speakers and too large, as I should not want too much money
mediums, should use extra efforts to obtain lying in uncertainties. Not much uncertainty,
subscribers.
however, when a man once understands the
disadvantage anything of the nature of opium or
SOUTH ADAMS, M.ASS.-Mrs. H. E. Burton tobacco
has on his development.
writes.—We had some experience with VonVleck
We supply agents with Mrs. A. H. Robinson's
some two years ago, and can testify to the truth of
most of the statements we have seen in the Tobacco Antidote at twelve dollars per dozen
Journal respecting his character. By that name, Keep
no open accounts with any one. On receipt
however, he would not have been very graciously
entertained, but in the introduction we understood of the money for a dozen boxes or more we send
the name to be Vaughn—Dr. Vaughn, of course. them prepaying charges. It is a sure remedy
As he was a healer and practicing physician, he when used according to directions on each box. —
managed to get six or seven dollars for examinations Und healing by laying-on of hands. The [Ed. Journal.
cloven foot was discovered, and he left.
ERIE, ILL.—Joseph Grover, M. D., writes.—
METAMORA, ILL L. A. Perry writes.—I am We are few in numbers here, but we are stanch
the only professed Spiritualist here, and am the Spiritualists, rooted and grounded in the faith of
only one that takes your valuable paper, which spirit communion, and there is an awakening of
brings the true bread of life to my hungry soul thought and a general inquiry among outsiders.
every week, and I am determined that-it shall not I keep the dear old Journal lying on my counter
be so long if I can help it. I send mine forth for all who come in to pick up and read ; and I
among the people as soon as I read it. I feel as talk Spiritualism and Journal to all who will
though the good news and glad tidings must listen, whether saint or sinner. When not obliged
reach every ear. There are several that read my to wait on some customer, I pick up the Journal
paper now, and I think it will not be long before and read of the wonderful tests of spirit power
they will .feel as I do, that they can not do without given through E. V. Wilson. The listeners look
it. I have had circles in my family every Sunday up in perfect amazement and ask, Are these things
so ? Quite a novelty took place in our town on
evening since my return from the East.
Christmas day, a couple being married by a
EV ANS, COL.—H. Nicholson sends $10 and says: Spiritualist, and a woman at that—viz: the Rev.
I want the good old Journal. There are Mrs. R. M. Wonser, who by the way is an excellent
several progressive minds here, one at least, medium for speaking, healing the sick and giving
that takes the Journal. Now if you will be so tests. As the ceremony was a change from the
kind as to send it to this place,—it was sent to old form I will give it in full. The couple arose
meat Oak Creek, Wis., I would be very glad and and joined hands. She then addressed them thus,
will try ta send you a few subscribers, but if you "Frank M. Campbell, in the presence of these
can not send it to me any longer on credit, then visible and invisible witnesses, you take the
stop it and I will remit the balance just so soon as woman you hold by the right hand to be your
I can, for I do not mean to do without my paper lawful wedded wife"; and you, Hattie Taylor, in
any longer than I can help.
the presence of the same, etc., (assent given) by
Thanks, brother. Your remittance, together the authority vested in me by the statute laws of
of 111., I pronounce you husband and
with your assurance that you will make an effort the State
wife. Stepping forward, clasping both their
to procure other subscribers, is very acceptable. hands in hers she continued "Hand in hand and

from tfic pcujilc.

—

There are many more in arrears for

similar

amounts, and some even larger—will not they,
too, wake up ' and do us simple justice ?—[Ed.
Journal.

CAWKER CITY, KAN.—Mrs. E. L. Griffin
writes.—I was advised by some of my Illinois
friends not to agitate the question of Spiritualism
here for fear it might not be popular; but I love
the dear old paper and the glorious truths it
teaches too well to sit down like an idle drone
and not make myself heard in this lively little
town of the West. There are souls here to be
saved, and why should we not exhort them to
take the only road to true happiness and Heaven
by subscribing for that bright standard of life
everlasting, the Religio-Philosophical

Journal?

Our hearts and homes are ever open to welcome
all mediums or speakers that would feel it their
duty to visit this place. There have never been
any here to my knowledge. We would be happy
to have some good test medium visit us; think
we could make it profitable for them besides
encouraging us in our good work. I send you the
names of seventeen subscribers, with remittance.
SIOUX CHT, IOWA.—L. 8. Meeker writes.—
In Journal No. 20 is defense of Mrs. Blair, spirit
artist. As my experience of spirits and Spiritualists date from the lecture given in this city by
the Gentle Wilson and the current volume of the
Journal, I feel moved to ask a question, if it is in
order. I saw in a previous number of the Journal that Mrs. Blair in giving tests before the
Convention at Belvidere, 111., that her husband,
Mr. Blair, was on the stand and that he moved
the light, etc. The question arose in my mind, is
not Mrs. Blair under mesmeric influence, and is
not Mr. Blair the "will," the painter that guides
the so called artist's hand? I am not versed in
the subject of mesmerism only what I have seen
done by itinerant lectures, and they appeared to
control all the powers of the subject, and cause
them to do and see as they willed.
LITTLE PRAIRIE RONDE, MICH.-C. W.
Thorp writes.—I have been a reader of your
Journ .l for four or five years, and read it the first
out of seven papers that I am taking. I feel that
I could not do without it. There are a few copies
of the Journal taken in this village and a few
open and avowed Spiritualists ; but as yet we
have not succeeded in getting a society organized,
but think we shall before long. There is a
good chance for lecturers to do a good work in
this vicinity—they will be well cared for and paid
according to our numbers. Should E. V. Wilson
or some other pioneer that can open the eyes of
skeptics, conclude to call on us as they are passing
through on the M. C. Railroad, we will meet them
at Decatur, bring them over and return them to
the railroad again free of charge, and board them
while with us also. Any good mediums (test
preferred) wishing to avail themselves of the
above opportunity, will please direct a letter to
C. W. Thorp, and it will be attended to promptly.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO—Geo. M. Taber writes.
The cause of Spiritualizing and Liberalizing humanity goes bravely on in our community, since
our Sister Addie L. Ballou finished her three
months' engagement with us. Our society was
poor and in debt, but the spirit of progress is
strong and vigorous, and we have lost nothing by
recuperation. We organized a morning class,
taking the "Manuscripts of Moses " as the subject
of our investigations, comparing commentators'
opinions with common sense and science, and we
have grown in the faith of our beautiful philosophy. Sunday evenings we meet in general
Conference, and discuss questions that none but
Liberalists dare handle. Our last question was
one that I would like some of our best writers to
devote a chapter to. It was this—"How much
are we dependent upon inspiration and impressions
for thoughts generated? Or does the mind
independently originate thought? Are we ourselves, or are we machines, or both ? " Who will
respond ? Last Sunday Sister Elizabeth Coit, of
Columbus, Ohio, delivered the funeral discourse
of our departed Sister, Emma P. Welch, which is
seldom equaled in effect by our most prominent
lecturers. Our good Sister Lucia H. Cowles, of
Clyde, Ohio, commenced an engagement with us
February 2d. She has been with us once before
and gave us excellent satisfaction. She is radical,

side by side as you travel the rough journey of

life together, may your pathway ever be lit up by
the beautiful sunshine of love. May the deepest
affections of the human soul blend and harmonize
your natures in one. So shall your pathway be
strewn with flowers. Long may you live and
enjoy each other's society and be a prop and a stay
to each other in your declining years. May the
good angels guide, guard and direct, while the
choicest of Heaven's blessing rest upon you here
and in the great hereafter, is the sincere prayer of
your devoted friend and well-wisher."
MORRISTOWN, MINN.—H. E. Pope writes.—
As the snow blockade is now among the "things
that were," there are many things we would like
to say to you. Of our terrible storm you and your
readers have been told long ago, yet after all the
record will only live truly in the bereaved homes,
agonized hearts and sufferings of those who will
bear to the end of life the imprint of the stormking upon their persons. But we did not sit down
to write of this. We wish to give a short account
of the Winter raid of some of our opponents in
this part of the country. In December last, Rev.
Mr. Tice, Pastor of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in Faribault, Minn., gave notice in the
local paper, that he would give three lectures
against Spiritualism, in his church, inviting all,
especially Spiritualists, to come out and hear him.
The subject of his lectures was, 1. Spiritualism,
what is it ? 2. What does Spiritualism Teach ?
3. What are the Fruits of Spiritualism?" Immediately the friends in that place wrote to me to
know if I would answer him on the three succeeding Sundays. I concluded to do so, trusting in
the ability of the angel-world to defend our
Philosophy of Life. My answers embraced the
three propositions in my first two lectures; the
third was the "Spiritualism of the Bible." My
lectures were given to large and appreciative
audiences, and it is believed a large number
present would never come near a spirit ual lecture,
had it not been for the misrepresentations of the
reverend gentleman. They are candid thinking
and wish to hear both sides of the question.
did not attend Mr. Tice's lectures, but those
who did go, listened to a foul-mouthed raid upon
Spiritualism, which would put to shame a barroom loafer. Members of his own church were
ashamed of it, and as proof that he hurt himself
worse than he did us, let me say that one of his
members told me, January 19th, that he would
be one of twenty to raise two hundred dollars for
me, if I would lecture the ensuing season. A
noteworthy incident occurred here which I will
relate. VonVleck (under the sanction and patronage of the Methodist Church) gave his lectures
Saturday and Sunday night?, and the Orthodox
applauded by loud laughs, clapping of hands,
stamping of feet, etc., till ten o'clock at night
Sunday evening. Twelve hours from that time,
or about ten o'cloek Monday morning, a member
of the Methodist Church, came to me with his
little girl twelve years of age, who was paralyzed
and unable to help herself. He could not get a
church member to take care of her, and he brought
her to a poor, despised Spiritualist, who had been
so berated the night before. I pitied the father
and the poor motherless child, and although my
health was such I could scarcely take care of her,
we kept her till January 22d, when the angels
came for her. Her mother who had been in spiritlife seven years, sat with me the last long night,
helping take care of darling Lotta, and when her
form was carried away, we felt that a baptism
from the angel-world was left in our humble home.
Such a thing will probably not occur again, as
they have commenced a protracted meeting here,
and it is confidently hoped that they will get
religion enough to hereafter take care of their
own orphans.
MARION, MINN.—J. D. Bostwick writes—If it
will not be trespassing too much I will ofler a few
thoughts in regard to the notice of Thos. L.
Scott, General Secretary of New Orleans Y. M. C.
A. to discontinue the Journal. He says, "We
can not serve God and Mammon, and, as the
Devil is going about like a roaring lion seeking
whom he may devour, it is going a little too far to
invite him into our midst." The idea of the Devil
going about like a roaring lion is too absurd for a
man of common sense to make use of, besides
showing clearly that one has not the ability to
put forth an idea of their own. Now let me ask

feople

l,

1873?^

(allowing the statement to be true) who is to
blame, for

Satan being loose? Did not God
according to the Bible, make all things good in
the beginning and have all power in Heaven and
on earth? Now let me question the veracity of
the doctrine of a Devil. If God had all the power
ascribed to him he could certainly prevent one
of his angels from committing such an outrageous
crime as the Fallen One must have been guilty of
for the same author says he was cast over the
battleme.nts of Heaven and consigned to a place
of eternal torment—not to be tormented, but to
have domluion over. It is very plainly shown
that God had not so much power as he thought,
for the angels got some advantage which he was
not prepared to prevent. People are beginning to
think for themselves and most of the Orthodox
believers will deny the existence of a personal
Devil,_ yet they will try to make others believe
there is such a being. I am iio Orthodox, and do
not believe in a Devil, but I believe in devils, and
have a sure foundation for my belief to rest upon,
as I have seen a great many. But here let me
say, I have found them all professors of religion.
This idea of a Devil has about as much affect on
men as moonshine on a new-mown swath of hay,
and if Mr. Scott would turn his attention to the
investigation of the Philosophy of Life, he might
be the means of doing a little good. You may set
me down as one of the sympathizers, and I am
well pleased with the result of Bro. Francis'
"Search After God." He did make a failure in
finding a personal God, but it was not his fault, so
if Mr. Scott has been more successful, I should
esteem it a great favor in him to inform me of
his (God's) whereabouts, as I would be willing to
go a long journey to see him.

Tlie Little Bouquet.
The above entitled work will be a monthly
magazine, (usual magazine size, 32 pages of
reading matter) with an illuminated cover of
uncommon beauty. The whole work will be
richly embellished with illustrative cuts, and
replete with well written articles based upon
the philosophy of life, and spiritual facts
adapted to the taste, capacity, mental and
moral culture of the children and youth of
the present age, both in an out of the sphere
of Progressive Lyceums.
This rare work, first of its kind ever brought
before the public, will be put before the Spiritualists of the world at its actual cost—$1 50
»
a year.
The proprietor of the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House is impelled to look to

other means for sustaining his House than
profits from this work. The object is to place
the magazine in the hands of the children of
all Spiritualists at least, in a form so attractive
as to banish the prejudice that so generally
prevails among the youth, against the truth
of spirit communion.
The well-known ability of the proprietor of
this house to execute whatever his angelic
friends impose upon him, is a guarantee that
The Little Bouquet will be a permanent institution of the country and a credit to Spiritualism.
A general invitation is given to friends of
the enterprise everywhere not only to write
for its columns, but to secure subscribers for
the work.
The work is a fixed fact, and we earnestly
appeal to our friends to forward their subscriptions. Address Little Bouquet, corner of
Fifth Avenue and Adams street, Chicago.
Attention Opium Eaters!
Mrs. A. H. Robinson haa Just been fur-

nished with a sure and harmless specific foi
curing the appetite for opium and all other narcotics, by the Board of Chemists, in spiritlife, who have heretofore given her the necessary antidote for curing the appetite for tobacco, and the proper ingredients for restoring hair to all bald heads, no matter of how
long standing.
Mrs Robinson will furnish the remedy, and
send it by mail or express to all who may
apply for the same within the next sixty days,
on the receipt of Jive dollars (the simple cost
of the ingredients), and guarantee a most
perfect cure or refund the money, if directions
accompanying each package are>trictly fol-

lowed .

The remedy is harmless, and not unpalatable.
She makes this generous ofler for the double
purpose of introducing the remedy, and for
bringing the cure within the reach of the poorest people who use the pernicious drug. The
expense of a perfect remedy will not exceed
the cost of the drug for continuing the deleterious habit one month!
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Adams St.
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.
We have so much confidence in the ability
of the Board of Chemists and Doctors who
control Mrs. Robinson's mediumship, that

we unhesitatingly guarantee a faithful execution of the above proposition.—[Ed. JotjbNAL.

TESTIMONIALS.
Mrs. A. H. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote.

One box of Mrs. A. H. Robinson's Tobacco

Antidote cured me from the use of tobacco
and I heartily recommend it to any and
who desire to be cured. Thank God I am now
free after using the weed over thirty years.

all

Lorenzo Meeker.

Oswego, N. Y., Oct. 2, 1871.

I hereby certify that I have used tobacco
over twenty years. One box of Mrs. A. H

Robinson's Tobacco Antidote has eflectually

destroyed my appetite or desire for tobacco.

David O'Harra.

Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 15th, 1871.

I have used tobacco between fourteen and
fifteen years. About
two months since I nro
cured a box of Mrs. A. H. Robinson'sToW
co Antidote. It has cured me, and I feel np
fectly free from its use. Have no desire for
it
SpAEK8'
Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 25th,

1871.^'

Mr. R. T. Wyman, of Waukau,

informs
that he has used one box of Mrs. A H
son's Tobacco Antidote. Inclosed

n,c

dollars. Please send me a box, wo

Oshkosh, Wis., Sept. 19,

For sale at this office.

1871**

^0RBES-

$2.00 per box.

free of postage by mail.

Address

R„iiSent

a!i?

•

Philosophical PublishingHouse, Corner
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago. Adams
113TAgents wanted.

\
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1878. KELIGIO-rHILOSOPHICAL
Legalized Prostitution, or Marriage as it is and
1.00 16
is it should be, by C. 8. Woodrufl, M.D
etters to Elder Miles Grant, by Rev. Moses
25 02
Hull
Living Present—Dead Past, by H. C. Wright.
Paper
50 04
75 08
Cloth
Lessons for Children About Themselves. By
A. E. Newton. Cloth,
60 08

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS
FOR SALE BY THE

Religio-Pliilosoiiliical PnlilisMng Honse.

20 02

:

Postage

JPricb. ..

An Hour with the Angels,
Astrological Origin of Jehovah-God. D. W.
Hull
Analogy between the facts of the Bible and
modern Spiritualism, by T. G. Forster
Age of Reason and Examination of the Prophecies
Artificial Somnambulism, by Dr. Fahnestock...
Alice Vale, by Lois Waisbrooker
American Crisis, by Warren Chase
Answers to Questions, Practical and Spiritual,
by A. J. Davis
Apocryphal New Testament
A Peep into Sacred Tradition, by Orrin Abbot.
Age of Reason, by Thomas Paine. Cloth
Paper,
Arcana of Nature, by Hudson Tuttle. Vol. I.
History and Laws of Creation
Arcana of Nature, by Hudson Tuttle. Vol. II.
Philosophy of Spiritual Existence, and of the
Spirit World
A B C of Life, by A. B. Child
irabula; or, the Divine Guest, by A. J. Davis..
After Death; or, Disembodied Man, by Randolph

15

2

75
1.50
1.25
25

52
16
16
02

1.50
1.25
50
50
25

20
16
02
08
04

Morocco, gilt

Abridged Edition
ity Affinity, and Other Stories, by Lizzie Doten
Mediumship, its Laws and Condi ons, -vith Brief
Instructions for the Formation ol Spirit Circles, by J H. Powell
Moravia, Eleven Days at. T. R. Hazard
Man a Trinity, by T. G. Forster
Mesmerism, Spiritualism, Witchcraft, and Miracle, by Allen Putnam
Married Women; Biographies of Good Wives,
by L. Maria Child
Modern American Spiritualism—1848-1868, by
Emma Hardinge
do., without the engravings
Man and his Relations, by S. B. Brittain
Morning Lectures, (Twenty Discourses) by A.
J-Davis
Mediums and Mediumship: by T. R. Hazard.
Met, tal Cure, per vol
Nature's Laws in Human Life: an Exposition
of Spiritualism
New Testament Miracles, and Modem Miracles,
by J. H. Fowler :
Nature's Divine Revelations, by A. .Davis...
Night Side of Nature, by Crowe
Old Theology turned Upside Down, by T. B.
Taylor, a.m. Cloth
Paper
Ordeal of Life, Dr. J. C. Grinnel, medium
Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is True, by

1.25 16
1.25 16
25 02
1.50 20

S.00 24

Approaching Crisis, by A. J. Davis
1.00 16
Apostles, [translated from the French] by Renan 1.75 20
A Stellar Key to the Summer Land, by A. J.

Davis

Denton

24
12
16

02
24
12
20

Foard

Early Social Life of Man
Errors of the Bible, Demonstrated by the Truths
of Nature, by Henry C. Wright. Paper....

Cloth

G. Forster.

02
26
2
16
08
16

02
16
2
02
ex
02
48
20

32
12

24
04
12
00
08

20 06

25 2

35 04

60 08

i

Lyric of the Golden Age, by T. L. Harris

Syntagma

20

2

1.50 20u
50 04|
3.50 48»
1.25 20u

16
02

Contains no Lac Sulphur, no Sugar of
Lead, no Litharge, no Nitrate of Silver—
is not a health nor hair Destructive.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE,. GOVERNMENT, RELIGION,

Articles called by its name are dyes, and it is well
known that they destroy, not restore, the hair.
This is the piest and only real restorative ever discovered.

0F rRTrNG» WILLIS, BRONTE,
RICHTER,
BP^CTS
THACKERAY, BYRON, HUMBOLDT, WESLEY

"Ring out the Old, Ring In the New."

04

Merton

I

$3.00.

HAWTHORNE, BROWNING,

No. 1660,

man

Microscope:

The Universal Household

Price $6.00.-The most Con-

venient, Complete, and Powerful Microscope ever offered for this low price.

Qj

18
16
Merits of
Thomas Paine as a Substitute for Merits in
others; What is the Difference between them T
by H. C. Wright K q*
The Inner Mystery, an Inspitational Poem, by
Lizzie Doten jn m
The Voices, by Warren Sumner Barlow 1 25 16
Theological and Miscellaneous Writings of
Thomas Paine »00 24
Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the Spirit World
75 06
Tobacco and its Effects, by H. Gibbons, M.D 20 02
The Temple; or, Diseases of the Brain and

To-Morrow of Death 175 14

BEING LIFE EXPERIENCES, SCEVES, INCIDENTS, AND CONDITIONS, H LUSTRA T1VE
OF SPIRIT-LIFE, A D THE PRINCIPLES
OF THE SPIRITUAL PHILOSOPHY.
'

Given Inspirationally

BY MRS MARIA M. KING,
Author of the "Principles of Nature," etc.

COMMONLY CALLED

ALSO,

The Alcoran of Mohammed.

The Pagan, origin of the Scriptural terms, "Bottomless
pit," " Lake of Are and brimstone," " Keys of Hell "
"Chains
of darkness," "Casting out Devils,"
"
Everlasting punishment," " The worm that
never dieth," etc., etc., all explained.

TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH IMMEDIATELY
FROM THE ARABIC WITH EXPLANATORY
WHICH IS PREFIXED A PRE-

Fear hath torment."—1 John iv:18

Every Spiritualist
SHOULD READ IT!

EVERY INFIDEL
Should Read It!
We would especially recommend its careful perusal to

Every Orthodox Christian!
One hundred and twenty-five pages, printed from new
plates, in large, clear type, and bound in elastic covers.

Fifth edition, with a memoir of the translator and with
various readings and illustrative notes from Savary's
version of the Koran.
Large 12 mo. 670 pp. The best edition ever published
in the Englishlanguage.
Price, library binding, $3.25; postage, 40 cents; substantially bound in cloth, $2.75; postage, 40 cents. The
same translation with the Notes, Preliminary discourse,
etc., omitted, and containing the Life of Mohammed,
bound in cloth, and containing 472 pp. Price, $2.00:
postage, 24 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

The original plates were destroyed, together with those
of all our publications, in the greatest Are the world ever
knew. We have therefore carefully revised and corrected
the copy for this edition, and publish it in response to the
great demand, the ilrst of all our publications, at the earliest practicable moment. We have already orders for
several thousand copies, and will print an edition large
enough to supply all demands; so send in your orders.
*»* For sale, wholesale and retail, by the ReligioPhiiiOsophioal Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave
Chicago.

contradictions of the hiSelf
BiE. 144 propositions proved pro. and con., with-

1
out
comment. N. B.—In a pamphletentitled "The Sunday Question," &c., many of
these contradictionsare

pirated.
1

and Social Circle.

6 copies

-

THE MENTAL CUREr

Influence of the Mind
On the Body,
J
Both

in

Health

and

Disease,

AND THE

Psychological MeM of Treatment.
BY W. F. BYAN8.

10.00

19.00

When sent by mail 24 cents additional required on each copy.
Abridged edition ol the Spiritual Hahp, containing
one hundred and four pages, price $1.00; postage 16 cents,

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

JUDGE J. W. EDMONDS.

EVIL'is a

book of radlo»l an

startling thought. It gives a connected and logical state
ment of the First Principles op Human Actio*, um
clearly shows that without evil man could not exist, Thi
work fully solves the problem, and unveils the Mjst«r
of Evil, giving it a scientific meaning, and shows it to

l.flO
1.00 12

mind."
11

THE I.EVEK WHICH MOVES THE MORAL AND INTBLLWWt
AL WORLD.

1.00 16
1.75 20
1.50 16

The above is a very valuable work of 360 pages, cloth,
12
1 mo. Price $1.50; postage 20 cents.
*„» For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Phllo
Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago,
sophical
s

'i h. book is a large 12 mo., of 34J pages, prtnUd from
lar^e, clear type, on fine, heavy paper. Price, 11.1*
postage 20 cents.
*«* For sale, wholesale and retail, at the BellgLo-Flilc
sophical Publishing House. 160 Fourth Ave., CMonj.,

"'Tisthe great art of life to manage well the restless

REMOVES MOTH PATCHES AND SALLOWNESS PROM THB
SKIN.

Chapter X -Interview with Pollock.

It will also remove the effects of poisonous and
deleterious substances that have long remained
in the system. This Remedy contains No Poison
-

Chapter XI.—New Desires.
Chapter XII.—John C. Calhoun.
„ , „rr,
Chapter XIII.—Interview with Webster.
Chapter XIV.—A Second Visit
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This preparation was given Mrs. Lord while in a
clairvoyant condition. Jt has been well tested
and has won for itself the name of the Golden Discovery, the Wonder of tlie Age, and which
we offer the public without any fear of competition. It is
composed of active remedies particularly adapted to the
difficulties above named, balanced by others, rendering it
a favorite panacea in many other difficulties that arise
from an unhealthy state of the Liver. It not only finds
its positive anchorage upon the Liver,
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An interesting Book on the Microscope, with over 400
illustrations and directions for collecting and preparing
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For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophjcal Publishing House, corner of Adams Street and
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These Microscopes can be sent only by express
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REPARED OBJECTS.
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HUMAN LIFE:
AN

Exposition of Spiritualism!
Embracing the various opinions of Extreaists, pro and
"son, together with the Author's Experience.
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THE IRRECONCILABLEPrice,
paper 26 cents, postage <
AKD GEOLOGY. 80 pp.
cents. Cloth 40 cents; postage 8 cents.
in Music Hallj
WHAT IS RIGHT ? A lecture delivered
Price
Boston, Sunday Afternoon, Dec. 6th, 1868.

cents; postage 2 cents.
ON THE
COMMON SENSE THOUGHTS
sense people. Third edition em g
common
Tised. Price 10 cents; postage 2

cents. „
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stTPEMOK to Christianity; Price 10
PIS
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Price 10 cents;
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Over 1200 actual fires put out with it.

Letter of Fellowship.

WORTH OP PROPERTY SAVED FROM THE FLAMES.

matter to a finality, for there are other rich
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Hall's Journal of Health for February is
men who will pass on, leaving money for Spiritual purposes, and if we leave this suit on re- as usual filled with information of the highest
precedent
indeed.—
importance to all—-the articles are all written
cord it will be a very bad
by Dr. Hall and are practical and easily unLet us to the rescue!
derstood.
In Littell's Living Age for February 15tb,
The Barnes' Will Case.
is published a very readable article from Mc _b 'IRE
EXTIN GUISHEXV
E. Y. Wilson, Esteemed Brother:—I pre- Milliams' Magazine, entitled Mr.Froudes' EngALSO, THE
lish
in
Ireland.
"Ilis
little
Serene
Highness"
Barnes'
and
I
Will,
seen
hast
the
sume thou
need not write thee of its provisions or about is continued. Dr. Carpenter on Mental Achis intentions, but will say that he made it in quisition and Inheritance is a valuable argood faith, and for a noble and Godlike pur- ticle.
FOR CITY, TOWN AND VILLAGE USE.
pose. Mr. Barnes placed the will in my
The New IllustratedAnnual of Phrehands, on what he supposed was his death-bed nology and Physiology for 1873, contains porsickness, with instructions to have it estab- traits and sketches of more than fifty distinlished and his intentions carried out He was guished subjects, including Seward, Livingsick two weeks—recovered his health and was stone, Fred. Douglas, portraits and sketches
seeming well as usual for five weeks. Just of all the Presidents of the United Stated, from
before he was taken down with his last sick- Washington to Grant. A capital Hand-Book
ago, from overstraining one eye and a blow on the other,
JEPriRsoN Mill», N. H., March% 21, 1872:—Prof.
ness he asked me for his will, and said he of 75 pages, 12mo. Price 25 cents. S. R
I bees me Blind, so that I could not know a person
Pattojt Spence:
would hand it back to me again, but was sud- Wells, Publisher, 389 Broadway, N. Y.
in the same room. Now I can read the large words in
your Circular; yet I took only two Boxes of Negatives.
Dear Sir—YOUR POSITIVE AND NEGdenly ill and confined to his house and was
Progressive Songster, compiled by WilATIVE PO WDERS are creating a great excite- On Thursday I called on Mr. Bowles, who had been sick
never out again. He sent for me and said his
my
two years; and his wife was sick from takabout
in
truly
own
perao*,
ment
here.
It
can
be
that
said,
will was in his store, and he would have it at liam H. Westcott, Philadelphia, 32 mo. cloth,
ing calomel. Her limbs were swelled to
the Blind see, the Lame walk, and the Leper is cleansed.
her body. She could not do anything or go about
his house, and so soon as he was convinced 200 pp., price 50 cents. For sale by the ReI had the Leprosy for thirty years in my legs, arms,,
the house. I could not prevail on him to uee the Powhead, and nearly all over my body. After taking your
that he would not get well again he would ligio-Philosophical Publishing House, ChiPositive Powders about four days I shoved up my sleeve!
ders. Ou my way there I met Mr Woodward, who is
place it in my hands. He did have it with cago. This little work has been compiled by
looked, and to mv utter astonishmenti acquainted with the Powders, having used them and
my
to
see
how
arm
,
be
Enaine,
Fire
t is more effective than the Steam
seen their good effect. I let him have a Box. He went
easily and leave all smooth;;
other valuable papers, and kept them under one who has long felt the need of something of
. scabi would cleave off
Lse it is instantaneouslyready and throws a powerful the
to Mr. Bowles's that night, and after much persuasion
and now my head and body are clean. The Catarrhl
his pillow. I visited him every evening to see the kind. It is a collection of songs and hymns
got
my
!
Mrs. Bowles to take one of the Powders. Last night
long*,
They
that
cured
in
my
were
head
arrested.
3am
of
carbonic
acid,
gas
and
water
for
any
length
of
^
i«
that proper persons were to set up with him intended to meet temporarily the growing demy neighbor came in and said he had good news for me
tied up with Plilegm and Couglt. The Rheumt is the Best and cheapest Fire Engine in the world,
mand for an adaptation of more" liberal and
many
ago,
—namely,
years
during the night; set up myself several times.
that he was at Mr. Bowles's in the morning, and
and
L
my
commenced
in
atism
muscles
.
1 comes within the financial abilities of every place.
saw Mrs Bowles out on the p'azza at work. He was
byJ degrees extended all over me, so that I could not;
I supposed, and so did Bro. Barnes, that his progressivesentimentsto old and popular airs,
t does not require an expensive system of water
head,
put
greatly
surprised,
my
my
or
on
ca
I
n
my
vest.
and on inquiry she said the took one
right
arm
to
raise
rks, and is never out of repair. Send for "their
will was perfectly safe under his pillow, and and consists of selections from the Psalms of
now hold it in any position. PULy legs I could only of Spence's Positive Powders the night before: It eascord." "r,
I was expecting him to hand it to me accord- Life, Lyceum Guide, Lyceum Manual, Spirit
anyway.
now
travel
get
all
and she slept like a pig.
I
ed
her
off
difficulty
pain,
with
F. W. FARWEI L, Sec'y.
quite easily. By overdoing last fall, 1 brought on a
He said he never saw two persons so elated in his life.
ind to his words, when he desired to do so; Yoices, and other sources—making a neat,
78 Market St., Chicago.
few
a
Six
would
Please
send
me
Dozen
more Boxes
and
it
beat
about
the
Pain
Heart,
but an evil conspiracy was formed to steal the handy and useful little work.
be*
beats and then stop and start a^ain. I could not lie onl Yours truly,
"^6
will in the interest of his heirs. When he atit at all. The powders have set it all right. Several years5
A.
H. KNIGHT.
tempted to give it to me, being very weak and
—
per day! Agents wanted t All datsea of working peotjpty pie, of either sex, young or old, make more money at
feeble, some eight days before his death, we
s located near Cedarvale, P. O, Howard Co., Kanwork for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than at anything
found it was gone. He supposed, and I did, too,
s; it is free from debt and has 320 acres of choice land. jV
else. Particulars free. Address G. Stlnson & Co., Portland, Maine.
Le founders started the community nearly two years i\\
that it was in the house, and would be pro:>, have *uch improvements as are necessary for a Tj"
r\ n agents wanted.—samples sent
duced in case of his death. He assured me
aifortable living, and now the Co-operation of earn- 'b
U U U free by mallj with terms to clear from $5
that there was a correct copy, and asked me to a$10
r Communists wanted for the better realization
per day. Two entirely new articles, saleable as
a true home based on equality, fraternity and If
if we could not probate the copy in case the flower. AddressN. H. White, Newark, N. J. [13n23t4]
JERTY.
one he had signed and had witnessed, could
For particulars Address Wm. FREY.
PROGRESSIVE
3
not be found. I told him it could be proved,
|
Jnl4
for several persons had seen and read the will Harmonial Community
or copy (as he called it), and not to worry Chartered Nov. 25th, 1872. Pounded on the principles of
himself about it. I had Judge Jones to exam- the Harmonial Philosophy. Address G. W. GORE, Box

Balicoct Self-Acting Fire Engine,

rhe Progressive Community!

5r»

ine the signed will while in my possession.

42, Lamoille, Marshal Co., Iowa. vl3nl6ml2
Greatest Weekly Newspaper of
V
ovk.
a
w If
the Great West. Fifteenth year.
II EVE T A i SV1 40 columns,
Advertise RA
in it. Send m ^ 1 ** 1
$3 per year,

magnetic influences, that to probate such a
will was against public policy and against public decency; that the school would be a cesspool

of crime and vice, a modern Upas Tree that
would blight and wither all that comes within
its influence; that Spiritualismwas infamous
in all her teachings and the Infidel doctrines
taught by them, were intended to destroy the
Bible and the churches, and all that Christianity had accomplishedfor the past eighteen hundred years—terrible terrible—and
thjy thus succeeded, for the jury after being
in their rx>m over seven hours, gave their
verdict against it.
Thus we spent eight long weary days, gaining every point, and had the court all the time
in our favor. I may say, the judge would
have decided in our favor at once. We had
five lawyers and they five. Each party examined some twenty witnesses, and. the matter
stands j ust as it was. We can appeal to the
Supreme court, but we have nothing to appeal
from—there are no errors of law or exceptions,
the judge having decided every point at issue
in our favor; but we intend to have a new
trial.
We are not discouraged. Public opinion is
becomingstronger every day in favor oi this
Will, and yesterday, the Grand Jury found a
true bill of indictment against four men, including one of the heirs [young Barnes]; the
other three, their principal witnesses. The
Bill charges them with conspiracy—with removing and concealing the Will of the late
Robert Barnes, and fraudulently preventing
the proper persons from possessing the property in trust, as desired by him, or words to
this effect.
Now, there is a rumpus, and will be a desperate fight. We shall sustain the charges, if
possible to do so; and as one of them swore
that Barnes destroyed a paper—he did not say
his will, but tried to make the jury believe it
was the will; and the other two swore false in
almost every word of their evidence. No one
believed them, and now that the Grand Jury is
after them, we hope that something like justice will come to the surface. Brother Tenney
has stood by me all the time, faithful and
vigilant. We have had a hard time, I assure
thee. I know I have, and we intend to keep
trying, and never give up until we are forced

to.

I should have stated that the evidence given
by their prominent witness, was impeached
by two reliable witnesses on our side.
Oh I how we have wished that thee would
come here. Brother Tinney wrote to thee once
to come here. If thee has not seen a copy of
the will, printed on a little pamphlet, with
his life, I will send one to thee.
Fraternally thine,
Allen C. Halleck.

Chicago, III. [v!8n24t2|

8. M. BETTS&CO.,
75 East Monroe St.,

Agents. Liberal com-

missions. Address

frankly,

delicately,

but

and exhaustively. Dispenses with nine tenths
of the doctor's visits.
Rare chance for

not

Contains matter
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MO THER KISSED ME IN MY DREAM.
REST FOR THE WKARY.

DREAMING TO NIGHT.
HOME ABOVE—(Air: ''Home Again.")
HOME OF THE ANGELS—{Air: "Star of the
Evening.'''')
LOVE AT HOME.
NATURE'S CALLS—(Air: "Nellie Lee.")
HOME., SWEPT HOME.
SOMETHING SWEET TO THINK OF—(By
Ordway.)
WAITING BY THE RIVER.
NEARER MY GOD TO THEE.
ERROR'S TEACHINGS SHALL MOULDER IN
THE GRAVE—(Air: "John Brown.")
SWEET SISTER SPIRIT, COME—(Air: America.)
DO THE SPIRITS OF LOVED ONES COME
'R 0 UND US—(Air:' 'Do they miss me at Home.'')
A LIGHT IN THE WINDOW.
MESSENGER1 S ANGELS—(Air: "Star Spangled
Banner'')
I HEAR THE ANGELS SINGING—(Air: "Ever

of Thee.")

Bound in Cloth and Board Covers, per copy 50 cents.
£-^?" Liberal discount to Lyceums and the trade.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
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TREES!

TREES!!

: x:
Some eight years since, traveling in cold regions witjssmg the great want and desire for fruit, and the exjnse and disappointment in trying to raise the common
>p1e, and believing Providence had made ample prosion, and that varieties of fruit could be found adaptI to such localities, and noiicing the crab apple flourishI and fruited in all eections and conditions we saw it
lly necessary to get valuable varieties of fruit of that
>ecies of tree to obtain the desired object. And after
uch effort we have obtained several varieties of great
jauty and excellence,much preferredto the apple for
luce, pies, cooking, drying and cider, and some valuable
i eat from the hand, and one sweet, superior for baking.
one need pairing for drying or cooking in any

CONDUCT OF LIFE,

BEAUTIFUL RIVER.

iterature, Art and Inspiration,

:REES!

The Herald of Health for February contains a
scientific paper of remarkable value on the above subject. It is translated from the French of Debuy and
should be read by every person married and single. The
January number contains a most excellent essay on the

Comprises a collection of some of the best and most
popular selectionsof the day, (over 200 pages,) arranged
for the use of Spiritualists for the Lecture, Circle or
Lyceum. These "Gems" are adapted to familiar
melodies, and the Songster is intended to take the place
of more ponderous music books for general use, and
has met with hearty approval from all who have seen it.
Every Spiritualist needs a copy. The following are a few
of the
SELECTIONS:
SWEET BY-AND-BY.
STRIVING FOR THE RIGHT.

II

L

i
i
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f

'

lape.

; TEN DOLLARS A BARREL, giving THEM $7,50 EACH TREE,

Overwhelming Testimony.
The following are letters and extracts from letter®
addressed to Prof. Payton Spence, M. D.:
In the course of a large experience with the Positive
and Negative Powders, I have found them almost
in all acute diseases, particularly
infallible
In
such as the Bilious
Fever-* of all kindt
Inflammatory, Typhoid, Congestion of
the Lungs, Scarlet Fever, &c. I have
also
found them infallible in B^wel Com
al5
plaints
and Nervous Headache. I
P1 also proved
the Ointment recommended to be
have
made
of ths Positiv e Powders (accoriing to Kule the
Pa
tenth)
ter
to be magical in its effects on all kinds of Sores
an< Erysipelas.
and
J>1
DR.
M. E. JE^KSj formerly of North Adams,
now
no1 of Amesbury, Mass.

,

I] have cured the following cases, and many others too
nu
numerous
to mention, with your Positive and Negative
A young lady of St. Vitus' Dan< e, of
near
nri 6 yeara standing. A lady of General Prostra
of the nervous system. A lady of Chroni c
ti<
tion
Diphtheria.
I>
A boy cf Hear let Fever.
1
of Cholera Morbus A woman
A woman
wt had the Fever and A grxie all Spring and
who
Su
Summer. A man of Delirium Tremens.
A woman of Spasms of the stomach for six years.
DR. Jm HI. DAVIS, Winona, Minn.
1

>
Positive and Negative Powders are truly an InYour
va
valuable
medicine, and one of the greatest
|,|
blessings
to humanity. Within the last year
jI have
^
had five patients who would have gone to their
w home if I had not given your Powders.
long

3tt. Mr. L. D. Herrick, of Randolph,Vt., under date
I Nov. 19th, 1872, says in reference to the frait of crab
ees purchased of us, aud planted three years last
pring: ''I gathered last Fall from the 280 trees
DR. T. BOND, PennJield, Pa.
\ barrels. 29 I sent to Boston, which sold foi^ $172, bede? one barrel Hyslop (being too ripe) sold for only $12.
you
send
I
Enclosed
*
$15 00 for more of your Positive
five
of
barrels
cider. If I
rom the remainder I made
aud Negative Powders. They are \he best medad had then the experience in shipping fruit I now have,
JU(
ever
icine
used
I
in all eases of Female
would have received from one third to one half more
Weakness, Threatened Abortion, and
ian I did
and
there
is no family but what ought
Child-birtli,
The following is from one of o~ir most respected
to have them.
tizens, a large and successful fruit grower: t0
Sharp
E.
tfc Son: You inquire how I succeeded with
DR. J. C. HOWES, Volney, Iowa.
ie crab trees I bought of you four years ago. They
I
ime into bearing the second year, and last Fall I sold
J can not do without your Positive and Negative Powders on any consideration for myself and for
ver 40 dollars worth of fruit. atl
my practice, particularly for Accouchement
LaSalle, Niagara Co , N. Y., May, 2nd, 1872. A. M.
hesbrough. His experience induced him to purchase of (Child-birth). I have had one very severe case of
Threatened Abortion (Miscarriage), which
Blast Spring 500 more of the same kind. T1
three Positive Powders arretted; also two eases of
We sent our fruit to Boeton Ust Fall. One variety
Chills and Fever, which were cured by the
e sold at $16.66 and the other at $10 a barrel. CI
Po
Powders.
Value as stocks—The Wisconsin Horticultural Society
;rongly reccommended them as stocks for the apple. A
I>R. J. CRANE,'"Attica, Ind.
^respondent of the Country Gentlemen writing from
armington, Maine, states the following: < One box of your Poiitive Powders cured David Willington
"It is claimed for this method that the trees are hardier,
joi of a pain in his stomach of 8 years' standing. Mrs. E. F. Claflin was cured by the Negative
tore vigorous and come into bearing the second year. I,
Powders of Numbness, or Palsy, of 12 years' duration.
tyself, last auiumn, visit* d an orchard of 400 trees thus
Powders cured Mrs. H Claflin of Neuralgia.
The
Tl
•eated nine years old, which yielded the pafct season 220
arrels of very fine fruit. rhThey also cured a lady of Painful menstruwbeu given up as past cure. In cases of
ation
A gentleman from Pennsylvania, stated to us lately,
aj
i
Parturition
(Child-birth), I consider them of
lat his father planted a crab orchard and some years
great
value.
2r<
ast grafted it entire to choice kinds of apples, that it
mnnenced bearing the second year, and although o her
DR. JULIA WILLIAMS,Practical Mid•chards in the vicinity had failed of fiuiting, that had
wife, East Braintree, Vt. .
rne abundantly every year, and had made a vigorous
]I mvself have been afflicted with Rheumatism
"owth. and was now the most valuable orchard in that
art And should New England and other parts where
an
and Heart X)ise&ise for three years during
ie apple is failing, resoji; to the crab (which is the wl
which time I have not been able to labor. I have taken
irent of the apple) for stocks, they mignt probably
two boxes and a half of your Positive Powders. My
tw
ive fruit as abundant as irisyears past. Rh
Rheumatism is gone and the Heart Disease much relieved.
DR. A. J". COREY, Great Bend, Pa.
TE HAVE FOR SALE A GENERAL ASSORTMENTOF
NURSERY STOCK, AND OVER A MILLION 1I think there is no medicine in the world
like the Positive and Negative Powders.
TREES OF APPLE AND CRABS OF DIFFER- 1,1
MRS. DR. GARRISON, Newton, N. J.
ENT VARIETIES, ADAPTED TO ALL LOIn Ague and Chills I consider them unCALITIES, FROM ONE TO FITE ]
equaled.
YEARS GROWTH. e'

1'

J*

The senior partner having seen over eighty years of
ctive life, it is intended soon to close our business, and
'e shall sell at very reasonable prices. Should individals or neigbors join and order 300 or more, they will be
nrnished much below the > elail prices. They can be
oxed and tent to any railroad depot ordered.
E. SHARP & SON.

,

J. P. WAY, M. D., Bement, III.

How To Regain It.
The above engraving illustrates the difference, in beauty
and attractiveness, between a lean, emaciated person,
and a person whose form is round, plump, and well de
veloped. We instinctively shriLk from a man or a
woman, but more especially from a woman, who is lean,
emaciated, bony, skinny, hungry looking. Of course,
there are many degrees of emaciation. But any degree
of emaciation or loss of flesh which lessens the elasticity
and roundness of the form, and diminishes the mellowness of the cheek, just to thut extent detracts from the
beauty and attractiveness of the person. It behcoves
every one, therefore, and particularly every female who
is losing flesh, or has lost flesh, if they have any concern
for the impression which they make upon others, to resort
to all known means to restore their lost beauty of form
and face. It is equally important to remember that lo?s
of flesh, or emaciation, is generally an accompaniment
and an indication of failing health from some, obvious,
or from s^me secret, lurking disease which, unless cured

in time, may end in death. Three or four Positive Powders a day, continued for a

fewweeks, will, in ninety-ninecases

in a hundred, restore the lost flesh
and fill out the emaciated form- This

the Powders do by a natural process, namely, by putting
every organ of the body into healthy action, especially
the Stomach, the Liver and the Lungs which are always

at fault in all cases of emaciaticn. Hundreds of
patients bave assured me that by the use of the
.positive Powders they have gained 10, 20, 30 and 40
pounds of flesh; and in one case, a | aay weigh i ng

90 pounds in a few weeks weighed 14s
pounds.

The POSITIVES cure Neuralgia, Headache,
Rheumatism, Pains of all kinds; Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
Vomiting. Dyspepsia, Flatulence, Worms; all Female Weaknesses and Derangements; Fits, Cramps,
St. Vitus' Dance, Spasms; all high grades of Fever,
Small Pox, Measles, Scarlatina, Erysipelas; all Inplam
mations, acute or chronic, of the Kidneys, Liver,
Lungs, Womb, Bladder, or any other organ of the
body; Catarrh, Consumption, Bronchitis. Coughs,
Colds, Scrofula, Nervousness, Asthma, Sleepliss-

ness, etc.

The NEGATIVES cure Paralysis, or Palsy,
whether of the Muscles or of the senses, as in Blindness,
Deafness,loss of taste, smell, feeling or motion; all
Low Fevers, such as the Typhoid and the Typhus.
Both the POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE are
needed in Chills and Fever.

:x:

^AGENTS .SJiSE,?.. ^
MAILED
postpaid

AT

44 Pos. Powders, S I .OO
f I Box.
"
Neg. !

I
J|

TH3SE

PRICES

.

44

«

"

4 22 Pos.

22
q Boxes,

I -92
.OO
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Send money at my risk

expense, by Post

office Money Order, Rksmthrbd Lettbk, Draft
on New Yotk, or by Express, doducting from the
amount to be sent, 5 cents for each Money Order, or 15
cents for a Draft, or for Expressage, or for Registration
of a letter.
All Letters and Remittances by Mail, and all Express Packases should be directed as follows:

PROF. PAYTON SPENCE, M.D.,

Your Positive and Negative Powders seem to be
quite a mystery—no marked action-yet they cure.
1 have some patients who can't live "Without
01
them, as nothing else has ever benefited them.
1

C. D. R. KIRK., M. D., Fern Springs, Miss.
They arepeculiary adapted to the female constitution
Lockpcrt, N. Y., Jan. 15th, 1873. S1

L3n20t8

LOSS OF FLESH:

GIYE IN THEIR

P©
Powders.

Not only is the crab a great acquisition to cold climates,
at New England and the older States where the apple
fast failing, may find them equally valuable both for
uit and stocks. But we do not reccommend for stocks
ie slow, growing, common Liberian.
We have some
irieties, much more vigorous growers than the apple,
3ing as lar e at five years as the apple at nine or ten.
They generally fruit the second year, and numbers to
hom we have sold in lor,s have gathered a barrel each,
om trees only five years planted, which sold in Boston,

Matilda.—Anna, what makes you look so
plump and nice ?
Anna.— You nasty, skinny thing ! go and
take Spence's Positive Powders, as I did,
and you will soon look just as plump and
nice.

THE DOCTORS

SCOFFINGABOUT GHOSTS!

Physiology anil Hygiene of Marriage.

By Wm, H. Westcott.

SCIENCE,

>r to ridicule the character of our Spiritual Literature,
tiich has become the chronic habit of the opposition.
eu-ttan's Journal presents strong claims to the cordial
itronageof every rational Spiritualist and the friends of
:nuine Reform of every name and class.
Let some one in every Western city and town take the
atter in hand, get up a Cl*b, and forward the names
id subscriptions. News Agents and the Book Trade
Lpplied at reasonable discount. Address the Editor at
ewark, N. J.
vl3n23t3

To erect the Nebraska State Orphan Asylum, to be
drawn in Public, March 31st 1873. TICKETS $1. EACH,
or SIX for $5. Tickets sent by Express C. O. D., if
desired. 1 Cash Prize, $75 OOO; 1 Cash Prize, $25,. OOO; 1 Cash Prize, $15,OOO; For balance of
Prizes send for Circular. Endorsed by his excellency
Gov. W. H. James, and the best business men of the
State. Agents Wanted. Address J. M. PATTEE,
Omaha, Nebraska.
Vl3n24t4

—Compiled—

OF SPIRITUAL

Dr. Allopathy.—I throw Physic to the dogs.
Those Positive and Negative Powders have
the business. Away go these old-fashAGE, h hilled
ioned, drugs and medicines into the street.
ia
id is thus prepared to deal heavy blows at popular er- r
I am convinced. From this day forth, 1
rs, and to illustrate tbe vital truths of the time in the
shall use the Positive and Negative Powders
ost attractivemrJner. If the Spiritualistwould silence sf
e captious criticisms of the outside world, let him sub- m
myself.
place
for
ribe
this Journal;
it on his table where every —
,ller may see it; or lend it 10 his unbelieving neighbors.
lose who read it will neith .r go away

OMAHA LOTTERY!

frflpwive £ont)$Ur

|

Is just published, and has occasioned a sensation
long the intelligent classes in every part of the country.
le Secular Press pay great deference to this stately
?itor to tbeir ganemm, in some cases giving a whole
lumn to a most respectful consideration of its peculiar
lims. Dr. Brittan numbers among his contributions
me of the more
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written by that old heathen philosopher Isocrates, 2,300
years ago. Each number contains over 50 pages and is
full of most valuable matter. The Scientific American
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to the Editor of the Keligio-Pjolosophical

JunNAii to know if he can do so.
After seven attempts during the two past
years, nearly, we got the case to trial in an adjoining County, taken there by the heirs on
a change of venue, as they dare not allow it to
be tried here. We proved our case full and
clear, to all but the jury—the poor jury—twleve
men—most of them Posey county farmers,
and most of them church members. I may
say we lost the case by their stupidity, ignorance and prejudice—thecounsel for the heirs
made them believe and controlled them by

; found in a ny other
' book. Trea t* of all
\ diseases, th r eir causes
' and cures, g J iving over
i 700 pre scrip ^ tions of
. the most em inent phy' sicians of the country.
{ Deals with all subjects,

Agents
for the clearest, fullest, most eflective Family Medical Book ever
published, just out. The
need of every house.
M ritten by the celebrated Dr. Hall, Editor of
Hall's Journal of Health.

wanted

He again directed me to get the copy and have
it proved, for Ms intentions must be carried out. RO
He never said anything more about his will to
any one, but continued to grow worse until he stamp for specimen copy to Wm. «b «
^ «
BYERS, Denver, Colorado. IM iC W & I
died, being unconscious most of the time unless N.
vl3n22-10
him.
to
question
directed
some
aroused by
He never was in a condition after he attemptWM. DOSTER,
ed to give me his will, that he could have
AGENT,
NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE
signed his name to any paper.
Special
attention paid to all spiritual reform pubI procured the copy from Dr. Graham the lications.
Address
next day, and advised with Judge Jones as to
WM. DOSTER.
Red Oak, Campbell Co., Ga.
the law "in the case. He informed me the copy
under the circumstances could be proven Vl3n24t4
and probated.
HEALTH
Diligent search was made after his funeral
all through the rooms he had occupied; but
no will found. No one knew anything about
it. That the will is still in existence no one
doubts, and the strongest suspicions rest upon
certain parties, that they have it, and intend
to make either the heirs or the Spiritualists
pay them for it.
I will give a short account of our attempt to
probate the will by the copy. We expect to
publish the trial in full, and I have written

I
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While I am talking on Spiritualism as a
moral guide, I would not have you understand
me as holding that men should surrender their
reason to the dictates of spirits. They are only
immortal men and women, who have arisen
from fleshly conditions to the home of angels,

jloclru.
THE ANSWERING VOICE.

heavenward and asks,

When a radiance came athwart me
Like a halo round my head,
And I asked if I was mortal
Or was numbered with the dead ?

down from the angels, whilst another angel

by reforming your judgment.

So with worlds and so with atoms,
All are perfect in their place,
All have life and all have action
Throughouttime and throughout space.
All of action is but progress—
Nature's plan to re-arrange,
And what seems like death to mortals
Is but making the exchange.
Therefore then that " king of terrors
Is our friend and not our foe,
And we should rejoice to meet him
If the truth we did but know.

"

The Morals of the Ecclesiastical Churches
and Spiritualism Contrasted.--A Lecture hy D. W. Hull, Memphis, Tenn.
Text
Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know
them (Mat'. 7:3).

In order to give you an idea of the subject
under consideration, I beg the privilege of
reading the four preceding verses:.
"Beware of false prophets which come to
you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are

ravening wolves. Ye shall know them by
their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns
or figs of thistles? Even so every good
tree bringing forth good fruit; but a corrupt
tree bringeth forth evil fruit. A good tree can
not bring forth evil fruit; neither can a corrupt
tree bring forth good fruit. Every tree that
bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down
and cast into the fire, wherefore by their fruits
shall ye know them."
THE FRUITS.

Nothing would please me better, if the clergy
wished such an investigation, than to go into a
thorough examination of the fruits of Ecclesiasticism and Spiritualism. This passage is
often quoted to prove that people should not
investigate Spiritualism, but to me there could
not be a more direct command to investigate
Spiritualism. The very fact that Jesus tells us
to "beware of false prophets," demonstrates
that there was to be a genuine article found
some where; for who would think of warning
us of a counterfeit bank bill if there were no
bank bills to counterfeit? Why does he tell us
how we are to distinguish them from genuine,
if the prophetic dispensationwas to close with
the prophecy of the "beloved disciple," when

he had penned the book of Revelations? What
is the use of testing the genuine from false
dispensation

It is true, there are bad men who have gone
into the Spirit World, who are liable to induce
us to re-commit the mistakes of their lives, but
as we shall know them by the record (fruits)
they have left here, we should ask them to be
modest, and come where they may take their
lessons of duty. Such can not deceive us, for
God has written a law within us which is unerring. Whenever a spirit dictates, I pay no
kind of attention to him or her, for the spirit
that would make me good, will attempt to convince my reason of right and wrong.
All religious systems hitherto have been dogmatic and dictatorial. The law of right carried with it no reasons for being right, nor
were you expected to inquire why it was so.
If ytu did, jou wire answered that it. was "Be-

SPIRITUALISM AS A MORAL GUIDE.

has

closed?
In Isaiah 8: 19, 20. we read: "And when
they shall say unto you, seek unto them that
have familiar spirits, and unto wizards that
peep and that mutter: Should not a people
seek unto their God? for the living to the dead?
To the law and to the testimony; if they speak

not according to this word, it is because there
is no light in them."
But if he intended to close up the spiritual
dispensation, would it not have been just as
easy to have informed us of that fact, and
warned us that it was no use to pay any attention to the matter, as to tell us how we may
know the false from the genuine?

Oh! that some unseen

finger indexes in no uncertain direction, the
goal of duty. Angels come to assist reason,
and never are we asked with uncovered heads,
to listen while angels talk and yield implicit
obedience, to what we know to be wrong.
Whilst you are not condemned for your ignorance and suffer its inevitable consequences,
they attempt to "convert you from your sins"

Eren rocks that made the mountains
Had their life as I had mine,
Only varied, yet as perfect
ret as Godlike and divine.

prophets, if the prophetic

"

know not which way to go! Under these trying circumstanceswhen the want of wisdom is
most felt, it is that the hand of help is reached

Then a voice from out the stillness
Answered that there was no death,
That all thiugs had life and action
And they breathed their native breath.

\

give us)any advice; then it is that the soul aspires

IMMORTALITY OF THE PROPHETS AND
APOSTLES.

Sometimes they are unable to help us, or

power might tell me what my duty is; for I

God has

written his law all over the canopy of heaven,
on " tables of stone," deep down in the bowels
of the earth—on every leaf and flower, and
even in the " fleshly tablets of your hearts," and
1 can say with Isaiah, if they are not in harmony
with this law, it is because there is no light in
them. But the fact that John tells us to try
the spirits (1 John 3: 1), and Isaiah tells us how
to try them, is evidence enough that we are to
test everything before we make our decisions
for or against it. If they did not intend that
we should investigate the matter, why did
they say so? Why did Paul tell them to
covet prophesy, and forbid not to speak with
tongues (1 Cor. 14, 39). exhort them not to be
ignorant of spiritual gifts (1 Cor. 12: 1), but to
desire them, and especially desire to have the
gift of prophecy (1 Cor. 14:1), if he intended
to convey the idea of the churches of to-day,
that we must remain ignorant of them, and detest the gift of prophesy? In no place are we
informed that spiritual gifts were to cease, and
yet what excellent opportunities for telling of
this, if it were to be the case, were studiously
and thoughtfully avoided.

permit the Catholics to have even a single
;
church
in which to celebrate what, for centu-

ries, had been the sole religion of France, and
was still the religion of an enormous majority
, Frenchmen."
of
This was not the only lack of morals from

pure virgin daughters shall be protected from

to help us solve the great problem of duty.

we do; but, oh! how often do we find ourselves
in conditions such that we do not know what
our duty is; then we go to our neighbors, tried
and true friends in whom we have confidence,

Oaee upon a lofty mountain
Where all seasons held the snow,
I was gazing round abo.ut me
Up above and down below.

saved, they taking the child by one limb, holding it out at arm's length, before the eyes of
the shrieking mother, chipped it in pieces.
Then as she falls on her knees to beg that her

a fate worse than death, the bloody missile of
death again descends upon the head of the bereaved mother, and her warm blood mixes
with that of her little boy. I am now told that
if I reject the morals of this story and become a Spiritualist, I will become desperately
wicked.

and they may now and then make mistakes, as

BY D. AMBROSE DAVIS.

>

which they were suffering, as appears from the

following:
"
The clergy, from causes which it would be
tedious to investigate, became extremely dissolute, and very ignorant. This made their tyranny more oppressive, because to submit to it
was more disgraceful" {Buck. Hist. vol. 1, p.
546).

AND GODLINESS

whipped, to be branded with a hot iron, or to
do penance before the whole congregation—

humble themselves barefooted, and with their
hair cut on one side, while the minister, under
pretence of rebuking them, enjoyed his triumph."—Hist. Civ. vol. 2, p. 309
WITCHCRAFT.

Not far from this time, the clergy became

very zealous in their persecution of witches,
and as they would universally deny the charge

of witchcraft,various methods were had to extort confessions from them. One Dr. Fion was
charged with witchcraft; but, as usual, he

The same writer says again on the same stoutly denied the charge; there was no evidence by which they could convict him, and as
page:
"
they wanted to hang him for a sin they had not
The
great
writers
who
were
now
rising
in
actions of Spiritualists? The Prophets each
evidence to convict him of, they had recourse
accused the others of being deceivers, liars France were moved to indignation when they to a beautiful and amusing, but gentle
and
and false prophets, so if we are to take their saw that those who usurped unlimited power humane means of extorting a confession.
testimony they were truly in a most deplorable over consciences had themselves no conscience Had it not have been for the glorious triumphs
condition so far as morals were poncerned. at all."
In a footnote, he quotes Ducas' Memoirs vol. of Christian civilization, we should probably
But now let us note the early rise ot the Chrishave been forever deprived of a knowledge of
tian Church. Paul and Peter quarrelled so 2, p. 262, as follows:
What was, if possible, still more scandal- this innocent amusement which has been found
that they had to separate (Acts 15: ji'J), and as
so stimulating to the finer sentiments, so quiPaul was the thirteenth Apostle (Acts 1: 26; 1 ous, was that in 1723, the assembly of the eting
to the nerves of the "babes of the gosCor. 11:13), he quarrelled about Us apostle- clergy unanimously elected as their President, pel." With a pair of
"by the grace of
ship—claimed that the others were false Apos- the infamous Dubois, the most notoriously im- God" they pulled out pincers,
all of his flDger nails.
tles (2 Cor. 11: 13), and declared that he was moral man of his time."
This failing to extort the proper confession
"
This was in France.
not a whit behind the chief est of Apostles"
"
In Scotland, the Presbyterian Church had they so much n< eded, these dear lambs " next
(1 Cor. 11: 5). and that the other Apostles were
filled
the
sore
places
where
the
nails had been
everything
own
their
way.
And
that
the
of no kind of use to him (Gal. 2 : 6). Not only
with needles. This failing to extort the proper
did he accuse the Apostles of being " false friends may know what to expect, when any confession these enterprising
Christians, who
Apostles," but he finally comes out and con- church becomes supreme, I will give you a few claim to have civilized the world,
had recourse
again:
fesses himself to be the " chief of sinners," tells extracts
"
to
another mode of torture. The sj stem of
So, too, did the clergy teach, that on no
us that he did not shrink from acting the hypChristianityof
that time had so elevated huocrite, j when he could thus advance the inter- occasion must food or shelter be given to a manity, that some ingenious person,
of
ests of his religion by it (1 Cor 9: 20, 21), and starving man, unless his opinions are Ortho- the "lioly ghost," invented and madefull
what
dox" {Buckle's Hist. Civ. vol. 2, p. 230)
apologizes for lying in the following language:
was
called
"the
iron
boat." In this they
"
This is the result of teachings of the Church.
If the truth of God hath more abounded by
placed Mr. Fion's foot and
drove
my lie, why am I yet judged as a sinner" These men called themselves Christians; that down by the side of his legprayerfully
wedges till "by
(Rom. 3: 7)? This was the system of morals in is, followers of Christ, and denounced every the grace of God " they mashed every bone in
vogue shortly after the rise of Ct> ristianity. man who obeyed the precepts of Jesus as an his leg and foot.
How sad, indeed, must have been their condi- Infidel. They were not expected to love even
In the time of King James I, a necessity was
their best friends, much less their enemies, if
tion?
their friends were not Orthodox in their felt for some person who could elevate ChrisHere is the beginning of our system of theology, but how well does it compare with the

"

MORALS

THE FARLY ©HlilSTIA' i" AJCHERS.

cause it was right." Thus men were blindly Nor did they improve in morals,
we come
led along by leaders as blind as themselves, down this side of the Christian era it'ew years,
vainly attempting to be virtuous, when they to the period of the pious fathers of tSie Church,
were not allowed to inquire, " What virtue and the same loose system of morals still preis." I am told that Spiritualists, as a mass, are vails. Deception and fraud again appear as the
very immoral, and that the Church monopo- grand staples of Christianity. Bishop Horsely
lizes all the morals. Now I take the position states:
"
that
Time was when the practice of using unTHERE NEVER HAS BEEN A MORAL CHURCH,
justifiable means to serve a good cause, was
and I shall briefly call your attention to differ- openly avowed, and Origen himself was among
ent periods in the history of religions: I some- its defenders."
Mashim tells us:
times hear church members deplore the sad
"
departure of the Church, as if it was once
The authors who have treated of the innopure; and then again, I hear them claiming cence and sanctity of the primitive Christians,
that purity is a late thing with them. I care have fallen into the error of supposingthem to
not whether one or both of these positions is have been unspotted models of piety and virtue,
false, I shall make my point good outside of and a gross error it is, the strongest testimonies too evidently prone." (Cent. 1)
their testimony.
Again he says:
HUMAN SACRIFICES.
"
in the fourth century it was an almost
When I turn back to the good old days of
Moses, and before his time, I find Abraham universally adopted maxim, that it was an act
copying the bloody rites of his Heathen neigh- of virtue to deceive and lie, when by such
bors, and for want of another human sacrifice, means the interests of the Church might be
he binds his own son, whom he is about to im- promoted" (Cent. 4).
St. Jerome says:
molate to his Deity, and places him upon the
"
I do not find fault with an error that proaltar, but for an angel-friend of the child's the
knife would soon have been drawn from the ceeds from hatred toward the Jews, and a
fluttering heart, reeking with the blood of an pious zeal for the Christian faith."
Some two or three centuries ago when the
own child (Gen. 22: 3-14). It was the morals
of the day, and it is transmitted to us as a war between the Catholic Churches was
heroic act of faith. Human sacrifices did not hottest, a great many appeals were made to the
cease with Abraham. If the Levitical law was Fathers. Dr. Middleton, however, came out
observed, there were liable to lie immolations with his "Free Inquiry" which so demonstrated
that these early Christians were troubled with
at anv time. Here is the law:
"
Notwithstanding no devoted thing that a a chronic affection of religion, that their word
man shall elevate unto the Lord, of all that he could not be taken upon anything whatever,
hath, both of man and beast, and of the field when the interests of religion could be better
of his possession, shall be sold or redeemed. promoted by a falsehood; in short, they loved
Every devoted thing is most holy unto the the Lord so well that they would lie and
Lord. None devoted which shall be devoted swear to it "for Christ's sake." The church
of men, shall be redeemed, but shall surely be and morals of that early day were not better
friends than Peter and Paul, and, no difference
put to death" (Lev. 27: 28, 29).
From this Scripture it appears that the doc- how moral a person"was, if he was not zealous
trine of human sacrifices to appease the wrath enough to tell a lie by the help of the Lord"
of an offended God, was not peculiar to Chris- in the interest of religion, he was not a fit subtianity and Heathenism, for whilst the one ject of salvation!
spills the blood of its Christ, and the other
MORALS OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH.
immolated its victims, the Hebrews had a
Passing from the Fathers, I come to the
standing law as wicked as it was heartless, Catholic Church,
if they ever professed a
compelling them to take no substitute for their moral basis, I am who,
aware of it. Oh! what
human oflerings, but to kill them as they did millions have paid not
the forfeiture of their heresy
the brutes, that the Lord might smell the sweet from Catholic opinion.
Men's brains are racked
savor arising from their roasting carcasses. to invent
engines of torture. They claim that
Happily only one sad instance of the fulfill- they did not torture the heretics; that it
ment of that law has gone on record. Jephtha
was done by favor of the law, I know; but
made a bargain with his God, in which it was Catholics
made the law, and established the
stipulated that the Deity was to give him vicThey found them guilty of heresy,
tory, in consideration of which Jephtha was to Inquisition.
handed them over to the authorities for
offer up as a roast to him whatever first came to and
John Calvin did not burn Michael
meet him. Perhaps Jephtha thought that punishment.
Servetus, but if there had been no such man as
would be a good plan to get rid of his wife, Calvin,
he would not have been burned. He
but as it happened, it was his only daughter caused his
arrest, and approved of his punishwho came out to meet him, and she was shortly ment.
after taken by Jephtha, who cut her throat
MORALS OF PROTESTANTS.
with a huge butcher knife, then flayed her skin
Catholics are not the only persecutors in the
off of her, cut her in quarters, and put her on
the fire to roast, and to-day you are asked -to world, and while Protestants are making such
look in the Bible containing this example as a claims to morals, it may be well enough to call
moral guide. If this was moral in that time, their attention to a scrap or two of history. If
I am glad that the code of morals has been since Catholics persecuted Protestants, the Protesttants took advantage of the first opportunity
reversed. Another case illustrative of the
to retaliate upon them. In the seventeenth
COWARDICE
of this pious class of people is found in Num.
31: 17, 18, where a lot of captives had been
taken in war upon the Midianites. But Moses'
"
righteous soul" was terribly vexed, because
that while they were killing they had not done
more of it. They had saved all the married
women and little
boy babies. ."Now, there"
fore," said he, kill every male among'the little ones, and kill every female that hath known
man by lying with him." These pious murderers then went forth in the name of the Lord,
and whilst the mother, with tears streaming
down her face, begged that her little babe, who
had committed no other error than that of being
born outside of the Jewish Nation, might be

USTO. 26.

century, it had become as great a sin to be a

Catholic in France, as ever it had been to be a
Protestant in the brightest days of Catholicism.
Thomas Buckle says:
"If a Catholic clergyman was engaged in
burying the dead, the Protestants were sure to
be present, interrupting

the funeral, turning

the ceremonies into ridicule, and attempting
by their clamor to deaden the voice of the
minister, so that the service performed in the
church should not be heard" {Hist. Civilization,
vol. 1, p. 462)
These were Christians, and this was done
"
for the glory of God." On the same page, he
also says:

\g£3S
"

At La Rochelle *

*

* they would not

faith.

The same writer relates the following

incident:
"In one of these cases mentioned in the records of the Church of Glasgow, the Kirk of
Sessions of that town, summoned before them
a woman, merely because she had received into
her house her own son, after the clergy had
excommunicatedhim. So effectually did they
work upon her mind, that they induced her to

tianity and give his time to the business of

finding witches. The want was more than
supplied iu Matthew Hopkins, the celebrated

"witchfinder,"through whose instrumentality
sixty witches were ferreted out and hung in
one year.
One Mr. Lowe was accused of witchcraft,
but as he stoutly denied it and they failed to
extort a confession, they concluded to throw
promise, not only that she would shut her him in the river and see whether he would
door against the child, but that she would aid swim ashore. As they expecttd the test
in bringing him to punishment. She had proved the charge to be true, for the poor man
sinned in loving him; she had sinned even in failed to drown, and therefore he was hung.
Nor was persecution of the witches confined
giving him shelter; but, says the record, she
promised not to do it again, and to tell the to Scotland. In our own country were four
celebrated divines who held an -ecclesiastic
magistrates when he comes next "—Ibid
Here is the Church which professes so loudly control over every mind in the country. These
of morals, and at a time when it was triumph- were Cotton Matther, Increase Matther, Rev.
ant; but I am not yet done with this hypocrit- Mr. Parris and Rev. Mr. Noyes—names that
ical institution. I have another citation to but for their clerical importance would have
come down to our times clothed in infamy.
make. The same author again tells us:
"They taught the father to smite the unbe- Perhaps theologians will be able to scaflold up
lieving child, and to slay his own boy sooner the reputations of these pious knaves but a
than to allow him to propagate errors."—Hist. little while longer. When the Salem Witchcraft broke out, one of Cotton Matther's serCiv. vol. 2, p. 521.
vant girls became influenced by it some how.
And again on the same page:
"
If a mother held opinions of which they Why ? She could talk Hebrew better than he
disapproved, they did not scruple to invade could, and as his reverence was sure no one
her household, take away her children, and could beat him talking Hebrew except the
forbid her to hold communion with them."— devil—the conclusion was inevitable. Under
the influence of these divines there were, I beSays another historian:
"
The numerous devices employed by Ec- lieve, twenty-seven persons punished with
clesiastics, botii secular and regular, for the death.
Amongst those who suffered was one Giles
enriching of the several foundations to which
they were attached, had transferred into their Corry, who was condemned to be pressed to
hands more than half of the territorialproperty death. Great weights were put upon his body
of Scotland, or of its annual produce."—Spots- to crush the life out of him, and the man's
tongue was pressed out of his mouth; therewood's Hist. vol. 1, p. 53.
In the seventh century they established an upon one of the faithful lambs of the flock
Inquisition, and now I will read you some took the dirty end of his cane and "by the
more extracts of the fruits of Christianity. Says help of the Lord," he crowded it back to its
proper place again.
Buckle:
When I was in New England one time, I
"The clergy interfered with every man's
private concerns; ordered how he should gov- came across cne of their old statutes issued
ern his family, and often took upon themselves under the Christian dispensation of the Purithe control of his household. Their missions, tans, and I propose to give you some of the
the elders were everywhere; for each parish laws which I took the pains to copy verbawas divided into several quarters, and to each tim, et literatim, et punctuatum. From the
quarter one of these officials was allotted, in law of 1651, I quote as follows:
order that he might have special notic» of
"It is ordered that whatsoever person or
what was done in his own district. Besides persons shall negleckt the frequenting the pubthis, spies were appointed so that nothing lick worship of God that is according to God
could escape their supervision. Not only the in the places wher they live or doe assemble
streets but even private houses were searched themselvesupon any pretence whatsoever in
and ransacked to see if any one was absent any way contrary to God and the allowance of
from church while the minister was preaching."
the Governmenttending to the subversion of
—Hist. Civ. vol, 2, p. 272.
Religion and churches or palpable praphonI find another scrap of history on their tyr- acon of Gods holy ordinances being duly conrany which I must produce while I am on victed; videlecet every one that is a master or
the subject. It is quoted by Buckle in a foot dame of a family, or any other person at their
note:
owne deposing to pay ten shillings for every
"Every parish had a tyrant who made the such default.
"
greatest lord in his district stoop to his authorIt is ordered that if any in any lazy slothity. The kirk was the place where he kept full or prophane way doth negleckt to come
his court, the pulpit his throne or tribunal to the publick worshipp of God shall forfeit
from whence he issued out his terrible decrees,
for every such default ten shillings or bee puband twelve or fourteen sour, ignorant enthusi- lickly whipte." (The same re-enacted in 1659).
asts, under the title of elders, composed his
Again in 1665 another law was enacted
council. If any of whatsoever quality had which read as follows:
the assurance to disobey his orders, the dread"
That such as shall deney the scriptures to
ful sentence of excommunicationwas immediately thundered out against him, his goods bee a rule of life shall receive corporall punishment according to the discretion of the Magisand chattels seized and confiscated, and he be- trate
so as it shall net extend to life or limb."
ing looked upon as actually in the possesIn 1671 the following crimes were punished
sion of thej Devil, and irretrievably doomed to with
death.
eternal perdition."—Kirk Session Register of
1, Idolortry, serving any other God but the
- Lord
Perth, Spottswood's Miscellany, vol. 2, page 229
God.
30—1845.
2, Blasphemy and Infidelity.
I must make one more extract from Buckle
"
If any Christian (so called)
on the arrogance of this privileged class be- be3,a Witchcraft
that
witch,
is, hath, or consulteth with a
fore I leave the subject. It, is as follows:
"
Aided by the elders, who were their tools Familiar spirit; he or they shall bee put to
and the creatures of their power, they, all over death."
The laws go on to prescribe the penalties for
Scotland, organized themselves into legislative
bodies, and in the midst of ther little Senate being Quakers. They were to be fined, imprisoned
and driven out of the country. If
they enacted laws which the people were bound
to obey. If they refused, woe be to them. any one was to be found guilty of entertaining
a
Quaker all night he was also to be finedThey became unruly sons of the Church, and
were liable to be imprisoned, to be fined, to be
(TO BE CONTINUED NEXT WEEK )
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his house to get the insurance money, from the
effect of which whole blocks are laid in ashes
and hundreds of people are rendered homeless
and destitute,-a large number ot which perish
through consequent excitement and exposure
to the weather; yet this man may obtain for-
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THE DUTIES OF THE HOUR.
Syaopsis of a Lecture delivered February 9th, 1873, at Apollo Hall,
New York, by Mrs. Nettie Maynard,

We feel that we must clasp hands with humanity whenever we can, and trust to youi
eskindness in consideration of our weakness,
acare
you
that
pecially after the able lectures
customed to receive from this rostrum. In
considering the public situation, we scarcely
know where to begin. On one side the gentle
voice of charity appeals to us; on the other,
the stern voice of justice. How natural it is
for us to turn to our neighbor and ask how
much they are going to do to help on this
cause, when we should turn to ourselves and
ask, How much am I doing ?.
In the early developments

The Fear of the Devil More Powerful than
their Love for (xod !

BABBITT, D. M.

of the human

BY EDWIN ABNElt DAVIS.

Said a Christian to me recently: "If I believed as you Infidels do, I would rob, murder,
. and commit crime with impunity! If there is no
does .it
future punishment, whatthindifference
life? '
make what a man does in
That's it exactly! Certain persons are perfectly willing to commit crime and would do
so, if it wasn't for fear of that terrible Devil,
and endless hell, awaiting them in a future life.
And they offer up long Pharisaiacal prayers,
and thank God they are "not as other men,"—
Infidels, and skeptics!
Now it is a well-known fact, that there is a
much larger per cent, of morality among Infi
dels, than among the pretentious followers of
Christ. . .
The records of our penitentiaries and lunatic
asylums show that over nineteen-twentieths of
the inmates confined in them, adhere to, or
believe in, some form of the Christian religion,
while many of the institutions above-named do
not contain a single Infidel, Spiritualist_ or
Atheist within their walls. This is cheering
to the friends of free religion and human progressthe world over, and throws back the he
square in the teeth of ignorant priest-ridden
bigots, that Infidels as a class are not as good
members of society as their Christian brethren,

fore God and the Lamb on high,—even though
h
he -was a hundred times a murderer in
theredevilish work of setting the city on hundted
by indirectly causing the death of a

or that a disbelief in Christianity produces a
race when ignorance and barb arism prevailed,
the most exacting laws and restraints were greater ratio of criminals than does a belief in
required They came in the forcible edicts the same dogma. .
That person who refrains from crime for
of Mount Sinai, the highest attainments they
hell,
were capable of at that time. In the progress fear of a tormenting Devil and a "red-hot"
and needs
of the human soul came the era when tender has no honesty or honor in his soul,
just such scarecrows continually held up belove and Christian charity began to rule.
lawless passions
To day we enter upon still a new order ot fore him, in order to keep his and
love of honthings, a new era, the manhood of the race, in check. It is not reverence
esty that keeps his hand from filching my
the age of reason as well as of love in which
and eternal
men have reached their majority and dare to pocket book, but fear of the Devillove
for God
the damnation in a future life. His
think for themselves. So strangely has that
chap is
human mind been brought forward so far has is mockery, since his fear of the other
so much greater and stronger. If he does
we are forced to believe the Infinite Mind
eye
some great intention. Immortality proved, good at all, it is from cumpulsion, with an evil
brings new responsibilities. One says, if Spirit- single to the rigors of the law against
as his could
ualism be true, I would go through the world doers. A thousand such_ souls
of
teaching it. On every side you see the relig- dance the Fisher's Hornpipe on the point
ot a rnTirio '
ions of the day are inadequate to the needs
Hell and the Devil are the chief props which
society. Fraud, crime, poverty, and the agonizing cry of human hearts prove the ^ef- support the Christian superstructure. Take
ficiency of the present methods. All radical those away and the whole edifice tumbles with
changes, however, must cause chaos for the a crash. Two centuries hence there will be
time being. Each Spiritualist should ask, hardly a vestige of Christianity to be found.
_

what am I doing to establish

order in this

proves that when a man dies he shall live
again, must help us upward. We must teach
that the wrongs committed here, can not be
blotted out in a moment hereafter. The Christian church seems feeble to put down the
wrong and injustice that prevail in all directions. On the other hand, Spiritualism presents its cheering and reasonable teachings
with its beautiful lessons brought by the angels. A voice, '"Ye shall work into day," but
earnest labor and constant progress are required. You are constantly working but are
you working to the highest purpose?
Almost a century ago, a band of patriots
gathered around a midnight lamp, discussing
how to resist tyranny and wrong and free
their country. They had been persecuted
in the land from which they came. No one
dared to go forward to sign the document
of Independence. Silence and hesitation
ruled. On the further side of the room, a
man in brown coat cast his eagle eye about
to see what would be the result. Seeing no
one else move, he at last went forward and
was the first

signer

of the downfall of tyr-

anny. This man was Thomas Paine ! [It has

been unearthed that Thomas Paine was the
first signer of the Declaration of Independ-

ence, but such was the religious bigotry of
the times that his name was struck off because he wrote the "Age of Reason," although his authorship of the work called
"The Rights of Man," and his great services
in the war of Independence should have
held his memory sacred.—e. d.b ]
The New York Lyceum.
The New York Lyceum which is held at
Apollo Hall at 12 o'clock every Sunday, is now
looking up somewhat. I noticed several beautiful children connected with it, and they are
fit to associate with the best children in New
York. Mr. L. A. Wilder has now become
the Conductor of it, Mr. J. A. Cozeno, Assistant Conductor, and Mrs. Cozeno, Guardian.
Mr. Wilder is a gentleman of means and large
business capacity, and enters into the enterprise of building up the Lyceum with a spirit

many of the victims of the terrible
conflagration are Infidels, whom Orthodoxy
consigns to the pit of hell to be forever blanched and roasted, tried and scorched and g
of the Christian God. And

by the angry breath
while these poor Infidel wretches are stewing
of the
in the great stew-pan ot hell, the autlwr
a
fire and of their untimely deaths, is .having
gay old time gamboling around as *
lamb in the streets of the New Jerusalem!
burlesque
And this is Christianity! What a
of the
Author
the
on
libel
a
on God! What
on all
mockery
hideous
a
universe! What
man.
in
and
nature
in
pure
and
that is good
and civiliIs it any wonder that, as science
nffire infization advances, the w orld becomes
scatters
del to Christianity? Reason tears down,
superstitions
and disembowels the horrid froni
by-gone
which Christianity borrowed
the goscenturies, and educated her votaries in Reason,
"practical common sense.

Del of
to]play
science and philosophy are henceforth
mankind,
an imporiant^art in the education of grandei
and will lead the world onto a higher, a
and a more lofty spiritual civilization.
and
Then let us take fresh courage, friends,
let us,
while Christians are working for Jesus,
as Infidels, push on the work for humanity
and human progress. I am sure, that in point
of morality, education, and all that goes to
make up the perfect man or woman, L m*6}8!
as a class, will come out ahead of their Christian brethren, after the most careful, critical
analysis to which they can be subjecte .
Believing in a God of love and eternal mercy,
fearing no Devil or burning hell, our work tor
mankind is one of love and broad universal
charity, tending to spiritualize man's nature,
and fit him for a place amoDg the saviors of

the world in the life that is to come.
St. Joseph, Mo.

Notes from our Scrap-Book.
BY JUSTITIA.

_

of Christianity, which is but an outgrowth of
Judaism with modern improvements and

The Waldeases were Baptists in belief and
belonged to several petty states of Germany.
They were persecuted by the Romish See
from the days'of Constantine the Great, until
the Reformation, according to Cardinal Hosius
who was president of the council of Trent in
1555. The Waldenses had the Bible in manuscript in their vernacular tongue 400 years before the time of Luther. Copies printed in
1475 are now in existence. They were persecuted principally for opposing infant baptism.
In 1550 every Baptist was declared an outlaw by all the Christian States of Europe. Nowhere could they claim civil protection
Large rewards were offered for the leaders and
any criminal was pardoned who would disclose their hiding places. Shelter, aid or comfort to a heretic, especially a Baptist, was a
capital offense.

From 1535, during the reign of Henry VIII,
the defender of the faith until 1575, persons
were behead^l, banished or burned at the
stake for opposing infant baptism.

Many fled

to Holland and were beheaded or drowned for
being Ana-baptists. Bishop Cranmer, of Engbetrayer, and Satan the tempter and destroyer.
inquiThese three latter constitute the real Christian land, was at the head of this Protestant
Trinity, and are the pillars of the Christian sition. The long Parliamentwrested from ihe
hands of Land (the successor of Cranmer) the
church.
Mahometism, though it has nothing in com- crozier-whichhe used as a rod of iron to crush
all freedom of speech or opinion, and Parliamon with Christianity, is another outgrowth
prerogative
of Judaism and numbers its millions of adher- ment in turn arrogated to itself the
condemn those who preached
ents. Who will dare say that Mahomet did to imprison or baptism.
not do a great work when he overthrew the against infantreign
of James I, of England, in
During the
idols of his country and planted in their stead
1618 those Christians who kept the seventh
the banners of Islam, which threw the shadow
fined, whipt or imof the unity of God over the three Arabias, day as a day of rest, were
the first day
Persia, Transoxiana, Western India,—Syria, prisoned for life for not keeping
Egypt, Ethiopia, Khonessan,—all the known of the week as establishedby the church. The
Continent of Northern Africa, the Islands of Star Chamber tried cases of non-conformity;
so also did the Court of Sessions. Dissenters
the Mediterranean, Spain and Gaul? Mahomet
was no imposter. He had implicit faith in his of influence were hung, drawn and quartered.
mission. He totally annihilated idol worship He forcibly maintained the "Divine Right of
in Arabia almost at a blow, and taught the Kings," and imprisoned the Puritans for
people the duality of God—that there was but daring to exercise the right of petition or
"one God and Mahomet was his Prophet." He private judgment. It was this incontinent,
had sublime, lofty faith both in God and man. imbecile of the Stuart race, that sanctioned
He established many reforms and will always the present version of the Bible upon which
rank as one ol the true saviors of the world, the Protestant world predicates its feope of
however much Christian malignity may seek salvation. It was this Prince, who was called
to tarnish the lustre of his name and dim with the defender of the faith and a most tender,
reproach the greatness of the work he accom- loving and nursing father of the church, as
seen by the following extract from the dedicaplished.
As Christianity and Mahometism were both tory letter of the translatorswho were priests
outgrowthsof Judaism, so is free religion an of the Church of England:
"And this their contentment doth not dioutgrowthof all other religions; and by the
term "free" religionists, I include and embrace minish or decay, but every day increaseth and
all who have cut loose from creedal Christiai i ty taketh strength, when they observe that the
and the Bible, and believe that man must be zeal of your Majesty toward the house of God
his own savior, relying wholly upon his own doth not slack or go backward, but is more
exertions and strength of character for all that and more kindled, manifesting itself abroad
he is, or is to be in a future life or in this life. in the farthest parts of Christendom, by writing
He who believes thus will hardly commit in the defense of the truth (which hath given
crime, because the penalty will fall upon him- such a blow unto that man of sin as will not
self directly, and not upon the shoulders of be healed) and every day at home by religious
and learned discourse, by frequenting the
any atoning Christ.
According to Christianity a man may com- house of God, by hearing the Word preached,
by cherishingthe teachers thereof, by caring
mit crime with impunity through a long life,
and at last be saved through the atoning blood for the church as a most tender and loving
of Jesus, and enter through the pearly gates nursing Father."

ideas, based upon Jesus the Savior, Judas the

into the New Jerusalem above, while a moral
good honest person who does not believe in Je-

sus, is doomed to endless torment and woe in

the life that is to come. Christianity consigns
all Infidels and freethinkers to the sulphurous

and enthusiasm which if sustained by the flames of hell where, according to Watts,—
people will insure success. He is planning
"
The breath of God, his awful breath
largely for the up-building of the Institution,
Supplies and fans the fire!
and now, friends of progress, come forward
There sinners taste the second death,
and let us make a grand success. The SunAnd would but can't expire!"
day schools have borrowed a number of songs
and many phrases about the "sunny shore," What a horrid picture of the Christian God!
"the shining river," etc. from the Spiritual- Is it any wonder that thinking minds refuse to
ists, and now let our Lyceums be so well con- pay homage to such an unrelenting monster?
ducted and sustained that the churches may The belief in such a God is certainly calcuget still further hints about developing the lated to make people selfish, bigoted, narrowbodies and souls of the dear children into a minded, and to curtail their sympathies for
beautiful harmony. The Sunday shools to- suffering humanity. Of this we are everyday
tally neglect physical development and adopt witnesses, that professing Christians are the
the plan of commencing the edifice of life in very last people on earth to open their hearts
the air by stuffing the minds of the young in generosity to the indigent poor, who surwith what they call spiritual instructions to round them on every side.
the neglect of the bodily functions through
It is also a well-known fact that "outside
which the spiritual must act while in this state heathen" furnish most of the money to build
God-houses for immaculate Christians to wor
of being.
ship the God in, who is to damn to all eternity those very "outside heathen," who have
Dr. A. E. Carpenter
paid out their money to build those same Godit?
York, houses. Now, this is paradoxical, isn't
Addressed the Spiritualists of New
Nevertheless it's one of the beauties of the
February.
of
second
the
on
Apollo
Hall,
at
people on Spirit of Christianity. refrain from robbery
He made an earnest appeal to the Mediums,
No Christian should
the
sustaining
of
importance
the
or other crime from fear of hell, purgatory or
many of whom are matyrs to the public bigthe Devil; because have not they "an advocate
otry. They are often starved or crushed in with the Father, even Christ Jesus?" They
blasted,
become
lives
their
spirit, sometimes
in their brother's blood,
alto- may imbue their bands
his daughter, asseduce
and often they are driven from the field
goods,
his
may
steal
gether. The Doctor spoke also of the press- signate with his wife, and it amounts to nothing importance of sustaining our Lyceums ing at all if the criminal is finally "washed in
and of rearing the young with a more rational
the blood of the Lamb!" A man may burn
religion.
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Already the leaven of free religion is working

reiga of disorder? In our prisons the wealth- to the downfall of hell, and annihilation of the
ier one has his carpets and comforts; the mythical devil and his long tailed, clovenweaker one sinks beneath discouraging cir- footed angels. With the fall of these, falls
cumstances never to rise again in this world. Christianity with all its superstitious rites,
Our Legislative halls are corrupt. For eight- ceremonies, washings, holy days, transubstaneen centuries the prayers of the Christian tiation, holy candles, holy water, and_ a long
world have gone up in vain. Charity has list of other pagan absurdities. Christianity
degenerated into weakness and justice has has been a misnomer from its inception, and
been misled. Spiritualists must rise to higher never built on Jesus, only in part. It might
conceptions and teach them. Each one can with equal propriety be called Devilanity or
reach a hundred. People are striving to enact Devilism, since without the Devil there never
statutes to keep your liberty and mine. What could have been any Christianity,—or rather,
is this significant of ? The desire to put down without Judas and the Devil, both of whom
liberal tendencies and the communion with are miraculouslymixed up in the story of the
angels. A minister said last Sabbath, "We life and death of Christ.
I do not pretend to say that Christianity has
have not the positive proof of what shall be
the destiny of the wicked.'' What is the duty of done no good in the world. There are some
Spiritualists when this uncertainty of the bright pages in its history, and some very
churches demands light ? You have seen the dark pages also. Very many good men have
injustice that is abroad in politics, the desire been Christians in the past, and there are many
to introduce religious tenets into schools, etc. good men in the Christian churches to-day;
Action is to be your watchword. Shall we but this argues nothing for the truth or falsity
continue to talk of charity when the midnight
air is disturbed by marauders and when the
poor are suffering so sadly ? The religion that

Mr. and Mrs. Parkhurst, and the writer and his
son, of this city. Eight spirits appeared in
materialization; five of whom were recognized.
Some of them pressed our hands and conversed

giveness for his dark crime, through the atoning
blood of Jesus, and become a pure, spotless
angel, who will have nothing to do in a future
belite but to chant songs of praise eternally

-

Glorious Manifestations at Alton.
Deab Jouknal:—Since last October, when
you published my account of two seances at
the mansion of Dr. Ostrom, (H. II ) in Alton,
Wayne County, New York, ten miles north of
Hydesville, the birthplace of Modern Spiritu-

As it will be impossible for me to
visit every
portion ol the
State where I have been invited
lriend8 in Convention in
the
li various
as
soon as we can bv correspondence,Districts
decide upon
the tlme
tinif o,,/I
l
^d place
in perfectly audible voices. My brother-in-law, of holding a Convention
As 1 can not visit all the places
well "materialized," greeted us, remaining a
where it is
few moments. The curtain then fell. We necessary and would seem for the good
of
sang, "1 have a brother in the Summer-land,"
cause, that some good speaker should repres^
when the curtain arose again, and a beautiful our interests and defend the truths
bouquet of pink and white flowers about eight think it
advisable not only to organize auxiliinches in diameter, was presented. Wev<on- ary Associations, but that the ConvenUon
dered what their significance could be, and should select available persons as speakers and
then ran through my mind, "Flowers are the recommend them to the State Committee that
alphabet of angels, wherewith they write great they may employ them to travel and lecture
in
and beautiful truths on hill and plain," when the District where they may be selected and
the centre of the bouquet • began to dissolve, thus as far as possible interest every portion of
the State in the good work of saving souls from
out of which was formed
the. thraldom of sects and creeds.
a child's face.
the
I propose to work all over
The outer edges of the bouquet dissolving, theInState,meantime,
so far as in my power to do so, and
formed the hair, and the other portion the not in the least to
interfere with the work of
head, and the angel was our flower-loving others who may be in
daughter Eva, ageu nine years, in spirit-life enough for us all, and the field. There is room
work for us all to do
three years. She bowed to me and her brother
I have visited a few of the places where I
Fay. The cabinet window seemed too high have
been
and propose to visit others
for her. I asked her if her uncle could not as- as soon as invited,
can arrange to do so. The bad
sist her in showing more of her form. She weather andI ill health
for the few months past
bowed her head and disappeared. Soon the have somewhat impeded
my progress, but 1 ton
curtain was lifted and her uncle held her in his again in the field, and I mean
to work.
arms, her face resting affectionately on his, as
friends, let us meet in Convention, in
was her pet and loving way when caressing ourNow,
various districts, just as soon as possible,
her papa and uncle, when eaith paths were
arrange for efficient work against the enepatted by her darling feet, lie kissed her a and
mies of truth. Let us show the people that we
number of times. 1 arose and handed him a
earnestly a^d practically believe what we piobouquet of flowers, which he pressed to his fess.
and her lips, and returned to me, when this
As to the time and place of holding these
beautiful and touching manifestation closed, District Conventions, will the friends
in the
page
precious
That
forgotten.
to
be
never
but
different parts of the district, please consult
in my volume of life will ever be radiant with together and send me their
propositions
soon
pleasant memories. That light of demonstrated as possible—say, at least, before the as
first of
immortality illuminated the clouds of materi- April, and we will meet as soon after that
ality with golden splendor, as messages may be deemed practicable, or even before as
that
reached us from spirit-land, on pulsating chords time.
of love, and as waves of affection dashed at our
Friends, let us be doing, for time wanes,'and
feet.
that we work at once, if we exOh! priceless are such sublime realities, and it is necessary
to accomplish much before our next Anpriceless are the days wherein we live to be the pect
State
Convention.
nual
favored recipients of such glorious meetings.
Please address me (enclosing stamp) at Iowa
A brother of Mr. Parkhurst conversed and City, Iowa.
A
Mrs.
Parkhurst.
shook hands with him and
Yours for the truth,
daughter of theirs also bowed and smiled with
Dr. C. P. Sanford,
of
Spirit
friends
unusual life aud vivacity.
State Missionary.
Professor John and Mrs. Yeard were not as
unmistakably recognized as others, owing to
the perhaps partial failure in materializing in Ihe Greatest Wonder of the World! A
one case, and the child-age in which another
Proposition to the People of
passed away, that appeared as a young woman
America.
in face of classic mould, and sweet, lovely expression, arrayed in beautiful and "shining
garments." Her arms and hands were thrown
S. S. Jones, Dear Sir:—I have in my posgracefully into the aperture a number of times. session t?ie greatest preternatural wonder that the
She patted the hands of a number of the party, world has ever seen, in my opinion, and in
but was unable to speak; but claimed through connection with it, I have a proposition to
other expressions, to be a near relative of Prof, make, which your intelligent zeal for the good
and Mrs. J., which they do not doubt.
of mankind will, I have no doubt, indorse most
Shenendoah, an Indian maiden, irom tne heartily. The wonder is in the form of a
"
spirit hunting ground," who assists in the photograph containing three figures, the centre
cabinet, appeared to pronounce the benediction one being the figure of a young man, that
as is tier custom. Her face, arms and hands departed this life on the 20th of July, 1825,
were about the color of black walnut; her head which is 48 years ago next July. The young
adorned with plumes and feathers, which she man never had a picture taking of any kind,
thrust forward into the light and asked the pic- except which was stamped on the tablets of
ture man, as she called him (Prof. J ), to make loving hearts. The curiosity of this picture,
a picture of "Shenny." He consented, and as a spirit photograph,is in the fact of its bedrew a pencil sketch while she w as conversing ing, not a shadowy ghost-like outline, but as
with different members of our party, and re- clear, plain and distinct as either of the living,
ceiving from us flowers and leaves with which material subjects on the plate. Another great
she decorated Mrs. White, who sat'in the cab- wonder of a scientific character, is the position
inet unconsciously entranced. She remained of the centre figure. It utterly btflles the atin view about ten minutes, conversing continu- tempts of all photographicskeptics to explain it
ally in perfectly clear and audible voice. Her satisfactorily. The spirit figure stands obliquepower is wonderful. We thanked her and our ly between the medium and myself, showing

tional speakers—both of Northboro, Mass ;
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ou?

weTve 1
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angel friends for the happiness that they had

conferred upon us, and

"

Shenny bade us good-

the drapery of his dress in front of me and be-

hind the medium—a fact that can not be counterfeited. I can have this picture duplicated
to
As
of old,
Penticost was but dim twilight.
indefinitely, with a concise history of the wona great extent, "the light shineth in darkness, derful case on the back of each photographic
and the darkness comprehendedit not," for the card.
majority of the members of our sixty or more
This picture will contain the likeness of
churches in Rochester, still continue to burrough three persons whese history is marked by
brain.
on
the
in the ground, with Beelzebub
facts not met with very often in a lifetime.
Blind and dead to this light that shines for all 1st, the centre figure, one who knows the facts
human
our
still
in such resplendenteffulgence,
of two worlds, this present world and that
itarian cause is gradually progressing here as which is yet to come to us mortals. 2nd, the
world.
enlightened
elsewhere throughout the
likeness of one of the most remarkable meIt is not now premature to state that in the diums of this or any other age; 3rd and "last,
atten
will
command
early spring Spiritualism
though," perhaps "not least," a correct liketion and consideration from a long needed ness of the man who "Turned Old Theology
will
enleading
ideas
be
source. Some of our
Upside Down," and who in turn, the church
shrined in beautiful art, in such a successful is still trying to turn upside down, for these
wongaze
opponents
in
will
manner, that our
wonderful things that he has preternaturally
der and astonishment, as they innocently ask, developed.
any
reality
in
"Do you really believe there is

by, when ended an hour with which the day of

Spiritualism?"

The works have been desig-

nated and painted, and are now being engraved
on steel. The painter and engraver are master
artists. The wingless floating angels were
never in conception or execution surpassed, if
equalled, by Raphael or Michael Angelo.

The

readers of the Journal will be apprised of the
fact, as soon as they are ready for sale. They
will produce a profound sensation where such

a sensation is needed, and be a great aid in our
cause. The writer will be engaged in their
publication, and located in Boston.
I should add that Dr. Ostrom's house is not
open to the public, as at Moravia and other
places, and that sittings only occur once a
week, in considerationof the medium's vitality
and spirit directions, and then only by special
arrangement. Sometimes parties which are restricted to eight or ten, can not be favored
with an audience till a number of weeks after
application.

The "law and order" established by the
higher powers, and so explicitly obeyed, do
very much toward the success attending each
seance. I think that no sitting has occurred
for a number of months, that has not been rewarded with the materialization of four or
more faces. " Truth is stranger than fiction."
R. H. Curran.
Rochester, N. Y., February 6th, 1873.
To the Spiritualists of Iowa.
At the last meeting of the State Association
of Spiritualists, the State g?as divided into five
districts, as follows, viz:—
The counties west of Ringold, Union, Adair,
Guthrie, Green, Calhoun, Pocahontas, Palo
Alto, and Emmett, to be known as the Western
District, or Conference; the counties of Em-

alism, a number of companies from this city
have been favored with those "marvelous" seances. At one sitting ten well formed faces
appeared at the cabinet window, and more
than one half of them were unmistakably recognized as relatives and friends from Summer- mett, Pocahontas,Calhoun,Webster, Hamilton
land. Some of them shook hands, embraced, Hardin, Grundy, Butler, Floyd and Mitchell'
kissed, conversed and sang with their earth and the counties between there and the
friends, if the testimony of judges, lawyers, north line of the State, to be known as the
doctors and others in high places—men whose North-western District; the counties of Howtestimony is not questioned in ordinary busi- ard, Chickasaw, Bremer, Blackhawk, Benton,
ness and in courts, as judge and lawyer—is of j inn and Jones, and the counties north and
any account.
east of these to be known as the North-eastern
We see them, hear their voices, shake hands District; the counties of Clinton, Cedar Johnwith them in our normal condition, no clair- son, Iowa, Keokuk, Wappello and Davis, and
voyance or clairaudianceconnected with it ; all the counties east and south of these, to be
seeing and hearing what each one does. They known as the South-eastern District; the counoften write messages of love in various lan- ties of Tama, Marshall, Story, Boone, Green
guages that we preserve. Our sainted Brother Guthrie, Adair, Union, Poweshiek, Mahaska!
Isaac Post has materialized a number of times, Monroe and Appanoose, and the counties beand once pronounced a benediction upon his tween these and the south line of the State to
wife Amy.
be known as the Central District.
Since my last account of those two seances
The object of this division was in order that
published by you last fall, I have visited Alton the friends in the State might more conveni
cup
of joy ently meet in Conventions, and organize As-twice, and at both love feasts my
was full to overflowing, and the overflow still sociations
auxiliary to the State Association
continues, nor do I wish it to stagnate. One for the purpose, not of sectarizing, but for
Professor
Jo- consulting as to the best means of building up
of our parties was composed of
seph John, our distinguished American Artist, our cause and more efficiently spreading and
Yeard—the
latter
and his wife; Mr. and Mrs.
maintaining our principles in every part of the
one of New England's well known inspira- b ate.

—

MY PROPOSITION.

I propose to build an Institution in some
city or town in this country, which I shall
call "A Universal Sanitarium," on the following grand plan: A magnificent auditorium
for leetures, the drama, opera, etc., an open
hall for lyceum and musical calisthenics; a
healing department, with Turkish, Thurmal,
and magnetic baths; rooms for the true magnetic healer, where "the blind shall see, the
deaf hear, the lame walk and lepers be
cleansed." Also, seance rooms for the development of all phases of spiritual manifestations. In short, an Institution that shall meet
the demands of the times.
Now, to aid in this grand enterprise, I propose, on receipt of fifty cents and a three cent
stamp, to send this greatest of preternatural
wonders, the photograph, to the thousands of
American Spiritualists and others, who will
be interested to see, and have to show to their
friends, this piece of mundane and ultramundane work, a short, but complete history accompanying each photographic card; and I do
hereby pledge myself to use every cent of
money, so collected, for the purpose above
named; and take pleasure in refering to Dr.
F. L. Crane, Pres. State Spiritual Society for
this State, Gov. Harvey, and Gov. Crawford
of this State, E. Y. Wilson, the "gentle," Dr.
T. A. Bland, of Chicago—all of whom will
vouch for the integrity of the mover (if he
needs any vouchers) in this grand enterprise.
As to the location of this Institution, let
every one sending for the picture indicate the
plaee where he or she wishes to have it located.
I will keep a book of record and a majority in
favor of any one place shall determine its location. Why may not $30,000 be realized in
this way, for this grand purpose? Nobody made
the poorer, but made the richer, by possessing
such a rare treasure as they will find this wonderful picture to be!
The Congregational church in Fort Scott,
was burned some time ago, and I learn that
the bell that was on it, was made into bells ot
diminutive size, even to the number of many
thousands, and these were sold at fifty cents
each, for gentlemen to wear on the watch
guards—ladies as ear-drops, etc- A Sreat
amount was thus realized to rebuild the
church. What is the worth of such a thing
in comparison with this wonderful treasure that

/

is proposed in this plan, and what is the r ort

Scott enterprise in comparison with that now
filling our hearts and hands. A "Sanitarium
for mind and body is a demand of the age, a
church is not.
Please address,
T. B. Taylor, M. D.
Topeka, Kansas.
Mrs. L. H. Perikns, is lecturing at, and in
the vicinity of, Hannibal and Louisiana, Mo.
Calls to lecture will reach her at either of these

places.
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Southern Department.—Paperscan be obtained and
Subscriptionswill be received by Dr. Y. A. Carr. Address
care Dr. J. W. Allen, No. 12, Dryads st, New Orleans, La.

Christian Civilization.
BY JOHN M FOLLETT.
"Once, when a zealous teacher from the North
The terrors of hiB cre^d had thundered forth
Unfolded wih keen zest, and f«»nd dusire
To save his hearer from so Bxda fate
His pleasant faith in everlasting lire,
And paint-a all the pangs the damned await,
While horrjr blanche.i the cheek* or half tue crowd
Wlth laughter lo. g and loud;
tW ofroarc^
I hat Hell
theirs, he s .iu, might be n place
Wholesoma and titling for thd white man's race.
No Maori was half bad enough t,> be
Do »med to so ho.-rible a destiny.
lie for his part Wwuld have nought to do
With any one, whether false or irue.
Who :ould delight his direst fo^* to see
The victim of such monstrous cruelty,
And when he learned what adverse st cts prevailed
And how the others' doctnnes they assaLed,
He held his hand out, with the fitter spread,
'So many ways to heaven, you teach," hes_id,
When you've fixed the right one and none doubt it,
l will tlieu be time for me to think about it."

ml

father and assasinating his children. He was
sentenced to be chained to his dungeon and
be deprived of water three days, then to be
exposed twenty-four hours at the pillory with
his hand nailed to the board of infamy-' after
that to have liia hand cut off and finally to
have his head cut off with an axe, which was
done in the presence twenty thousand Christens. 1 lease to notice that a minister, one
called of God, a teacher of the
that
the Wood of Christ would wipe doctrine
out all
sins, killed his father and three childrenhis
at
the instigation of his mistress, and then
that
he

was executed in this barbarous way bv a
Christian Bible-reading people. Could
nation that has not the Bible do worse? Willa

some Christian tell us in what respect' Christian civilization
of the Heathen?

is better than the civilization

Atkinson, 111.
UUAKDINC IN NEW YORK CITY.

at"?ZaVirrate8,natg00d

ta a flr8t"Clas8 locatt°1'

DR. MILLER'S HOME OF HEALTH,

41 West Twenty-sixthStreet,
NEW YORK.
Turkish baths, Electric baths, Movement cure and
Lifting cure m
the establishment for those requiring

& CO.,
X" :,Addre88 MILLER,HAYNES
vl2aJ'4
Pkopbibtobs.

If it is true, as we are often told, that we are
WARREN CHASE & CO.,
indebted to the Bible for our civilization, then
614
NORTH
FIFTH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.,
it must be true that all nations that accept the
Keep constantly on hand all the publications of the.
Bible, have made the same advance, and that
those nations that do not accept the Bible Religio-PhilosophicalPublishing House, Wm. White 6
have no civilization. The Jews had the Bible, Co., J. P. Mendum, Adams & Co., and all other populfu
but when we read the history of that nationj liberal literature, including the RELieio-PHiLosopmoiJ
we find that its civiliz-ition was in no respect Journal, and Banner of Light, Magazines, Photoerapfc«
superior to that of the nations surrounding Parlor Games, Golden Pens, Stationery, etc.
them. The Irish Catholics, Spaniards and
Mexicans, all have the Bible, but no one can Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote
show in what respect they are better than the
people of Japan or China. One can not find
The most cebtain and perfectly harmless a ddoti
doctrines or practices among the Heathen more for the poisonous effects, and remedy foj the bacct
is known by the above name.
barbarous than can be found among Christian appetite,
It is compounded by Mas. A. H. Robinson, the celt
nations, and a few of the Heathen nations are brated medium of Chicago,
while entranced by a notee
in some respects superior to any nation in chemist, long in spirit life. This antidote is warranted tc
break the habit

Christendom.

EVERYWHERE!!

DISEASES

exempting

its houses of worship, its church

property and its schools from taxation, and by
appointing its minister to officiate in the army
and navy at the expense of all the people and
with all the school-books full of Christian
teachings and doctrine, still Christianity is loosing ground, and instead of appointinga week
of prayer, at least a month should have been devoted to the work so as to put Christianity on
a good sound basis. Now, I wish to draw the
attention of all freethinkers who read the
Journal to a few facts in doctrine and practice among Christians, and I am willing a
comparison should be drawn, and if anything more barbarous can be found among
Heathen nations, I will back down from the
position I have taken—viz., that Christianity
is not superior to other forms of religion. J.
P. Gulliver, D.D., late President of Knox
College, said in a lecture to his students, "We
hesitate not to aver that belief in a personal
Devil, a veritable lion going about roaring and
seeking whom he may devour, "is a prime
element in all genuine spiritual manliness."
There we have it from one of God's own saints,
a belief, not in God but in the Devil, is a prime
element in all spiritual manliness, and only
those who believe in this roaring animal are
possessed of any true godliness!
I lately cut out from a Christian paper the
following delicate morsel: "The greatest
sinner who trusts only in Christ's blood, will
assuredly be saved. The best man in the
world who trusts in his own goodness, will be
lost." Botts, the murderer, who was cannonized by the Christian press of this country,
"Died in the full odor of sanctity." "He was
a full-fledged saint," and the last moments of
his life were crowned with more happiness
than falls to the lot of slow-going Christians
in a whole lifetime. He trusted fully the
"blood of Christ," and took a short cut to
Heaven! Jenkins, who killed his wife, trusted
in the blood of Christ

HOWARD TILDEN. g_W. OSGOOD.

and the portals of

Heaven were opened to him, and he went
through shouting"Hallelujah,Iam going to live
with Jesus—follow me." John Travis, when
about to be sent to Heaven by his Christian
fellow-citizens as a punishment for the crime
of murder, said, "Jesus has got me by the
arms. I have only to pass through the narrow stream, and I shall be at home." These
men believed in the blood of Christ, and their
happiness at the prospect of death must be
discouraging to those slow going Christians,
who have not the courage to murder some
one, and so swing into Heaven surrounded by
"men of God" and an admiring crowd.
Christians do not doubt that they go to
Heaven, but can not decide the case when
such men as Lincoln, Seward, and Greeley
die. Is there any thing worse than this in ail
Heathendom? The Christian nation of Peru
is going to war with the Heathen nation of
Japan, because the latter is trying to put a
stop to the slave trade of the former nation.
A Peruvian ship carrying slaves from China,
put into a Japanese port, and the slaves were
liberated by the Jappo and sent back to China,
and the Government of Peru is fitting out ships
of war to send to Japan to avenge the insult.
Here we have a Christian Government carrying on the slave trade, and a Heathen Government trying to put a stop to it, and the civilized Christian Government is going to kill a
few Heathen to avenge the insult. In what
way does our Christian civilization show its
superiority in this case? The Rev. Olaf
Olafsen, of Tromsoe, Norway, a Christian
country, was convicted of poisoning his

Hudson Tuttle's Works.

ARCANA OF SPIRITUALISM.

A Manual of Spirit-

ual Science and Philosophy. With a portrait of the
author. Price, $2.00; postage 24 cents.
ARCANA OF NATURE; or, The History and Laws
of Creation. 1st Volume, $1.25; postage 16 cents.
ARCANA OF NATURE; or, The Philosophy of Spiritual Existence and of the Spirit World. 2d

Volume, $1.25; postage 16 cents.
CAREER OF THE GOD-IDEA IN HISTORY. Price*
$1.25; postage 16 cents.
CAREER OF THE CHRIST-IDEA IN HISTORY. Price,
$1.25; postage, 16 cents.
ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF PHYSICAL MAN,
Scientifically Considered; proving man to have been
contemporary with the mastodon, etc. Price, $1.50)

postage 20 cents.
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VOICE OF PMAYEK
A Poem
W. S. Barlow, Author
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This little poem is fully equal to any of Mr. Barlow
best e Torts, and should be read by everybody
Primed on fine tinted paper, with blue-line bordei
Price. 25 cents; postage 2 cents.

Philosophy of Creation
Unfolding the laws of the Progressive Development
Nature, and embracing the Philosophy of an, Spii I.
and Spirit-World. By Thomas Paine, through the han?
of Horace Wood, Medium, Price, 35 cents; postass"
cents. For sale at the office of this paper

MEDIUMS I 31 EDI U^SIIIP.'
By T. R. Hazard.
This little pamphlet from the pen of one well prepared
to give light on the subject is attracting much notice and
should be widely circulated.
Price 10 cents; postage paid.
**For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Phil< sophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

Mrs. Robinson'sTobacco A_ntl
dote.
The above named sure remedy for the appetite for to
bacco in all its forms, is for sale at this office. Sent to
any part of the countrv by mail, on receipt of $2.00. It
is warranted to cure the most, inveterate user of the weed,
when the directions on each box are followed. Newspapers and quacks will tell you that this antidote is made
from gentian root. It is false. Gentian root is no rem
edy for the appetite for tobacco, but it is injurious to
health to use it. Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote tone*up the system and restores it to its normal condition, ae
it was before imbibing the hankering desire for a poisonous weed. It is a remedy presented by a band of chem
ists long in spirit-life, and is warranted to be perfectly
harmless.
This House will pay any chemist one thousand dollars
who will, upon analyzing this remedy, find one particle
of gentian root, or any other poisonous drug in it.

BY REV. T. B. TAYLOR, A.M., M.D., AUTHOR OF
"the inebriate,""death on the plains," and one
anonymous work. Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth $1.35;
postage free.
*#* For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY.
A SCIENTIFIC AND POPULAR EXPOSITION OI
THE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS IN
SOCIOLOGY.

By R. T. Trail, JfK.D.
The great interest now being felt in all subjects relating
to human development, will make the book of interest t©
every one. Besides the information obtained by its perusal, the bearing of the various subjects treated in improving and giving a high direction and value to human life
cannot be over-estimated.
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and Physiology of the Sexes?
explains the origin Of Human Life; how and when Menstruation, Imr egnation, and Conception occur; giving tht
laws by which the number and sex of ofispring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetting and rearing of beautiful and .healthy children. It is
high-toned, ana should be read by every family. Witt,

eighty fine engravings.

This work has rapidly passed through ten editions, and
the demand is constantly increasing. No such complete
and valuable work has ever before been issued from the
press.
Price, $2; postage 20 cents.
*** For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago,.

HERMAN SNOW. ~
319 KEARNEY ST., (up stairs) SAN FKAUCISCO.CAL.
Keeps for sale the

RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHICALJOURNAL
And a general variety of Spiritualist anrf Daprices. Also, Orton's Ant'Tobacco Preparation, Spence's Positive and
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NINETEENTH CENTURY.
The book contains a history of the Mediumship of Mrs.
Conant from childhood to the present time; together with
extracts from the diary of herphysician; selections from
letters received verifying spirit communications given
through her organism at the Banner ofLight Free Circles;
and spirit messages, essays and invocations from various
intelligences in the other life. The whole bein^ prefaced
with opening remarks from the pen of

ALLEN PUTNAM, ESQ.,
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FROM A
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FEW OF THE

notices of Exeter Hall, the Theological Romance:
The plot, and paseion in Exeter Hall show an experienced hand iu their delineation. .Exeter Hall proves that
the author has something to sas and k-ows how to say it.
—Public Opinion, London, England.
"It is indeed a wonderful book."—New York Mail.
"
We commend it to the widest popular approval."—
"

Banner of Light, Boston.

"Weh ve no hesitation in declaring this a great work.
u This book is well and powerfully
written The
most scorching work ever puMilhed in America since the
Age of Reason."—Liberal, Chicago.
"One of the most exciting r >mances of the day."—
DemoresV8 Magazine. New York.
"Convincingly illustrative of the errors of theology."
—Investigator, Boston.
"
The humane and charitable tendencies of the book
must receive the approbation of ever - friend of hnmanity."—Daily Telegraph, Toronto, Canada.

—Universe, Kew York.

Cloth. 80 cents; postage 12 cents. Paper 60 cents; postage 4 cents.
*** For sale, wholesale and refail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing Hou?e, Adams St., & 5th Ave.,
Chicago.

cents.

ASTRO-THEOLOGICAL LECTURES-By Rev. Robert
Taylor. Containing the following Lectures:—Belief
not the Safe Side, The Resurrection of Lazarus, The
Unjust Steward, The Devil, The Rich Man and Lazarus,
The Day of Temptation in the Wilderness, Ahab, or the
Lying Spirit, The Fall of Man, Noah, Abraham, Sarah,
Melcnisedec, The Lord, Moses, The Twelve Patriarchs,
Who is the Lord? Exodus, Aaron, Miriam. Price, $2,00;
postage, 20 cents.
THE SYNTAGMA—By Rev. Robert Taylor, author of

BOOK

Vital Magnetic Cures
An Exposition of

VITAL MAGNETISM,
And its application to the treatment of mental and
physical disease.

Unconscious Magnetism.—Sleep.—'The Marriage Rela^
tion.—Incompatability.—The Remedy, etc.
Detrimental Influences. — Insanity. — Obsession.—The

READ

cents.

THE DEVIL'S PULPIT—By Rev. Robert Taylor—with
a Sketch of the Author's Life—containing Sermons on
the following subjects:—The star of Bethlehem, John
the Baptist, Raising the Devil I The Unjust Judge, Virgo Paritura, St. Peter, Judas Iscariot Vindicated, St.
Thomas, St. James, and St. John, the Sons of Thunder,
The Crucifixion of Christ, The Cup of Salvation, Lectures on Freemasonry, The Holy Ghost, St. Philip, St.
Matthew, The Redeemer. Price, $2.00; postage, 20

An earnest, unequivocal and individual example
of the good wrought by Spiritualism. Its perusal can not
fail to cheer our struggling media.
Cloth, 324 pp., $1,50; poe'a^e 20 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House Adams street and 5th Avenue,
Chicago.
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Count Daru. Price, $1.00; postage, 16 cents.

THE DIEGESIS; being a Discovery of the Origin, Evidences, and Early History of Christianity, never yet
before or elsewhere so fully and faithfully set forth.
By Rev. Robert Taylor. This work was written by
Mr. Taylor while serving a term in Oakham (Eng.)
Jail, where he was imprisoned for blasphemy. It
contains 440 pages, octavo, and is considered unanswerable as to arguments or facts. Price, $2.00; postage, 24

A FINE STEEL PLATE PORTRAIT OF
THE MEDIUM ADORNS
THE WORK.

Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, HI., either for
wholesale orders, single boxes or local agencies,

HAVE

THE PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIONARY of Voltaire.
Tenth American Edition. Two Volumes in one. Containing 876 large octavo pages,—with two elegant steel
engravings. Price, $5.00; postage, 65 cents. This is
the. largest and most correct edition in the English
language, having, besides the whole of the London editions, several articles from a manuscript translated several years since by a friend of Voltaire, and others
translated immediately from the French edition. The
London edition sells at from $10 to $16, and does not
contain near as much as this American edition.
VOLNEY'S RUINS; or, Meditation on the Revolutions
of Empires. Translated under the immediate inspection of the Author, from the latest Paris Edition, with
his Notes and Illustrations. To which is added, The
Law of Nature, and a short Biographical Notice, by-

OF THE

contents:
Introductory.
The Gift of Healing, Animal and Spirit Magnetism, and
• the Rule for their Application
to the Cure of Diseases of
Mind and Body, etc., etc., etc.
Moral Integrity of Healers.—Persons who should use

Address Religio Philosophical Publshing Hjuse,

LIBERAL _WORKS

Greatest Medium's

THB

the

their Gifts, etc.

Cure.—Interestingcases, etc., etc.

Healing Practiced in all Ages.—Conditions for Healing.
—Fitness for the Work.
Permanencyof Effects.—Dutyof Physicians. Adaptation of Magnetism, etc., etc.
Healers' Peculiar Mode of Treatment.—Positive and
Negative Magnetism.—Quantity of Magnetism Required,
etc., etc., etc.
Diseases Remediable by Magnetism.—Healing at a Dis#

tance, etc, etc.

Nature of the Source of Cure.—Law of Harmony, etc.
Clairvoyance.—Conditions.—Prophecy, etc., etc.
The Material and Spiritual Body.—The Change called
"Death."—Unhealthy Children, etc., etc.
Psychological Phenomena.—Different Forms.—Practical Hints, etc., etc.
Contrast betweenMedicine and Magnetism.—Opinions
of Physician*, etc.,etc.
Hygienic Suggestions.—Habits.—Food, etc., etc.
Animal Magnetism.—Antiquity.—Symbol of the Hand.
Early Christian Period.—Middle Ages.— Mesmer.— French
Commissioners' Report.—Dr. Elliston's Views, etc., etc.
Biblical Account of Vital Magnetism.—Religious Rites.
—Laying-on of Hands.—Spiritual Gifts.—Ola and New
Testaments.—Cures Contrasted with those of this Age,

etc., etc., etc.

Price, $1 .50; postage 16 cents.
*** For sale, wholesale and retail, at the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

$2,00; postage, 20 cents.

FOUR LECTURES

the facts of Modern Spiritualism.
3 —Man a Religious Animal; or, the Devotional Ele
ment in Man.
4.—Man a Trinity.

Escaping from the Primal Ourae,

These able and learned addresses were delivered by
Mr. Forster in Apollo Hall, N. Y., under the auspicesof
the Society of Progressive Spiritualists, during the month
of November.
Price 15 cents each; postage 2cents.

Edited by M. L Holbrook,M. D,, Editor of the "Herald
of Health" with an appendix on the

THE BIBLE IN INDIA.

FOR

Care of Children
By Dr. C. S. LOZIER, Dean of the N. Y.,
Medical College for Women, etc.
The subject is itself extensi ve and an immense range of
related topics have a. direct and important bearing on it.
The difficulty has accordingly been not to find what to
say, but to decide what to omit. It is believed that a
healthful regimen has been described: a constructiv e,
preparatory, and preventive training, rather than a couise
of remedies medications, and drug«. Among authorit es
consulted tfce following widely known and celebrated
names may be mentioned Bull, Dewees, Duncan, Gleasot,
Lozier, Montgomery, Napheys, Pendleton, Shaw, Store;,
Tilt and Verdi.
Price postage p^id, $1.00
»** For sale wholesa e and retail by the Religo-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

Dr. E. P. Miller's Works.
VITAL FORCE, HOW WASTED AND HOW PRESERVED. C oth, $1.00; postage 12 cents. Paper cover,
60 cents; postage 4 cents. Every young man and every
young woman, every married man and every married
woman should read it. A vast amount of suffering, as
well as physical, mental, and moral ruin would be prevented if all were acquainted w ith the facts contained
in this work and followed its excellent advice. Mrs.
Frances Dana Gage says: "I earnestly wish that it
could be read by every mother in the country." It is
an invaluable work, and should have a place in every
family library.

HINDOO ORIGIN OF

Hebrew and Christian Revelation^
TRANSLATED FROM

"Sa SiMt Srnts y

HOW TO BATHE, A FAMILY GUIDE FOR THE USE
op Water in Preserving Health and Treating

Disease. Price, paper cover, 30 cents; postage 4 cent»»
paper cover, 75 cents; postage 8 cents.
IMPORTANT TRUTHS, BY MRS. E. P. MILLER, M.D.
This little work is written in a style adapted to children's minds, and no parent need fear to place it in
their children's hands as an opening to conversation
and advice on points upon which their future health,
happiness, and even life, largely depend.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,

BY LOUIS JACOLLIOT.
—:o:—
EXTRACTS FROM AUTHOR'S PREFACE

"I come to show you Humanity, after attaining the loft,
iest regions of speculative philosophy, of
yenCTab"e sou of India, was untrammeled
^T?\,onihe
and
stifled by the altar that substituted for intellectual life
a
semi-brutal existence of dreaming impotence
India is the world's cradle; hence >
that the common
mother in sending forth her children iseven
to the utmost
west, has, in unfading testimony of our origin,
bequeathed

trammeTed

Chicago.

©eoond Revised HESdLition.

language, her laws, her

A N 4W Sci entific Work

S AFE1ST A
OR THE

MENTAL CONSTITUTION.
BY ARTHUR MEET ON.
In Mental Science the world has had a surfeit < f
worthless speculations. It now asks and needs exa« t
and positive knowledge, such as guides the Astronc
mer, the Mechanic, the Chemist, or the Physiologist, t*
certain success in his labors. The discoveries set fort)
in this volume answer this great need. They bring or<*
er out of chaos, and reduce all mental action and laws t
exact mathematical statements. Thus they open to u>
a new world of thought and life, for the mental laws re
late us to every sphere and every act of duty and pleat
re. The truths here explained are of supreme intereei
and importance to all classes of persons. Not only ir
this the case with regard to its general ideas, it is al?c
true of their special applications. The fanner, the coot
the mechanic, the architect, the artist, the literary ma&
the statesman, the teacher, and the parent, will each fin
here new truths which relate to his special duties or puj
suits. An examination of the table of contents will a
once show this to be the case.
The condensed style of the author has enabled him ttreat each of the many topics embraced in this volum
with great clearness. For example, in the second chaptcthe reader will find the Signs of Character describe?
and to get the same knowledge elsewhere, he would hav
to purchase a volume costing five times the price of thif
So the Word Analysis, in the seventh chapter, and ti
Laws of Conjugal Love, in the sixth, are equally example
of condensed and lucid statement.
The Safena has about 200 pages, well illustrated wit
engravings. Price, in cloth, $1.00. Sent by mail posi
paid.

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Rcligio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. ana Fifth Ave.,

Chicago. ________

Tracts.
Spiritual
BY JUDGE EDMONDS.
THIS VOLUME CONSISTS OF A VALUABLE OOLLK&
TION OP SHORT ARTICLES ON

SPIRITUALISM,;

Oy Judge Edmonds, who is widely known in Europe aafc

America as an able jurist and a staunch advocate

expounder of the Spiritual Philosophy.
The collection contains 275 pages, and is sold for the
small sum of 30 cents per copy. Forty copies to one act
dress by express for $6.00.
Address Religio-Philosophical Publishing House. 15C"
Fourth Ave., Chicago.
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burnt at the stake."

ARTIFICIAL SOMNAMBULISM,

Price $2.00; postage, 24 cents.
„ **T
Wholesale and retail, by the Relleio-Phli
osophical
Publishing House, 160 Fourth Av-e.
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Diegesis," " Devil's Pulpit," "Astro-Theological

PATNE'S AGE OF REASON; being an investigation of
True and Fabulous Theology. Price, cloth, 50 cts.;
postage, 12 cents; paper, 25 cents, or five for $1,00.
PAIGE'S COMMON SENSE-A Revolutionary Pamphlet, addressed to the Inhabitants of America in 1776.
To which is added a brief Sketch of the Author's Life.
Price, 2J cents; postage, 2 cents.
THE LIFE OP" THOMAS PAINE—Author of "Common Sense," Rights of Man," "Age of Reason," &c.,
with Critical and Explanatory Observations of his
Writings, By G. Vale. Price, $1,00; postage, 16 cts.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
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Sermons." showing that such a person as Jesus Christ
never existed. Price' $1,00; postage, 12 cents.
THE INFIDE LS OR INQUIRER'S TEXT-BOOK. Being the substances of 13 Lectures on the Bible, by Robert Cooper, and a summary of the best arguments of the
Infidel world against the Divinity of the Jewish and
Christian Scriptures. Price, $1.00; postage, 16 cents.
THE SYSTEM OF NATURE; or, Laws of the Moral and
Physical World. By Baron D'Holbach, author of
"Good Sense," etc.' A new and improved edition,
with notes by Diderot. Translated from the French by
H. T. Robinson. Two volumes in one. Many honest
and talented philanthropists have directed their powerful intellects against the religious dogmas which have
caused so much misery and persecution among mankind. To aid in counteracting the baneful influence of
Priests and bigoted Theologians is the object of the
System of Nature a very able work from the pen of a
celebrated author. Price, $2,00; postage, 25 cents.
THE YAH ^O—<A Satirical Rhapsody. By the author of
the Great Dragon Cast Out. This work first appeaved
in England. The object of the poem is to ridicule the
vices and follies of mankind, especially those of pride
oppression, hypocrisy and Miperstition, and its tendency is, consequently, to elevate society. Price, 70 cents;
postage. 8 cents.
COMPLETE WORKS OF THOMAS PAINE-Secretary
to the Committee of Foreign Affairs in the American
Revolution. Three volumes. Consisting of his Political,
Theological and Miscellaneous Writings. To which is
added a brief Sketch of his Life. Price, $7,00; postage,
94 cents.
PAIGE'S POLITICAL WRITINGS—To which is prefixed a brief Sketch of the Author's Life. A new edition, with additions. Two volum*-s. Price, $5,00;
postage, 62 cents.
PAINE'S THEOLOGICAL WOtf KS—1Tc -vhich are added
the Professions of Faith of a Savoyard Vicar, by J. J.
Rousseau; and other Miscellaneous Poems. Price,

Third Enlarged Edition THOMAS GALES FORSTER.
1.—An Address on Spiritualism.
PARTURITION
2.—The Analogy between the Facts of the Bible and
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By a Methodist Minister.
The Resurrection of the Dead; the Second Coming of
Christ: the Last Day of Judgment—showing from
the Standpoint of Common Sense, Reason, Science, Philosophy, and the Bible, the Utter
Folly there is in the Doctrine of a Literal
Resurrection of the Body, a Literal
Coming of Christ at the End of
the World, and a Literal
Judgment to Follow.
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of using tobacco by the inveterate love;'

the weed, when the directions (on each box) are fol
Will some of the advocates of Christianity of
lowed.
produce any thing more barbarous than the
say- Agents for selling the same throughout the country are wanted. For sale, wholesale and retail, at this of
following: In Servia, a Christian country, flee.
Price, $2.00 per box. Sent by mail free of posta«f
recently six men were broken on the wheel. on receipt
of the monev
Such torture would disgrace a wild Apache
Indian, and it is a fact that for the most reTO THE SICK
fined torture, Christianity is far ahead of the
savages. The wars bet <veen the Catholics and
Protestants«have been as fierce and bloody as
any wars between savage tribes, and to-day
After having been frequently importuned, both by
they do not hesitate to consign each other to a
burning Hell forever, and to the anger of their Mortals and Immortals, to let my light shine, I have
God. Christianity has not in eighteen hundred finally consented to use my powers for the benefit of
years made that advancement which will war- humanity.
Invalids sending age, sex, lock of hair with leading
rant Christians in saying in a boasting way as
they do, that Christianity is superior to any symptoms of disease will get Diagnosis and Prescrip and all other forms of religion, for if it was tion, for $3. All medicines sent at cost.
superior, if it was revealed by the all-wise and
Business Examinations and Directions $3. Will
infinite God himself, its success would have always use my best endeavors to benefit all.
been overwhelming. A direct revelation from
Address, Mary C. Morrell, P. O: Box. 5094, New
God would be so convincing as to be irresist- York city vl3nl4tf
able. If one single mind remained unconvinced, then to that mind it would be no reve- MAGNETIC
TREATMENT
lation.
GIVEN FOR ALL
Ho w is it with the Bible—are all convinced
of its divine origin? By no means. There
are in this world about one thousand religions.
Tnere are 195,000,000 of Catholics, and 98,AT THE
139,000 Protestants. Call them all Cnristians,
though they damn each other, and still they Spiritualist Home
fall below the Buddhists alone, as they number
340,000,000. "By their fruits shall ye know
them." If we compare numbers, their fruits 148. W. Washington-St.
ILLINOIS.
do not amount to much. How is it in Christen- CHICAGO,
dom? Here in America, under this GovPatients from abroad accommodated with good board
ernment, we have 40,000.000 of people. Nearly and lodging at reasonable rates.
0,000,000 are connected with the church. The
Three oc four Magaetic Physicians are always presrest are to be damned. With a divine reve- ent. vl3nl3
lation direct from God, and with all the
machinery of the Government to help it by

journal.
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Animal Magnetism.

MODERN AMERICAN

CONTAINING A BRIEF

HISTORICAL SURVEY OF MBSMER'S OPERA
TIOSS, AND THE EXAMINATION OF THE
SAME BY THE FRENCH COMMISSIONERS.

SPIRITUALISM:
A TWENTY YEARS' RECORD
OF THB

Astounding and Unprecedented Open Cmbmunion between Earth and the
World of Spirits.

PHRENO-SOMNAMBULISM;

DIVISION OF THE PHRENOLOGICAL

Fourteen Superb Steel Engravings.
Autographsof Spirits.
Diagram of the Spheres, Executed by Spirits,
Wood Cuts and Lithographic Plates.

A FULL AND ACCURATE

fine binding.

This wonderful and thrilling history has been gathered
np from the annals of thirty-two States by the author
herself, collected and written under the direct supervision
and guidance of the spirits.
It contains excerpts from the Spiritualism of the New
England States, California, Oregon, the Territories the
whole of the Southern, Western, and Middle States'and
Canada; Origin and History of Dark Circles, inaugurated
by spirits who lived on this planet ten thousand years ago*
Portrait of Oress, "the most ancient angel," Wonderful
Manifestations amongst the Red Men, Miners, and Gold
Diggers, on the Ocean, in Central and South AmericaRecords hitherto unpublished of Secret Societies, Strange
Movements, Apostolic Leaders, and the Rise and Fall of

OF THE VARIOUS

Together With
AN ACCOUNT OF SEVERAL OBSTETRICAL CASES DELIVERED WHILE IN THIS STATE? THE PROPER METHOD
OF PREPARING SUBJECTS FOR SURGICAL OPERATIONS; THEIR MANAGEMENT DURING AND AFTER THE SAME, AND THE LATEST AND
BEST METHOD OF CURING DISEASES,
ETC., IN THOSE PERSONS WHO

ARE IN THAT CONDITION.
BY

Wm. B. Fahnestock, M.D'

The author of the above-named book is a philosopher
|!
ij of large experience and great merit. In this work he
;! treats of the philosophy of mind, as demonstrated by
;
| practical experiments during the last twenty years.
No work has ever been published which so thoroughly
| demonstrates many popular theories to be unfounded
and fallacious, and at the same time gives a rational theory for phenomena manifested.
Dr. Fahnestock is a thorough believer in spirit communion, and teaches in this work the modus operandi to

I

a demonstration.

An Abridged Edition.
Containing everything but the engravings, has just bees
issued. Price $2.75; postage 32 cents.
»»* For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Phil®
sophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

DESCRIPTION

The Identity of these Conditions with other
States and Mysteries.

By Emma Hardinge.

Price, $3.75; postage, 44 cents.

ORGANS INTO FUNC-

PHENOMENA BELONGING TO THIS STATE; INCLUDING
ITS DIVISION INTO TWO DISTINCT CONDITIONS, VIZ:
THE WAKING AND SLEEPING, WITH PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONSHOW TO ENTER AND WAKE FROM EITHER.

The whole splendidly printed on tinted paper, with extra

and
Witchcraft and Necromancy
in the Nineteenth Century, the Mighty Conflict, Irrerist/
ble Warfare and Present Triumphs of this most wonderful movement, from the opening of the gates through the
"Poughkeepsie Seer," to the great celebration of thfc
twentieth anniversary of the " Rochester Knockings-"
Professors, Doctors, Lawyers, Judges, Mediums, Socteties, the Spiritual and Secular Press and Pulpit, aD
brought to the tribunal of public judgment; the secref
things of the movement disclosed; lights and shadow*
fearlesslyrevealed; the whole formingthe Most Stupendous Revelation that has ever issued from the press.

OP PHRB-

A NEW VIEW AN®

TIONS, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF THEIR NATURE AND
QUALITIES,ETC., IN THE SENSES AND FACULTIES;AND

One Volume, Large Octavo. Six Hundred Pagbb.

Spiritual Popedoms, Church Trials, Excommunications
Triumphs,
Martyrdoms

OR, THE EXPOSITION

NO-MAGNETISM AND NEUROLOGY.

j
4

12 mo., 328 pages.
Price, $1.50; postage 16 ceatf.
-.*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosfrpmcal Publishing House, Adams bt., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
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played upon and carried about with great rapidity—oftenup to a high ceiling, and over the
heads of the members of the circle—often tap-

ping their heads with their hands and the musical instruments, and even resting the same
upon their heads while being played, with the
same facility that a person could do it in the

light. A music box that winds with a key like
a watch, is often wound in the hearing of all
present, without any key—one of the skeptics

tains. Letters b b b represent the only win- one to hold the stakes, nor any lawyer to)
dows openiDg into the seance room-, they are draw up the terms ot the wager.
The lady coolly suggested that he draw upi
at the north end, and open only into the authe writing himself, as it was a simple wager,
dience I'oom apartment.
The room is twenty-eight feet long by fif- that he could do himself all that was done the>
teen wide. There'is but one door leading into night before by the spirits in Mr. Bastian's sethe seance room, that opens into the audience ance, and that Mr. Story, his chief, might hold
apartment, and but one door between the cab-

inet and the audience room. The cabinet is
tightly ceiled overhead with matched flooring,
leaving the open space above it connected
with the audience room. The cabinet is pa-

the stakes.

"O, no—O, no—that won't do," said the subordinate man of 'violent dislike.' "It won't

they bear date. Promptness in
•
our motto. No man asks us the business
second
for his just dues. e
We wish these facts to be
carefullv
membered by all who read this paper
neither treat other people discourteously 6
allow
others to treat us so,proPer
without a n™
rebuke.

ti2

1

w"

The man
woman that does not treat oth
with proper or
courtesy is destitute of
which is a great misfortune. '

self-rear^!8

present holding the key in his fingers at the
do for Story to know about it—talk lower—talk
same time. The music box which contains
Now to the
lower." But said the lady, "I can't see why Mr.
point, there has been morP l
the musical instrument, is solid, and can not pered
stakes.
the
man
to
hold
a
fit
NEWSPAPERDECISIONS.
not
be
should
ters
Story
stolen from the United States
carpeted.
and
mails
be opened or reached, except by the key. The
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
fear
public.
the
don't
I
is
before
matter
the
cabi
the
This
last
into
8
four
There is no opening whatever
post-office—whether directed to his name or another's, or
knew of k
months
than
we
ever
spirits say that they insert their spiritual fingers
whetherhe has subscribed or not—is responsiblefor the
and windows before to have him hold the money, and I don't see fore in the
door
the
net
excepting
same length of time. We have ** ;
through the solid wood (which they claim is no
payment.
mentioned, and no door leading into the seance why you should." Thereupon,the gentlemanof ready called our readers attention to that f
2. If any person orders his paper discontinued, he must
obstruction
to
them
they
are
before
materialized),
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send
room from the outside excepting the one "violent dislike," began to get more "vio- Of course we are not responsible for
it, until payment is made, and collect the whole amount— and then materialize the tips of the fingers sufwhether the paper is taken from the office or not.
which opens into the audience apartment, as lent"—beganto "write and to tear up what he that kind. Time and time again we h«
ficiently to take hold of the works of the in- designated by letter a.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take newswrote, and to violently" crumple up his offered to pay register and money
papers and periodicals from the pout-office, or removing strument inside of the solid box, and wind it
order
manuscript and to throw the same into the If people will
authe
into
opening
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima fade evidence or
There are no windows
up with their thus materialized tips of fingers.
persist
in
sending
money
intentional fraud.
"violent
his
ters without registry, or neglect to get in w
dience room excepting at the opposite end of basket repeatedly. Evidently,
This feat is often done in these circles.
of
The
supreme
master
him.
was
b
dislike"
by
cabinet—designated
In making remittances for subscription, always procure
orders that will cost but five cents,
Entire strangers often receive the names of, the room from the
a draft on New York, or Post-Office Money Order, if
whiehis
conversation he said would disturb the business only safe way, they must no
b
t>
stated.
possible. When neither of these can be procured, send
as
above
longer blame
hold conversation with, and are carressed by,
that
suggested
in
lady
the
The
office.
the money, but always in a Registered Letter. The regisa
of
the
from
light
their
if
receive
their money is lost.
Those windows
tration fee has been reduced to fifteen cents, and the
their loved ones in spirit-life, whom they know
present registration system has been found, by the postal
are closed and curtained during terview had been appointed by himself, and
We do
that the medium nor any other person present skylight, and
authorities, to be virtually an absolute protection against
all that fair dealing can requjrp
that the conversation was really then in an un- These remarks
losses by mail. All Post-masters are obliged to register
seances.
are penned in deep
know any thing of.
letters when requested to do so.
'
These rooms are open and accessible to the dertone—quite the reverse from that of the and are called forth by several unkind
^?~Those sending money to this office for the Journal
There
are
great
a
many
other
things
of
deep editor of the Chicago Times—Phil. Bowles—the gentleman when boasting of what he could do recently
should be careful to state whether it be for a renewal or
received.
Naught
but
the
interest to all, the editor of the Chicago Times,
a new subscription, and write all proper names plainly.
gentleman of "violent dislike," or any other at the seance referred to. She reminded him words of good will and fraternal
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is received
regards hav
of "violent dislike,".excepted,which we will
responsible
not
for
the
listening
by the publisher for their discontinuance, and until paywas
she
trap
secret
doors,
that
any
find
they
ever been expressed
ment of all arrearages is made, as required by law.
not take time nor occupy space in referring to, person, and if
great mass of ou
No names entered on the subscription books, without
appliances whatever for deceiv- ears that were upturned at the open cracks of correspondents, hencebyit the
follows that these
as they can any evening be seen at our seance springs or any
the first payment in advance.
Times
which
to
rookery
of
office
the
any
on
old
the
carrying
or
for
truth,
ing seekers after
marks are intended for a very few, only.
LOOK TO YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS.
rooms.
deception toward the gentleman of ' 'violent dis- she had been invited or rather compelled to call.
Subscribers are particularly requested to note the exwill
now
We
refer
to
a
few
facts
in
regard
pirations of their subscriptions, and to forward what is
the Rev. E. J. Goodspeed, The gentlemanof "violent dislike" thereupon
Obituary.
due for the ensuing year, without further reminder from
to what is familiarly known as the "square like"—his friend,
this office.
the honorable gentlemen whose names he men- grew more nervous, blustered and insinuated to
seance
of
each paper, or upon the wrapper,
marSin
J5&?n^e
will
be found a statement of the time to which payment
The Rev.
The audience are arrayed in tiers of seats tioned, or any other person, we will forfeit the lady that he could, if he liked, say things
has been made. For instance, if John Smith has paid to
Baker, late an inmate of
that would hurt, through the columns of the the Soldiers'Joseph
facing the medium, who is in one end of the one thousand dollars.
National
1 Dec. 1871, it will be mailed, "J. Smith 1 Dec 1." If he
Asylum, in Milwaukee
Chicago
many
things
Times—of
which
are
is
that
City
paper—the
he
of
the
few
has only paid to 1 Dec. 1870, it will stand thus: "J.
a
Now
for
passed from the mortal to the spiritual
seance room.
Smith lDtcO."
plane
The audience select a skeptic who professes, done at the cabinet seances. It hardly need Editor, etc., etc. The lady quietly remarked of life, on the 20th of February, 1873 ag0(i
by spirits, and their that she had supposed she was calling upon a sixty-seven years. '
claimed
is
be
it
that
told
CHICAGO, SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 1873.
at least, to know how to tie ropes that will
Our readers know Jhat Brother Baker
secure any person from the use of his hands, claim is supported by the history of ages in gentleman, but however that might be, she behas
The Chicago Times—Its City Editor has a feet and legs. To the end of making the matter the past, that physical phenomena, for success lieved that Mr. Story was the proprietor and been an invalid for several years. He
received
of
the
Chicago
senses
of
the
Times.
Threats
" Violent Dislike for the whole
observer,
editor-in-chief
the
ful
to
development
a
stroke
of
paralysis which rendered him
doubly certain, the knots, if desired, are sewed
inca
Spiritual Fraternity."
together, and his coat sleeves and pants are requires a certain degree of sheilding from the nor insinuations did not intimidate. She knew pable of attending to his professional duties as
responsibility
necessary
if
positive
light.
to
where
the
of
lies,
rays
a
public
lecturer. Since that time he has lin.
In the Sunday Chicago Times, of March 2nd, sewed to the knots, and the knots, ropes and
It is claimed that light dissipates the ele- take cognizance of it.
gered near the boundary line of the higher
appeared an editorial article written by Mr. thread are all securely sealed together with hot ments which they use to materialize themselves
These remarks seemed to bring the man of
Walker, the city editor, over the nom de plume sealing wax, and stamped with the seal of the with (the philosi phy of which we shall not dis- " violent dislike" to a realizing sense that some- life, until finally the brittle thread that held
him to the mortal shore was severe'd by a fit of
skeptic.
addition
In
to
this
the
medium's
feet
—Phil Bowles. Spiritualism, Spirtualists and
cuss in this article),—hence a cabinet has been thing must be done, whereupon he said he
Harry Bastian's Seances are the themes he are placed upon a sheet of clean paper, and a resorted to, under their directions, as afford- would get a lawyer to draw up the terms of the appoplexy.
Death certainly was a welcome angel with a
pencil mark is made around each foot, to indi- ing a
dwells upon for nearly three long columns.
place totally dark for spirits to put on wager, and bring it to her along with th6 five hunThe gentleman has labored hard, the secret cate whether they are moved during the seance, materiality and while thus materialized to show dred dollars during the afternoon, and very cav- golden key, that opened the door to the world
of beauty, that our brother, for years, has been
of which is partly disclosed, when he asserts as it will be readily conceded that if he moved
themselves by throwing aside the curtains of alierly bid the lady good morning—his "violent anxious to enter. Myriads
of angels have
that he is the "gentleman who had been led in his feet he could not return them to the same
the cabinet window and for a brief space of dislike" apparently not in the least abated. And greeted him with a
hearty welcome.
former years to investigate these mysteries, place, so as to have the marks exactly fit to
time exhibit to the audience, their hands and that was the finale of the whole matter. His
Thirty-seven years ago we were a yoirg
and who has, it must be confessed, conceived each foot.
"violent dislike" forbid that he should in the lawyer
faces—often speaking in audible voices.
Further, the skeptical committee are pera violent dislike for the whole Spiritualistic
and a devoted follower of the teachIn Mr. Bastian's cabinet seances men, women least degree fulfill his appointment.
ings of John Murray and other apostles of
fraternity—lately attended a seance of mitted to place pieces of money or any thing and children of all nationalities are recognized
Sunday
But
the
in
of
March
ap
Times,
he
2d,
Bastian, and got into a dispute with the party they choose upon each toe of his boots, upon by, and hold conversation in their own native pears as Mr. Phil. Bowles with the following Universalism, used to sit under the ministrations of Bro. Joseph Baker, then a popular
there assembled concerningthe genuineness of the top of each hand thus confined, upon each tongue
with, friends. The little man of "violent sensational caption:
expounder of that faith in Northern Vermont.
"
the performance." Hence the reader will un- knee, and upon the top of his head, and many dislike," has witnessed intensely interesting
Thirdly and lastly.—Mr. Phil. Bowles conderstand the reason why the editor of the more things will be done, while he is in that reunion of German and French people with cludes his experience with the spirits.—The He was then in the prime of life, we were just
condition;
and
as
evidence
that
the
medium their friends in spirit-life, and listened to a pro- much that is to be heard and the little that is entering upon active manhood.
Times—a paper, by the by, that receives its patto be seen at the Chicago Seances.—The rope
Time rolled on. Thirty-five years ago we
ronage as largely from Spiritualists, in pro- did not do it, every thing will be found intact longed
conversation between them—he has phenomena come to a sudden end.—How a were
settled in the West, and for many years,
portion to their numbers, as from any class of when the room is lighted up, just as left by the
'
by
witnessed the shaking of hands
them at' crack medium loosed himself from a lake capbelieved
that in some especial sense, Christ
religionists, stoops so low as to misrepresent, committee.
seances—hencethere is no apology tain's meshes and wound the captain in his
borne of the things referred to as done by Bastian's
had died for man and "made propitiation for
ridicule and falsify a very large portion of the
own.—A
cheap
grandmother
for
a
large
fam
is
for the ridicule that resorted to by the editor ily.—A challenge that was not accepted."
the sins of the world"—hence that all must
patrons of the paper he edits. And the question disembodied spirits, are the playing upon a
of the Chicago Times toward a respectable peoIn which article he says he (speaking of him- necessarially be saved! That was then called
will very naturally arise in the minds of the harmonicon, often very sweet music. " Sweet ple, and
devoted
lovers
sincere and
of truth, self over the non de plume of
"Phil. Bowles") Universalism.
people, whether an editor of a paper of general Home" is played with masterly skill. The unless it be his "violent dislike" of all
that is " had been led in former years to
investigate
But speaking no further of "the changes
circulation, has a right, as an honorable man,' guitar is often played very roughly and some- truthful and honest.
these mysteries, and who has, it must be con- that came over the spirit of our dream," we
to assume a nom de plume for the purpose of times very skillfully; a tambourine and different
There has never been a cabinet seance held, fessed, conceived a violent dislike
for the whole will revert to Bro. Baker.
ridiculing and misrepresenting a respectable toned bells, not unfrequently, are all played where spirits could materialize at
all, that Spiritual Fraternity, lately attended a seance
in
concert,
keeping
time.
A
solid iron ring is
From a Universalist clergyman, by due
of
class of people, who may honestly differ with
nearly all were not fully recognized by relatives
Mr. Bastian, and got into a dispute with the course of development—at what time we
him in opinion, to gratify a "violent dislike," often placed upon the medium's arm when
or
acquaintances
of
the
spectators
in
attend
or for other purposes which will be more ap- thus tied—between the ropes by which he is ance. The spirits who show their faces and party there assembled, concerning the genu- know not—he became a believer in spirit comtied and the elbow. A chair is often placed
ineness of the performance."
parent before we close this article.
munion—and a philosopher.
hands and hold up jewels and flowers, and
But nary word does he utter in regard to his
The doctrine of salvation through the blood
A number of intelligent people were present upon his arm in like manner, with the arm elderly people who used spectacles, all appear
ignoble retreat from ids five hundred dollar wager of a crucified redeemer, or by other
at the seances attended by Mr. Walker, and through between the bottom and rung, or in as natural as when in this
means,
liie, and frequently with the lady,
and ^his twenty-five dollar bet whereby the anger of a God was appeased'
who well know that his representations are some other manner so as to defy any known give their own names and converse in
audible
law
to account for it. He is often, when thus
supplementary thereto.
if such a faith he ever entertained, gave way to
false in every essential. Not one of them,
voices and sometimes shake hands with their
He throws a " tub to the whales," in the form more mature and rational views of the Philoshowever, in the estimation of the editor of the confined, taken, chair and all and placed upon friends.
of a $1000 challenge.—It is too thin to be worthy ophy of Life.
Chicago Times—himself excepted—wascapable a table, and sometimes taken back (after havThe spirits who thus present themselves
About seven years ago we again met Brother
of knowing their deceased friends. Not one of ing been seen in the light), and seated by the range in age from little children to aged
men of note, and then, as a gentleman, he has forthose that saw and conversed with their rela- side of the table from whence he was taken. and women. Among the spectators, may be feited respect in the betting line. He don't come Baker. He had become a venerable old gentleman, who had been through the war of the
tives, escapes the "violence" of the editor. Not Another feat is to take his coat from him when seen any evening, men and women as popular to time! He don't ante up!
As a subordinate editor he insinuates personal great rebellion, as chaplain. He was enthusia relation of facts is made in his long article thus confined, with the quickness of a flash of and as honorable as the list of gentlemen
that aggressive
retaliation, to intimidate. That is a astically devoted to the cause of Spiritualism.
that is not distorted and colored with wilful lightning, and not a rent or change in an par- the gentleman of "violent dislike" proposes
kind of guerrilla warfare forbidden by honor, He was then engaged in publishing a little pamisrepresentations, as every unprejudiced per- ticular, can be pereceived in the coat thus re- to have pass upon spirit manifestations.
moved.
and never resorted to except by one of a' 'violent per devoted to the promulgation of that docson who has read the same will testify.
Mr. Bastian is willing to be tied by honAnother person's coat will, at request, be
dislike."
The editor of the Chicago Times, forgetting
trine.
orable gentlemen or ladies, in any manner they
In conclusion we have this to say to any
the maxim, that honesty is the best policy, and taken from the table and placed upon him—he please and have the knots
Bro. Baker was ever faithful—ever truthand
clothing
sewed and all honorable
that Spiritualists have rights which even the still being tied, and even lashed all over the
gentlemen, bring forward your ful, ever devoted to that cause he deemed
with sealing-wax, and that
sealed
and
together
man who will do in the seance room of the to be just, right and the truth.
city editor of the Chicago Times has no right to back and arms with firmly tied ropes. Yet the
He has not
the thread used shall not be seen by him at all Religio-Philosophical
Publishing House
disregard, especially at the sacrifice of truth, coat of the stranger—the most obdurate skepgone to that bourne from whence no traveler
after such manifestations transpire,
—and
that
the same things that the spirits do through the returns" but we trust we shall
tic, and even the little coat of the little editor
not even to gratify a "violent dislike."
not only see
everything shall remain intact just as left by
Let a few facts in regard to the seances re- (of "violent dislike") of the Chicago Times will the committee before the manifestations com- aid of Mr. Harry Bastian's mediumship, and him rend the veil that separates the spheres of
be placed upon the medium under all of said
we will give him one thousand dollars so soon life, but hear the voice of the
ferred to, suffice for this article.
venerable brother
menced. All that he requires is to be treated as
the feats are accomplished, and the seance speaking from the immortal spheres,
Mr. Bastian has three forms of seances, two ropes as perfectly as if no ropes nor other obtelling us
gentlemanly and not be subjected to torture.
room shall be open for inspection and use any of the great and glorious
of which, at least, are held every evening at the structions were in the way—yes we are inclined
hereafter.
In conclusion it is but just to the public to day
for the purpose, being in every particular
Seance Rooms of the Religio-Philosophical to think that the little coat of little editor of
Our brother leaves a companion in JanesPublishing House, corner of Adams street "violent dislike" of the Chicago Times might be know that the editor of the Chicago Times—the as when occupied at Bastian's seances.
ville, Wis. May he and other loving angels
gentleman of "violent dislike"—at the close of
Again we repeat, the seance rooms are open ever be near her in the few
stretched by the spirits so as to go on—but O
and Fifth Avenue.
years that may be
the last seance he attended, offered to stake
The first in order is the dark circle in which what a figure would be presented ! We well
for
the closest scrutiny at any time—carpen- her lot to remain on the shores of mortal life.
that
he
could
do
five
dollars
all
hundred
that
not exceeding twenty-two persons are admit- know that the gentleman of " violent dislike" had been done that evening, in Bastian's se- ters, builders, mechanics, machinists, paper
hangers, glaziers, carpet layers and all other
ted—all are seated in a circle with hands joined. would consent to no such stretching of his velChauncy Barnes.
ance. The bet was promptly taken by a lady
honorable men are especially invited to call
Mr. Bastian, the medium, sits in the centre of vet and broad-cloth. The gentleman of "vioup
money
on
put
the
to
the
spot
who offered
and see for themselves that there is no means
the circle, and claps his hands continually so lent dislike" confines himself to stretching that
Dr. Fellows has sent to our care $1,50 to aid
—the gentleman of "violent dislike" meekly whatever
for deceiving the public.
that every person present can know his exact which he so violently dislikes—the truth.
Brother
Chauncy Barnes in his troubles—and
got
the
money
not
with
replied
have
"I
me,
A few words in regard to Cabinet seances.
If we are guilty of perpetrating any kind of asks others to
position (one of his hands being confined to
follow his example.
but meet me," said he, "at the Chicago Times fraud or
deception upon the public, in regard
his knee by sewing his coat sleeve to his pants
A cabinet, so called, is formed by partition- office to-morrow at eleven o'clock and I will
Sister May A. Clute of Syracuse, New York
ing
off with common matched flooring a space
to so called spirit manifestations, the world sends words of
when desired) and know that his hands are in
kindness with assurance that
have the money and will put it up." "Very well,
use in clapping them together so that he could four feet wide, the partition extending across
so." The gentleman of should know it. Our paper has a world-wide cir- she will also aid him in his distress.
do
will
said
I
the
lady,
room
the
and is about eight feet high.
culation, and the disgrace attendant upon such
not possibly be along side of the people caressDirect, your letters containing remittances
"violent dislike" being a little jeered by those
ing, talking to them, and carrying things from
The following diagram will show an accu- present for the apparent chagrin manifested an exposure would be justly heralded to the directly to Chauncy Barnes, Mansion House,
four winds.
one to another. But Mr. Bastian would just as rate description of the seance room including
Baltimore, Md.
in his countenance, grew brave and proposed
We earnestly court such an investigation.
soon have his hands and person securely fast- the cabinet. Altogether it is called the seance to bet twenty-five dollars that the lady would
ened, if desired, never objecting to any condi- rooms, but divided into what are called the au- not make her appearance the next day at the On the contrary, if we are truthful and the
The following Resolution was recently
manifestations are genuine as we assert and adopted
tions unless they are such as to produce pain. dience room and the cabinet.
the First Association of SpiritTimes office.
publish, we submit to a candid public for ualists of by
In these circles, the sizes of the hands preAtlanta, Ga. :
he make that proposition their
But
did
no
sooner
sented to the sense of feeling of the people
consideration, whether it is honorable
Resolved, That as the Rev. T. M. Harris and
than the lady accepted it and tendered the for a leading, political
present, vary from those of a small child to
paper, supported by a Rev. Dr. W. P. Harrison, have
that he should put up
repeatedly
money
demanded
and
those of a large hand. Nearly all persons
proportion of Spiritualists, to per- lectured against Spiritualism, that we consider
the greenbacks. Again the gentleman of "vi- respectable
sist in denouncing a great truth as a lie, and it a
present will have their own friends caressing
religious duty they owe us and their reolent dislike" was nonplussed! He meekly the investigators in that
field of knowledge as spective congregations, to meet Mrs. Addie
them simultaneously, thus divesting all (exL.
said he had not got the money with him, but knaves, impostors
cepting the man of "violent dislikes") of
and fools, all to gratify the Ballou in discussion on this subject in
public,
the bet as good, and spleen of
that
he
consider
would
a little man of a "violent dislike."
every suspicion of deception or imposition on
and shall take a refusal from them to do so on
put up the money the next day at eleven o'clock,
Will the Chicago Times and other papers whatever
the part of Mr. Bastian or any other person.
grounds imaginable, as an acknowland vamoosed, amidst a slight titter from the please copy,
and oblige.
edgement of their inability to defend their
In these circles, at the request of any person
The letter a represents the main entrance spectators.
present, spirits will carry pencils, knives, from the hall into the audience room and is
position, being conscious of defeat.
The next day at eleven o'clock the lady was
Don't Misapprehend Us!
watches, or any other small article, to any per- the only door excepting the one between the at the Times office—the gentleman of "violent
Wm. Coleman, )
son, as desired. No mistakes are made in audience room and the cabinet, which is des- dislike"
J. M. Ellis,
was found—his "violent dislike" was
We always send the Religio-Philosophical
F. F. Taber.
)
taking and delivering such articles. It is done ignated in the diagram by the letter c. Letmore apparent than ever before. His nerves Journal to new subscribers so soon as the
with the rapidity of thought, and apparently ters d d represents the windows between were
so affected that his whole frame indicated subscriptions are received. Never fail to mail
A. E. Doty, a prominent lecturer, is coming
with as clear a vision as if in the most bril- the cabinet and the audience room, simply spirit commotion. He had almost forgotten his our whole edition every
week
every
to
subscriber
'
liantly lighted room. Musical instruments are openings covered with common velvetine cur- appointment—he was unprepared—he had no at least one
West. Parties desiring his services can adweek in advance of the time that dress
him in care of this office.
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Look out for Impostors.

j

25th and 20th, two lectures; in Gettysburgh,
Pa., on Thursday and Friday evenings, Feb.
27th and 28th, two lectures.
Bro. James Hook of Terre Haute, Ind.,
writes: We are arranging to celebrate the 25th

We have in our possession letters from reliable Spiritualists that one Keeler whose mediumship was recently favorably spoken of by
a correspondent, is a trickster of the Yon Anniversary of the Advent of Spiritualism.
We have sent for Dr. T. B. Taylor, of Topeka,
Yleck school.
know that he will come. If be
The best way is for Spiritualists to let every Kan. Don't
can not come, can you send us a speaker or
medium alone and give them no patronage come yourself?
whatever when it is once known that they in
Reply:—We doubt not, Bro. Taylor will
the least degree attempt to deceive the people. obey your summons, and will do the subject
Spiritualism is founded upon an immutable ample justice. He is an able speaker. We
principle, and spirit communion is an evi- can not leave our labors to attend your celedence thereof. Impostors hold the same re- bration as we would be most happy to do, if
lation to it that counterfeit bank-notes do to our duties to the readers of the Journal did
genuine currency. Mediums are every day not forbid.—Ed. Journal.
being developed—hencethe temptation to the
MissDr Pueple, Pres., sends the following:
Yon Vleck counterfeiters to take the field.
Spiritualists of Lowell, Mich., will hold
The
Spiritualists are too prone to take an impostheir quarterly meeting in Music Hall; the last
proposes
one
tor's words without question. If
30th.
to scrutinize the manifestations by suitable Saturday and Sunday in March, 29th and
A. Pearsall will be the principle speaktests as you would test bank notes or specie, Mrs. S.
a certain class are too prone to protest against er. Friends from abroad will be provided
it, and then tfy.qse things go on swimmingly for.
D. W. Hull has returned North and is ready
for a few diys^till evidence irresistible presents itself that they have been patronizing an to make engagements for the season. Please
arrant knave. The next week or month the address him early, as by getting invitations
impostor, destitute oi all shame, turns up under simultaneously, he can arrange so as to save
the patronage of the church as an exposer— railroad fare. His railroad expenses last-year
simply an exposer of his own turpitude. He were a little over of $500. He speaks at the
is at once dubbed Prof, or Dr., and sent into Quarterly Meeting, at Genesee, 111., March
the best religious families, and usually leads in 14th, and 15th. Permanent address, Hobart,
prayers at the family altar. Thus the Von Indiana.
John M. Follett, Secretary of Henry
Vleck scalawags gain favor, and it is not an
uncommon thing for those impostors to, as of- Country Association of Spiritualists, sends the
ten as once a quarter in their peregrinations following:
through the country, while being lionized by
The Henry County Association of Spiritpriests and church members as Profs, and Drs., ualists will hold its next regular quarterly
exposers of Spiritualism, to seduce, and if ne- meeting in Teutonia Hall, Genesee, Henry
cessary to the accomplishment of their ends, County, Illinois, March, 15th and 16th, 1873.'
to marry the unsophisticated daughters of pious Good speakers will be in attendance. All
dupes.
friends of reform are invited to attend.
We most emphatically say to the SpiritualDr. P. B. Jones, the Magnetic Healer, who
ists and to investigators, apply all necessary, has been located in Atchinson, Kansas, the
reasonable tests to mediums. Do not treat them last year, healing the sick so successfully, is
unkindly but you will not interrupt the con- going to St. Louis the 15th of March, to locate
trol of genuine mediums by using needles and for a season. Dr. H. Mitchel, formerly of
thread to sew the ropes and sealing wax to Medina and Rock Island, Illinois, joins Dr.
Jones there as a partner. Dr. Mitchel is a
seal them, nor will a genuine medium object young
man, and as a clairvoyant diagnoser of
me
a
to such tests. Hard ropes, used to tie
disease, has no equal. We congratulate the
dium in an uncomfortable position, should be friends of St. Louis on having two of the most
avoided. Leave them as comfortable as if not reliable healers in the field.
Dean Clark will lecture in this city to the
secured, but see that they are secured beyond
First Society of Spiritualists, during April.
any controversy.
It is far better for genuine mediums to be He has had four months rest and recuperation,
thus placed beyond suspicion, than it is for and commences his labors again, feeling that
impostors to be countenanced until all phys- the angels can use him as their instrument far
more efficiently then ever before. Bro. Clark
ical mediums are brought into disrepute.
is one of our most eloquent speakers, and will,
no doubt, draw crowded houses while here.
Prayer.
Societies desiring his services for the Spring
The sincere aspiration of the soul is the key and Summer months, will please address him
that unlocks the mysteries of the world of in care of Dr. Avery, No. 99 West Randolph
beauty and loveliness beyond, and reveals to St., Chicago.
us objects, things and beings of a higher life,
and fills an aching void, calms the agitated
waters, and elevates man in the scale of being
above the brute. It soothes the sorrows of a
troubled mind—it raises him above the fleeting
[For the week ending, March 8th, 1873.]
transitory things and cares of mortal life, to a
Amphitheatre.—Clinton

City (Entcvtainmcnte

realization of communion with angels of light

in a world of beauty. It becalms and quiets
the over-taxed human faculties and impels the
soul to look up to a higher life as attainable
in degree, while yet clothed upon with materiality.
Prayer as thus defined settles the turbid waters of the passions and turns the elements—
electrical currents—from the basiler regions
of the brain to the crowning faculties and thus
opens up to the soul's conceptions, the great
fact that it contains within itself "infinite
possibilities."
To one's self, the aspiration of his own soul
is a means to an end or object of unlimited
power. It prompts use to ends, and when accompanied with untiring energy and continued
activity, "moves mountains."
It opens up inter communion with the
angelic spheres, from which intelligence and
power unlimited flows, yielding a supply
equal to the demand, in every emergency.
External forms of prayer are cold and soulless. The sincere aspiration of the soul is deep
and irresistible, and like the warm gulf stream
that bubbles up to the surface in the arctic
regions, melts the ice, fructifies and enlivens
everything within its sphere of action, al-

Nixon's
between Washington and Randolph.

McVicker's Theatre.—Madison street, between State and Dearborn streets. One of
the largest audiences of Mr. Booth's engagement was present at McVicker's Monday evening, attesting the fact that " Richelieu" is regarded as one of his finest assumptions, as, indeed, it surely is. His interpretation and treatment of the role of the crafty Cardinal bear the
stamp of his best genius and his closest study.
On Thursday night Mr. Booth appears as Benedick, in " Much-ado About Nothing."
IIooley's Opera House.—Randolph street,

opposite the Court House, R. M. Hooley, sole
proprietor and manager. The second week of
the brilliant comedy "False Shame," began at
Hooley's Monday evening, to a good audience.
The play, with its rich stage settings and
strong cast, is a genuine success. Mr. Dillon
appears at each performance this week, in
one of the best of comediettas, " The Silent
Protector."
Myer's Opera House.—Monroe

street, be-

tween State and Dearborn streets. Another
bill of roaring novelties is provided for this
week at Myers' Opera-House. Following the
first part, always full of good things, Master
though surrounded by seemingly impassable
Clarence Burton appears in his songs and danbarriers of frigidity, perpetual ice and snow. ces, after which, a vocal quartette by Messrs.
Cold Christian forms of prayer only are ob- Tyrrell, Surridge, Lang, and Kayne; then the
jectionable—not the warm gushing aspirations Abyssinian dwarf Tommy, in his unique perof the soul.
formances; Mackin and Wilson in new specialities; "Sketches from Nature," by Rice,
W. C. Gibbons is laboring efficiently in Surridge and Kayne;
and the fine burlesque,
Missouri.
"Robert Make-Airs," with its beautiful scenic
Dr. Roberts is lecturing and healing at and stage effects.
Corsicana, Texas.
Globe Theatre.—No. 54, South Desplaines
Prop. Spence's Positive and Negative Pow- street. Mr. Harry
Linden, the ever-popular
ders for sale at the office of this paper.
comedian, who needs no introduction to the
U. P. Henderson, Esq., send your address good graces of the Chicago people, has accepted an engagement at the Globe Theatre,
to Andrew Stone, M.D., Troy, N. Y.
C. Fannie Allyn has been lecturing with and will appear this week in one of his
great success at Galveston and Houston, most famous roles, that of "Wool" in "The
Hidden Hand," supported by the Globe comTexas.
pany.
Geo. W. Kendall, Vice-President of the
Central Association of Spiritualists of New
Orleans, has been lecturing to the society over
which he presides.
Monthly por March, 1873.
The
Professor E. Whipple will lecture before We are Overland
again constrained to say that this
the First Society of Spiritualists in this city of the California magazine is up to the issue
high
during the Sundays of March. He is an able standard it has persistently labored to maintain, and to which it is fully entitled.
and eloquent speaker. Go and hear him.
The Phrenological Journal for March
Prop. D. H. Hamilton, Author of Comcontains a good portrait and sketch of William
mon Sense Theology, is working Westward, F. Havemeyer, Mayor of New York City;
The
filling engagements to lecture on Human Nat- Problem of life! Driven to Death; Indian Relure and Human Life. His permanent ad- ics, and our Indian Policy—a well illustrated
and sensible article; A Penal Colony for Crimdress, Lewiston, Me.
inals; Mrs. Mary Somerville, the Scientist—
Crosby
and
whose
with
ad
Grover,
Portrait; What shall Our Boys Do?
Misses
vertisement appears in another column are Dreams and "their Causes; Longevitv in the
Professions; I can not Quit,It," or the Inebhighly spoken of by our New York corre- riate's
Play; A good Memory—how to acquire
spondent. Miss Grover is considered one of and retain it: The Celt; The Red Deer
of America; Hugh Stowell Brown, on Americans, etc.
the best Clairvoyants in the country.
Price 30 cts. A Year's Subscription, with a
E. V. Wilson will lecture in York, Pa., "taking" Chrom. $3.00.
Address S. R. Wells
on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, Feb. 389 Broadway, N. Y.
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these soul prayers, the answer, blessed and
holy, and divinely adapted to our highest and
best conditions, will come to us, and we shall
rejoice with exceeding great joy because the

real needs of our souls are supplied, and we
d.

have a realization of the fullest

and grand-

est successes that are attainable here.
Subscriptions will be received and papers may be
Then shall we carry our influences forth inobtained
at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St„ Philadelphia.
to the world, and its standard of success will
be modified thereby, and so when the close of
our earthly career comes, the success of our
Success.
good works will be the crown of our lives, and
will be our passport to the realms beyond.
Bro A. J. Davis is writing for the Banner The queries will not be then, Have you acof Light, what he calls, "The Harmonial Cy- cumulated wealth? Have you gained worldly
clopedia,' and in which he gives extended honor and fame? But have you fed the hunand original diftnitiops of various terms in gry, clothed the naked and ministered unto
his quaint and peculiar manner His naDers them that were suffering? Have you in all
are both suggestive and provocative of things sought to bless the world and make it
thought, which is of the highest importance
better by your lives? If for us the answer is,
and may be said to be a success on the cart "Well done," we shall be happy.
of the writer. What is Success? The gambler and his near relative, the avaricious man
Married.
think that success depends upon the aquisitoo
wealth,
tion of
uften with but little reOn the 13th of February, 1873, at the resigard to the means by which it is obtained
Popular opinion is very much at fault in its dence of the Hon. J. G. Wait, of Sturgis, Mich.,
by Rev. A. J. Fishback, Mr. C. M Putnam,
definition of success,
and too often the wild- M.D., of Flint, Mich., to Mrs. A. E. Mossop, of
reckless
est and most
speculator, if he obton, Ohio.
tains wealth, is said to be successful while Diry
jgThe marriage of the above parties was
those whom he has defrauded may have performed
strictly according to the princistrong doubt about it. On the physical plane
ples and usages of Spiritualists. Mrs. Mosbrute force and success are often synony- sop, the happy bride, although a recent
conmous terms, and the old maxim, "Might makes vert to Spiritualism from
Catholicism, did
right," is accepted.
Mentally, there is a vast diflerence in the not desire any priest, either Protestant or Cathto officiate at her wedding, but an avowed
standard of success. Very often we lay our olic,
Spiritualist Minister, set apart by the angels,
plans, and are sadly disappointed if we can and
ordained by the " Religio-Philosophical
not carry them out, and in after-life, we of- Society", of Illinois. I need not say that Mrs.
ten find that that which seemed to be a fail- A. E. Mossop is an ardent Spiritualist, as her
ure, was in reality the very best success. beautiful
discourses in many
It is said of Alexander the Great, that after cities of ourinspirational
country, have not only placed her
one of his most signal victories, he made this among the first
ranks of eminent speakers, but
remark, "One more such victory and I am given her truly and
deservedly a national repua! ruined man.
tation.
How many of the so-called successes in
Mrs. Mossop has good educational attainlife are but hair-breadth escapes from dias- ments, fine musical talent and culture, and
trous failures? Children suppose that the in- rare spiritual endowments. May she never
ability to attain their apparent wants is a hide her " light under a
bushel," but having
failure, while those of more mature experi- " freely received, freely give."
ence, may know that this is their highest
Her husband, Mr. C. M. Putnam, M. D., is
success. Men and women are only older also
a recent convert to Spiritualism, and bechildren, sometimes wiser, but a higher wis- sides being a successful, eminent physician, is
dom may perceive the same for us that we a thorough believer and noble worker in the
do for the children.
of humanity and the good angels.
The standard of success is a measure of cause
Their marriage was conducted as follows:—
man's development in th^ various depart- The guests having assembled, and all being
ments of his being. If the mere acquisition ready, the lion. J. G. Wait and the bride
of wealth, or the carrying out of any selfish tered the room, and he presented her to enthe
plans be esteemed success, we may know bridegroom,
as follows:
where the individual stands. If the gratifiHe said, "Dr. C. M Putnam—Sir, in behalf
cation of selfish desires and ambitious purher father in spirit life, I present this woman
poses, is success in the mind of an individual, of
you, not as your property, but as your comthere is a long road to be traveled before real to
and equal through this life. See to it,
success in life can be realized. The basis of panion
Sir, that in every place and condition of life,
true success lies in the individual first, and you
recognize this fact. See to it, also, that
then in the finding his or her appropriate the work
that has been commenced by her
sphere of action. First, on the physical plane
spirit-guides,through her instrumentality,be
we should seek for the development and unfold- not abridged or cut short by this union, but
ing of all the powers so as to produce the
highest and most perfect conditions of health. that it be carried on to the final accomplish
The acquisition of property as far as it may ment of their designs."
MR. FISHBACK'S SPEECH.
be a means for good and holy purposes, is a
success that is to be desired, and may be
Friends, it has been truly said that " Marreached most effectually by the proper cul- riage is the holiest of all the relations in the
ture of the physical, mental and soul nat- universe; before its shrine no impurities can
ures.
kneel; within its influence the purest angels
Beginning with the physical, the others will come, and around its temple heaven lingers."
be more readily accomplished. The finest Hence the value and sacredness of this institumental powers are manifested in and through tion, together with the lasting obligations and
those physical organisms that have been weighty responsibilities connected therewith,
brought up to the highest degree of develop- forbid that any should enter it impulsively or
ment. The absolute and essential elements of thoughtlessly, but deliberately and wisely.
true success, are to be found in strict integrity However much marriage may be guarded and
and uprightness, a condition in which the soul supported by the civil law, yet it is not
acts through the mental and physical natures. founded upon it, but upon a fixed law of natThis does not result in the accumulationof ure, written by the Creator in the hearts of all
wealth, or the power to govern others, so his children, " and for this cause shall a man
much as in that grand power of self-govern- leave his father and his mother, and cleave unment, which is the highest attainment of this to his wife."
life or of the life to come. The man or woman
HIS PRAYER.
who stands beautifully poised amid all the
All-wise spirit of love, we adore thee as the
changing scenes of this life, and who receives life of the universe and the law of marriage
calmly and serenely every thing that comes, within us, by which the solitary are gathered
and turns it always into a profit and a bless- into families and the purest affections; the
ing—no matter what its character may be— highest interests and the sweetest
joys are
has achieved the highest success of life.
placed within the circle of a loving home. May
There is a condition attained by some whom thy spirit sustain, and wisdom guide
thy
we have met in the after-life, and which is to children, in the faithful discharge of these,
moral
a considerable extent attainable here, wherein duties of life. And may they clearlythe
see and
there is such a harmoniousunfolding of all the deeply feel that joy or sorrow shall
their
powers and capacities, that prayer becomes a portion, as they keep or neglect thebesacred
thing of knowledge, and not of faith, and it is promises consummatedthis day. Amen.
always answered, because such is the knowlTHE -CLOSING CEREMONY.
edge that it only asks for that which is adapted
My
Brother
and Sister, you do, in the presto and essential to the well-being of the individuals, and it asks this in a line which leads ence of these witnesses and the angels, publicly
with unerring certainty to its attainment and acknowledgeeach other to be husband and wife
reception. Such prayers bear no similarity to on the grounds of mutual companionship and
those whining complaints which are at times perfect equality; whereupon, by the power
oflered up by men, but they go forth in such vested in me, as a Minister of the Gospel, I
and wife, with the
sublime aspirations that the power that asks pronounce you husband
and the power that bestows, blend and mingle firm conviction that " what God hath joined
into one, and there is no mistake as to the re- together no man can put asunder."
sult,—it is an absolute certainty and a success.
BENEDICTION.
The world would be blessed if there were no
Now, may the God of humanity bless you
other kind of prayers, but ignorant children and keep you; may his ineffable light shine
as we are, we are continually praying for round about you, and give you truth, purity,
those things which would curse rather than and peace, forevermore. Amen. W.
bless us.
The command given to pray without ceasing is in accordance with nature. We are
doing this, but it is so ignorantly that it can
not be considered a success. The child prays
to be a man or woman without waiting for the
essential conditions of time and growth.
[Notices for this Department ivill be charged at the
The poor man prays to be rich without any rate
of twenty cents per line for every line exceeding
reference to the conditions which are neces- twenty.
Notices not exceeding twenty lines published
sary. We pray for changes in the weather, gratuitously .\
when the laws are fixed, and the result is
Pas?ed to fpirit life, from Fort Valley, Ga., Dec. 24th,
that we trouble ourselves without doing any
1872, D. T. Sherman, aged 52 years 5 months and 18
good.
Men are learning on the physical plane that days. H.S.
the essential condition for answering prayer,
Brother Geo. B. Hopkins, trance, healing medium,
are good and practical work. The man who
would go to sea in a leaky vessel, and trust to passed to spirit-life, from Portland, Maine, Feb. 3d, 18"(3.
His kind, cheerful and affectionate nature endeared
prayer to carry him safely over, is considered
to be of unsound mind, and yet the great mass him to a large circle of friends by whom his genial society
of the prayers are of this character,—com- will be greatly missed. He has been a resident of thii
plaints or thanks to the Deity for what he has city for several years. G D. B.
not done, or what he has done, and very often
Passed to spirit-life from Joliet, 111., Feb. 14th, 1873,
directions as to what he should do, and the reFloretta, the oldest daughter of Bro. Wm. and Sister
sults is failure everywhere.
Bartlow, 8ged ten years.
In our efforts to attain success, let us en- Mary
She was a dutiful child, patient in suffering, and
deavor to be wise and learn this important
lesson—first, to know just where we are phys- aftectionate in disposition. Gently and quietly her pure
ically, mentally and spiritually, and then put spirit left the E*rth-form to bloom in immortal youth.
There is no death—an angel form,
forth the prayers that are adapted to our conWalk's over the earth with silent tread—
ditions, and they will certainly help us to
He bears our best love'd ones away,
And th en we call them dead.
reach better ones—not by bringing them down
Buf. ever ) ear us, though unseen,
to us but by raising ourselves up to them. We
Tae dear immortals tread,
shall not be disappointed then, and conclude
For all the boundless universe,
that God has forgotten us, and can't hear our
Is life—there are no dead! J S.
prayers, but on the contrary we will know
Passed to spirit life at Brest, France, Dec. 8th, 1872,
every day he is with us and in us, and that our
daily prayers are being answered, giving us Mrs. Harriet B. Burton, daughter of Setti and Abigail
the most real successes by making our lives Biggins, of Palmyra, Jefferson Co., Wis., in her fortycomplete, harmonious and perfect according fourth year.
to the powers we have attained upon the sevAnother of the bright spirits of earth has passed away,
•

Jo* Spirit

eral planes.

When we as individuals have reached these
conditions, we shall then learn that each portion of our nature prays for precisely that
which it seems to need, and as our souls rise
up in their supremacy, we shall realize that
they are sending out prayers which may be
repeated and continued a long time before the
answer is reached; but as these prayers are
reiterated day by day, and as the mental and
physical are kept in their proper places so that
they do not intrude upon or interfere with

leaving a record of purity of purpose, and nobleness of
character, rarely equaled. Her's had been a life of trial
and change, but amidst all its cares and anxieties, she
had given much time to study, and besides being a fine
musician (singing the sweetest of altos ever heard), she
had become a fine linguist, speaking fluently several
languages. She had goae abroad for her health and had
just embarked for home, expecting to assist in establishing a Female College at E'iglewood, preliminary steps for
which had already been taken.

J^SfWill the Banter of Light, Boston; Madiscn,Wis.,

and Louisville, Ky., papers, please copy.
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A

rpPTI 1"Q t0$15 Per day- Samples free by
express. Best-selling article in America
1
and female, local andt avelin? agents. Business
light, r i^pectable and profitable, U. S. Manufacturing

"•O
for male

Co., Chicago. vl3n26tl

3IRS. JTI. J. COLSOV TEST MEDIUM
Answers Seald Letters, Fockford. 111. Money refunded where no answer is obtained. Terms, $1 and 4
tthee cts. stamps. vl3n26

Misses Helen Grover & lizzie L Crosby
Healing,

Business

ai-d

Test

Mediums.

Magnet c treatment given. Examination and treatment
given from lock of hair or photograh h, to patients
at a
distance.
James Fi»i> Jr. Bnslni'ts Control of
iU'.ss Grover, will advise on business by letter as
well a« personally.
Terms f om $2 00 to $3 CO, No. 316, 4th Ave., New

^°rkCity. _vi3n36t8

DOCTOR PERKINS

Of Kansas City, Missouri, has thk orly remedies

that
will ensure a safe and permanent cure of thos ^ organic
diseases contracted throngo ignorance of natures Taws,
vicj. overindulgence, intemperance
or otherwise A
greater number of p rsons are afflicted with
those diseases then any other, and from the manv of the evils in
social life are generated and through false modesty or
inability of their physician or ignorance of their own

physiology, are victims of insanity a d death I)r.
Perkins guarantees cures hnd will ret' r.i iee in any

case where a cure it not effected. Patients writing
for trt atnient should give a 1 their symptoms as nearlyme
in
full as possible. Keep nothing back it you wish for a
tucces^ful cure. Address Dr Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.
P. O. Box, 12x7.
vl3n2oyl

^Udium's CoUumt.
letters ANSWERED By R. w flint.

k? Address Station D. Box, 61. Office 1147 Broadway,
New York. Money refunded when not answered.

MRS. DR. M. A. MOK/RF.TTT

Treats successfully acute and chronic di-ease. Medicine
is sent to all parts of the cpuntrv by express.
For terms
address Mrs. Dr. M. A. Morrell, No. 272 Findlev
St.

C incinnati, Ohio. vl3n23tf

THE MAGNETIC TREATMENT.

CEND TEN CENTS TO DR. ANDREW STONE,
k_) Troy, N.

Y., and obtain a large, highly illustrated
book on the system of vitalizing treatment.

ra . Diseases

of the

f!
~RT?TT Heart, Throat,Skin,Blood,
ATA
V_yj-T\_
_L J^L_rtX\
Lungs, or
Nervous System, successfully treated by BUIIONT
C. DIKE
D., P. O, Box, 30, Chicago. Medicine

sent to any address. vl3nl9tf

Boston Magnetic Cure
FOR CHRONIC DISEASES.

37 E DIN BOKO ST.,
BOSTON, MASS.
Send tor circular. Dr. C. A. BARNES
& CO.
vl3nl5tf
RXJNKARD STOP! Your wife, children, friends
|
^ and the angels cry stop! Dr. Beers has cured
thousands with a remedy given him through Spirit aid.
It can be given without the knowledge of the patient, if
desired. Sent to addrets for $3.00. Sei.d for circular
of conclusive evidence. Address the General Agent,

J

G. G. Mead, Zumbrota, Minnesota. vl3n20t6

DR. O. L. BELCHER
MAGNETIC HEALER.

Cures fill kinds of Chronic diseases by laying on of
^nds. Will rure the sick, the lame, etc., this Wmt< r at
No. 22 East Main st, Susquehannah depot, SusquehannahCo.,Pa.
The poor are healed without price.
vl3nl9m3

J. W. VAN NAMEE, M. D.
Eclectric Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physician.
1039 mt. Vernon St., Philadelphia,Pa.—

Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
404 Dean St., Brooklyn, N. Y.-Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.
Examinations made by lock of hair. Send for circular

containing testimonials. vl3nl3tf

W. H. MUMLER

DESIRES TO ESTABLISH AN AGENCY IN EVER CITY
TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE SALE OF HIS

AND

WONDERFUL

Spiv it Photographs.

FOB TEEMS ADDRESSWITH STAMP, STATINSNUMBER 01"
INHABITANTS.

W. H. MUMLER,

vl3nl34t 170W. Springfield-St., Boston, Mass.

The Well-known Psychometrist
A. B. SEVERANCE,

Will give to those who visit him In person, or irom autograph, or from lock of hair, readings Oi character, marked
changes, past and future, advice in regard to business,
diagnosis of disease, with prescription, adaptation of
those intending marriage, directions for the management
of children, hints to the inharmoniously married, etc.
Terms, $2.00 for full delineation; brief delineation,
$1.00
A. B. SEVERANCE.
v7 nl3 tf 457 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wif.

N. Y. Electro-Gymnasium
and Healing Institute.

Baths, Electricty& Vital Magnetism!

A new, beautiful and vitalizing system of Electric,
Magnetic and Musical Gymnastics for maintaining health
and curing disease I Popular lectures given on Physiology
and Hygene by the principal and by several eminent

physicians in connection with the gymnastics.

Intemper-

ance. opium-eating and other Chronic diseases radically
cured. Mrs. Robinson's celebrated tobacco antidote kept.
Dr. E. D. BABBITT, Principal, 360 3rd Ave., (near 26th,

street, New York, vl3nl8tf

Dr. Samuel Maxwell

Makes Clairvoyant Examinations, gives
magnetic and Electrical treatment and medicines
indicated. Treats al! forms of disease with great success
Cures Catarrh, incipient Consumption and Cancer, Dyspepsia, Epilepsy, Paralysis; Piles and Fistula without
the knife; private deseoses of men and woman.
Examinations and prescription $3.00; with medicine
for one month's treatment, $5.00 to $10.00.
Ague cure, warranted; by mail, $1.00. Constipation
cure warranted, $1.00. Sittings for healing at a distance
each, $1.00. Send lock of hair, name, age, sex and leading symptom. Come to or address Samuel Maxwell,
M. D., 72 South Sixth St., Richmond, Ind.

i
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MRS. A. H. ROBINSON,

Healing, Psychometric & Business ledinm,

Corner Adams St., & 5th Aye., Chicago.

MRS.

ROBINSON, while under spirit control, on receiving a lock of hair of a sick patient, will diagnose
the disease most perfectly, and prescribe the proper remedy. Yet, as the most speedy cure is the essential object in view rather than to gratify idle curiosity, the
better practice Is to send along with a lock of hair, a
brief statement of the sex, age, leading symptoms, and
the length of time the patient has been sick; when she
will, without delay, return a most potent prescription and
remedy for eradicating the disease, and permanently
curing all curable cases.
Of herself she claims no knowledge of the healing art,
but when her spirit-guides are brought en rapport with
a sick person, through her mediumship, they never fail
to give immediate and permanent relief, in curable cases,
through the positive and negative forces latent in the
system and in nature. This prescription is sent by mail,
and be it an internal or an external application, it should
be given or applied precisely as directed in the accompanying letter of instructions, however simple it may
seem to be; remember it is not the quantity of the compound, but the chemical effect that is produced, that
science takes cognizance of.
One prescription is usually sufficient, but in case the
patient is not permanently cured by one prescription, the
application for a second, or more if required, should be
made in about ten days after the last, each time stating
any changes that may be apparent in the symptoms of
the disease.
Mrs. Robinson also, through her mediumship, diagnoses, the disease of any one who calls upon her at her
residence. The facility with which the spirits controlling
her accomplish the same, is done as well when the appl£
cation is by letter, as when the patient is present Her
gifts are very remarkable, not only in the healing art but
as a psychometric and business medium.
Terms;—Diagnosis and first prescription, $3.00; each
subsequent one, $2.00. Psychometric Delineation of
character, $3.00. Answering business letters, $3.00. The
money should accompany the application to insure a reply.

83F" Hereafter, all charity applications,to insure a re-

ply, must contain one dollar, to defray the expenses of
reporter, amam/ensis, and postage.
N.B.—Mrs. Robinson will hereafter give no private
sittings to any me. If privacy is required, it must be by
letter, accompanied with the usual fee; and terms above
stated, must be strictly complied with, or no notice will

be taken of letters sent.
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CIRCLE OF LIGHT.
W. L. Jack, M. D., Medium ;
Papers
John Brown Smith Reporter and Correspondent.
can be obtained and subscriptions received by him at 812
North Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Circle of Light.
Invocation.
Ok! thou holy Spirit of Love, send thou
upon each falling snow-fluke sweet messages
of light, for all who are dying for the truth;
and let the light descend upon, as well as
penitrate, each soul, so that it may lead each

bark safely up the stream of life, forever and
foreyer.

Adam Rodenheiser.
I can't wait because it hurts the back of my
head so. My name is Adam Rodenheiser, and
I lived in Carpenter's Court, Germantown
lload, Phila. 1 was a carpet weaver, and an
engine exploded and struck me. I came here
with this man as he has something to do with
railroads. [ A. member of the circle] My son
was also badly hurt at the same time. I left
a wife and children, and as I was poor, I don't
know that they published my death in the

papers. What do you call this here? [It is a
circle for communications from spirit-life] I
went out yesterday or last night. [This communication was given Jan. 23rd, 1873]. I
found myself where I have often heard of, but
never thoroughly understood as I now do.
My body suffered, but my spirit did not. I do
not want them to worry about me. Good
day. '
Dr. John H. Stokes.

I came to the medium, went back, and now
come again. He does not know that I have
passed away. I was only slightly acquainted
with him, having only met him once or twice.
My name is Dr. John H. Stokes and I lived at
Moorestown, N. J.
This spiritual philosophyrequires very deep
study; it ha9 length, depth and breadth. It is
indeed almost beyond our comprehension, yet
it is entirely within our understanding. I with
thousands of others did not believe in this
truth, yet in a sense I did believe in it. I believed that there was such a thing as spiritcommunion. When I was a physician and
beheld so many death-bed scenes, I could not

\

k

\

grand noble woman, that truthful, and world
renowned medium, Mrs. Conant, who has
suffered persecutions even as this medium has.
A short time since a person made remarks
derogatory to Mrs. Conant in this office, and
he was immediatelyejected from the house by
our medium. No person shall abuse the
Banner of Light that waves triumphantly in
the East. That Star in the West, the Religio-

T
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Vniirco from the people.
The Banner of Light is kept for sale at the office
of this paper.
WEST PENSAUKEE, WIS.—E. Harvey writes.
Allow me to say that, judging from the few nam
hers of the Journal f have seen, I should consider the paper cheap at double the price.
FONTENELLE, NEB —T. A. Wentworth writes.
In my last letter X stated that I should soon start
out on a lecturing tour. I went up the Missouri
River in Bert Co., Neb., and had a very pleasant
time ; spoke to large audiences.

Purtosoi'incAL Journal, shall shine despite
of all malice and shall never set!
The Little Bouquet shall be mighty in
truth; and like this little bouquet upon the
table, it shall be clothed in bright and beautiful colors; and its editor, who like this lily of
the valley, with his head ofttimes bowed down
with cares, shall rise above all opposition. Pire
WONEVVOC, WIS —O.R Hill writes.—Inclosed
can not consume, for he has passed through
it. Like this beautiful rose," he shall send find three dollars to pay for the Religio-Philo
sofiiical
Joukn l up to July 8th, 1873 1 can
penetrate
will
forth truth, whose fragrance
do without it. Consider me a subscriber as
through the whole universe. So shall his not
long as I live, and can pay lor it.
works speak for him; they shall be the guides
JANESVILLE, WIS.—6. Veeder writes.—I am
to lead him. He shall rise upward and onin the
ward, until the future shall show the true fire beginning to take considerable interest
Journal. I like its articles and am anxious to
of his nature.
manifestations, and I have resolved that when
Notwithstanding the many trials and troub- see
I visit Chicago to call at your rooms.
les of our medium, we have brought him out
Thanks, brother. You are on the road to the
upon a safe and firm basis. With the kindest
regards and a spirit of charity for those per- kingdom—truth.—[Ed. Journal.
sons, who would counterfeit my mediMji, I
WATKINS, N. Y.—E. W. Lewis, M. D., writes.
will say that there never has been an h«Best This place needs such men as E. V. Wilson,
person or medium but may have a counter- Bastian aud Taylor, Charles Foster, Dr. Siade or
many others I could mention, who can give tests
feit.
and manifestations which the most obstinate in
May the Journal be a messenger of truth, opposition
can neither doubt nor deny.
wisdom and strength True friends in the
MANTENO, ILL.—J. B. Hamilton writes.—Of
body, and true and tried ones in spirit-life,
the half dozen papers that I now take, no one is
will protect our beloved medium evermore.
_

_

so much sought after as the Religio-PhiloJournal, and when it does not put in
its appearance on time myself and wife feel as
though one of the family is absent from home.
SHERWOOD, WIS —P. Foster writes—I thank
you for the credit exte ded me for the ReligioPhilosophical Journal. I will try to be prompt
in the future. Please continue the good old paper
to me, and when I can't raise the money to pay
for it I will acquaint you of the fact.
Your appreciation of our motives is gratifying.
An honorable man or woman always appreciates
favors.—[Ed. Journal.
WESTCHESTER, PA.-H. Jackson writes.—I
wish to add that within the last few days, E. V.
Wilson has visited these parts and delivered two
lectures in this place. The weather was exceedingly unfavorable, owing to which, no doubt, the
attendance was small. We had, however, an
appreciative audience, and spoke with eloquence
and convincing fervor. May he come amongst us
sophical

To the Friends of the Religio-Philosophical
Journal.
The extension of Spiritualism is in the main
accomplishedby the press. The journals devoted to that cause are its teachers, its missionaries, its apostles going forth to foreign countries, to preach its true and living gospel.
They are the great bond which at present
unites the host of Spiritualists; the rostrum
from which they all hear the

best thoughts

and ideas, and become conversant with the
facts and phenomena of Spirituilism. Not a
single individual receiver of the New Philosophy, but will declare the vital necessity of
the journals devoted to his cause, or who
wo .id not deeply regret the loss of a single
one. Yet the history of its press shows that
it has been sustained almost entirely by the
self sacrificing labors of a few individuals,

again.

BEAR LAKE, PA.—I. V. Mather writes.—I
have tried your paper some six months, and it
comes home to the wants of the soul. We have a
help thinking that the soul lived after the weekly of the intellectual feast prepared for little circle of friends here who are holding circles
onee a week with very good success, developing
dissolution of the b jdy. A physician can be them, little know the task assumed by editor trance,
clairvoyant, inspirational, writing and
of great service to the soul, as he has many and publisher; their days and nights of anxiety other phsses of mediumship. We are making
even
a minister does not of weary brain and aching body, to meet the quite a sensation among the Orthodox Christians.
opportunities that
possess, if we could only appreciate them; hut inexorable demands made on them. It re- We want a few more of your books and papers.
ministers are useful in their proper place. quires on their part, the strongest sense of
BURLINGTON, IOWA.—T. C. Whiteley writes.
The truths of spirit intercourse seemed too duty, and the encouragement of hope pro- I feel
as my duty the necessity of informing you
good to be true. It was my pleasure to meet phetic of a brighter day and the sustaining that
Mr. L. F. Cummings lectured here in Union
the medium oncd or twice where he visited watchfulness of angel friends to enable them Hall to very good numbers of respectable people,
and I then saw by the formation of his head, to bear the heavy burden.
on the evenings of the 9th, 10th and 11th of
that he was calculated for some other purpose.
Of the spiritual papers, to none do these February. Mr. Cummings is a trance speaker and
Now I can see how easy it is for me to return remarks apply with greater force than the a poet, and he weaves his thoughts beautifully in
through him. I was permitted to come back Religio-Philosophical Journal. It is one prose, as well as in poetry. He is also a clairvoyunder favorable conditions sees a great
here by the Professor. He was persecuted of the oldest, and now the only paper of its ant, and the
Spirit World. The first evening he
deal of
when here, but he has risen above all, and is kind West of the Alleghanies, and its success lectured
he saw many spirits about the hall.
now a man of might. I refer to Prof. Hare. has been dependent on the indomitablewill of
CHETOPA, K &.N.—Elijah Justice writes.—Since
I see others standing around here waiting to one man. It has never begged assistance even
is a medium, it created
communicate, hence I must depart. It is in time of its greatest need when all its years we found out that my son
an excitement in the neighborhood. Last
with pleasure that I come, and it is with accumlative of capital went up in flames. quite
15th,
there
January
about a dozen
evening,
pleasure that I leave. It makes me happy to Proudly may it say, "Burned out on persons present. We had not were
thought of holding
think that I have through this communication
Oct 9th, Re established on Oct. 10th" a circle, but they insisted on doing so. After
given my testimony to the world.
It did not miss an issue, though that of the some talk on Spiritualism, pro and con, ray son
[A person present at the circle recognized "fire-week" was a tiny sheet, but the largest went into another room a few minutes, the
this spirit, and remarked that ''he was present Chicago could spare. Not only has its editor spectators examining it first, two men were
at Dr. Ely's funeral recently, and seemed in and proprietor, but the assistant editor as selected to tie the medium with a rope. Instruwere laid on the stand, and the room
good health and says, "I sat near him, and a well, made very great sacrifices in its behalf, ments
darkened. The manifestationswere extraordinary.
few days since he died very suddenly."]
for the publication of such a paper is like a
NORTH AMHERST, O.— Eugene Pearl writes.
Matthew Windom Evarts.
vortex, never satiated. Now, is it just for a Can
vou send a good speaker and test medium
How beautiful the thought that we are few individuals to carry such a heavy load, here
? This town has about fifteen hundred innearer to day than ever before to the blight that numerous others better able, shall bear habitants and is situated on the L. S. & M. S.
spirit-life; yes, still nearer we approach the none? We think every true Spiritualist will Railroad, Northern Division, midway between
golden door of the future where loved ones answer no. No, it is not! Then lend a help- Cleveland and Toledo. There are twenty or thirty
dwell who have passed away. Oh! may we ing hand. The Journal is a mountain, but Spiritualists here in town, but they need stirring
then blend our love with the choicest of fifty or a hundred thousand subscribers would up. They are perfectly able to.pay for first-class
had a spiritual lecture
spirits, as we ascend life's rugged pathway, make it a feather's weight. With that many speakers. We have not speaker
who can affirm,
five years. We want a
and learn how sweet it is to know that those supporters it might be made twice as large, in
deny,
and
can
also maintain and prove
as well as
who have passed on before, will meet us on and then be no burden.
his affirmations.
How shall the task be distributed? Let
the bright evergreen shore. Since the friend's
TISKILWA, ILL.—A subscriber writes.—There
name [Dr. Ely's] has been mentioned in con- every friend determine to secure at least one
here as writing mediums,
nection with Dr. Stokes by the brother present, subscriber, and if he can not, send a trifle are children developing
in particular that promises to be of great
I can not help at this time corroborating his more than his own subscription. The Journal one
writes readily as I have been inShe
service.
statement as correct. Dr. Stokes there sat at nominally is valued at $3 00 per year For how formed, with both hands at the same time on
Dr. Ely's funeral, and looked upon his cold much would you have it suspended? Is it not in- different subjects. She is a very intellectual girl,
lifeless body; but his spirit was there, and saw trinsically worth more than the paltry $3.00 you was developed with Planchette, but writes with a
that he could accomplish a work through him, give for it ? Is it not ignoble to rate the beautiful pencil. I desire to refer to an excellent medium,
and thought that he would come take him. truths of Spiritualism by dollars and cents Mrs. Rhoda Benson, of this place. She was
developed eight or ten years ago as a healer,
Let me tell you that the Spirit World is wide like corn or bacon in the market?
clairvoyant, business and test medium, and has
Spiritualists have no church rates, nor been
awake. How fearful are the diseases that are
doing good without sympathy or support
passing through the land; we need physicians charges of any kind; their religion only costs only from
very few.
here, as well as an army of soldiers to work thern what they pay to its press, and yet they
MARYSVILLE, MISSOURI—A. A. Noe writes.
for the cause of truth. If you are not satis- let their journals languish, seemingly, without
labor for the Religio-Philosophical
fled within yourselves as to whether it is best the least idea that the fate of their press and I love to (the
gospel of light and truth), for I
to send forth these notices of sudden deaths, their cause are indissoluble. I would not ask Journal
by so doing i am laboring in concert with
let me tell you that the time is coming when one farthing as a charity. The Journal has think
the angel hosts around and above me. I love the
notices of these sudden deaths will be sent richly deserved support, by its independence,
dear Journal for the grand, noble and sublime
out before they occur. Have harmony within its boldness of utterance, its freedom, and truths it advocates. I love its boldness of speech
yourselves and these results will be produced.
catholicity, and it is simply justice that its in daring to advocate our heaven-born spiritual
I am told that the time is coming when com- friends, share with its proprietor and editor a philosophy without truckling in the least to the
mandates of any one.
munications from spirit-life will be taken small part of his burden.
Yes ; high in the heavens forevermore,
down upon paper, without the aid of even
Let each one take this very copy, as a sample,
The stars of truth eternal shine ;
mortal hands. If we can have conditions per- and not rest until a new name is added to the
Sail on, oh ! man, from shore to shore,
fected, we would like to have these commun- army of support; or send a copy t > some friend,
The
power that guides thee, is divine.
itations taken down in this way. Instead of rich or poor, as a missionary. Every copy is
having one circle a week, and one column in better than a lecture, and there are fifty-two in
TYNGSBORO, MASS.—E. Hall writes.—I see by
the Journal, there ought to be two circles per a year, freighted with facts and philosophy. the little monitor on the margin of the dear
a little tardy in
week, and a whole page in the paper. We We have often seen the Spiritualists of a place old Journal that I am gettingfind
three dollars
my remittance. Please
will do our part, if conditions can be brought unite and engage a lecturer at a cost of twenty making
twenty-five cents inclosed, which will make it
right on your side. With the best of feelings to twenty-five dollars for a single Sunday. Un- and
until January 1st, 1874. This is but a small
I leave you. I am neither a physician or doubtedly good was done, but we sincerely right
sum for each one to pay yearly ($1.50) and should
divine, but my name is Matthew Windom think that had they expended the same amount be paid promptly, for all of us who compose your
Evarts.
in tracts and papers, to distribute broadcast thousands of readers are depending on you for our
week after week, much greater good would weekly supplies of that which goes to strengthen
Israel Lockard.
and sustain our spiritual existence; yes, it comes
I died in the operation, and it was a fearful have been accomplished.
laden with rich treasures from the visible and the
Hudson
Tuttle.
one. They said that I would lose my eye.
invisible worlds. Long may you live to proclaim
I lost my life, they said, but I have just found
the truth of spiritualism to that portion of humanit. Tell them not to give themselves any unity who are yet bound with the chains of ignorance
Free of Duty.
and superstition.
easiness about me. Tell my mother that Lottie
is up here, and she has changed very much.
EXETER, NEB.—Wm. N. Babcock writes.—
Something is proposed in Congress under
I saw my sister before I passed away. Register this head:
Investigators come to me and want my Journal
it as my birth, if you please. My name is
read. Well, as long as I have it, and I mean
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of to
that to continue until I throw off this mortal
Israel Lockard, and I lived about sevea miles Representatives
of
the
Con
in
United
States
coil, I am ready to lend it as soon as I read it.
from Albany, N. Y., in the country I was at gress
assembled, that the Secretary of the One man who had read several numbers, quite
the canal when they gave me the chloroform. Treasury
be and is hereby directed to admit recently buried a little boy. He came to me with
It made me feel very queer, and I don't know Free Duty,
of
at the port of Boston, a bell im- tears in his eyes and wanted some moreinJournals,
whether it killed me or not.
this my
to me,
ported in steamer Samaria, August 19, 1872, saying, "Spiritualism gives
Henry W. Pherret.
hour of trouble, that joy and comfort that
for the Catholic Church in the town of Milford Orthodoxy
ray
little boy
can not give. I believe
This is the only place where my spirit has in the State of Massachusetts."
me every day." We have
to
see
back
comes
obtained rest. It brings me tliose rays of
If is right to do this, it can not be shown organized a circle here composed of seven persons.
light that dispel all darkness. Gold kept me why itthe
so that a few
glass to be used in a church building, At the third sitting we obtained raps
down, yet I was charitable. I now cleave to the or anything else to be used
questions were answered. We have the ball in
its
structure,
in
friends will
angel
help
of
rock of truth, instead of the old rock of should not be admitted Free of Duty. Nor can motion, and with the
bigotry. I have begun to soar after the truths it be rightly claimed that the poor people who keep it in motion.
of nature, and I have found God. If some assemble at
ALTON, ILL.—Benj. Teasdale writes.—I wish
the sound of the bell to worship
men would look after him in the way I have
you aud the readers of the Journal
the building should have to pay duty to informhumble
they would find him. I do not want to have inside
creatures, are favored here in
how we,
any thing to do with people or Spiritualists on any thing they eat, wear or admire.as The
having one of the very best mediums associated
the
act
us. William Brudon is the name of the
who do not recognize the Great First Cause, injustice of the passage of such an
comfort with
gentleman, and judging by the kind of communibecause such recognition will bring the whole above, unless all other things for thesame
priv
the
cations given to us through his organization, he
angel world in closer communion with you. or happiness of the people share
is a lux- must be a pure and good man. I can assure you
That man or woman who denies their God ilege, is most glaring. In fact, a bell as
it is a privilege of a very rare character to be
day after day and night after night, is not a ury, an offensive one when serving so to an- that
of present at some, I may say all of his meetings, for
Vue Spiritualist, as they are denying the great noy a whole community, as some we know
seems to be associated with the glorious
do, and we doubt not a prohibitory duty on he
1 am a redeemed spirit, them
from the Celestial World, are delighted to
cor£Pe here tosP'.r""
a boon of most appreciable visitors
all
be
would
pour
forth to us the sentiments they express.
give
my
testimony. My name value.
is
Oh! how much is lost by those who will not
W'
1 .lived in a hut down
near thy
If they must be brought into the country, receive the teachings of this beautiful philosophy.
u*Big Black River in
Mississippi!
pray make them pay for the privilege, and To us it is beyond price, and we feel sad when we
Prof. Hare.
•
hang them where distance would lend enchant- reflect on this, for we know it is a reality; we
1 would h
say a word in regard to that ment to the sound.—Cincinnati Commercial.
have constant evidence of its truth.
| a«re
Q.
while the

many have quietly enjoyed the re-

sults of their toil.
They who sit at their firesides partaking

_

?*"

Pherret-.
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—

ROGHELLE, ILL.—A. S Hoadley writes.—I
dollars for subscription to the Religio-PAlosoph-.
ical Journal for one year to be sent to D C
Whitehead, Rock Rapids, Iowa. This will carry
the gospel o£ spiritual truth into a new country
among a very intelligent and progressive people,
where they are not bound up in the trammels of
the old bedridden Orthodox Theology. The world
moves, and although "God's mill grinds slow, it
grinds exceeding fine."
WEST LAFAYETTE, OHIO.—J. S. Burr writes.
Spiritualism is gradually diffusing itself into this
community, through the efforts of a few of us,
weak friends of the cause, and would run like fire
in stubble, if you could induce efficient laborers to
call and aid us some. All mediums and progressive persons would be made welcome, and I
trust comfortable, if they would call on me. This
is a station on the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati &
St. Louis Railroad—often called Pan-Handle Railsend you inclosed a post office order for three

'

the Invisibles, which, when perfected,
will produce
an entire revolution in the
locomotive
of society It will throw steamboats
carnages, buggies and velocipedes
into the shade'
This man (James Burns) pleased with
my labors
at that place, has been traveling with
got me under pledge to return and me and w
there
again, promising to defray

lecture

the expense out of his

eaUsinthatsection.

aspire.

GREENUP, ILL.—W. H. Ozier writes.—Last
Fall we employed Mrs. M. H. Parry to lecture for
us. She made us three visits and delivered some
eight or nine able lectures, and they were well
received. She made a deep and lasting impression
upon the minds of a large majority of her audience
at each lecture. We have organized a lyceum,
which is well attended and quite an interest is
manifested. We have adopted the broad platform
of free thought, free speech and the universal
elevation and fraternization of the human family,
to be achieved by natural means of science,
morality, freedom, justice and truth.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—E. Fair writes.-I do
think that by advising all your Journal readers
to attend church regular every Sabbath, and hear
these poor bigoted soul-doctors prate of sin, hell
and the devil, and of fighting against God, you
would largely increase thereby the circulation of
the Journal The above doctrines are often felt
upon my nerves like the filing of a rough rasp.
But, oh ! these poor souls are yet in prison, and
who can refuse to break to them the bread of life
and talk to them of a natural religion? How
thankful I feel this day, that Spiritualism has
bridged the chasm between life and death, and
through its divine revealings the hitherto grim
monster is clothed in the radiance of immortal
youth and beauty. All praise to our Father and
Mother God, to angels and mediums in and out of
the earth form. These we regard as connecting
links between Heaven, Earth and Hell. The good
time coming has come at last. We stand upon
the shores of time and exchange happy greeting
with the immortals.
ELKLAND, PA.—Grace L. Parkhurst writes.—
It having been my good pleasure to attend a
course of six lectures and seances given by E. V.
Wilson, at Westficid, Pa., on the evenings and
afternoons of Jan. 28th, 29th, 30th aud 31st,
I would like to say a few words of the same and
express an earnest desire that any, not having
seen or heard him, may avail themselves of the
first opportunity. At the close of each lecture,
the_ speaker gave readings of character and very
satisfactory spirit tests—perhaps, however, the
"Thomases" of our day, as of old, would not
believe "except they shall see the prints of the
nails and thrust the hands into the side ; " but as
Jesus said unto him of former times, so say we
to-day, "Blessed are they that have not seen, and
yet have believed." Most of the tests given were
acknowledged as correct by the parties to whom
they were given. In all the readings of character
and spirit tests, the speaker is guarded and srentlemanly in all his utterances, but the truthfulness
of which being questioned or denied by the subject, he will prove the same by pointed facts and
incidents connected therewith, that admonishes
one that it is better to be truthful,—for as surely
as there is life in the universe, so surely is it
given him to see and reveal past periods and
conditionsof individuallives.
CHESTER VALLEY, PA.—S. Matlock writes.
Having inclosed four dollars some days ago for
two boxes more of Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco
Antidote, and not yet coming to hand, I fear some
light-fingered post-official may have appropriated
the contents to his own use. I received a box
from you for myself about sixteen days ago, which
has certainly proved a cure, after using tobacco
for thirty years. I now have no appetite for the
weed, and others are requesting me to procure
boxes for them, and when you receive this please
find a money order certificate inclosed for twelve
dollars, for which please send me twelve boxes, as
I see by the Journal that is the wholesale price,
and twelve boxes the lowest wholesale number.
This antidote will certainly be a great blessing to
humanity, as there are thousands who would
gladly give up the use of tobacco, provided they
could get rid of the poisonous effects. I have
tried to quit several times, but always found some
impediment behind that I could not overcome,
which, I am happy to say, is not the case this
time.
Your four dollars came duly to hand, and the
Tobacco Antidote was sent by mail on the 3rd
inst. Hope you have received it ere this, and
we have just filled your last order for twelve boxes
more. The antidote cures everybody. One box
wfll cure the most inveterate user of the weed
when the directions are strictly followed.—[Ed.
Journal.

Addres*

Spences Positive and Negative
Powders
seem to be sweeping everything
before them
judging from the evidence to be
found in
other column.

an!

Lyceum Guide.

road.

PORTLAND, OREGON —D H. Hendee writes.
I have been reading the Religio-Philosophical
Journal, for the last three or four years with
much interest and wish to continue it. I have
been a permanent resident of Portland for the
past twelve years, and have labored more or less
for the cause of Spiritualism for the last twenty,
and am constantly growing stronger, wiser and
supremely better for being an open and earnest
investigator of that cause of all others, the most
sacred and important to which the human race can

I

machine??
^locomotives

The price of this book has been advanced
by the publishers who can only supply it in
board covers, price, $1.00; postage, 10 cents.
We have a number of orders on our books for
the work in paper covers, which can not be
filled. Will our friends please direct us what
to do for them. We have a'-few copies of the
work in cloth, price, $1.25;!$ostage, 10 cents.

Common Sense Theology.
My Friend Hamilton:—What a number of
good things you have crowded Into your Common Sense book of poems. Send me twenty
copies.
Sincerely yours,

William Denton.

Wellesley, Feb. 5th, 1873.
Price $1.50, 1.25, and 1.00 according to style.

Pos. free. Address D. Howland Hamilton,
Lewiston, Me.
Sewing Machine Needles by Mail.
On receipt of seventy cents we will send by
mail, and prepay postage, one dozen of the
Howe Machine Needles (very best). These
needles are used by various other kinds of
machines. In writing state the numbers
wanted. Those most commonly used, are No.
0 and No. 1. Such we have.
Address Religio-Philosophical Publishing
House, Corner Fifth Avenue and Adams
street, Chicago.
The Little Bouquet.
The above entitled work will be a monthly
magazine, (usual magazine size, 32 pages of
reading matter) with an illuminated cover of
uncommon beauty. The whole work will be
richly embellished with illustrative cuts, and
replete with well written articles based upon
the philosophy of life, and spiritual facts
adapted to the taste, capacity, mental and
moral culture of the children and youth of
the present age, both in an out of the sphere
of Progressive Lyceums.
This rare work, first of its kind ever brought
before the public, will be put before the Spir-

itualists of the world at its actual cost—$1 50
a year.
The proprietor of the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House is impelled to look to

other means for sustaining his House than
profits from this work. The object is to place
the magazine in the hands of the children of

all Spiritualists at least, in a form so attractive
as to banish the prejudice that so generally
prevails among the youth, against the truth
of spirit communion.
The well-known ability of the proprietor of
this house to execute whatever his angelic
friends impose upon him, is a guarantee that
The Little Bouquet will be a permanent institution of the country and a credit to Spiritualism.
A general invitation is given to friends of
the enterprise everywhere not only to write
for its columns, but to secure subscribers for
the work.
The work, is a fixed fact, and we earnestly
appeal to our friends to forward their subscriptions. Address Little Bouquet, corner of
Fifth Avenue and Adams street, Chicago.
Attention Opium Eaters!

Mrs. A. H. Robinson has just been furnished with a sure and harmless specific foi
curing the appetite for opium and all other narCHILICOTHE, OHIO.—K Graves writes.—I am
laboring to warm up the Spiritualists and civilize cotics, by the Board of Chemists, in spiritthe Christians of Ohio, and am daily cheered with life, who have heretofore given her the necesthe evidence that the spiritual faith is rapidly
spreading and some of the Christian professors sary antidote for curing the appetite for toslowly emerging from barbarism, but I fear it will bacco, and the proper ingredients for restorbe centuries yet before Christianity will be char- ing hair to all bald heads, no
matter of how
acterized by common sense. Everywhere I go I
challenge the clergy to meet me, either in an long standing.
effort to defend their own religion or put down
Mrs Robinson will furnish the remedy, and
ours. But they have not the moral backbone to
do either; but go creeping about the street like a send it by mail or express to all who may
whipped spaniel with his tail between his legs. apply for the same within the next sixty days,
They act upon the policy of the tortoise, keep the
head under the shell, fearing to poke it out lest on the receipt of five dolla/rs (the simple cost
they should encounter humbugs. Strange, indeed, of the ingredients), and guarantee a most
that beings who are themselves living walking perfect cure or refund
the money, if directions
humbugs, should cherish such fears. The prospect don't seem to be very flattering that I shall accompanying each package are strictly folhave the pleasure of meeting a preacher in public;

and if I should, he will probably bring five or six
dozen clergymen with him to stand behind him
and hold him up, as in a case which occurred not
long 6ince in Indiana. We may presume they have
learned that one man of sense can " chase a thousand " of them, and hence they try to exceed that
number. As for the cause of Spiritualism it is
really cheering to observe the spirit of inquiry
everywhere manifested to learn more of the character, facts, philosophy and history of the glorious
enterprise. The conviction is daily deepeningin
my mind that the time is approaching and not far
in the future, when there will be a general awakening on this question. At nearly every point I
have lectured a large number have attended who
had never before heard a lecture on the subject,
and some of this class have been the forem'ost in
contributing to defray the expenses of the meeting. At Monterey a music teacher brought into
the meeting a large number ot children, who conducted with the utmost propriety during a discourse an hour and a half in length. Their
presence warmed up my soul and I poured forth a
moral exhortation for those youug germs of
humanity. "Suffer little children to come unto
me," and I would rejoice to have them all come,
for I love the dear little ones and would like to
put them on the right track. I shall make it a
point to circulate the Journal by obtaining threemonths' subscribers. At Frankfort a gentleman
has obtained a large number of names for "The
World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors," and many
have been obtained at other places. The work
when published will not probably be sold as low
as It is now by subscription, as a work of three
hundred pages can hardly be afforded for one
dollar. Subscribers, therefore, will probably get
the work cheaper than others. I found at Monterey
a man who is constructing a machine by the aid of

lowed .

The remedy is harmless, and not unpalatable.
She makes this generous ofler for the double
purpose of introducing the remedy, and for
bringing the cure within the reach of the poorest people who use the pernicious drug. The
expense of a perfect remedy will not exceed
the cost of the drug for continuing the deleterious habit one month!
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Adams St.,
and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.
We have so much confidence in the ability
of the Board of Chemists and Doctors who
control Mrs. Robinson's mediumship, that
we unhesitatingly guarantee a faithful execution of the above proposition.—[Ed. Journal.
Speakers Register.
We have concluded to entirely dispense with a Speakers Register. Many names of persons were sent for the
Register who never or seldom lecture—others never took
any pains to see that we were correctly informed of
changes in pott-office address The result was the Register was no guide to the public as designed. Speakers
who feel desirous of having their appointments published,
will be accommodated by simply reporting ^from time to
time to this office.
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OATALOSUE OF BOOKS
FOB SALE BY THE

Religio-PhilosoDiiical Publishing House,

Hull
Analogy between the facts of the Bible and

P08TAGE

An Hour with the Angels,
Astrological Origin of Jehovah-God. D. W.

PRICE

All orders, with the price of books desired,
Mid the additional amount mentioned for post»ge, will meet with prompt attention.

25 02

15 2

15 2
modern Spiritualism, by T. G. Forster
&.ge of Reason and Examinationof the Prophe75 12
cies
Artificial Somnambulism, by Dr. Fahnestock... 1.50 16
1.25 16
Alice Vale, by Lois Waisbrooker
25 02
American Crisis, by Warren Chase
Answers to Questions, Practical and Spiritual,
by A. J. Davis
1.50 18
1.25 14
Apocryphal New Testament
50 02
A. Peep into Sacred Tradition, by Orrin Abbot.
Age of Reason, by Thomas Paine. Cloth
50 08
25 04
Paper,
Arcana of Nature, by Hudson Tuttle. Vol. I.
1.25 16
History and Laws of Creation
Arcana of Nature, by Hudson Tuttle. Vol. II.
Philosophy of Spiritual Existence, and of the
1.25 16
Spirit World
25 02
A B C of Life, by A. B. Child
Arabula; or, the Divine Guest, by A. J. Davis.. 1.50 18
After Death; or, Disembodied Man, by Randolph
2.00 24
Cloth
1.00 14
Approaching Crisis, by A. J. Davis
Apostles, [translated from the French] by Renan 1.75 20
A Stellar Key to the Summer Land, by A. J.
75 16
Davis
Paper Covers
.
50 04
Astro-Theological Lectures, by Rev. Roberx
2.00 24
Taylor
A Kiss for a Blow, a book for children, by H.
C. Wright. Small edition
63 12
Large edition
1.50 16
Antiquity and Duration of the World, by G. H.
Toulmin, M. D
25 02
75 12
An Eye-Opener, by Zepa, Cloth
Paper Covers
50 04
A Roman Lawyer in Jerusalem in the first century, by W. W. Story
15 02
2.59 24
Arcana of Spiritualism, by Hudson Tuttle
Allegories of Life, by Mrs. J. S. Adams
1.25 12
Bible in the Balance, by J. G. Fish
1.50 16
Blasphemy, by T. R. Hazard
10
2.00 20
Bible in India
1.00 12
Better Views of Living, by A. B. Child
1.25 16
Branches of Palm, by Mrs. J. S. Adams
10 02
Be Thyself, by Wm. Denton
Brotherhood of Man and what Follows from it.
Maria King, 25 00
Both Sides; or. God and the Devil's Prophets,
a discussion oetween Moses Hull and Rev. J.
F. McLain, 25 02
75
Book on the Microscone
2.00
Book »f Religions. By J. Haywaid
Critical History of the Doctrine of a Future
Life in all Ages and Nations, by Wm. R. Alger 3.50 4S
1.50 10
ConantMrs. J. H., Biography of
u
"
"
"
2.00 20
full gilt
Contrast, Evangelism and Spiritualism, com150 16
pared by Moses Hull
Complete Works of J. A Davis ?8.fi0
2.00 24
Chapters from the Bible of the Ages
Criticism on the Apostle Paul, in Defense of
Woman's Rights, etc.. by M. B. Craven. 25 2
Conjugal Sins against the Laws of Life and
1.50 16
Health, by A. K. Gardner, A. M., M. D
Paper
1.00 08
George
1.75
16
Combe
Constitution of Man, by
Common Sense Thoughts on tne Bible, by Wm.
10 02
Denton
1.50 16
Cosmology, by G. W. Ramsey
20 02
Common Sense, by Thomas Paine
l.f 0 12
Christ Idea in History, by Hudson Tuttle
Chester Family; or. the curse of the Drunkard's
Appetite, by Julia M. Friend, with an intro1.00 12
duction by Henry C. Wright
Christ and the People, by A. B. Child. M. D.... 1.25 12
Christianity no Finality, or Spiritualism Supe10 02
rior to Christianity, by Wm. Denton
Criticism on the Theological Idea of Deity, by
1.00
16
Craven
B.
M.
Christianity, its Origin and Tendency considAstro-Theology,
by
D.
Light
of
ered in the
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W. Hull
Claims of Spiritualism; embracingthe Experi25 02
ence of an Investigator: by a Medical Man.
Dictionary. Webster's Unabridged 12 00 ex
" " Pocket, flexible cover 1.P0 10
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Dyspepsia, its treatment etc.,
Descent of Man, by Darwin, Two Vols. ($2.00
4.00
48
per Vol.)
Davenport Brothers—their Remarkable and In1,50 20
teresting History
Diegesis, by Rev. Robert Taylor, written by him
This
blasphemy.
work
while imprisoned for
is an account of the origin, evidence, and early
Christianity
2.00 32
history of
Day of Doom, a Poetical Description of the
poems,
with
other
Great and Last Judgment,
1.00 12
from the sixth edition of 1715
Devil's Pulpit, by Rev. Robert Taylor, with a
2.00 20
Sketch of the Author's Life
10 02
Deluge, by Wm. Denton
Dawn, a Novel of intense interest to progressive
24
1-75
people
50 04
Death and the After Life, by A. J. Davis, paper
75 12
Cloth
Debatable Land. Hon. R. D. Owen, 2.00 00
C~oth Gilt
100 08
EssayJ cn Man. Pope,
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20 06
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Early Social Life of Man
25 2
Srrors of the Bible, Demonstrated by the Truths
35 04
of Nature, by Henry C. Wright. Paper
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Cloth
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Bxeter Hall, a Theological Romance. Cloth
Paper
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.Umpire of the Mother over the Character and
50 04
Destiny of the Race, by H. C. Wright. Paper
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Cloth
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Elective Affinities, by Goethe
1.50 16
Electrical Psychology, Dods
Flashes of Light from the Spirit Land; through
1.50 20
the mediumship of Mrs. J. H. Conant
Footfalls on the Boundary of Another World, by
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Robert Dale Owen
Free Thoughts Concerning Religion, or Nature
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vs. Theology, by A. J. Davis
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Enlarged Edition. Cloth
Paper
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Story,
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NATURE'S HA!R_RESTORATIVE!
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THREE VOICES!
WITH SPLENDID PORTRAIT ON STEEL OF THE
AUTHOR

WARREN

Articles called by its name are dyes, and it is well
known that they destroy, not restore, the hair.
This is the first and only real restorative ever discovered.
It is as clear as crystal, pure as amber—a delicious
wash; having, however, a slight dust from its perfume.
It keeps the hair fresh, moist, soft, tractile.
It restores gray hair to its original color by the simple
process of new growth.
Use it straight along, and at seventyyou will have the
hair you wear at seventeen or twenty-seven, as its habitual use is a certain preventive of falling off, baldness,
and gray hair.
It relie/ts, and removes all tendency to headaches,
which have like cause.
Infinitesimal animalcule, discoverable only with a
powerful microscope, infest the roots of the human hair
and scalp when neglected and unhealthy. The Restorative contains their perfect bane, selected from Nature's
store-rooms, which ingredient the Patentee has the sole
right to use. It destroys these, removes all impurities,
fructifies and fertilizes the scalp—treating only causes.
"Ring out the Old, Ring in the New,"
DR. G. SMITH, Patentee, Ayer, Mass. Prepared only
by PROCTOR BROTHERS, Gloucester, Mass.
Send two three cent stamps to Proctor Brothers for a " Treatise on the Human Hair." The information it contains is worth $500 to any person.
For sale by Van Schaack, Stevenson & Reid, wholesale
druggists, Cor. Wabash Ave. and 18th St., Chicago.
N. B. For sale, wholesale and retail, at the office of the
Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave.,
Chicago. If your druggists don't keep it, we will send
you six bottles for $3.50, for the purpose of introducing
it in your place. Must be sent by express.

75 04

..

BEST AND MOST EFFECTIVE MEANS with which to BATTLE

error, that can be used. We have sold many hundred
copies but we shall not rest satisfied nntil every family
where our Journal goes has a copy. We never pail to
sell a copy to our friends when they have once seen the
book and re id a page of it. The work contains food
for all. The Philosopher peruses page after page with
increasing zest and' wo derment, finding therein new
ideap, sound logic, and the most elevated reason, dressed
in elegant and beautiful or sharp and pungent language, as
the theme requires. The devout Religionist can here find
new and eublime ideas of his "Heavenly Father," while
the fabulous God of Old Theology is held up in all his
hideous deformity.
The work clcarly shows Man has ever made a God in
His image, and has conceived him to be in harmony with
his (man's) own development. Hence, when man saw
only through his own nature, his God was bloodthirsty
and combative.
High authorities assert that some of the most difficult
questions have been rendered plain in this remarkable
book. For instance, the sovereignty of God and the free
agency of man are for the first lime reconciled.
No person, whatever may be their religious belief can
read these poems without benefit.
The Voices is printed from large clear type on heavy
tinted paper artistically bound, and sold for $1.25. Full
gilt $1.50; postage 16 cents.
***For sale, wholesale and retail, by the ReligioPhilosofhical Publishing House, Adams St., and 5th
l Avenue, Chicago.
vl3nl2

mO-GLYGERSNE MAGAZINES;

2
00 24

Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the Spirit World
75 06
Tobacco and its Effects, by H. Gibbons, M.D 20 02
The Temple; or. Diseases of the Brain and
Nerves. A. J. Davis, 1 50 20

Paper

1.00 08

The ¥ahoo, a Satirical Rhapsody 70 08
Three Plans of Salvation, proved by New Tes-

tament Selections without Comment 10 2

The Gods. By Hon. R. J. Ingersoll. 25 02
The God Proposed, by Denton, 10 2

To-Morrow of Death

175 14

Unwelcome Child, by Henry C. Wright. Paper 35 04

Cloth 60 12

pirated.

ABSTRACT OF COIiFNSO ON THE
PENTATEUCH. The substance of five volumes*
proving that the five books of Moses were composed by
later writers, and are historically false. With an essay
on the Nation and Country of the Jews, by W. H. B..
considered by competetent critics the most valuable part
of the pamphlet.

BY D. P. HOME.
Instead of being a superstition itself, as they may be
disposed to think it, they would find it the explanation
and the extinguisher of all superstition."—Dr. R.
Chambers.
"

All Spiritualists and Investigators will hail with delight, another volume from Mr. Home. Although a continuation of the first series issued some years since it is
SUNDAY NOT THE SABBATH-ALIe complete in itself. In his Preface he says:
controversy
between
A
HOLY.
JDATS ALIKE
"
About nine years since I presented to the public a
Rev. Dr. Sunderland, of Washington, D. C., and Wm. H.
volume entitled Incidents in My Life,' the first edition
Burr, with additions, making this the best work on the
of which was speedily exhausted, and a second was issued
Sunday Question.
in 1863 During the yeai s that have since elapsed, although
Pricti 25 cents each. For sale at this office.
many attacks nave been made upon me, and upon the
vl2n3-6m
truths of Spiritualism, its opponents have not succeeded
in producing one word of evidenee to discredit the truth
of my statements, which have remained uncontradicted.
W eant'me the truths of Spiritualism have become more
widely known, and the subject has been forced upon
public attention in a remarkable manner. This was
especially the case in the years 1867 and 1868, in consequence of the suit' Lyon vs. Home,' which most probably was the indirect cause of the examination into
Spiritualism by the Committee of the Dialectical Society,
Liver Remedy and Blood Purifier.
whose report has recently been published. Coincident
with
and subsequent to their examination, a series of ina
given
in
while
Mrs.
Lord
preparation
was
This
vestigations was carried on in my presence, by Lord
clairvoyant condition. It has been well tested
Adare, now Earl of Dunraven, an account of which has
been privately printed; an examination, especially
and has won for itself the name of the Golden Dis*
scientific in its character, was also conducted by Prof.
covery, the Wonder of tlie Age, and which
Crookes, wto has published his conclusions in the
'
we offer the public without any fear of competition. It is
Journal of Science.'
composed of active remedies particularly adapted to the
I now present the public with the second volume of
4
Incidents in Mj Life,' which continues my narrative
rendering
it
by
others,
difficulties above named, balanced
to the period of the commencement of the Chancery
a favorite panacea in many other difficulties that arise
suit."
only
find?
from an unhealthy state of the Liver. It not
CONTENTS.
Preface.
its positive anchorage upon the Liver,
Introduction.
SYSTEM,
THE GREAT RESERVOIR TO THE HUMAN
Chapter 1.—Reviews and Replies.—Letter to "Times."
cleansing and bringing a healthier tone and perma
2.—Sir David Brewster.—Lord Brougham.—Letters and
organs,
nent cure, but it gives tone to the digestive
Testimony.—Dr. Elliottson.—Prophetic Incidents.
a
has
dispels languor, acts upon the kidneys and bowels,
3.—Expulsion from Rome. -Discussion in House of
grand effect upon Catarrh, Scrofula, Dyspepk

Ctoldm 9lflMTW7»
Mrs, Maud E, Lord's Great Clairvoyant

AN EARNEST LIFE

A Biography of A. B. Wliiting
TOGETHER WITH SELECTIONS PROM

His Poetical Compositions and Prose
Writings.
COMPILED BY HIS SISTER,

Voice of Prayer, by Barlow 25 02
Vestiges of Creation 75 08
R. AUGUSTA WHITING.
Vital Magnetic Cure, 1.50 16
Vital Force, How Wasted and How Preserved,
The work is published in response to the general deby E. P. Miller, M.D. Paper 50 cents. Cloth 1.00 12
mand for a reliable resume of the life, labors and wonderVolney4s R Jjqs; or Meditations on the Revolutions Ci" Empires, with biographical notice by
ful mediumistic experiences of our arisen fellow-laborer
Count Darn 1.00 12
in the cause of human freedom and progress. It has been
Whiting, A. B. B'ography of 1.50 20 carefully prepared by his sister, from his own journals
Who are Christians. Denton 10 02
personal knowledge of.
What is Right, by Wm. Denton 10 02 and letters; and from her intimate
What is Spiritualism, and Shall Spiritualists
all important facts embodied, can not fail to be accurate
have a Creed? by Mrs. M. M. King 25
in every particular. It is embellished with a fine steel
Whatever is, is Right, by A. B. Child, M.D. 1.00 16
portrait of the individual whose life it portrays.
Wolf in Sheep's Clothing, or God in the Constitution, by Moses Hull 10 02
The book is one that will he of interest to every SpiritWhy I Was Excommunicated from the Presbyualist, and to all who are interested in rare and curious
terian Church. Prof. H. Barnard. 20 02
developments of mental phenomena, while the travel and
Year Book of Spiritualism. Cloth 1.25 20
Paper 1.00 06 adventure of seventeen years of public life furnish incidents both instructive and amusing for the general reader.
ABE PEEPAEED TO FURNISH MISCELPart second of the work contains a number of beautiful
laneous Books of any kind published at regular
poems, Including the words of many of his songs, both1
rates, and, on receipt of the money, will send &em
published and unpublished.
by mail or express, as may be desired. If sent by mail,
ene-fifth more than the regular cost of the book will be
Prick $1.50, pottage 20 cents.
required to prepay postage. The patronage of our friends
For sale wholesale and retail by the Ebligio-Philosophis solicited. In making remittances for books buy postal
ioal Publishing House, corner of Adams Street and 5th1
orders when practicable. If postal orders cannot be had,
register your letters.
Ave., Chicago, 111.

WE

SECOND^SERIES.

INCIDENTS IN MY LIFE.

CONTKABICTIONSOF THE HI-

BLE. 144 propositions proved pro. and con., without comment. N. B.—In a pamphlet entitled "The Sunday Question," &c., many of these contradictions are

GOLDEN MEMORIES

Thomas Paine

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY.
Depots—Foot of Lake street, Indiana avenue and Six;eenfh street, and Canal and Sixteenth streets. Ticket
>ffice in Briggs House, and at depots.
Leave. Arrive.
7:30 am* Mail and Express *4:15 pm
hllam* Dubuque and Sioux City Ex. *2:00 p m
10:15 am* Pacific Fast Line
*3:15 p m
10:15 am* Rock Island Express *4:15 pm
3:15pm* Gaiesburg Passenger *8:10 pm
4:20 pm Mendota and Ottawa Pass'r... 9:55 am
9:55 a m
1:00 p m Aurora Passenger, Sunday
1:45 p m Aurora Passenger *8:15 a m
5:30 p m* Aurora Passenger *8:55 a m
9:15 pmt Dubuque and Sioux City Ex. ..+7:00 am
10:00 p mt Pacific Night Express $6:45 a m
accommodation.

THREE BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

SELF

BARLOW.

SUMNER

The fact that this work ha< rapidly passed through
Five Larchc Editions is sufficient evidence that the book
possesses meiit It would be difficult for us to speak
too highly of these poems. We have ever since their first
publication constantly endorsed them as one of the very

no Sugar of

Lead, no Litharge, no Nitrate of Silver
is not a health nor hair Destructive.

Arrival and Departure of Trains,

THE (

"Rins out the Old, Ring in the New."

Supernatural, History of the. By Wm. Howitt
3.00 40
2 vols
.
Spirit Works, Real, but not Miraculous. By
Allen Putnam
35 03
20 02
Soul Affinity, A. B. Child
60 03
Satan, ttiography of. By K. Graves
10 02
Sermon from Shakspeai e's Text. Denton
Hatred Gospels of Araba, A. J. Davis, cloth
full gilt
1/0 12
Ornamen al covers
60 10
Spiritualism, as Manifested through the Woman of Endor: a Discourse by A. B. Manly.
10 02
Sunday Not the Sabbath
25 2
2.00 20
Sexual Physiology, by R. T. Trail, M.D
sia, Bilious Diseases, Fevers, and InflamStrange Visitors, Dictated through a Clairvoyant 1.50 20
Spiritual Harp
2.00 26 matory Difficulties, allays Nervous DeAbridged Edition
1.00 14
bility, and by cleansing the biliary organs, it
Spiritual Tracts, by Judge Edmunds
3o 04
REMOVES MOTH PATCHES AND SALLOWNESS PROM THB
Self-Abnegationist; or the true King and Queen,
by H. C. Wright. Paper
50 06
SKIN.
Soul of Things, by Elizabeth and Wm. Denton 1.50 20 It will also remove the effects of poisonous ano
Spirit Mysteries Explained, by A. J. Davis
1.50 20
deleterious substances that have long remained
Supremacy of Reason, by Moses Hull 10 02
Social Evils, by Mrs. M. M. Bang 25 00 in the system. This Remedy contains No Poison
Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism, by Mrs. M.
ous Drugs, IS PURELY VEGETABLE,
M. King
25 00 ,
gentle in its action, and is calculated to find all the offendSongs of Life, by S. W. Tucker 20 02
Spiritual Songs, by S. W. Tucker 15 02 ing elements and diseased places in the system, to looseii
Spirit Life of Theodore Parker, through the Methe bowels, and do a great work without weakening the
diumship of Miss E. Ramsdell 40 02
patient or producing pain or catharsis; while if sufficient
Seven Hour System of Grammar, by Prof. D. P.
Howe 1.00
08
is taken (directions followed) it will cure the most rigid
Paper
5004 constipation.
Science of Evil, by Joel Moody 1.75 20
Spiritual Manifestations, by J. S. Rymer 10 02 WE CHALLENGE THE MEDICAL PACULTY AND THE WORLD
Syntagma 1.00 12
at large to produce a remedy, the combination so simple
System of Nature, or Laws of the moral and
and harmless, and yet so grand and potent, as this given
Physical World, by Baron !>' Holback 2.00 24
Startling Ghost Stories from Authentic Sources
50 04 through Clairvoyance, and which we in the highest confiSelf Contradictions of the Bible. 25 02 dence present to the world, already flooded with reme
Spiritualism a Test of Christianity. D. W. Hull,
10 02
dies, all claiming rare virtues, and many as specifics
Safena or the Mental Constitution, by Arthur
This remedy has been tested over and over, each time
Merton w;
1.00
That Terrible Question. Moses Hull
10 02 proving perfectly successful and giving entire satisfac
Tweity Years on the Wing. J. M. Spear
20 02 tion. We ask the public to give it a fair and impartial
Talk to my Patients by Mrs. C. B. Gleason, M.D. 1.50 16
trial,feeling sure no prejudice can, after testing it, preThe Vestal, by Mrs, M. J. Wilcoxson
25 2
Treatise on the intellectual, moral, and social
vent all from adopting it as a
man, a valuable work by II. Powell
1.25
PAVORITE PAMILY MEDICINE.
True Love; what it is, and what it is not, by A.
Single bottles of medicine, $1.00; or 6 bottles for $5.
B. Davis
502
Tale of a Physician, by A. J. Davis 1.00 16
Maud E. Lord, Physical and Test Medium.
Paper Cover
75 03
All business letters addressed to W, G. Hooker, GenThe Question Settled, by Moses Hull 1,50 16
eral Agent, 251# Park Avenue, Chicago' 111.
The Merits of Jesus Christ and the Merits of
Thomas Paine as a Substitute for Merits in
others; What is the Difference between them?
by H. C. Wright 25 02
The Inner Mystery, an Inspitational Poem, by
OF
Lizzie Doten 3002
The Voices, by Warren Sumner Barlow 1.25 16
Theological and Miscellaneous Writings of

of
or the Conditions and Course of the Lifepp.

*

16
20
16
20

Manual for Children (for Lyceums), by A. J.
70 08
Davis. Cloth
1.00 08
Morocco, gilt
Ify Affinity, and Other Stories, by Lizzie Doten 1.50 20
Mediumship, its Laws and Conditions, with Brief
Instructions for the Formation of Spirit Cir25 02
cles, by J H. Powell
10 2
Moravia, Eleven Days at. T. R. Hazard
15 02
Alan a Trinity, by T. G. Forster
Mesmerism, Spiritualism, Witchcraft, and Mir2
30
by
Allen
Putnam
acle,
Married Women; Biographies of Good Wives,
by L. Maria Child
1.25 16
Modern American Spiritualism—1848-1868, by
3.75 44
Emma Hardinge
2.75 32
do., without the engravings
4.00
40
Brittain
Man and his Relations, by S. B.
Morning Lectures, (Twenty Discourses)by A.
1.50
18
J. Davis
10
Mediums and Mediumship: by T. R. Hazard.
1.50 18
Mental Cure,
Nature's Laws in Human Life: an Exposition
of Spiritualism
1.50 20
New Testament Miracles, and Modem Miracles,
60 04
byJ.H. Fowler .....
Nature's Divine Revelations, by A. .Davis... 3.50 48
1.25 20
Night Side of Nature, by Crowe
Old Theology turned Upside Down, by T. B.
1.25
Taylor, a.m. Cloth
75
Paper
25 04
Ordeal of Life, Dr. J. C. Grinnel, medium
by
Spiritualism
True,
is
Orthodoxy False, since
10 02
Wm. Denton
The Paet and Future of Our Planet, by Wm.
Denton.
1.50 20
75 12
Optimism, the Lesson of Ages
2.00 24
Origin of Species, by Darwin
Origin of Civilization and Primitive Condition
3.00 24
of Man, by Sir J. Lubbock
Origin of Species, with Notes and References,
10 02
by G. F. Kittridge .
.
Philosphy of Special Providences, by A. J.
50 10
Davis. Cloth
30 02
Paper
Phenomena of Modern Spiritualism, Discussion
Fish ai d Dunn 40Oo
Paine's Political Works, 2 vols., of about 500
5.00 1.00
pages each
Philosophical Dictionary of Voltaire. Fifth
American Edition, 876 octavo pages, two steel
plates. Largest and most correct edition in
the English Language. Contains more matter
than the London Edition which sells for $10.. 5.00 60
75(4
Psalms of Life, by J. S. Adams. Paper cover..
1.10 16
Board
1.50 18
Persons and Events, by A. J. Davis
1.50 20
Pre-Adamite Man, by Randolph
Planchette—the Despair of Science, by Epes
1.25 16
Sargent
Penetralia, by A. J. Davis 1.75 24
Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse, by A. J.
60 08
Davis. Paper
1.00 16
Cloth
1.75 24
Principles of Nature, by Mrs. M. M. King
Poems from the Inner Life, by Lizzie Doten... W0 16
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Gilt
Philosophy of Creation, by Thomas Paine,—
60 08
Through Horace Wood, Medium. Cloth
35 04
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Doten,
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Progress.
Poems of
Gilt, 2.00 20
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Holbrook, m.d. 1.00 00
Parturition without Pain.
Pentateuch—Abstract of Colenso
25 2
Progress of Religious Ideas through Successive
Ages, bv L. Maria Child. (3 Vols.) 6.75 72
Physical Man, his Origin and Antiquity, by
1.50 20
Hudson Tuttle
1.50 16
Radical Discourses, by Denton
Ravalette and the Rosicrucian's Story; 2 Vols.
1.50 20
in one. P.B.Randolph
Radical Rhymes. Wm. Denton, 1.25 12
Real Life in Spirit Land, given Inspirationally,
1.00 18
by Mrs. Maria M. King
Rules for Forming Spiritual Circles, by Emma

Hedged In, by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, author
1-50 16
of Gates Ajar •••••••
History of the Intellectual Development of
5.00 60
Europe, by J. W. Draper, M.D., L.L.D
Human Physiology, Statistical and Dynamical.
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1.75 24
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Mesmerist.—the Illustrated Practical
Magic Staff; an Autobiography of A. J. Davis..
Man a Religious Animal, by T. G. Forster—

75 12

Man, by J. W. Draper, M.D., L.L.D. 650
5 00
Cloth
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Tappan,
1.75
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Cora
Hesperia; a Poem.
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How to Paint, Gardner,
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Incidents in My Life, second series,
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Injurious Influences of Schools
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Kingman
Intuition, by Mrs. F.
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Important Truths, a book for every child
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60
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itoran, with explanatory notes, by George Sale.
8 Vo., 670 pp. Best edition yet published 3.00
Koran, with Life of Mohammed, translated by
2 00
George Sale, Gent. 12 mo., 472 pp
25
Law of Marriage, by C. L James
Barrett,
75
Looking Beyond. J. O.
Lyceum Guide, board
1.00
1.25
Cloth
Liie Line of the Lone One, toy Warren Chase.. 1.00
Life of Thomas Paine, with critical and explanatory observationsof big writings, by G. Vale. 1.00
1.75
Life of Jesus, by Renan
ijove and its Hidden History, by P. B. Randolph 1.50
Lyric of the Golden Age, by T. L. Harris 2.00
Legalized Prostitution, or Marriage as it is and
1.00
*s it should be, by C. S. Woodruff, M.D
otters to Elder Miles Grant, by Rev. Moses
25
Hull
Living Present—Dead Past, by H. C. Wright.
Paper
50
75
Cloth
Lessons for Children About Themselves. By
60
A. E. Newton. Cloth,
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50
25
Life of Wm. Denton, by J. H. Powell
10
Moravia, Eleven Dajs at By T. R. Hazard
10
Man's True Sa»iors. Denton

Commons.

4.—Sludge, the Medium.—Mr. Robert Browing.—Fancy
Portraits.
5.—Nice, America, Russia.—The Double Seances in
London.
6.—Lecture.—Notice in "Star."—Falsehoods in "All
the Year Round."
of
7.—Spiritual Athenaeum.—Identity.—Guardians
Strength.—Spirit Mesmerism.
8.—New Manifestations.—Elongation.—Voices.—Per
fumes.
9.—Elongation and Compression.—Handling of Fire.
Chancery Suit.—Mrs. Lyon's Afiadavit in support of
the Bill.
My Answer to the Suit.
Mr. W. M. Wilkinson's Answer to the Suit.
Price $1.50, postage 20 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the ReligioPhilosophical

Publishing House, Adams Street and

Fifth Ave., Chicago.
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*5:50 pm
11:00 am* Downer's Grove
6:15pm* Downer's Grove
*7:15 am
Sundays.
M<
ndays.
Saturdays.
*Ex.
+Kx.
JEx.
CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN.
Ticket office, 31 West Madison street.
CALIFORNIA

LINE.

Depot, corner of Wells and Kinzie streets.
Leave. Arrive.
9:30 am* Pacific Express *3:45 pm
4:00 p m* Sterling Accommodation *11:00 a m
5:15 p m* St. Charles and Elgin Acc'n... *8:45 a m
10:30 p mt Omaha Night Mail.
t6:30 a m
PREEPORT LINE.

Depot, corner Wells and Kinzie streets.

Leave. Arrive.

9:15 a m* Freeport and Dubuque Passv *2:( 0 p m
5:30 p m* Junction Passenger
*8:15 a m
Junction Passenger. *6:45 pm
12:00 m* Maywood Passenger *1:45 p m
4:15 p m* Rockford Passenger *10:45 a m
6:10 pm* Lombard Accommodation *6:50 am
9:15 p m* Ereeport and Dubuque Pass.. 7:00 a m
A Sunday passenger train will leave Junction at 8:45
a m, arriving at Chicago at 10:15 a m. Returning, will
leave Chicago at 1:15
MILWAUKEE

DIVISION.

Depot, corner of Canal and Kinzie streets.

8:00 am* MilwaukeeMail *10:10am

9:45 am* Day Express
11:45 a m* Evanston Passenger
1:00 p m Highland Park Acc'n
4:10 pm* Kenosha Acc'n
5:00 p m* Afternoon Express
5:30 p m* Evan ston Passenger
6:20 p m* Waukegan Passenger
6:20 p m* Highland Park Passenger
11:00 pm Milwaukee Night Pass'r
WISCONSIN

*4:00 pm
*1:55 p m
3:40 p m
*9:00 am
*7:40 p m
*8:25 a m
*7:55 a m
*7:55 a m
6:30 am

DIVISION.

Depot, corner Canal and Kinzie streets.
9:00 a m* Barringer Passenger * *5:10 p m
10:00 a m* St. Paul & Green Bay Ex *7:15 p m
3:30 pm* Janesville and Beloit Pass.. .*11:30 a m
9:00 p m* St, Paul & Green Bay Ex *5:20 a m
4:45 p m* Woodstock Accommodation.. *10;20 a m
6:15 p mt Barrington Accommodation... *7:45 a m
tEx. Saturdays. *Ex. Sundays. JEx. Mondays.
M. HUGHITT, H. P. STANWOOd,
Superintendent. Gen'l Ticket Agent.
Office, 140 North Union street.
CHICAGO & ALTON.
Chicago, Alton and St. Louis Through Line and Louisiana, Mo., New Short Route from Chicago to Kansas
City.
Depot and Ticket Office—Canal street, near Madison.
Leave. Arrive.
9:15 a m* (St. Louis and Springfield ) *8:10 p m
( Ex. via Mb in Line ("
Kansas City Fast Ex., via)
9:15 a m*
•< Jacksonville, 111., and > *8:10 p m
( Louisiana, Mo )
Wenona, Lacon & Wash-)
4:10 pm* -s ington Ex. (W estern Di- V *8:10 p m
( vision) )
4:10 p m* Joliet and Dwight Acc'n *9:40 a m
•

;

[St. Louis and Springfield]

9:00 p mt {

I

I

Lightning Ex., Le and k
Ar.via Main Line, daily, jand via JacksonvilleDi- I

B7:30 a m

{ vision. Let Art j

l Kansas City Ex.,via Jack-)
9:00 p mt sonville, 111., and Louis§7:30 a m
( iana, Mo j
9'OOpmt Jefferson City Express.. j §7:20 am
Q-nn
^ ™*
S Peoria, Keokuk and Bur s
^pm
( lington Express ) *8:10 pm
*Ex. Sundays. §Ex. Mondays.
tEx. Saturdays.
tDailv via Main Line, and daily, ex Saturday, via Jacksonville, Div. IjDaily, via Main Line, and daily, ex. Monday, via Jacksonville Div.
J. C. McMullen, James Charlton,
Superintendent. Passenger Agfc,
Office, 2 & 4 West Van Buren street.
MICHIGAN CENTRAL & GREAT WESTERN.
Depot, foot of Lake street. Ticket Office, 75 Canal
street, corner Madison.
All trains stop at Twenty-second Street Station.

J-

Leave. Arrive.

5:30 a m* Mail (via Main and Air Line).. *8:45 p m
9:00 am* Day Express *8:00 pm
3:35 pm Jackson Acc'n (daily). 10:20 am
5:15 pm Atlantic Express (daily)
8:00 am
9:00 p m*t Night Express *t6:30 a m
POR INDIANAPOLIS,VIA PERU ROAD.

5:30 am* Mail
9:30 p mt Night Express
POR MUSKEGAN

AND GRAND

*8:45 p m
t6:30 a m

RAPIDS.

9:00am* Mail *8:00pm
8:30 p mt Night Express
*6:00 a m
3:35 p m* St. Joe Accommodation *10:20 a m
tEx. Saturdays. *Ex. Sundays. tEx. Mondays.
Henry C. Wentworth, H.G. Sargent,
Passenger Agt., Superintendent,
Office, 75 Canal street.
Office, 769 Wabash ave.

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC.
Depot, corner Harrison and Sherman streets.
Office, 33 West Madison street.

Ticket

Leave. Arrive.

10:00
5:00
10:00
10:00

a m* Omaha and Leavenworth Ex.. 4:00 a m
p m* Peru Accommodation *9:30 p m
pmt Night Express
t^:00am
p mt Leavenworth Express t? :0C a m
BLUE ISLAND AND WASHINGTONHEIGHTS.

6:30 am Accommodation 8:45 am

8:50 am*
do
1:25 pm
4:15 pm*
do
6:30 pm
6:15 pm*
do
6:45 am
tEx. Saturdays. *Ex. Sundays. tEx. Mondays.
Hugh Riddle, A.M. Smith,
Superintendent. Passenger Agt.
Offices, corner Polk and Sherman streets.

CHICAGO, DANVILLE & VINCENNES.

Depot, corner Canal and Kinzie streets. Out-Freight
Office, corner Ada and Kinzie streets. In-Freight Office
at P., C. & St, L. Depot, corner Halsted and Carroll

streets.

Leave. Arrive,

7:40 a m Evansville & Terre Haute Ex. 3:20 p m
7:00 p m
j Cincinnati .Indianapolis & i 11:55 a m
( Lafayette Ex. via St. Anne )
T. J. Charlesworth, C. B. Manspield,
Superintendent. Passenger Agt.
Office, 295 West Randolph street.
PITTSBURGH, FORT WAYNE & CHICAGO.
Depot, Canal street, near Madison. Ticket Office, 53

West Madison street.

THE DEBATABLE LAND

Leave. Arrive.

9:00 am* Day Express
5:15 pm Pacific Express

t7:30pm
6:30 am

9:00 pmt Fast Line

BETWEEN

t8:00am

THIS WORLD AND THE NEXT

*6:10pm
4:55am* Mail
3:45 p m* Valparaiso Accommodation... *8:50 a m
tEx. Saturdays. *Ex. Sundays. tEx. Mondays.

WITH ILLUSTRATIVE NARRATIONS

Passenger Agt.
Office, 43 West Madison street
PITTSBURG, CINCINNATI & ST. LOUIS.
Depot, corner Canal and Kinzie streets. Ticket Office,
43 West Madison street.

BY ROBERT DALE OWEN
on the Boundary of Another World,
Author of Foot-falls
" Beyond
the Breakers," etc.
:0:
CONTENTS:
Prefatory address to the Protestant cl rgy.

Touching Communication of Religious Knowledge to Man.
Book II Some Characteristics of the Phe-

Book I

nomena.
Book
Book
Book
Book

III
IV
V
VI

Physical Manifestations.
Identity of Spirits.
The Crowning Proof of Immortality.
The Spiritual Gifts of the first Century appearing in our times.

:0:
The world-wide reputation of the author as a Statesman, Diplomatist, and writer, his earnest and varied life
in connection with the rise of the manufacturing interest
in England, the Socialistic Movement in this country,
the political affairs of thirty years ago, the career of a
Diplomatist at the Neapolitan court but last and greatest
of all the Growth of Modern Spirit cjalism affords an
absolute guarantee that any work from his pen must be of
the highest order and absorbing interest. The large sale
and extended interest manifested in all quarters upon the
publication of Debatable Land is sufficient evidence of
the authors reputation and its continually increasing sale
proves it to be a work of great ability and one eagerly
demanded by the public and meeting the highest exMr. Owens "Foot-falls" has reached a
pectations.
sale of over Twenty Thousand copies and is still selling
well. Debatable Land bids fair to exceed it in popularity. It is a large handsome twelve mo book of Five
Hundred and Forty-two

pages handsomely bound.

Price $2 00. Postage free.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House Adams street & 5th Avenue.
Chicago.

W. C. Cleland,

Leave. Arrive.

8:00 a mt Cincinnati Express
t6:10 am
8:00 a m* Ind., Cin. and Louisville Ex... t6:10 a m
8:00 p m* Columbus and Eastern Ex
8:25 a m
4:45 p mt Ind., Cin. and Louisville Ex... t9:20 am
8:00 pmt Logansport Accommodation t9:20pm
5:30pm* Lansing Accommodation *7:50am
*Ex. Sundays. tEx. Saturdays and Mondays.
Mondays. W. C. Cleland.tEx.
Passenger Agt.

Office, 43 West Madisonstreet.
LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN.
Depot, corner Harrison and Sherman streets. Ticket
Office, corner Canal and Madison streets.
Leave. • _ Arrive.
6:40 a m* Mail
*9:20 p'm
9:00 a m* Special New York Express!.! *8-00 p m
5:15 pm Atlantic Express (daily)
8:00 am
9:00 p m*t Night Express *t6:30 a m

3:40 p m Elkhart Accommodation 10:10 a m
ILLINOIS CENTRAL.
Ticket
75 Canal
street, corner of Madison Depots,
footOffice,
of Lake
street, and foot of Twenty second
street.
Leave."
" Arrivft
7:30 a m* St. Louis Express
*9-00 n'm
^

8:15 pmt St. Louis Fast Line
*7-55
7:30am* Cairo Mail ;;;* g-oopm
8:15 pmt Cairo Express *7-55 am
7:20 a m* Springfield Express ] *9 :'oo p m
8:15 p mt SpringfieldExpress
7'55 a m
9:15 am* tD^buque and Sioux City Ex *7:00 am
5:15 p m* SGillman Passenger
*9:00 a m
6:10 am* Hyde Park and Oak Wood... *6:48 am
*'

7:10am*
9:00 am*

12:10pm*

pm;
^00
.4:15 p m*

5:15pm*
0:10p m*
11:00
pm*
Sundays

0

*7:45am
... *8:40 am

do
do
do do

excepted.

... *9:00aS

30aS
......*I0
... *5;S0nm
.g-SSS
... n-fsKm
tSatnrdaye excepted. IDaiiv

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

P, Johnson, Gen'l
' W.A. Thrall, Asst.W.Gen.
Pass. Agent,
~

^

...

do do
do do
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fls" REL1GIO-PHILOSOPHICAL

had been bitten by a terrier and the dog killed.
The man, when rabies ensued, would go to a

up his account he kicks his dish over. Read

imitating the actions of the dog.

porter is evidently honest, and yet in closing
his communication,

"In its broadest sense we

are Spiritualists. We believe in immortality
and the communion of the saints." Rev. J. M.
Peebles, the gentle Wilson, Emma Hardinge,
and hundreds of thousands of others are in
advance of this observer man. We not only
believe, but we know that good and evil men
and women hold communion with, and influence, men and women to do both good and
evil.

Now, what the Observer

and Reporter

believes, we know to be true; hence we are
his authority. We, the gentle Wilson, are
not Spiritualists in the broadest sense of the
term, for we do not endorse the Woodhull and
Claflin's proposition, as rendered by Mrs.
Woodhuil's letter in the Index. We do not
accept the platform laid down by the Oneida

community, as defined in their organ. We do

not accept the facts or teachings laid down in

the New Testament in the broadest sense of
term. We believe that public opinion and the
Inn-keepers, in the City of David were justified
in refusing to entertain Joseph and Mary, as
laid down in Luke, 2d. Joseph, Mary, Jesus
and the apostles were Spiritualists in the
broadest sense of the term. We find Joseph
and Mary traveling together up from Galilee

out of the City of Nazareth into Judea, unto
the City of David to be taxed with Miry, his
espoused wife being great with child. In
Matthew, I read:
"Now the birth of Jesus Christ was on this
wise: When his mother, Mary, was espoused
to Joseph, before they came together, she was
found with Child of the Holy Ghost (?) (Math.
1:18) We understand the word espoused to
mean, 1st: An agreement to marry; 3ud: Contract to marry; 3rd: To espouse the cause of
some one person, principle, as Joseph
espoused the cause of Mary, and for this reason Joseph and Miry were refused entertainment in the Inn when they were traveling
together from Galilee to the City of David,
jast as Mrs. Woodhull claims in the Index
which she has a right to do.
We, the gentle Wilson and Firmer Mary
are Spiritualistsin the strictest sense of the
term. We believe in God, and we believe
each other.. We believe in humanity, and
know that each and every human being is im-

mortal, and that the immortal is of necessity
the child of the mortal. We believe in doing
right and not wrong.
We lectured six times in Lexington, Ky.,
giving many tests, and nine out of every ten
were tully identified.
"Our readers may dr aw their own conclusion
from our statements."
SPIRITUALISM.
[From the Observer and Reporter, Lexin^tor, Ky.]

We went to the Library Hall on Thursday
night to listen to the first lecture of a course of
six to be delivered by Mr. Wilson, of Illinois.
Owing, no doub'., to the inclemency of the
evening, and to the fact that many of our

people h id gone to see McKee Rankin in Rip
Van Winkle, the audience was quite small,
to our uninitiated eye seemed composed mostly
of Spiritualists.
HIS PERSONBLLBS.

Mr. E. V. Wilson, the lecturer, is a man of
rather commandingappearance, a little above
the

medium

height,

with unusually broad

shoulders, fine physique, long grey hair and
beard, form rather inclined to fleshiness, head
well formed, perceptive faculties Well developed with rather a deficiency in the reflective

hole where the terrier had been in the habit of

watching for rats, and lie on his face for hours,

So, too, said the lecturer, there are certain
chemicals going to make up the constitution
of saurians. When these same elements are
obtained by distillationfrom other substances,
and the human exposed to their effects he sees
in his delirium
SNAKES ANQ LIZARDS

If any of the audience doubted this they

could very easily try the experiment for themselves, by distilling certain lichens which gave
a more powerful spirit than grain, and expos-

SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATION",

which'he himself had witnessed, and announced that he would proceed to illustrate

his

subject by experiment. The degree to which
One man may be influenced by the mind of
another pr jected into him depends, said he,

upon the conditions of the subject's pores. If
the skin acts well and the pcres are open, it is
an easy matter to influence another, and upon
this fact rests the explanation of all the phe-

nomena connected with experimentalreligion.
''I can go through this community," said he,
"pick out from every hundred men the eighty
most likely to be converted at the next revival."
He proceeded to wet his hand with water

and touched several pirsons in the audience.

Then, going back to the stand, he told the
general character of the persons touched, and
gave, with great minuteness as to date, certain
incidents of their lives. His deductions as to
character were generally acknowledged to be
true. His statement of facts was in some cases
also admitted to be true by the subjects, in
other cases all knowledge of such facts was
disclaimed by them.
He spoke quite freely

spirits

their dress, or countenances, and telling when

they had died, whether in childhood, or at mature age.
Here, again, he was in some instances correct, in others mistaken. We were compelled
to leave before he had concluded his illustra-

tions, and he may have been more fortunate
toward the latter part of the lecture.

We can only state what we ourselves saw,
and have done so as clearly, concisely and
justly as we could. In its broadest sense we
are Spiritualists, we believe in immortality,
and the communion of the saints; but having

never been able to trace in the phenomena of
"Spiritualism" so called, any possible connec-

tion with spirits, and believing

that its doc-

trines tend to unsettle the minds and shake
the faith of Christian people without offering
to their converts any adequate compensation
for the religious peace which they have for-

feited, we have opposed and do still oppose
all such doctrines and practices.
Our readers may drawtheir own conclusions
from our statements.
day! Agents wanted! All classes of working peo^>^0 per
pie, of either sex, young or old, make more money at

work for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than at anything
else. Particulars free. Address G. Stlnson & Co., Portland, Maine.

A A AGENTS

jU U U free by mallj with terms to clear from $5
of his whole discourse was lost on the audience. 5(1
to $10 per day. Two entirely new articles, saleable as
flower. Address N. H. White, Newark,N. J. [13o*23t4]
al and graceful, evincing thorough self-posWANTED.—SAMPLES

SENT

His manners on the rostrum were easy, natur-

HIS LECTURE

was divided into two parts. The first treated
of the ' Spiritual man of the Bible" who began
with Adam in nonentity, or death, and progressed to a condition of physical life. In
Abel this progression was continued through a
physical death or dissolution into a spiritual
life.
"The voice of thy brother's blood cries unto
me from the ground," said the speaker, clearly
proving that Abel made known his condition
and circumstances of his death to God. The
blood was the life and the voice of that blood
or spirit cried unto God.
So in First Revelations, John being psychologized fell at the feet of Christ, who "was
dead and now lived, and would continue to
live forevermore. Christ reversed the psychological condition just as modern mesmerists do by laying on his right hand, and John
came back at once to a condition of physical
life.
The deduction was that Spiritualists were
necessarily Unitarians, who believed Christ to
have received power from God;- to be, not
God himself, but merely man, differing from
other men only in that he possessed the mediumistic gifts in a greater variety and more
perfect degree of develpoment than any
other.
After commenting on the spiritual gifts
alluded to by Paul, and finding them identical

with those possessed by modern Spiritualists,

L

Mr. Wilson took up the case of Saul in the
Old Testament, and showed that when Saul
went in search of his father's asses he consulted a medium who was no other than Samuel,
and was by him informed where to find
them.
The circumstances attending this interview
proved that the seer of ancient times was
identical with the prophet of the time of
Samuel; that these prophets, or fortune-tellers,
were not ashamed to recover stolen prope: t/,
and to receive pay for their services, and that
there were among them some who were unreliable and gave false reports. *
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Babcoct: Self-Acting Fire Engine,
FOR CITY, TOWN AND VILLAGE USE.

DRUNKENNESS and OPIUJW HABIT !
C. C Beers, M. D., 345 Fourth Ave., New York, has
permanent and painless remedies, given him through
spirit aid. T<n years successful experience. Cure
guarranteed. Send stamp for evidence. [vl3n23]

PROGRESSIVE

Harmonial Community

Chartered Nov. 25th, 1872. Founded on the principles of
the Harmonial Philosophy. Address G. W. GORE, Box
42, Lamoille, Marshal Co., Iowa. vl3nl6ml2
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GIVEN AWAY—The aDove Original! M andelegant
Cromo—Size, 9 by 12 indies, worth $10, to every purchaser of Dr. Foote's wonderful
''PLAIN
No competition—the most taking CombinaHOME TALK.'
tion ever offered. Agents are meeting with unparalleled success.
Books and Cromos ready anft delivered together. Send $2.00
for Prospectus and Cromo framed—a complete outfit, Send
early to secure territory. Full table of Contents and Terms

work.^BI^

sent on application. Address The UNION PUBLISHINGCO.,
Chicago.

Jefferson Mills,
Payton Spence:

It is more effective than the Steam Fire Engine, because it is instantaneously ready and throws a powerful
stream of carbonic acid, gas and water for any length of
time.
It is the Best and cheapest Fire Engine in the world,
and comes within the financial abilities of every place.
It does not require an expensive system of water
works, and is never out of repair. Send for "their

Record."

Vl3n21m6

TREES!

F. W. FARWELL, Sec'y.
78 Market St., Chicago.

TREES! TREES!!

N. H., March%

21, 1872:—Prof.

Dear Sir—YOUR POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS are creating a great excitement here. It can truly be said, in my own person, that
the Blind «ee, the Lame walk, and the Leper is cleansed.
I had the Leprosy for thirty years in my legs, arms,
head, and nearly all over my body. After taking your
Positive Powders about four days I shoved up my sleeve
to see how my arm looked, and to mv utter astonishment
the scabs would cleave off easily and leave all smooth;
and now my head and body are clean. The Catarrli
in my head is arrested. They cured my lnngs. that were
tied up with Phlegm and Cough. The Rheumatism in my muscles commenced many years ago, and
by degrees extended all over me, so that I could not
raise my right arm to my head, or put on my vest. I ca n
now hold it in any position. My legs I could only
with difficulty get off anyway. I now travel
quite easily. By overdoing last fall, 1 brought on a
Pain about the Heart, and it would beat a few
beats and then stop and start again. I could not lie on
it at all. The powders have set it all right. Several years

ago, from overstraining one eye and a blow on the other,
I became Klind, so that I could n^t know a person
in the same room. Now I can read the large words in
your Circular; yet I took only two Boxes of Negatives.
On Thursday I called on Mr. Bowles, who had been sick
about two years; and his wife was sick from faking calomel. Her limbs were swelled to
her body. She could not do anything or go about
the house. I could not prevail on him to uee the Powders. On my way there I met Mr Woodward, who is
acquainted with the Powders, having used them and
seen their good effect. I let him have a Box. He went
to Mr. Bowles's that night, a^ d after much persuasion
got Mrs. Bowles to take one of the Powders. Last right
my neighbor came in and said he had good news for me
—namely, that he was at Mr. Bowles's in the morning, and
saw Mrs Bowles out on the p'azza at work. He was
greatly surprised, and on inquiry she eaid the took one
of Spence's Positive Powders the night before; it eased ail her pain, and she slept like a pig.
He said he never saw two per eons so elated in his life.
Please send me Six Dozen more Boxes.
Yours truly,
A. H. KNIGHT.

:x:
Some eight years since, traveling in cold regions witnessing the great want and desire for fruit, and the expense and disappointment in trying to raise the common
app e, and believing Providence had made ample provision, and that varieties of fruit could be found adapted to such localities, and no-icing the crab apple flourished and fruited in til hections and conditions we saw it
only necessary to get valuable varieties of fruit of that
species of tree to obtain the desired object. And after
much effort we have obtained several varieties of great
beauty ai.d excellence, much preferred to the apple for
sauce, pies, cocking, drying and cider, and some valuable
to eat from the hand, and one sweet, superior for baking.
None need pairing for drying or cooking in any
shape.

of certain

which he saw standing by various persons and
described the spirits in general terms, sometimes, however, noting marked peculiarities in

ones, deep set grey eyes, straight Grecian nose,

session and considerablepractice.
He is evidently a man of plain, honest parentage, with nothing aristocratic about him,
or his ancestors, possessed of a common school
education, gifted with an Inquiring investigating minu tending to become enthusiastic
upon theories, although somewhat skeptical as
to facts.
Had he attained, manhood twenty years
sooner than he did, he would have become a
Deist of the Tom Paine school, and would
have found his highest enjoyment in puzzling
minisle.s with paradoxical arguments from
the Age of Reason, or Volney's Ruins.

O

ing themselves to the influence of that
spirit.
The conclusion was that if animals, lizards,
snakes and dogs could project themselves into
the human nature, and perpetuate their traits
by merely mingling the constituents of their
blood with human blood, could it be possible
that man, the incarnate idea of eternity,
should be denied a similar privilege of perpetuating himself in a future state!
The lecturer then narrated certain remarkable

and mouth rather large.

As a speaker he is plain, forcible and candid,
using strong, vigorous Saxon, and carefully
enunciatingeach syllable, so that not a word

c

CO.'S

We give our readers, this week, the views
of a ill >roughly conversative paper of our lectures in Lexington, Ky. The writer or re-

the

where it is introduced.

developed characteristics, not only of the
species to which the dog belonged, but also of
the peculiar traits of the very dog which bit
them. One instance given, was where a man

B

INSURANCE

by dogs, rabies followed, in which the men

had been observed, where men had been bitten

them daily. They are Safe and Simple,

the

Our Lectures in Lexington, Ky.

He said that in a number of instances which

Cities of the Union use

plain tatk," stating just what you mean and want, and
always date your letters.

A

~R

AN ANIMAL SPIRIT.

DEPARTMENTS in

Elaces,

"

what he termed

$10,000,000.00

WORTH OP PROPERTY SAVED PROM THE FLAMES.

FIRE

Notice to Correspondents. — Give name of town,
county and State where you are when you write. Direct
all letters to E. V. Wilson, Lombard, DuPage County,
Never direct letters to us in different country
Illinois.
when we are speaking under short engagements, un:ss we so direct. Write short letters, and to the point, in

giving spirit, and referred to Josephus as his
authority.
The second part of his lecture referred to

THE GOVERNMENT has adopted

ture of ht r wealth, her charity and mild, forV. WILSON.
E.

BY

it. Forty- six R AILROADS use them.

that the church in its teachings had done her

great injustice. He gave a very glowing pic-

1

"ABSOLUTELY THE BEST PROTECTION
AGAINST FIRE.
Over 1200 actual fires put out with it.
more THAN

and a powerful protection.

THE WOMAN OF ENDOR

was also alluded to, and the speaker thought

principal

II

JOURNAL.

Every Cromo completely mounted.

Not only is the crab a great acquisition to cold climates,
but New England and the older States where the apple
is fast failing, may find them equally valuable both for
fruit and stocks. But we do not reccommend for stocks
the slow, growing, common Liberian. We have some
varieties, much moie 'vigorous growers than the apple,
being as lar . e at five years as the apple at nine or ten.
They generally fruit the second year, and numbers to
whom we have sold in lots have gathered a barrel each,
from trees only five years planted, which sold in Boston,

at ten dollars a barrel, giving them $7,50each tree,

nett. Mr. L. D. Herrick, of Randolpi, Vt.. under date
of Nov. 19th, 1872, says in referen eto the froit of crab
trees purchased of us, and planted three years last
Spring: '*1 gathered last Fall from the 280 trees
43 barrels. 29 1 sent to Boston, which jold for $172, besides one barrel Hyslop (being too ripe) sold for only $12.
From the remainder I made five barrels of cider. If I
had had then the experience in shipping fruit I now have,
I would have received from one third to one half more
than I did "
The following is from one of oir most respected
cit'zens, a large and successful fruit grower:
E. Sharp & Son: You inquire how I succeeded with
the crab trees I bought of you four years ago. They
came into bearing the second year, and last Fall I sold
over 40 dollars worth of fruit.
LaSalle, Niagara Co , N. Y., M*y, 2nd, 1872. A. M.
Cbesbrough. His experience induced him to purchase of
us last Spring 500 more of the same kind.
We sent our fruit to Boston last Fall. One variety
we sold at $16.6tt and tLe other at $10 a barrel.
Value as stocks—The Wisconsin Horticultural Society
strongly reccommended them as stocks for the apple. A
correspondent of the Country Gentlemen writing from
Farmington, Maine, states the following:
"It is claimed for this method that the trees are hardier,
more vigorous and come into bearing the second year. I,
myself, last autumn, visited an orchard of 400 trees thus
treated nine years old, which yielded the pa*t season 220
barrels of very fine fruic.
A gentleman from Pennsylvania, stated to us lately,
that his father planted a crab orchard and some years
past grafted it entire to choice kinds of apples, that it
commenced bearing the second year, and although o her
orchards in the vicinity had failed of fruiting, that had
b rne abundantly every year, and had made a vigorous
growth and was now the most valuable orchard in that
part. And should New England and other parts where
the apple is failing, resort to the crab (which is the
of the apple) for stocks, they mignt probably

OMAHA LOTTERY!
To erect the Nebraska State Orphan Asylum, to be
drawn in Public, March 31st 1873. TiCKETS $1. EACH,
or SIX for $5. Tickets sent by Express 0. O. D., if
desired. 1 Cash Prize, $75 000; 1 Cash Prize, $25,OOO; 1 Cash Prize. $ I 5,000; For balance vf
Prizes send for Circular. Endorsed by his exceilency
Gov. W. H. James, and the beet business men of the
State. Agents Wanted. Address J. M. PATTEE,
Omaha, Nebraska.
vl3n24t4

Mrs. Maria M. King's Works.
THE PRINCIPLES OF NATURE, as discovered in the
Development and structure of the Universe ; the Solar
System, laws and methods of its Development; Earth.
History of its Development; Exposition of theSpiritual
Universe. Price, $1.75 ; postage, 24 cents.
REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND.
Being Life Experience, Scenes, Incidents, and Conditions, Illustrative
of Spirit-Life, and the Principles of the Spiritual Philosophy. Price $1.00 ; postage 16 cents.
SOCIAL EVILS : Their Causes and Curb. Being a
brief Discussion of the Social Status, with reference to
Methods of Reform. Price 25 cents ; postage free.

THE SPIRITUAL PHILOSOPHY VS. DIABOLISM. In

two Lectures. Price 25 cents ; postage free.
WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM ? and SHALL SPIRITUALISTS have a creed ? In two Lectures. Price 25 cent»;
postage free.
GOD THE FATHER, AND MAN THE IMAGE OF GOD.
In two Lectures. Price 25 cents; postage free.

fcHE BROTHERHOODOF MAN, and what follows from

it. In two Lectures. Price 25 cents; postage freet
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosopliicfal Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

myself.

Matilda.—A.nnaf what rnahes you look so
plump and nice ?
Anna.— You nasty, shinny thing ! go and
take Spence9s Positive Powders, as I did,
and you will soon look just as plump and
nice.

THE DOCTORS

LOSS OF FLESH:

GIYE IN THEIR

Overwhelming Testimony.

How To Eegain It.

Earent
ave fruit as abundantas in years past.

The following are letters and extracts from letters
addressed to Prof. Payton Spence, M. D.:
In the course of a large experience with the Positive
and Negative Powders, I have found them almost;
infallible in all acutc diseases, particularly
Fevers of all kinds, such as the Bilious
Inflammatory, Typhoid, Congestion of
the Lungs, Scarlet Fever, &c. I have
also found them infallible in B »wel Complaints and Nervous Headache. I
have also proved ihe Ointment recommended to be
made of the Positiv e Powders (accor ling to Rule the
tenth) to be magical in its effects on all kinds of Sores
and Erysipelas.

WE HAVE FOR SALE A GENERALASSORTMENTOF
NURSERY STOCK, AND OVER A MILLION

now of Amesbury, Mass.

The above engraving illustrates the difference, in beauty
and attractiveness, between a lean, emaciated person,
and a person whose form is round, plump, and well de
veloped. We instinctively shrkk from a man or a
woman, but more especially from a woman, who is lean,
emaciated, bonv, skinny, hungry looking. Of course,
there are many degrees of emaciation. But anv degree
of emaciation or loss of flesh which lessens the elasticity
and roundness of the form, and diminishes the mellowness of the cheek, just to th»»t extent detracts from the
beauty and attractiveness of the person. It behooves
every one, therefore, and particularly every female Who
is losing flesh, or has lost flesh, if they have any concern
for the impression which they make upon others, to resort
to all known means to restore their lobt beauty of form
and fare. It is equally important to remember that loss
of flesh, or emaciation, is generally an accompaniment
and an indication of failing healrh from some obvious,
or from s me secret, lurking disease which, unless cured

TREES

OF

APPLE AND CRABS OF DIFFER-

ENT VARIETIES, ADAPTED TO ALL LOCALITIES, FROM ONE TO FIVE
YEARS GROWTH.
The senior partner having seen over eighty years of
acti\ e life, it is intended soon to close our business, and
we shall sell at very reasonable prices. Should individuals or neighors join and order 300 or more, they will be
furnished much below the retail prices. They can be
boxed and tent to any railroai depot ordered.
E. SHARP & SON.
Lockpcrt, N. Y., Jan. 15th, 1873.
vl3n20t8

Physiology and Hygiene of Marriage.
The Herald of Health for February contains a
scientific paper of remarkable value on the above subject. It is translated from the French of Debuy and
should be read by every person married and single. The
January number contains a most excellent essay on the

DR. M. E. JE'VKS, formerly of North Adams,

I have cured the following cases and many others too
numerous to mention, with your Positive and Negative
Powders. A young lady of St. Vitus' Dante, of
near 6 years standing. A lady of General Prostration of the nervous system. A lady of Chronic
Diphtheria. A boy of Hcarlet fever.
A woman of Cholera Morbus
A woman
who had the Fever and. A g\ie all Spring and
Summer. A man of DdiriumTrtmens.
A woman of Spasms of the stomach for six years.

DR. J• M. DAVIS, Winona, Minn.
Your Positive and Negative Powders are truly an invaluable medicine, and one of the greatest
blessings to humanity. Within the last year
I have had Ave patients who would have gone to their
long home if I had not given your Powders.

BR. T, BOND, Pennjleld, Pa.

Enclosed I send yon $15.00 for more of your Positive
aud Negative Powders. They are ihe best medicine I ever used In all oases of Female
Abortion, and
Child-birth, and there is no family but what ought
to have them. &

5V.1?Th/i?atened

CONDUCT OF LIFE,
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$75,000 It* CASH FOR $1.

Allopathy.—T throw Physic to the dogs.
Those Positive and Negative Powders have
hilled the business. Away go these old-fashioned drugs and medicines into the street.
I am convinced. From this day forth, 1
shall use the Positive and Negative Powders

written by that old heathen philosopher Isocrates, 2,300
years ago. Each number contains over 50 pages and is
full of most valuable matter. The Scientific American
says, "The Herald of Health contains more sensible
articles than any monthly that comes to our sanUum."
We will send either of the above numbers for 15 cents,
or both for 30, or a year for $1.50, or a sample of last year
for nothing.
WOOD & HOLLBROOK,
15 Leight St., New York.
P. S. "The March number will have a paper entitled
DO MOTHERS MARK THEIR CHILDREN?"
And another giving statistics against vaccination.
vl3n22tl3
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What I Know of Insanity."

AN IMPORTANT NEW WORE
ON

MENTAL DISORDERS.

DISEASES
OF THE

BRAIN AND NERVES,
Developing the Origin and Philosophy of

MANIA, INSANITY, AND CRIME,
With full directions and prescriptions for theis

treatment and cure

By Andrew Jackson Davis, authoi of Twenty volume £
On the HARNONIAL PHILOSOPHY, etc.

Price $1.50; postage 20 cents.
Address Religio-Philosophical
Fourth Avenue, Chicago.

Publishing Hcwise, 151

DR. J. C. HOWES, Volney, Iowa.
I can not do without your Positive and Negative Powders on any consideration for myself and for

TP?rtic"larly for

Accouchement
(Oniia-Dirtn). T have had one very
severe case of
I/nreatened Abortion
(Miscarriage), wri
^5.ef„Po8ltlvi

Powders

a

^wde™
Fever,

arreted; also two cases of

One box of your Potitive Powder? cured David Willington
pain mP.his stomach of 8 years' standingof aMrs.E.
Claflin was cured by the Negative
Powders of Numbness rr Palsy, of IS years' duration
Ihe Powders enred Mrs. H Cla^in of
Neuralii-ia.
a.lady of Palnfltl MenstruUP aa Pa8t cure. In cases of
P w^ln. elVl'n
1 (Child-birth), I consider ihem of

CT

Jre^valiic1'

»R. JULIA WH11AMS, Practical Midwife, East Braintree, Vt.
affllcted with Rheumatism
Disee »e for three years during

Whirh Hmf i
fr^o
„ iave
be?n your
able to labora J0,',
alf
Positive
i

Powders do by a natural procees, namely, by putting

every organ of the body into healthy action, especially
the Stomach tbe Liver and the Lungs v hich are always

at fault in all cases of emaciation. Hundredsof
patients have assured me tbat by the use of tbe
positive Powders they
e gained 10, 20, 30 and 40
pounds of flesh; and in oneca*e, a lady weighi ng

90 pounds in a few weeks weighed 14s

pounds. &

The POSITIVES cure Neuralgia, Headache,
Rheumatism, Pains of all kinds; Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
Vomiting. Dyspepsia, Flatulence, Worms; all Female Weaknessesand Derangements; Fits Cramps,
St. Vitus' Dance, Spasms; all high grades of Fever,
Small Pox, Measles, Scarlatina, Erysipelas; all Inplam
mations, acute or chronic, of the Kidneys, Liver,
Lungs, Womb, Bladder, or any other organ of the
body; Catarrh, Consumption, Bronchitis. Coughs,
Colds. Scrofula, Nervousness, Asthma, Sleepliss-

ness, etc.

The NEGATIVES cure Paralysis, or Palsy,
whethei of the Muscles or of the senses, as in Blindness,
Deafness,1oss of taste, smell, feeling or motion; all
Low Fevers, such as the Typhoid and the Typhus.
Both the POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE are
needed in Chills and Fever.

which were cured by the

DR. J. CRANE,'Attica, Ind.

anVrri-M'w:

in time, may end in death. Threeorfour Positive Powders a day, continued for a
fewyveeks, will, in ninety-nine cases
in a hundred, restore the I^st flesh
and fill out the emaciated form- This
tne

1 hav« t^eu

Powders. My
Rheumatism is go'e and.of
the Heart Disease muchrelieved.
•

'*"• A. J. COREY, Great Bend, Pa.

I think there is iio medicine in the uorld
like the Positive and Negative Powders.

MRS. BR. GARRISON, Newton, N. J.

equafetf Chills I

consider

them

:x:

^AGENTS ETOrywfcJe. ^
mailed '1 Box, 44 Pos. Powders, $l.OO
POSTPAID j 1 "
44 Neg.
" 1.00
"
"
Pos. l.OO
22
22
&
THESE |
prices
G.OO
t6 Boxes,

1l

:x:
Send money at my risk and expense, by Post,
office Money Order, Registered Letter, Draft
cn New York, or by Express, deducting from the
amount to be sent, 5 cents for each Money, Order, or 15
cents for a Draft, or for Expressage, or for Registration
of a letter.
All Letters and Remittances by Mail, and all Express Packages should be directed as follows:

Ull-

J. P. WAY, M. D., Bement, III.

PROF. PAYTON SPENCE, M.D.,

aEd Negative Powders seem to be
marked action - yet they cure.
ill!.,. somemystery—no
1i have
patients who can't live Witho vlc v n em, as nothing else has ever benefited them.

C. D. R. KIRK, in. D., Fern Springs, Miss.
adapted t0 the female con-

stthtutionCUUary

®R.

HAKES, Cicero, 2V. 7.

•'5" J St. Marks Place,
New York City.
For sale, also by S. S. Jones, Cor. Adams Street
and Fifth Ave., Chicago.
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The Genesis and Evolution of Spirit.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

[We published some time since tlie Introduction to this lecture, the English text of
which is now supplied. It was delivered before a German audience ;at Cleveland, Ohio,
and has been widely published and noticed in
German.—ed. Journal.]
The origin of Matter and Force evade the
grasp of the human

mind.

Consistent phi-

losophy can only rest its sure foundations
on the admission of the co-eternity of the
atom and the forces which emanate ^herefrom.
We have no knowledge of the creation or destruction of the least fragment of matter We
are only acquainted with change.

The wood

or coal burns in the grate and disappears,
leaving a small residuum of ashes. Has the fire
destroyed the matter of which the coal was

formed? Ah, no! If we confine the escaping gases, and add the ashes thereto, the whole
will weigh precisely as much as the original

coal. Matter has changed form. Carbon has
united with oxygen, and carbonic acid and
other gases escape invisibly into the air. Allowed to freely float in the atmosphere, these
atoms are soon brought into the circulation
of living beings, remaining the same centers
of force.
Nor is the force lost. It disappears, as the
solid coal

disappears in the atmosphere, but

retains in its new form all its potentiality.
No discovery of modern times has had greater

influence than that of the indestructibilityof
motion. I have instanced the burning of coal.
We say it is destroyed and the heat which it
produced has ceased. In both expressions are

we at fault, for as the carbon of the coal has

changed its form, and heat has resulted from
the change, that form of force his not ceased
to be after warming our dwellings. The
carbon of the coal was secreted by the action
of the heat and light of the sun during the

coal period. It existed as carbonic acid gas
in the atmosphere, and the rays o£ the sun
tore asunder the carbon and oxygen of the
gas, and the former was stored away by the

plant, at length to become coal. What" then
have we, when we allow these atoms of carbon and oxygen to rash together?

The phe-

nomenon of heat, or in other words the identical force which existed millions of ages ago
when the coal was in the circulating sap of
the plant, tore them asunder.

If we place the coal in the furnace of an
engine, the heat it aflords is changed into motion, and if possible to utilize it all, the amount
of motion will exactly equal the amount of
heat. Thus a pound of coal represents a certain amount of force derived primarily from
the sun. If burned in a furnace and perfectly
economized, it will give the engine power to
raise a certain number of pounds one foot; or
if the engine drive a machine to create friction,
that friction will produce light and heat exactly equal to the quantity of sunlight and
heat originally required to create the pound of
coal; or it may be applied to produce electricity, and that electricity will be sufficient to
produce light and heat of the same degree, or
to propel another engine of the same power.
Ia all these changes of form of motion, to
light, to heat, to electricity, and revertive to
motion, nothing is gained, nothing lost. It
is the same as with a given quantity of water,
congealed to ice, or vaporized by heat, form
only is changed.

Here on the assumed co-eternity of Matter
and Force, on the foundation of rigid Mate-

rialism, W8 plant our philosophy of Spirit-

ualism. Without such basis, scientific reasoning is futile and vain. Ascend the stream of
time as far as we may, we find new formations
at every step, but creations never. The Old
System ever contains the germ of the New,
and the process is of wondrous and consecutive
growth. When we reach the threshold of the
present order, the remote chaos of the begining, the ruins of prexistingcycles, declare that
even this vast duration is only one swing1 of
the solar pendulum by which the universe is
governed.
From this fixed foundation we can study the
grand process of evolution in the Material
world, and also in the world of spirit. For let
me here premise that I hold one as rigidly to

the control of law as the other.

If man pos-

sesses an immortal spirit, that spirit is created
and sustained by fixed and determinate laws.
It is not a gift bestowed, it is a fact of his
organization.

I propose to treat this great problem from

this standpoint, well knowing the magnitude

of the task I assume and the difficulties to be
met. So far as I am aware this is the first
attempt to reduce spiritual existence to the
dominion of law, or extend the process of
formation in a continuous and direct line from
physical forms to spiritual life.
How far removed this subject is from the
path of exact observation or scientific thought,
I need only quote the received definition of
spirit to show. It is according to the standard lexicon, "The intelligent, immaterial and
immortal part of human beings." If immaterial, spirit at once escapes us. The methods
by which we investigate physical nature, are
worthless, and it is amenable to no laws which
we can ascertain. Bat how can an immaterial
being have intelligence? How, even, can it
exist? It is an absolute nothing, an intelligent
nothing, an immortal nothing! And this nothingness, is not a fact of organization, but a gift
from God! Ardent, indeed, is the imagination
of the metaphysician who accepts such an existence, and maintains its desirability. This
immaterial part they say is a fragment from
the Divine Being, and is an image of him in
quality, but differs in degree. Not a step has
been made since the Brahmins of the Ganges,
i

so remote that our historic dates are of yester- first incarnation must have occurred at some
time, and how was that eftected? How was the

day, perfected their system of theology.
Man's spirit was a portion of the Infinite Spirit
and was after passing through a certain cycle

re-absorbed into the divine bosom, to flow out
again in an endless succession of being. This

theory is plausible, but being entirely imaginary, is no more worthy of credence than the
vagaries of a dream. Here the speculations of

one man are as reliable as those of another,
and all are as idle conjectures, f»r at the very
beginning it is impossible for finite man to

know any thing of the Infinite Spirit, and how
then so flippantly assert that the spirit of man

individual spirit at first created by, or detached

from, the Infinite Spirit? Thus at every point
the theory is beset with

insurmountable

diffi-

culties, and it ever appears suppositious, as
the psychical phenomena it seeks to explain
are consistently referred to the known laws of
the world.

I shall now sketch, as clearly as I may in
the brief time allotted me, an outline of what
may be called the plan of creation, revealed by
the light of recent investigation.

The old idea of the inertness of matter, that
it was dead and inanimate, only moving when
acted upon by superior force, has become obsolete, whether we regard the atom to which
matter is finally reduced as a pulsating centre
The spirit is something foreign to the physical
of force, or as an entity, effects not our conbody, which takes up its abode therein. This clusion. If an entity, we can never know anya
very
is
old idea, and is received in almost its thing of it except by means of the forces floworiginal form, as advocated by the Pythagorian ing from it. We never see, feel, taste nor touch
and Platonic schools. In proof it is said there matter. It is its properties or atmosphere
are those who distinctly recollect passages in which effect us. All visible effects are protheir previous existence. As the poet has duced by invisible causes. All the forces of
said:
nature act from within outward. "The things
to be explained," remarks a modern thinker
"
Some draught of Lethe doth await
"are changes, active effects, motions in ordiAs old mythologies relate,
nary matter, not as acted upon, but as in itself
The slipping through from State to State." inherently active. The cliief use of atoms is
serve as points or vehicles of motion. Thus
But memory is not always silenced. Some- to
the study of matter resolves itself into the
times the potent draught is not sufficiently
is a detached fragment or spark from this
Infinite Source?
Nor is the modified form of this theory
known as re-incarnation less objectionable.

powerful; and then we decipher the mystic

lines of some previous state:
"
And even something is or seems

That touches us with mystic gleams,
Like glimpses of forgotten dreams."

study of forces. Inert objects, as they appear
to the eye of sense, are replaced by the activ-

ities revealed to the eye of the intellect. The
conceptions of 'gross,' 'corrupt,' 'brute matter,'

are passing away with the prejudices of the
past; and in place of a dead, material world,

we have a living organism of spiritual enerPlato regarded this life as only a recognized gies."
moment between two eternities, the past and
The organization of atoms can not manifest
the future. Innate ideas and the sentiment any quality, that does not reside in the single
of pre-existenceprove our past. To Plato, rep- atom. Hence if matter in its aggregation
resentative of the light attained of ancient yields the phenomonaof life and consciousthought, such might be satisfactory evidence, ness, the atom must contain the possibilities
but to us, with the knowledge we possess of of life and consciousness.
the physiology of the brain, they are of little
The revolutions of satelites around planets;
value.
of planets around suns; of suns around solar
If the ptn"' it is an independent portion of the centres, the floodings of light, heat and magDeity, w lt can it possibly gain by incarna-

netism, in their grand order may be termed the

tion?
life of the world. The same forces concentrated
It is claimed that spirits who have sinned in in lesser spheres, yield wtiat we term life, as
the body are obliged to re-incarnate themselves exhibited in sentient beings.
for purification. If the spirit is essentially
We are to divest ourselves at once of the old
pure, and becomes corrapt by contact with idea or the inertness ch matter, lt has within
the body, it is strange, indeed, a second con- itself the forces by "which it acts, without
tact is able to purify it. If we admit the which it could not exist.
theory of re-incarnation, the birth of every
We have to deal with force, or what has
human being is a miracle and the spiritual ever been termed spirit, from the beginning.
realm at once removes itself from rational in- Beyond this force and visible matter may lie
vestigation. The difficulties which lie in the the domain of the Infinite Mind, the expresway of its reception are insurmountable; the sion of whose will and purpose these phenomgreatest of which is, that at best it offers a ena are. Our present purpose is to ascend
speculative solution to a problem far better only to the limit of known causes and there
solved by the application of known causes. lay the foundation of our philosophy.
The entire animal world must receive its living
Do not say I deny the existence of the Inelement in the same manner, and re-incarna- finite One, for I neither deny nor affirm. From
tion must apply to brutes as well as man, for the necessity of his organization which renone type of structure pervades all living ders him finite, man can not comprehend the
beings.
infinite, and it is useless for him to indulge
Say you this incarnate or physical state is in such idle speculations. I here deal with
one of probation; I ask how a portion of the the known, and the vast unknown leave for
infinite can take on a probationary state, and luture research. I accept the existence of
being absolutelyperfect, what benefit does it matter and force, as indivisible and co-eternal,
derive from incarnation, or by repeated re-in- nor pause to pursue the futile inquiry of their
carnations? The higher can gain nothing by creation, or relation tj an Infinite Spirit.
contact with the lower, and if spirit exists in- Whatever that Spirit may be, the laws of
dependent of matter, and living beings re- matter, by which telm I mean the fixed
ceive the breath of life by receiving a portion of events, is the only means we possess oforder
unof the spiritual essence, then that essence must derstanding and bringing ourselves in con
be the loser, and repeated contacts degrades tact
with him.
rather than elevates it. That we lose our conOur present purpose is answered by ascendsciousness of the preceding states is among ing the stream of time only to the period of
the least of objections, for consciousness and the introduction of living beings on the globe
memory are often treacherous. The cardinal and then by rapidly tracing their evolution',
objection which supplants all others, is de- to solve the problems propounded at the berived from a study of the constitution and ginning. The telescope reveals in the cosorder of the world. Nature has one structural mical cloud, the uncondensed world-vapor, in
plan extending from the animalcule to man which our solar system must have originally
taking in with all embracing sweep the vege- existed, and mathematics has achieved its
table and animal kingdoms. In accordance grandest triumph in showing that the relations
with that plan all beings beneath man are de- of the planets is such as it should be were they
veloped. Why are we to suppose that, al- formed by the rotation of such a mass of conthough his physical form is a direct continu- densing vapor on its axis. The earth thrown
ance of the line of progress as expressed in off from its central sun by the radiation of
animals, and his psychical being different from heat, became a liquid ball, and by further ratheirs, not in kind, but degree, a new method diation a crust cooled over the intensely heated
is introduced which sets aside and renders fluid center. The atmosphere was dense with
worthless this interminable series of advancing the vapors of volatilized elements which were
life? Man would exist just the same were not too intensely heated to unite in compounds
this new method introduced, as the laws of and not until the temperature became
lower'
creation extend directly to him. Tney conse- did oxygen and hydrogen unite and form the
quently disturb the otherwise unbroken har- vapor of water. Wlien the temperature was
mony of nature by the introduction of a mir- still further reduced this vapor condensed and
acle.
fell in showers on the heated surface.
An oak germinates from an acorn, under
Then began )a new series of actions
the favorable conditions of moisture and and reactions, which for awful
sublimity can
warmth by which the germ is enabled to ex- only be witnessed in the primeval state of
pand according to the laws of its growth. It worlds. The water falling from the dense
is not necessary to suppose the spirit of a de- atmospheresurcharged with volatile
elements,
cayed oak takes possession of the acorn to ran down into the hollows of the rocks
penclothe itself again with woody fibre. We say etrating the crevices and coming in
contact
the acorn becomes an oak by the laws of with the internal heat, became
reconvertedto
growth.
steam, rending the surface into fragments, and
The lion reproduces its kind, and we again
disintegrating and pulverizing the porous
refer the process to the laws of its growth rock.
Collecting in larger basins, thermal
nor feel required to call to our aid the spirits lakes and seas were formed, which
boiled like
of lions.
great chaldrons, sending up steam and spray.
As the development of man is in a direct
prevailed. Land and water interline from the animal world, why should we Confusion
mingled, the sea being an archipelago of
depart from the observed order in his case.
thickly interspersed islands of rugged rocks.
If we received the theory of re-iacarnation The low, irregular peaks scarcely appeared
and that the spirit is a fragment of the*Divine above the black waves, and their
rugged sides
spirit, as the physical body is of the physical
spoke of their fiery birth. The weird landscape
of
was
desolation
world, the difficulties are by no means esenveloped with a black and
caped. We can see that the infinite series of lowering atmosphere in which
the storm never
creation are the means whereby the fragment ceased. Creation put on a strange
garb in
we call the body was broken off from the phys- those, her morning days, yet order reigned
ical world. By what process was the fragment supreme amid the wild confusion.
Even then
broken off from the spiritual world ? To say the vast plan of creation in
all its minutia,
that some human spirits are re-incarnations was written in the secret chambers
while others are not, will not suffice, for all are stitution of the atom, and this of the concommotion
re-incarnations else none. If all are, then this was only its throes and spasms,
to give it
difficulty is only placed more remote for the more complete* spression.
_
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In this weird sea, overhung with black

clouds and tossed by earthquakes, in which the
latest of the metamorphic or primitive stratified

rocks, were being produced from the crumbling cliffs, the first form of life made its ap-

company it.

Thus anatomy alone proves the

inseparable union in organization between man
and animal. Even language has been employed
both by Darwin and Wallace to strengthen this

union, animals having signs and sounds to expearance; a gellatinous mass formed by the . press their thoughts and
emotions, and what
aggregation of cells, neither vegetable nor ..arc they but language?
animals, but combining both kingdoms within
Physically and mentally man is the culminits microscopic mass.
ation of the vast series of organic changes from
A portion of the metamorphicgroup, sev- the dawn of life. Organs faintly shadowed
eral thousand feet in thickness, and the entire forth in them, or indifferently formed in
Cambrian and Cumbrian series ten thousand are perfected, balanced and brought in him,
harfeet in thickness, or nearly three miles of rock mony with the perfection of others. He thus
intervenesbetween this period where we fix is the type, after which the animal world
is
the dawn of life, and the Silurian where mol- created, or is the perfection of their struclusks, not as high in the scale of being as the ture.
oyster, were the most advanced forms of life
This survey of the realm of living beings
on the globe. When the mind endeavors to presents us with the perfection
of the physical
grasp the vast duration represented by that forms of animals as well as
man. The lion,
three miles of rock, formed by the slow depo- for instance, is no more perfect than its ancessition of sediment on the floor of the ocean, it tors of the tertiary epoch. The elephant is not
finds itself wholly inadequate to the task.
in advance of the elephant of the same period.
The experimental researches of several sci- These high forms have attained their comentific men in England and France, show that pleteness
and are subject to little variation.
the low forms of life always appear under cer- The physical man has also reached perfection.
tain conditions, however guarded the experi- In ancient times he had done so, as is shown
ments in preventing the presence of germs. by the perfection of the marble models of
Those by Bastian are most extended, and carry Greece. There is every
the qaestion beyond reasonable doubt that the the human form was asreason to suppose that
exquisitely moulded
singularly formed fungi and active atomics three thousand years ago
in Greece, as it is
were spontaneous generations, in the carefully
under the highest civilization at present.
sealed vessels in which his experiments were
With the acquisition of intellect, progress
conducted. What renders these results the changed its object and direction.
Acting premore interesting, is that the forms which ap- viously on unresisting bodies, it found a dipeared were such as the theory of spontaneous recting power in intelligence.
Animals are
generation requires. Had they been compara- even in their highest estate almost as resistless
tively light in the scale of being, that very to the conditions which environ them as the
fact would have invalidated the experiments
elements. The same holds true of lowest man.
indicating the unobserved presence of germs.
He offers no resistance to change. When,
probable
It is
that these simple aggregations
however, he begins to understand the laws of
of cells have been produced in all ages. The the elements, he takes
advantage of their
cell is the beginning of all forms of life; even power, and dictates to them.
Inexact ratio of
in reproducinglife in any manner, as by divis- his knowledge is he the master, not the slave.
ion or parentage, the cell is the fprimary form A newjelement is introduced
into the method of
from which the infinite series of vegetable and evolution. Perfection of physical
forms are
animal life is derived. Life is inherent in reached, and progress is directed through
the
matter, and living beings are the individualiza- channel of intelligence.
A certain mental
tion of that life. Its individualization was the endowment is gained by
animals, but their
result of conditions such as now exist in the physical structure precludes
any considerable
sea, so that should the earth be divested of liv- attainment. The upright position, the dextering beings, it would begin a new series of ad- ity of the hand, and still more, the balance of
vancement, differing only from that recorded
faculties and powers which obtain in man, are
in the rocky strata by the superiority of the
to his intellectual growth. Even were
present conditions of the earth to those of the essential
it possible for a tiger to become as intelligent
original chaos.
as man, its organization
render sucn enThe fragment was broken from the world of dowment worthless. Thewould
hand of the inventor
matter and individualized, and by evolution is as necessary
as
intellectual faculties. An
the gradual unfoldingof inherent qualities, we ox with the mind his
of La Place, in vain might
can trace its growth through the successive seek to record its calculations;
and though it
geological ages. It is not possible, nor desira- should plan a Hoosac Tunnel, its hard hoofs
ble here, to trace with completenessthe pro- could not execute the work.
gress from the microscopic cellular atomy to
The question is asked, may not'higher forms
the highest form of mammals. The great Dar- result from the plan of progress herein sketchwin has, with a flood of facts, bridged the vast ed? If animals in the past, by constantly availdistance, and established the doctrine of crea- ing themselves of every change for the better,
tion by evolution, in a direct and continuous have reached their present
status, will not imline, by a fixed and unvaryingorder.
provement still
and may not races
The forces of change are operatingto-day superior to man continue,
be expected? In those regions,
with the same swift but noiseless energy as in unmolested by man, the process
of change
the past. The once prevalent notion of catas- will continue; but as he meets the requirements
trophes has passed away. The geological ages of his position, as in him is made perfect exare no longer divided by sharp lines, formed pression of type, there can be no physical adby overwhelming convulsions, but fade into vance beyond him. If we study the structure
each other. From the cellular atomy to the of any individual animal, we
perceive
mollusk; from mollusk to the fish and reptile; wherein important changes readily
be made for
from the reptile to the warm-blooded animal, its improvement. Not so might
with man. His
as one unbroken line of ascent. The animate physical organization is complete,
we find
beings of each age are direct outgrowthsof the no partially developed organs, or and
indications
preceding. The same course of reasoning ap- of latent functions. Furthermore,
at this
plies to man. There is as little necessity to in- point where he gains physical perfection, his
troduce miracle at his creation, as at the intellect makes him master of conditions. If
production of the atomy of the primeval
he have an imperfect organ it is his brain,
slime. He did not spring from the brain of which now receives the entire force
the eleJove,likeMinerva,with all his god-like qualities ments of change, and shadows forthofthe
complete. Even the brief records of history exalted intellectual attainments possible. most
The
carry us back to barbarism, and in the unknown savage offers slight resistence to the conditions
period beyond, man becomes a skin-clad sav- which surround him.
The Esquimaux build
age, scarcely superior to the animal his strat- ice-houses to protect themselves,
but in the
egy eludes or destroys. The first indication struggle for existence are
overpowered
the
of his presence is a broken flint, so rude, it was climate, and as a race, are disappearing.by The
at first referred to accident; his dwelling was African is enervated and overpowered by
the natural fissures of the rocks, which he dis- the tropic heat; civilized man on the contrary,
puted with varying fortune with his brother by his knowledge of architecture,
clothing^
animals. From that remote epoch, to which fire and skill, overcomes climate. He carries
the foundation of the pyramids are as yester- the tropics to the pole, and the polar ice to the
day, two skulls have come down to us, show- tropics. Not only does he set aside the order
ing by their thick and massive structure, the
progress in himself, he dictates to the anibrutal type of their possessors, who must have of
mal world. He introduces domestic animals
been lower than the lowest savages of the in place of the denizens of the wild, which
he
present. As the animal world advances, man extirpates. These domestic species
the
is degraded, until the chasm said to exist be- product of his whim and caprice, inare
tween them vanishes, and the two insepara- his ideas are expressed, as he, by study which
of the
bly blend. The old method of refining the in- methods of nature, has learned to substitute
telligence exhibited by animals to instinct no new methods of his own. These though few
longer finds supporters.
It is admitted by in kind, are innumerable in number, and
those who have studied the subject most pro- ultimately displace the wild species will
from
foundly, that the mental powers of animals all the vast territory peopled by
civilized
and of man are the same in kind, only differing races.
in degree. Physically, man is unquestionably
By this rapid survey we have determined
an animal, being the archetype of the dominant
man's position at the apex of the pyramid of
class of animals, toward whom they approach life, the crowning work of creative energy
in structure. Thus the arm and hand of man We have observed the method by which his
is the type, or plan on which the fore-extremi- physical body has been broken like a fragment
ties of all animals are formed, and the same ele- from the world of matter. The development
ments of bone and muscle appear in the post- of mind can be traced by a parallel
course and
like arm of the elephant, the paddle of the to continue the figure of speech, indicates'
whale, the claw of the turtle, the fin of the method by which man's spirit is brokenthe
' a
fish, the wing of the bird, and by the loss of fragment from the spiritual universe.
its typical elements, becomes finally reduced
We now come to the consideration of the
in the lowest vertebratebeings to a simple rod- immortal man. Thus far our course has been
like extremity. Thus his other organs may be with the Materialist, who will be
pleased with
traced, until lost in the lower species. His in- our conclusions. Shall we say with
Carl Vogt
tellectual and moral faculties can be traced in "Mind is a secretion of the brain,
a similar manner. The distance between the is of the liver; and that as death as the bile
restores the
intellect of Newton and that of the dog is im- atoms of the body to the ocean of matter,
mind
measurably great, but the difference between ceases to be?" Does intelligence
him and theBosjesman,who is unable to count flame of the lamp when the oil isvanish, as the
burned out?
four, is greater than between the intelligence
exi)e®t'
vain," says the Materialist,
of the latter and the dog. The manifestation the
tones
music when the instrument is desof intellect is determined by the brain, and the troyed,
or of
the hum of the bee
brain of the higher animals and man are iden- has passed on its busy wings " after the insect
tical in structure. Whatever we may hereafter
The highest culture of all ages, and the infind the functions of brain to be, we know its stinctive yearnings
of the soul contradict this I
size and form indicate the thoughts which ac\_Uontinued on Fourth Page. ]
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trative force of society depend entirely upon
the select class that are virtuous, industrious,
frugal, intelligent, careful; and all the masses
below them, eat from them or out ot them.
How many hundreds there are in every village
who eat more than tbey produce? Oi course,

false communications. The first example of
false communication that really set me to
thinking upon this subject, was something
like the following:
A spirit manipulated with a medium so as

22,

orable. Let us all seek to elevate the
stand
ard ot political
life; but this too common notion ol its inevitable

°s

and gross corruption
mistaken demoralizing, and tends
to lessen
intelligent taith in our tree
institutions.
bpiiitualism and iree thought
find their way
even to high places, and spread quietly
among
the people C^ood audiences meet weekly to
hear Mrs. Hj zer and others of the Spiritualists,
i ree discussion meetings on religious subiects

to represent Daniel Q , a Quaker preacher wellknown to most of the circle, but none present
heard of his death yet believed, it to be
people have „the right to be non-producers. having
his spirit as his expression and gestures were
But the great moral class divide itself into men r(
presented very perfectly, and the question
and women. , .
put, "How long has Daniel been dead?"
Whatever tends to raise the standard of as was
"About a year," was the reply. To make the
ductiveness in society, can be but regarded
perfectly clear, a letter was dispatched
of transcendent interest, and political econo- matter
the State of New York to ascertain if Daniel
mists are beginning to learn how important is to dead. The reply w as,' 'Daniel is not dead
the education of the whole people to produce was has married a wife." Furthermore the
wealth. It is not merely that one man is made but
this same Daniel, siezed the same meabler, but there is an atmosphere created. spirit of
the reply was received, and deWhy do not manufactures flourish m the dium after
clared positively that he had been dead over a
South—iron, coalv cotton, right at the door . year.
There are but few circles that some of
Practically, because there is the want of an athave not witnessed some of the
mosphere of industry. Why does New Eng- the members of this class, and the explana
land manufacture to an advantage over a large manifestations
is a "low order spirit; affinity
part of the country ? Because the whole popu- tion usually
affinity," etc.; thus are false doctrines
seeks
have
generations,
four
or
through
lation,
three
a similar manner that the false
been educated to it, until there is an invent- establishedofinthe orthodox churches have been
doctrines
popula
outlying
whole
and
tact
in
iveness
the
as "law and gospel." _1 Lying spirits
tion around and about its centres. Now ihdus- assumed
mediums," but how is it when a "lylying
seek
industry
of
atmosphere
a
requires
try
certain
communicates through a medium
spirit"
ing
available,
it
make
to
community
in the whole
is unimpeachable? An intruthfulness
whose
enter
that
for
and
intelligence
and for want of
acquaintance at the time
my
of
lady
telligent
we
are
intelligence,
from
prise which springs
Knockings," went there to
"Rochester
of
the
Ihere
year.
every
immeasurably
cheated
she desired to know the conis still some education that can never be investigate, and
child that had passed to
infant
her
of
dition
bram
of
forces
higher
developed except .by the
before. The first
months
few
a
spirit-life
power.
"
here?' Rap, rap,
babe
my
Is
was,
question
workingmen
the
of
rights
The subject of the
"Is my babe
response.
the
was
(faintly)
rap,
length,
at
treated
were
and woman suffrage
rap, rap, came
Rap,
angel?"
my
guardian
conIn
standpoint.
comprehensive
and from a
returned home well connection with this equalizing eflects of educa- again The lady infant
child, only a fewthis
that
vinced
said:
tion, the speaker
was watching over
World,
Spirit
the
in
any
such
months
out
hold
will
that
Now, the State
with angelic
thoughts
her
directing
her
and
pamits
and
poor
neglected
advantages to its
com
the
wisdom.
of
medium
the
through
pered ricb,
This class of false manifestations are directmon school, they will exert such an influence
of those verdant
in that State, that rich men will send their ed in wisdom for the benefit
sons there because it will be for their best in the investigation of Spiritualism. Spiritual

children have the right to do notning, a.nd old

Over two thousand people gathered at the
3d,
Michigan Avenue Baptist Church, March
York.
-——=== to hear Henry Ward Beecher speak on " Comare held occasionally. The Unitarian clergy
pulsory Education." | The lecture was late it
EVIL.
man preach generous ideas of men and of
commencing, for some unknown reason, but
the Divine power. Foster, the great medium
the organ filled the hiatus agreeably. At twenty
comes here sometimes from New York stops
fhillips came
A Lecture by Mrs. Nettie Maynard, at minutes past eight, Mr. Wendell
quietly at a hotel, and is constantly occupied
Beecher.
Mr.
by
fallowed
February
platform,
the
upon
York,
Apollo Hall, New
among people who do not care to proclaim the
ripple of applause ran over the audifaint
A
Kith, 1873.
fact, but earnestly rejoice to test his wonderence, but it was impossible to determine for
ful power.
which of the gentlemen it was intended. After
At breakfast this morning I heard an emiof
defact
whom
upon
Phillips,
Mr.
interval.
Gentlemen:—The
brief
a
and
Ladies
nent public man say, 1 am going up to H St.
of introduction,
Spirit communion lias become with you a set- volved the ceremonial speech
to see a medium that is said to be good."
arose and said:
The ' God in the Constitution" scheme attled reality, and the world at large is beginning
INTRODUCTION.
THE
small attention here, and but few1 public
subject.
tracts
this
to wake up to the importance of
men would espouse it to-day, but it needs
and gentleman: The committee have
Ladies
post
from
Jesus
followed
Jews
In the past, the
watching for public men, like others, are often
kindly allowed me the pleasure of announcing
to post to ascertain if his mission was divine to you that Mr. Beecher is ready to begin.
ready to espouse the growing and working
side, and.these Pharisees of the nineteenth cenand what new truths he expected to teach. If there is any body here that don't know him,
the word reminds
tury are not lazy or idle, but have a working
Among other things he said, "Resist not evil, I will introduce him. But
organization, pushing on steadily to their bad
me of the only occasion, for twenty years, that
but overcome evil with good." Crusade after I have ever had the honor of being on a platend—bad, yet logical, and consistent with
evil.
crusade has been started to put down
form with Mr. Beecher. It was just that
their false idea of religion. Their National
Meeting soon takes place in New York, and
Evil has been actually deified and called a length of time ago when the Abolitionists
and our friend
doubtless they will send to Congress their
Devil. I would speak on that subject this were mobbed out of New York,
word from across the ferry, that if we
us
sent
documents backed by a hundred parson
grave
morning.
to his church he would give us an
would
come
fower!
to
This invisible spirit of evil has seemed
audience without a mob. And he was then
Petitions against their scheme signed by
devastate society and cause untold evils. If kind enough to show me two thousand people
nearly forty thousand persons, are to be sent in
that week
from the Index at Toledo, gathered up by the
we examine the sixty odd primates that com- whom no name but his could have
was the " Compulsory
subject
The
collected.
is
faithful efforts of Mr. AbbOt of that free religthat
each
find
we
pose the material world,
Education of the City of New York, andFreeious journal. All's well. Its a good means of
in accordance with the divine order. This- dom of Speech." The programme is slightly
agitation and of unmasking this device of
tles and thorns are not discordant elements, but changed to night. I introduce him to two
pious fraud.
his
could
name
but
whom
no
people,
thousand
But I must stop, for it is always well to
are accompanied by the rose. The Upas tree
voice
no
hear
wish
to
have
who
and
collected,
leave off with the readers in the mood of hunis in harmony with the soil in which it grows but his, and I beg him to begin. [Applause ]
gry Oliver Twist in the poor-house, in Dickens'
as much as the Bread tree.
MR. BEECHER SAID
story, with his empty soup-bowl in his hand
to
the
lessons
in
wisdom,
nature's
indicated
from
But we pass
asking for more.
although the great elements of thought follow good. Neglect to educate, once in every six manifestations are always
mind
of
development
I am here for a few weeks, speaking Sundays
realm of human life. It has been a mistake on more or less together in the world's history, years of the world's history brings the sons of in accordance with the
rich of those comprising a circle of investigation. in Baltimore for the Spiritualists, and using
of both Christendom and Heathendom to try great themes sometimes rise and predominate, the rich men to the common school. The
another
of
one
of
my time here among good friends. Hope and
so that it seems there are waves of thought as man has his children, and his boy is raised in I will relate the substance
to destroy an invisible something which they well
as waves of the atmosphere. First comes a private school. The boy spends money, and class of false manifestations, directed for the expect to be home to Detroit last of the month.
shall
I
persons
Devil.
suppose to be the
the element of war, then theology occupies the by the transcendent laws ot nature he in his benefit of a circle composed of
Yours truly,
G. B. Stebbins.
There are some three thousand languages world's attention, and sometimes commerce, turn again breeds children, and, they being call Infidel philosophers, unbelievers in a spiritFeb. 6th, 1878.
investigation
the
in
object
only
to
existence—their
economy
them
ual
political
breeds
and
industrial
creeds
elements,
poor
of
he
sons
thousand
the
men,
three
about
and dialects, and
have occupied the attention of mankind; but have them come and go to the common school, being to ascertain the philosophy or cause of
in the world, and yet there is a vein of good in our own age a new element which has never therefore,
this matter of compulsory education the moving of a table by invisible agencies.
Letter from C. W. Stewart.
sentiment and Christian morality among all been wanting in interest in times past, but ought to be enforced.
They tried the experimentof willing the table
individ
light,
each
left
to
from
around
turn
never has come to such a strength and breadth
to
these dialects and creeds.
COMPULSORY EDUCATION NECESSARY.
Dear Journal:—Under the existing ciras in our day, is making itself felt.
ual of the circle exerting the power of his will
Think you that evil can best be crushed by of interest
From the closing portions of his address we in that direction, and they were not a little sur- cumstances, relative to Liberal Religion, it is
education—for
mean
education—national
I
necessary that our positions be clearly defined,
fire and the sword ? Jesus is represented as there never has been a time when education take the following passage:
prised in seeing the table move in that direcLastly, ignorance should not be permitted in tion, thus having made the wonderful discov- at least that our piinciples be set forth in
being surrounded by devils and dark spirits. for geniuses, education for the children of an
the State; that is to say, education should be ery that electricity, electro-magnetism or some language that can not be mistaken. Especially
And yet he said, "Resist not evil." All de- aristocratic class, education for rich men's compulsory.
this the case in the discussion of the "Social
The first feeling that almost
are
as
is
it
education
for
those
that
fitted,
sons,
subtle fluid or agency, controllable by is
Christ.
Anti
are
respect
nominations in this
Question" which is receiving such a thorough
every man has when you say " Education other
and
power,
never
a
has
been
motive
to
be
educated—there
was
really
siid,
the
mind
the
All, including even Spiritualists, arm, as if for time when there has not been an interest in should be compulsory," is that it shakes off they dispersed each highly elated over the re ventillation at the present time.
of the State,
Their seems to be a misunderstanding
war, against evil doers. Some consider that that;but, in our day, national education is the forever the predominant freedom
discovery.
that so many enjoy, believing that it markable
the
the circle, how among the parties engaged in this discussion,
of
meeting
subsequent
a
At
there are no consequences of evil so great but theme—the education of all, from the top to is a rights
from a want of perspicuity, in the
divine right which they possess, to educate
the bottom of society.
for the purpose of receiving corrobora resulting
that Christ's blood will wash it out.
declaration of principles by the radical side,
their children exactly as they please—to edu- ever,
who
has
man
has
of
they
No
whole
were
the
himself,
discovery,
great
the
of
tive
evidence
Let us look at the primates that compose not an education, and every man has a perfect cate them a little; or perhaps not educate them not so agreeably surprised to witness the same and this necessarily leads to personalities and
so that to compel to educate seems a table moving in an opposite direction from that feelings of animosity.
the souls as well as the bodies of men, and right to himself. Looking at it in another at all;crime.
The importance of the subject demands that
great
directed by the combined will-power of the those
ask how our jails and scaffolds hamonize with point of view, perfect manhood is sought, ana
leaders in the field of radical reform,
But this compulsory education is the new circle.
standing
point,
is
this
strictly
a
from
religious
they
do
spirit
them, develop them. What
should not appear before the public in a false
a man may at- extension of the power of the State, the State
reason
the
of
education—that
Mich.
Mosherville,
light, and that those who believe in the absoinculcate? "As ye would that men should tain to perfect manhood for this life and for already has it; the State has the right to legisthe public good, and determine what
lute freedom of the sexual relation, and the
do unto you, do ye even so to them." Even that which is to come. But when you look at late for
abrogation of monogamic marrisge, should
education, not in its individual interest, and you can do and what you can't. It takes your
FROM
WASHINGTON.
LETTER
a brute can be reached by kindness.
make it known in terms that will admit of no
land if it wants it; it takes you oft yourself in
a
religious
merely
not
for
but
it
regard
reason,
was
taken
land
A lonely traveler in a foreign
misiaterpretation;or, if they do not believe in
from the standpoint of political economy, it time of war if it wants you. Takes your chil
sick and died, and his faithful dog was so at- assumes a different aspect, though not, perhaps, dren. The State has a right to meddle with Cosmopolitan Life—Congressional Charac- these things, announce the fact in terms equally
plain.
these things if the State requires them. So,
ter—Spiritualism—"God in the Contached to him that he died watching by his a graver one. As a matter of political economy, all
These thoughts are called forth by the fact
the whole world is demanding that the people in like manner, if the State requires your chilstitution."
grave.
that since the last two issues of Woodhull &
dren to be educated, it will take them. If you
what
shall
be
but
is
remarkable
educated;
is,
into
Claflin's Weekly made their appearance, the
want your children educated, the law will not
When you change your penitentiaries
that this is now the demand of the ignorant
Ed. Religio-Philosophical Journal :-Th at
schools of reform, and your scaffolds into gym- themselves. It is now beginning to dawn up- touch you; no law touches the man when the is a true Scripture—"Outof the abundance of writer has had his small stock of patience well
nigh exhausted, by being informed that he
is higher than the law.
the mouth speaketh," and therefore
nasiums, you will not need exasperated divines on them that the reason of their much work man
"did not understand the language of Mrs. IF.,
Take, for instance, the law against counter- the heartfirst
wages, their privations and their
and
small
fills
joy
which
the
af
express
Truth
of
all,
right.
doing
must,
I
into
people
experience of all others who
to frighten
lies in this: That those who gov- feiting; nothing in that law touches me. There all hearts for this delightful weather. Two and his is but the in
degradations,
com
the sentiment that "Mr.
do not take stock
that la\y's touchfirms that every act of man contains its
ern them know how1 to think, and they that is not the least possibility ofname
night
Last
Spring!
balmy
as
and
soft
as
days
is
not the bad thing that society
The
Beecher'scourse
merely.
me; it exists with me in
pensations of weal or woe, and in the end are governed do not; and they are beginning to ing
April
and
an
like
shower,
rain,
warm
of
a
dash
or
professes to think that it
same
to
the
it
in
be,
thinks
ask for that mysterious culture, whatever it law against burglary is viewed
of a pure thinks it to be," and that "the history of the
works out his reform.
light; I leave that law so far beneath me, that this morning the welcome sweetness
and
to
assert
their
may
called
education,
be,
re
and flowery
past proves that all great men have needed
Men in making their statutes imitate an ar- right to it.
I am, as it were, drawn back and sheltered breeze coming up from green
To be sure we have the loving embraces of numerous women,"
Does the infinite Father
bitrary theology.
from committing any such acts as that law gions in the far South!
spreading
throughout
wider
education
is
A
mer
create a left-handed devil and a right-hand an- the world. England is educating her people, specifies. So with respect to compulsory edu- been better off than you; for when the
etc.
gel to get men right? Men ask, "Do you be- but does not know whethtr to do it by the cation. The great argument of compulsory cury was twenty-five below zero up in your
In the name of common sense, what can be
lieve in punishment at all ? We answer that Church or State. In old times the priest was education is the educating voluntarily of a frozen region, it was only eight below here. more explicit than this language; and yet the
the,
averaccording to your growth of mind will be your the educator, and a great deal is due to the majority of the State's children; but the people But that will answer very well, and
advocates of this position, heartly ashamed of
action; that the criminal should be treated priesthood for its share in the education of the say: " the schools are good, may you not safely age of the Winter here has been almost as cold the idea, continue to insult our common sense
with a charity and a justice that is not tyr- world. Now teaching is properly a separate leave those children to parental affection?" as a common Winter, North, so that this by asserting that we do not understand them.
here at this 1 do not for a moment question the honesty of
anny, and that until you can learn to overNo, no. There is a vast number of uneducated balmy day, such as is common
season, gives grateful relief, and we walk the those persons. They are, no doubt, honest in
into
children
come evil with good, you should have forcible function.
bring
uneducated
that
foieigners
Mr. Beecher reviewed at some length the
overcoats at home. the convictionthat society would be benefited
but kindly administered restraint. The lead- condition
land, and they don't understand the neces- streets rejoicing, and leave
and progress of education in each the
This city is thought of as the centre of polit- by the abrogation of the marriage relation,
they
until
sity
education
ers in your papers advocate the swift bullet of the modern
advantages
of
and
nations of Europe. He said
they ical life; but it is also, in the Winter, the cen- and I can follow those radicals to all their
and the gallows for the criminal. We would that in the great conflict
between Germany and have been here a short time, and then
tre whereto gravitate a multitude of gifted conclusions save this one. I sincerely hope
thing
at
once.
urge remedies, not punishments, as the leading Austria, it was the German
spirit
of
the
the
catch
school-houses
idea for governing men. Deal wisely, ten- which destroyed the Austrian military forces.
There are a great many bad characters and and notable persons, on errands of business, that Mrs. Woodhull may push all of her conthe invention, society, literature, art, religion and sistent progressive ideas to a successful terminderly, firmly with your fellow-man.
In the conflict between Germany and France criminals—people that have no care for can
reform. On the streets you meet those who ation ; but when people assert that they have a
A criminal where your speaker has been, it
education of their children, for the State
overthrew
which
the
school-house
was
again
was assured by his father confessor that he France. There was ninety-eight per cent, of do much herself in the care of them. There impress you as they pass, as being among the perfect right to prostitute the temple of the
was, in virtue of the mummeries of certain re- the army of Germany who could read and are a great many more of your careless parents leaders in the galleries at the Capitol, or at a spirit, (for prostitution it surely iB) that the
ligious forms, going to enter into Heaven, and write. There was a very large percentageof who do not appreciate the necessity of educa- "reception" in the house of some eminent tffi- wife has a right to be false to her plighted
then as the scaffold fell, his soul was swung men of admirable and superior culture in the tion, and look more to themselves than to the cial, while you see enough of glitter and tinsel faith, regardless of the husband's feelings, or,
out into darkness. He did not need the father German army. There was forty-eight per intelligence of the child. When this is the sought for by those whose clothing and equi- vice versa, and then, when the consequenccs of
confessor, but rather the white mantle of peace cent, of the French army who could neither case, the State has a right to step in and take page is the chief covering of a shallow and out- the idea are urged upon them, say that we do
and purity which repentance and a new life read nor write; of course they went down. care of the children. If the parent sacrifices ward life, you see and know the noble and not comprehend them, verily we think their
would bring. Love would bring humanity to Admit the superior skill of German Generals, the child's intelligence, then the State is in eminent—opulent in their inner-life, earnest in zeal amounts to fanaticism and outruns their
a divine life. So let us act toward our fellows
par- thought and fitly eloquent in expression. common sense.
shameful incapacity of the French Govern- vested with a parent's right, for though all
that here and hereafter we may receive the the
ents have the liberty of doing right, no parent Everybody comes to meet everybody else.
cause
of
it
is
still
true
that
the
remote
ment,
That the present condition of society needs
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Jenkins then bid each one in the room goodby, calling all by name and saying to them:
"
There's a crown that awaits us in glory.
Press on, we will soon meet where there is no
trouble. Glory to God, I'm going home."
Whilst the guard were pinioning his arms,
BY
Y. A. CARR, M. D.
he jumped up exclaiming: "Oh! I'll soon put
on my crown. All things to hope for—nothSouthern Department.—Papers can be obtained and
Subscriptions will be received by Dr. Y. A. Carr. Address ing to fear." After Dr. Aperand Dr. Johnson
had officiated in singing and prayer at the galcare Dr. J. W. Allen, No. 12, Dryads st, New Orleans, La.
lows Jenkins with a loud voice exclaimed:
"Farewell, world; farewell friends. I am
SPIRITUALISM AS A MORAL GUIDE. going
to live with Jesus, and all I can say is
me to Hallelujah."
follow
The Morals of the Ecclesiastical Cnurches
The cap having been produced, the guards
and Spiritualism Contrasted.--! Lec- took him by the hands, when he said, "Guodture by I). W. Hull, Memphis, Tenn. by. I want to see you in Paradise."
To Crocker he said: " I thauk you for your
(continued from last week.)
kindness. Will you meet me there?"
To James Nelson, the colored cook, he said:
Text :—" Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know
"
them (Matt. 7: 20).
Jim I wish you well and hope to meet you
MORALS OF ECCLESIASTICAL CHURCHES OF THE in heaven. God bless you all, and I hope to
meet you all in heaven."
PRESENT TIME.
Here the scene ended by the hanging of a
Failing to find a Moral Church any time in Christian. When, in the history of man has
the past, 1 come down to our own times and ever an individual, no matter how true he has
again inquire for it. Alas! I find many of lived, died more triumphant? By virtue of his
even their own journals deploring the lack of very crime he went to heaven and there the
piety amongst them. Like the apostles and selfish cut-throat will remain through a long
prophets of old, too, each claims that all the eternity, talking his disgusting flattery to the
other churches except their own are immoral Almighty of his goodness for so arranging the
and wicked and taking them for witnesses plan of salvation that by virtue of the act
there is a sad want of morality. " If the salt through which he crowded his wife into hell,
have lost its saltness wherewith

shall it be

he himself obtained eternal salvation.

salted?" They tell us the world is more wickAnd what does Christianity now but virtued than it ever has been; that vice and crime ally (through tie triumphs of this example)
are on the increase. Oh! what a sad comment say to every cutthroat in the world, "Go in
is that on Christianity. Its influence having your hellish schemes, a little repentance and
been here eighteen hundred years and the the blood of Jesus will blot out all your crimes.
world has grown worse under it, what can we If you are caught at it your salvation is sure; if
expect of it in the future? In heaven's name not your chance is just as good as any other
let us have a better system—anything but that person " Whilst I do not blame Christianity
which makes men worse. Under its influence and make it responsible for all its sins, I must
Rev. Mr. Packard, of Illinois, incarcerates his claim that its apologies and atonements not
wife in a lunatic asylum for two years for the only license sin, but as ia the instance just
crime of believing the Universalist doctrine, quoted actually pays a premium on sin.
and Rev. Joel Lindsey prayerfully whips his
A BETTER SYSTEM.
boy to death in the State of New York. The
Thus far Christianity has been a failure. Is
persecutinglaws of the State of New Yoik
punished him with imprisonment, but he did it not time that we were looking up a better
not stay a great while. His faithful brethren system of morals, a system which will make
of the cloth got him pardoned out and he is each individual personally responsible for their
now giving moral instruction concerning the actions?
In some of the contrasts that I have drawn
danger in sparing the rod.
An I, oh' how many are following the pious in this discourse between Ecclesiasticism and
example of Abraham and Hager, whilst they Spiritualism, it has been demonstrated that
are belaboring on the sin of "free love" amongst such corrupt fruits are not found growing on
Spiritualists. I have in my possession a long spiritual trees. And while I would not waste
string of these moral delinquents which I words in boasting on the purity and morals of
could read if I wished. After all they have Spirtualists and while I am willing to admit
said about "free love" amongst us I find that that Spiritualists are liable to moral lapses as
they might well claim a monopoly on the sub well as any one else, I want to give a few of
ject of "free lust" and I hope that no Spirit- the reasons for believing that the tendency of
ualist will feel like encroachingon their pecul- the teachings of Spi'ritulism are calculated to
iar rights and I do not believe they will. There make men and women better.
The tendency of Spiritualism is the developare only two illegitimate children among Spiritualists that I am aware of in all the United ment of the spiritual faculties. Bigots call us
States I do not wish to brag upon our purity "Spiritists." To be a Spiritist is to live in inbut our "free love," at least, compels us to tercourse with the Spirit World; Since no
one can live in constant intercourse with the
have some respect for virtue
In the States Prison at Auburn, New York, Spirit World, without a development of their
there are twenty-five ministers of the gospel, spiritual faculties, they become more spiritual
but not a Spiritualist, Unitarian or even an in their natures, and as they become more spirInfidel. In Juliet, 111., I believe among the itual, they grow better, for we can not develop
seven hundred prisoners, forty-seven of them the finer sentiments of our nature, without doare ministers, but there is but one Spiritualist ing it at some expense of the lower faculties.
there and he was not one until he had been It is, therefore, Spiritualism. Now, I can not
there sometime; he has been converted since be a Spiritualist without continually develophe went there. All the balance are Christians. ing to be a better man; for, as we learn right
Indeed our courts seldom hang any body but from wrong, we learn how to do good. SpiritChristians. All claim that they are going to ualism, therefore, means a growth in purity.
heaven through the merits of Jesus Christ. If You may. therefore, set it down that when a
every body is bad but Christians, if Christian- man becomes a Spiritualisthe becomes a betity monopolizes all of the morals, why is it ter man. Not that all men are not good as
that our courts are sentencing Christians to they can be, under the conditions around thera
States Prisons and hanging them?

Would it

not be well to have a little versatility in the
business and hang now and then a Jew, an Infidel or a Heathen?
Now, I do not wish to make theories entirely
responsible for all this wickedness yet they are
not wholly innocent. Any system which is
good will be counterfeited. Bad men are attracted to any place that will give them a reputation, and if Christianity were ever so pure,
bad men would wear it about them like a cloak
to hide their moral deformity. But what
means this universal disposition amongst the
Christian church to cover up and wink at the
sins of the respectable (?) members and to apologize for the moral and social delinq lincies of
the clergy, and if their crimes can not be tolerated at one point move them over to another
to repeat the same crimes? It is not that sinners are in the churches that I find fault, but
it is that the tendency of churches are ever in
that direction; that whilst they vilely slander
their neighbors who are not fortunate enough
to have faith in them and cry out against their
sins, these same crimes are winked at and considered only small aberrations in the church.
It is because being so full of corruption within
they raise the "catch thief" cry against those
who are without.
•

PREMIUM ON SIN.

The difficulty after all is that whilst Christ
came to save people from their sins, the church
offers to save them in their sins. Their theory
teaches every man that if he can only retain
consciousness long enough to have a little talk
with God that the matter will all be right. By
the merits of Jesus Christ he can go to heaven.
Thus every,; rogue says, "Why should I be
moral, I can go to heaven as well without?
Neighbor B has some money I would like
to have. If I can take his life and obtain it
without being found out, I can set up in business here, join a respectable church and having enjoyed my ill-gotten gains through a long
life, I shall go to heaven. If it should be
found out and I should be hung, I will have
ample time to secure my title to heaven.
Whether I am found out or not, I can make
'my title clear

To mansions in the skies,
Then I'll bid far well to every fear,'
and murder my man." Was ever a system
more calculated to encourage men in their
wickedness than this? Let me here relate an
instance:
On the 14th of May, 1872, George W. Jenkins, of Washington, went into his wife's bedroom where she was asleep and with a butcher s cleaver killed her whom he had promised
to love and protect. For this crime he was sentenced to be hung and expiated his guilt Oct.
31, 1872. After he had lived a life of sin
and the power to commit crime was forever
gone, when he was powerless to do good hereafter, he took benefit of the spiritual bankrupt
law, and accepted of the niggardly conditions
offered by the church to all such as have no
morals of their own to go to heaven on the
merits of another. He had sent his wife to
hell, now he goes off shouting to heaven.
When on the morning of the execution, Mr.
Crocker, the warden, read the death warrant
to him he replied:
"Well, Crocker, it is your duty. God's will
be done and soon I will be with Christ."
Mr. Crocker —"Well, Jenkins, it affords
us consolation that you are prepared to meet
your Lord."
Jenkins —"As sure as the deed is done, my.
soul will waft to glory.

I am not unprepared

to meet my God, thanks to his holy name. I

j

]

know that he has a crown prepared for me and
I shall soon wear it. Give my respect to your
officers. \ ou have treated me kindly and all
I can say to you is to continue in the path of

virtue, and I'll meet you."

1.1

because he is not satisfied with himself. He
has the best of reasons for being dissatisfied
with himself, but none for disliking others.
We teach men the uses of life, and as mirthfulness is one of the spiritual faculties, the necessity of its development. As we make men
happy about us, we gain their confidence; and
as we gain influence with them, we increase
their interest in us; and through us, our fellow
man, and thereby develop other spiritual faculties—the social qualities, thus developing
them to love their neighbors.
Let us have more sociables amongst us, more
theatres, more good feeling, and then we shall
have more harmony.

HOWARD TILDEN. 8.W. 0S800D.
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tempting a bait for his cupidity to withstand;
so he struck boldly out, but shied clear of all
the well-known dodges of mica negatives,

S. S. JONF.S,

and others had foundered), and determined to
have no second-hand spirits on his plate.
With this end in view, he probably experimented with his chemicals, and at last devised
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but not a complete success, as these masses of
Clouds would sometimesspoil or seriously mar

the portrait of the innocent victim of his deception. A little experience, however, proved
that if a delay of several minutes occurred between the removal from the bath and exposure
of the plate, the clouds would all be on the
lower end of the plate, leaving the upper portion comparatively clear for the portrait of the

sitter.
These few minutes might seem monotonous
to the sitter, so Mr. Gifford decided to utilize

them by going into the " trance state," as they
call it, and beseeching the spirts to grant him

audience, which he does in a loud voice, the
contortionsand jerkings of his body, meantime,
being truly pitiable. The cap is then removed
and the exposure made as usual. The result-

ing negative is, as 1 before stated, only extraordinary from the peculiar combinations

of

clouds, streaks and stains in the background,
or what was the lower end of the plate.
To the ordinary customer these are pointed
out as the dim outlines of spirits, which will
appear much better defined in the print. This
usually suffices, and the negative is then ready

for the balance of the process, and is passed to
a "retoucher," who, not having read Mr.
Snelling's papers on the subject, or in reckless
disregard of their teachings, proceeds carefully
to remove portions of the deposit in places

where shades should appear, and after varnishing) to pencil such other portions as are desir-

ed to print light, when presto! spirit laces are

peering from clouds in every nook and corner
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"Philadelphia Photographer,"—An
Journal upon record.

a method at once original and successful. He

found that a nitrate bath containing a large
quantity of alcohol, used in connection with
a developer containing none, would produce
negatives with such a vaiiety of fantastic
clouds and streaks as would shame the worst
tangled hieroglyphs of Egypt.
So far, this was a step in the light direction,

of the plate.

Art

We publish the following that our readers
may know that a journal devoted to the art of
photography places itself upon perpetual record,
as a falsifier of a well established fact in that
branch of science. Not content with showing
that a certain Mr. Gifford is an impostor (of
which we kno .v not whether his statements be
true or false), he denounces Mr Mumler
(which the editor of the Philadelphia Photographer endorses) in the followinglanguage:
I thought, after Mumler's experience in New
York, a few years ago, that this wicked imposition would never be attempted again, but
would find its sepulchre among other exploded

The above is substantially the whole formula for the manufactureof spirits, as practiced byMr. Gifford, and in daily practice it
works well enough, as patrons are not allowed
to inspect their negatives very closely, being
told that a proof can be seen next day, which
is, of course, printed after the negative has received the requisite manipulation.

It is only wnen a brother photographer calls
that this sort of thing becomes embarrassing;
but should he insist that nothing is visible to

his eye other than clouds, etc., I found it was
only necessary for the operator to take out a
large magnifyingglass, and, after prolonged
examination, declare positively that there
really were spirit forms visible, which, of
course, closed the argument.
All the "spirit pictures" I saw of Mr. G.'s
make were done in this way. I saw several
negatives from which prints had been made,
and every one showed the faces plainly pencilled on the surface. I inclose a couple of fair
specimens, which you will readily discover
were made in this manner; also a copy of Mr.
G.'s advertisement.
It is due to Mr. Gifford to say that he does
not pretend to control any spirit at will, but
only to obtain a promiscuous assemblage of
the dear departed, which you will notice are
sometimes slightly mixed.
Of Spiritualism I know and care but little;

humbugs.
There are hundreds of thousands of people,
and among them many hundreds of photographers, that know the fact that Mr. Mumler
was tried in the city of New York, on the
charge of being an impostor, at which trial the
best artists in the city were called as witnesses
and not one of them could testify to his being
an impostor. On the contrary they swore but when fanatics in any creed degrade and
falsify a noble science in the propagation of
without an exception,that they had carefully a pet theory, which is no less a detriment to
watched every manipulation in the process of the welfare of the community than opposite to
taking spirit photographs, and could detect

of

nothing different from the ordinary process
used by every photographer.

Your noble journals and the National Association of Photographershave done much to-

Mr. Mumler

was honorably discharged from custody and
acquitted from the charges preferred against
him.
Many other spirit artists have been developed since that time, and hundreds of thou-

sands of perfect liknesses of deceased people
have been, and are daily being taken by spirit
artists in every part of the United States,
as perfect as if taken before such
person left the form. We have a great number of such likenesses on exhibition in
our reception rooms, which are visited daily
by artists and many others.
The most intelligent men and women in the
country visit spirit artists and get perfect likenesses of their deceased friends, and know
well that the artist could know nothing of
them, hence could not impose upon them.
Another point is worthy of consideration
and the savant who edits the "Philadelphia
Photographeraswell as others who attempt
to write down a great truth in their art
should take cognizance of it.
It is
a well established fact that most perfect
likenesses of persons in spirit-life can be taken
upon the ordinary sensitized plate by the usual
chemical process (light excepted) in a perfectly darkened room.
Well defined likenesses have often been
taken in that way. The operator having
been assured by spirits through mediums that
experiments tried in that way would be
crowned with success. Such experiments
demonstate the fact that another element than
light will impinge a likeness upon a sensitized
plate.
The editor of the "PhiladelphiaPhotographer'''
will experience the humiliation of being told
these truths by far more able correspondents
than B. P. Hall, who so freely denounces all
phases of spirit photography, and whom he endorses.
But it is not the province of this brief article to even hint at the philosophy of many
things developed in spirit photography. We
aim, however, to call the attention of our
readers, especially photographers, to the facts
that correspondents ignorant of great truths

I

facts, it is the duty of all, and particularly

the professors of said science, to detect and

in spirit photography, gain a hearing in the
"Philadelphia Photographer''' and an endorsement by the editor, to the prejudice of the
great body of intelligent Spiritualists, and in
violence to a now well known truth in the
art. That there may be no mistake in
this matter we subjoin the article referred to.
As the manner of producing these so-called
spirit pictures is not fully explained in the article referred to above, and as it is an innovation on all published formulas, and to me altogether novel, I will give you a brief description
of it.
Mr. B. S. Gifford, the author of these pictures, is a man of ordinary intelligenee, and
probably, knew full well before he undertook
this speciality, what the opinions of the world

were upon the subject.

But it offered too

expose the fraud if possible.

ward educating the world above the belief in

such things; but their mission will not be fully

accomplished until

'

spirit pictures" shall be

no longer attempted.
Lansing, Mich. B. P. Hall.
There is no doubt but what Mr. Hall has hit

upon the plan adopted exactly,

and much

credit is due him for his persistence.—Ed.
Lecture before the First Spiritual Society
of Chicago.
Professor E. Whipple is speaking the present
month for the Spiritualists of this city. His
lecture on Sunday morning was on the "Phases
of Human Character." There are two facts,
said the speaker, that strike us with peculiar
interest, when we contemplate a group of persons, namely: the fundamental resemblances,
and the superficial differences. All the races
of men display a fundamental unity in structure, faculty and power. Not a single race or
individual is in possession of an organ or faculty, or power, that all do not equally share.
But these organs are modified in greater or lesser
degree; the faculties are unequally combined;
the powers vary in their amplitude, and so
those diversities arise which we denominate
individual character.
The speaker discussed the causes of progressive variation in character. There are
three agencies that chiefly contribute to the
specialization of character, namely: education,
hereditary bias, and the inmost spirit or integral personality.
Among educational influences, the speaker
held that the environment, including the aspect of country, nature of climate, and comparative fertility of the soil, contributes a large
share. Upon these influences the diversities
of race and nation chiefly depend. In the infancy of society external nature was the positive factor, and growth was permitted only
where soil and climate presented peculiar advantages. The growth once attained, human
nature acted upon the environment and modified it so that the interaction between man and
nature, have called out and specialized the
latent possibilities of character.
The lecturer thought it quite probable that
no greater men live to-day on the planet than
the old civilizations produced, but the difference between the past and present is, that the
great men were once exceptional; but one or
two good heads were born in a century. They
were the wonders of their cotemporaries, and
revered as Gods. To day we are amazed at the
number of mighty intellects, and hesitate to
worship for very confusion of choice. The
masses are climbing to the altitude once only
occupied by the few. Moreover good and
great men are potent centers of influence, attracting the multitude below them into beneficent tendencies; and even the good in those

whom we call bad people, exert more good
on the future, than their bad traits exert
evil. In the language of Emerson, "The
world has a sure chemistry, by which it extracts what is excellent in its children, and
lets drop the infirmities and limitations of the
grandest mind."
The speaker elaborated on the influence of
books, society, and the rostrum, as educators
of the masses. He could tell by a glance at a
private citizen's library, his character and general drift of thought. Seventy five per cent,
of the literature in this country, consists in
novels and light reading. A man may also be
known by the company he keeps. "Evil communications corrupt good manners." The associations we cultivate may exalt or debase us,
according to their character.
Juvenile instruction was urged as of paramount importance. A properly constituted
home is the best possible school for childhood.
The Lyceum, it is true, supplies a mosjt important need, in that it furnishes physical culture,
teaching the child the poetry and grace of
motion.
The speaker dwelt upon hereditary influences
as formative of character. He claimed that
no description of knowledge has greater importance than that which relates to the influences that shape the organic tendencies of incipient childhood. Every child born has a
right to a sound body and healthy mind. Both
vices and virtues descend to our children by
inheritance. Idiocy as well as genius results
from forces set in motion by parents. A
knowledge of the antenatal history of Nero,
will explain to us why he differed from Jesus.
Dante's mother lived in a world of beautiful
fancies, and her vision beheld the glories of
the Spirit World, immediately preceding the
birth of her poet son.
In addition to those characteristics evolved
by contact with the objective world, Prof.
W. held that man possesses an essentia], spiritual personality, which had no derivative origin, but is a part of the Divine essence, and
existed as a distinct entity before the world
was. The object of development is to spiritualize and attune the body into concord with
the inmost, and make it mirror the beauty and
excellence that is forever treasured there. The
integral atom of personality holds perennially
the wealth of universes, and by its power each
struggling mortal will be lifted out of fate
into glorious freedom.
A. E. Doty of Uion, speaks in Oneida, New
York, March 16th.
Mrs. L. H, Perkins has been lecturing at
Hannibal, Missouri.
Dr. T. B. Taylor, a celebrated healer and
lecturer, has opened a healing institute at
Leavenworth, Kansas.
G. B. Stebbins has returned from the South
where he has been lecturing and is now at his
home in Detroit, Michigan.
Mrs. M. J.

Wilcoxson

is lecturing

this

month at Kansas City, Mo. Her lectures in
Kansas have been well received.
Warren Wcolson of Parrish, Oswego Co.,
New York, is supplying the desk at Deansville, Central New York, twice each month.
The Clock Stuck One. This work of Rev.
Samuel Watson's which has created such intense interest among all classes is now in
press, and we can shortly fill orders for any
number.

Miss Addie L. Ballou is still laboring in the
South. She will probably visit Savannah,
Macon and Augusta, Georgia. Her lectures
and those of D. W. Hull and C. Fannie Allen
have created a wide-spread interest in the
South.
A test medium is wanted at Jackson, Tenn.
If one should go there they would be well
paid, and do a great deal of good. A comfortable home will be found with Andrew J.
Clarke or Hon. J. H. Harper of the place.
The address of D. W. Hull, the conclusion
of which appears in this week's issue, will
command the attention of our readers. Mr.
Hull is efficient in his efforts to overthrow
Old Theology. No man is hitting it harder
blows.
We have received from the Author, M. B.
Craven, two highly interesting pamphlets: One
on "Bible Chronology," and the other "Christianity Before the Time of Christ." Mr.
Craven is one of the most critical thinkers in
the country, and his pamphlets will be read
with intense interest.
The New York Central Association of Spiritualists have recently held meetings at Norwich, New Berlin and West Winfield, New
York. The next quarterly meeting will be
held at Petersboro, the home of the venerable
Gerrit Smith, the seventh and eighth of June
next.
K. Grates' address until March 15th, will
be Ravenna, Portage county, Ohio. Societies
and settlements wanting lectures, will please
write him soon as other fields of labor will
compel him to abandon the missionary enterprise before long. Thus far his labors in that
capacity have been for the most part attended
with glorious success.
Answer to Many Letters of Inquiry.
Harry Bastian can not go from Chicago to
visit any places, in view of holding Seances.
He is located here, and holding seances every
evening, with crowded houses, at the ReligioPhilosophicalPublishing House.

Letter of Fellowship.
The Religio-Philosophical Society granted a
Letter of Fellowship to Brother John Corwin,
of Five Corners, in the State of New York, on
the 6th day of February, 1873, thereby constituting him, in due form of law, a minister of
the gospel. He is now duly qualified to per-

form the marriage ceremony, in accordance
with the rites of that Society, and the laws of
the United States.

A New Volume.
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tured by many scientists, why should immortality be achieved by them more than by ordinary oxygen, carbon and hydrogen, which enter into the mortal body ? These questions lead
to an investigation of what constitutes immortality. In the healthy organism the forces of

renovation balance those of decay. As soon
as a fibre or nerve cell, or bone" particle is
Journal. It is worn out, new material is ready to supply the
the Religio-Philosophical
So rapid is this wonderful process of
freighted with rare gems of thought from dif- waste.
decay and renovation that all the soft tissues
thus
ladened
and
speakers,
and
writers
ferent
of the body are renewed, at least, every thirty
it will go forth sowing seed that will illumi- days. Thus the body is restored twelve times
nate the world with the grandeur of the Har- a year; and an individual at sixty jears of age
monial Philosophy. Each succeedingnumber has had seven hundred and twenty different
Could such balance of forces be prewill be equally interesting, and we hope our bodies.
served, living foims would never perish; an
will
country
take
friends in all parts of the
immortal lion, oak or pine would be as possib'e
as an immortal man. But they can not obtain it
especial pains to extend its circulation.
with the material of the physical world. Organic forms reach maturity only to feel themHudson Tuttle.
siduous mastery of decay. The absorbents
become obstructed with bone forcing material
We publish this week the able address of and deposition going on in the bones they bemost
Hudson Tuttle on "Evolution." It is a
come hard, almost material. Through the imsearching analysis of that question, and will portant organs—as the heart, in its very valves
on which life depends, bony atoms are deposbe read with deep interest. Mr. Tuttle is one ited.
The minute arteries thus obstructed, the
of the most profound thinkers in the country muscles waste, contract and harden. The enand his advanced ideas have excited a wide tire mechanism of complicated fibres, chanspread interest in Europe. The position, how- nels, cells and fluids becomes impaired, and at
ever, that he entertains, that man is not neces- length fails altogether. It is not want of vitality; it is a necessity growing out of the elesarily immortal we can not endorse? We ments of which they are formed.
The necessity of ascending to higher elehave not space now to enter into an elaborate
discussion of this question, but will do so at mental forms is thus made apparent, and the
individualizationin the spirit is effected by
some future time.
and through means of the mortal body. With
a proper understanding of words, we may employ the terms, "matter" and "spirit," the latter
[Continued from First Page. ]
conclusion. Ever it exclaims with the great meaning the subtile and ultimated elements
Goethe: " The destruction of such high powers which pervade and underlie the physical
is something which can never, under any cir- world. From the former the physical body is
cumstances, come in question," and we are formed; from the latter the spiritual body.
prone to say with the shade of Anticlea, "when This dual development commences with the
a man is dead, the flesh, and the bones are dawn of being, and is common to all living
left to be consumed by the flames; but the soul forms. The two mature together; one pervading and being an exact copy of the other, and
flies away like a dream."
More deeply are we impressed with that death is their final separation. The mortal
conclusion, when by a survey of the realm of body is the scaffold by which the immortal is
life we find that the progressive labor of the created.
Then do all animals possess spirits? Asages is for his creation. He is the resultant of
the vast series of evolution. The labor has been suredly, for the realm of life has one fixed
for his benefit, and whatever results have order, but it by no means follows that their
flowed to other beings, have been accidental spirits are immortal. Because the spirit exto the main line of advancement. A plan is ists after the death of the mortal body is not
revealed, which, as previously stated, is in- absolute evidence of eternal existence. As a
herent in the constitution of the word, and certain advancementis essential for the manimust be inevitably followed. To stop short of festation of reason and moral intelligence, so it is
man would be to render creative energy an to the preservation of the organization through
abortion. Nothing is gained except the series which that reason is manifested. The keybe completed, and it is completedwhen man is stone is necessary for the security of the arch,
which if not in place, falls in ruins as soon as
reached.
But we cannot limit this progress. Having the staging is removed.
The spirit of the animal may be compared to
reached its highest point in physical man, it
seeks a new channel through his spiritual nat- an incompleted arch, which, when the body
ure. I said that in the human form we ob- which supports it is removed, falls in fragserved no imperfectlyfashioned organs, or illy ments. But the spirit of man is like a perfect
executed functions prophesying greater per- arch, standing firm after its support is taken
fection heretofore, but in the mental realm we away.
But, as the animal merges through intermedo find this state of things. Compared even
with his ideal, the man of profoundestthought, diate forms into man, and the infant knows
Is a child. The possibilities of a God are his, less than the perfect animal, the line of demarkand yet he actualizes scarcely the alphabet! ation between the perishable and imperishable
Nor is it possible for the individual man in the is, apparently, drawn with difficulty. Not so,
short space allotted to mortal life to do more; however; a certain degree of advancement is
then shall the race accomplish what is denied essential, beyond -which immortality obtains.
the individual. The great stream of civiliza- The line is not sharply drawn. A spirit is
tion shall flow onward, and each individual not necessarily immortal, but can become gradually extinguished, after an indefinite time.
atom shall rise on the the preceding.
Then what is the benefit or aim of this pro- As the atoms of the animal's body are absorbed
gress? Is there any thing gained by the mas- by wind and wave, and wafted around the
todon taking the place of the saurians of the world, to be seized with avidity by other
primeval slime, or man of the mastodon? If forms of life, so its spiritual portion is reWe commence this week a New Volume of

the production of mortal being is the ei)d, the
process would be as perfect at one stage

as another. We consider it perfect in proportion as the typical structure is attained,
and that structure is one which most completely embodies the possibilities of the elements. Man physically considered, is the
nearest approximation of this result. He has
in a measure become master of the forces
which surround him, but who will say he has
reached the limits of his capabilities in this
direction? With the same ratio of progress
for the next century; as in the past, he will
have the most essential powers of nature under
his control.
But this is for the race What is for
the individual? He cares not if mankind
a thousand years hence become as God's; he
asks what is my destiny? The proposition
I have to make is this: The great plan of
animal life comes to fruition in physical
man; he is the result of countless milleniums
of evolutions. As this progress evolves man,
the same laws extend into a higher domain and
evolve his spirit.
Unless this be so, creation is a failure, and
the interminable beings which form its cycle,
represent no purpose, or object gained. Unless
the order be extended, and as a result a portion
become advanced to a new and higher plane,
we have the spectacle of ceaseless activity
without object or gain, which, even to our imperfect human understanding, is nowhere else
met with in the bounds of nature.
Most rigidly do I adhere to my primary
proposition, that no force or energy whatever
can exist without matter. If man have a spiritual existence, it must be individualized, and
if so, must be formed of some kind of matter
and be as amenable to the laws of its being; as
the mortal man.
. 1 here freely admit that the material is wanting to bridge the existing gulf between matter
and spirit, but it must be borne in mind how
brief has been the period since investigation

has been intelligently directed to this subiect
and also the great difficulties in the
A
boundless field of research is herewav.
opened
across the threshold of which none have vet
passed, except those who have studied it
from
the immortal side. For the present
then mv
main argument
on the perfect and satisfactory manner rests
which this theory accounts for
all the diverse phenomena. I might
bring the
testimony of spiritual beings, but in this con
nection I prefer
deal with the question in a
purely scientific tomanner.
As the mortal senses can not recognize thp
matter or substance of which the
oran
ism is composed, and as all
idea of
is
derived from them, we can not
fom a iust
conception of its qualities. We can
know lit
be most subtle in
U8f>
Many
Spiritualists
teach that it is
character.
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solved like a cloud into the ocean of spiritual
elements.

After passing into what may be called the
human kingdom, on the threshold where the
lowest races blend with the brute, we find the
line of mortality remorselesslydeterminingthe
man from the animal.
I shall consider, in conclusion, but one objection, which from its antiquity and apparent
incontrovertibility, is the strongest possible to
urge. It is drawn from the armory of metaphysical discussion, and has very often been
employed with crushing force. It is this: If
man is immortal in the future, must he not
have been in the past? Can an immortal being
have a beginning?
I think this objection will readily be seen to
rest on the old conception of spirit, and when
applied to this theory to have no force. When
the words "eternity" and "immortality" are
used, the sense must, of necessity, be vague,
as we can form no conception of either. If we
admit ceaseless change as the order of nature,
every change is wrought by the force of superior attractions, and we can imagine a state
in which an aggregation of atoms are held by
the highest forces possible to be brought to
bear on them, and such an aggregation,although
it had a beginning, because within itself all
forces were satisfied, would be eternal. Such
an aggregation of elements of most exquisitely
sublimated character we hold the spirit of man
to be.
Studied in the light of this theory, creation
becomes a continuous evolution from the earliest, spontaneously generated forms of life, to
man; and man becomes the means whereby
the possibility of immortality is realized.
Without this result, creation is a failure, and
man with his instinctive longings, his noble
aspirations, his infinite possibilities, is the veriest sham, blotting the fair face of the world.
Rapidly, and in barest outline, have I
sketched the principles of the Genesis and Evolution of Spirit, of necessity dwelling more at
length on the material side, and conscientiously
pointing at the provinces where future research must supply the deficient links. Yet
this beautiful outline will make apparent the
beautiful order of creation, and reveal the progressive steps from the atomic to man, and to
spirit, like another Jacob's ladder, from earth
to heaven. As man is the fruition of this
evolution, and its aim and purpose, so the evolution of an immortal spirit is the crowning
glory of man.
Again the line of progress changes, for with
spirit, it can no longer sirive for the preservation and perfection of races, but for the individual.
Immortality is conferred, as the highest aim
of creative energy, admitting of no mistakes.
Man's spiritual state must surpass his mortal,
which is its prototype; extending and consummating the mortal life. Whether we die drawing our first living breadth, or after a full century, has not the least influence in the final
growth and attainments of the spirit, which
embodies every law of progress. Whether
as a spirit—clad in flesh, or as a spirit in the
angel spheres, man is amenable to the same
laws.
We can learn many lessons from this contemplation. By it we comprehend our duty to
lower, and our relations to higher orders of intelligences. The brutes of the field, our ignoble brethren, all the forms of life beneath us,
require our kindness, love and sympathy; the
angels of light—our elder brothers, call forth
our love and emulation. We are not ephemera'
a day, but companions of suns and
worlds, and possessed of a proud consciousness
that when the lofty mountain peaks have become valleys, and the earth passed away; when
the sun no longer shines, and the stars of
heaven are lost in night, our spiritual being
will have but begun its never ending course.
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Subscriptions will be received and papers may be obtained,
at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia.

Self-Cult uro-Self-Knowledge—Self Respect.
"I say life' and I name it, filled with solemn awe that bids me well beware with what
intent I touch that sacred thing."
We have changed the impressive words of
Cowper, using the important word Life for
"pulpit," and as a further text we will quote
the following:
0 Life, beautiful Life!
Thy glories unveiled I see;
O Life, beautiful Life!
1

That the Angel of death brought me,

Thou hast made me one of the noble,
Thou hast made me one of the free.
CHORTJS,

0 Life, beautiful Life!

1 sail on thy crystal sea.

O Life, beautiful Life!

The haven of love and truth;

0 Life, beautiful Life!

Thou hast given me back my youth.
1 rise on your mystical pinions,
I breathe in your magical breath.
CHORUS,

O Life, beautiful Life!
For me there is no more death.
We have frequently discussed the problem
of life, but the theme is inexhaustible. Our
first duty is self-culture, and this universe is a
grand primary school, with millions of teachers—companions are theyafrom the mote that

dances in the sunbeam, the sand upon the sea
shore, the tiny moss, the blade of grass, with
their millions of sister plants; the vast arcana
of animal life, from the monad to the huge
leviathan or the monarch of the forest; from
our little planet to the grand over-arching
cl.0r.1s of suns and stars that roll on forever
in immensity! Bach and all are teachers,
brothers and sisters, companions related to us
by laws as fixed, and immutableas the Infinite.
In the study of our physical forms, we learn

timate relations which subsist between these
external bodies and the mental and soul organisms that dwell within them, that when
we have a true and realizing sense thereof, we
should never permit anything impure or unclean to enter into the physical, knowing that
it will not only mar the beauty of the body itself, but will also arrest more or less the
onward carrer of its interior companions.

The time is coming when every human
being, and especially the young and rising
generation, whose plastic minds are eagerly
seeking knowledge, will realize these grand

truths, and will resolve to hold these bodies
pure and sacred, that they may be the most

perfect instrument for the interior nature to

use in acquiring a knowledge of the material

universe, and of the conditions through which
il is passing.

One of the chief axioms of this life, is to
know all that can be known of the structure
and functions of this wonderful temple, the

human, physical body, an organism most

beautifully and perfectly adapted for the purposes for which it is designed. There is nothing in all the broad realms of the Universe

that is so well calculated to fill our minds
with gratitude and worship of the Infinite, as

the realization of the possession of these won-

derfully made temples in which we find ourselves dwelling.
Within these physical bodies, there is an-

other body which has been called the spiritual-physical body—more refined and yet partaking of the character of the eternal body.

This spiritual-physical is a necessity for the
mental and soul organizations, and at the
change called death, the two latter take this

body with them

and they form with it the

evarlasting trinity of the spiritual organism.
We are told that, although this physical
body of the spirit is subject to change, and
many degrees of refinement, it never experiences such a change as that of the death of the
physical body.
One of the grandest lessons which the revelitions of Modern Spiritualism and the progress of the human mind have revealed to us,
is the important fact that man's state imme-

diately after death is the same as it was before

that change, and that it depends in a great
measure upon the character of the spiritual-

physical body, which, as we have said,
always partakes of the character of the exter-

nal physical body. If our lives have been unclean and impure, if the physical body has
been corrupted by improper food and drink
and wrong associations and surroundings, the

that there is a relationship between these and

spiritual-physicalbody will be contaminated,

in the handiwork of the Creator in building a
planet, step by step, matter ascends into

by for a time. The failure to unfold the men-

everything in the material universe, and that

higher and more beautiful conditions, and
from the simple binary compounds, the lowest

sion," and on ' The Use of Sunday;" and a full
number of the "Musical Review,"—a feature
introduced this year, and which is found very
useful to music-buyers. Terms (payable in advance), $4 00 per annum. Single numbers, 35
cents (mailed, post-paid) Address, Geo. A.
Coolidge, business agent, 143 Washington St.
Boston, Mass.

its magnetisms will be impure, and its position in the Spiritual World will be fixed theretal and soul organisms properly, which results

from this, will also have its influence.
We are more solemnly impressed every day

City Entertainments.
[For the week ending, March 15th, 1873.]

McYicker's Theatre.—Madison street, between State and Dearborn streets. The third
week of Mr. Booth's engagement has shown
constantly augmenting audiences and the powerful grip he has on the sympathies of our
theatre-goers. Probably no other star actor in
America, could carry through a successful six
weeks' season in Chicago, certainly not in immediate succession to such a musical, spree of
grand Italian opera as that which tugged so
powerfully alike at the purse strings and the
sympathies of Chicago people. He will appear until further notice in Shakespear's masterpiece, Hamlet.
Globe Theatre.—No. 54, South Desplaines
street. The second week of Harry Linden's
engagementwill be signalized by the production of Dion Boucicault's play of "The Octoroon," one of the most successful of his earlier
sensational pieces. Mr. Linden's return to the
Chicago stage is a matter of pleasure for old
theatre-goers, and it is to be hoped that he will
not again leave the profession. On Friday
evening next, Mr. Linden will take his benefit.
Nixon's Amphitheatre.—Clinton street,
between Washington and Randolph. This
establishment will be re-opened on Thursday,
March 17, with entertainments, morning, noon,
and evening. A grand equestrian and gymnastic exhibition will be given, chief among
the stars being the great bare-back rider,
James Robinson. This performer is said to be
the first in his profession. The names that
appear in the programme are very well known
in the circus world, and the entertainment will
be a good one of its kind.

simple union, up through the mineral and the

into purity and goodness, that the refining influences of true self-love and respect can be

realized.
We must not only know ourselves physically, but the mind, that which knows, is also
a grand object of study.

Speaking and manifesting itself, as it does,

through the physical, gathering its external

knowledge through those wonderful avenues,
the senses, the study of the one and the other
become beautifully blended. We must not
only study mind from the sensationswhich
are received through the external avenues that
connect it with the physical universe, but by

the logic of reason, comparison and all the
various phenomena which characterize mind
it.e'f.
All these are subjects of profound research
"in the great basis work of self-culture, which
must precede and result in self-knowledgeand
self-respect, and if in the study of man's phys-

ical nature the entire Universe with its endless variety of forms, is to be investigated in
order for the fullest comprehension of it, so
in the domain of mind and all the laws and
principles which belong to it, must be studied
and applied to the unfoldment of its powers.
We need have no difficulty in comprehending
the existence and general character of the
physical body, its organism is so palpably
tangible.
The mental organism, which is just as real,
is not so readily comprehended, and it is only
by profound study and close analytical observation, that we arrive at the knowledge of the
existence of this organism, which in outline
and distinctive traits, does not differ very
much from the physical organism in which it
dwells, and when seen clairvoyantly the mental is perceived to occupy the entire physical
form. As the brain which is the organ of the
most direct expression, can not exist perfectly
without the other parts of the physical^ form,
so we perceive that the me.tal organism infills, permeates and corresponds in form with
the physical organism; that even the hairs and
nails which seem to be so low in the scale of
life, are essential to the fullest and most perfect action of the mental powers. We perceive at this moment that it is the mental organism through which the vital force is enabled
to move our right hand and pen these lines.
If it were possible—which we are happy to
say it is not—to destroy the mentality even
be
within the hand, the vital force wouldus,
powerless. Observation has convinced
and spirits have confirmed the idea, that the
mental and soul organisms, the latter of which
dewe shall hereafter describe, can not be torstroyed, they may be benumbed, rendered
pid and arrested in their development by uncircumfavorable conditions, but under no physical
stances can they be destroyed. Ibe
which holds its connection with these by
the vital force may be partially or totally destroved
Interior to the mental organism, and verysimilar in form to it, we perceive clairvoy
antly, and are informed by our spirit friends
there exists a soul organization similar inform
to the mental and physical, but approximating
nearer to the divine in its essence than either
of these, being in "the image of God.
It was declared by ancient writers that
him
"God made man" when he breathed into
bethe breath of life in such fulness that he
.
came a living soul.
This divine spark,—the central portion
him more
man's nature, is the link that binds
closely than anything else to the Infinite, and
identity.
renders him absolutely immortal in

\

organism,
It is so closely allied to the mental
only
that it makes that immortal also, leavingana
as
nature,
man's
of
physical
the external
to
earthly
character
an
of
elements
material
kindred
thsir
to
affinity
of
laws
by
the
return
and inelements';

Such, however, is the close

Mailed, post paid, on Receipt of Price.
Darling, I am Lone'y Now. Song and Chorus, Stewart. 30
Sweetest. Song and chorus Danks. 30
Mattie May. Song and Chorus, Danks. 30
Lost and Saved. Ballad, Donniker. 3 >
Farewell, Darling, till we Meet Rosewig. 30
Think of me. Darling. Song and Chorus, Miera. 30
Asking a Blessing from Mother. Song and
Ct or us, S'ewart. 30
Recollectionsuf ( hildhood. Baritone Song,..Danks. 30
Thou art no longer Mine. Ballad, Danks 30
Hear ma say my Little Prayer. Song and
Chorus, Piatt. 30
Close the Shutters, Willie's D^ad. Song and
Chorus, Stewart 30
Ethel Dreeme,. Song and Chorus Pereley. 35
Quit dat Ticklfn M j. Song and Dance, Hays 35
You'll always find me True. Song and
Chorus, Hays. 35
*Dead, but not Forgotten. Song and (L'h >rus,.. .Hays. 40
*Meet me Maggie. Sorg and Chorus, Ilays. 40
*Lay me where my Mother's Sleepxg. Soi g
and Chorus, Stewart, 40
Father of ALL Sacred Song Panseron. 50

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.
Autumn Leave?. Second Pensee Melodique, „.C.
T.Frey. 35
Belisario. Fantasie, Kinkel. 35
Rustic Beauty March Kinkel. 35
Sunbeam March, ^kaats.35
Johnnie's March, Kinkel. 35
Beiti 'sSchottiehe Kink*].
35
Jimm'e's Schottische, Kinke).35
Hattie's Waltz Kinkel. 35
Sweet Sixteen Waltz Kinkel. 35
Evening Zephyrs Waltz, Pacher. 30
Bird ol Beauly Waltz, Young.
2i
Switch off GaL p, Young. 20
Kittie's Polka,
Kinkel. 35
Ray of Sunshine Polka, laci er. 35
Gli'tening Stars Polka de Salon, Feine. 50
Eddie's Polka,
Kinkel. 35
Harry's P lka,
Kinkel.35
Smile of Beauty Polka, Young.20
Pieces marked thus have picture titles.
Any piece mailed, post-paid, on leceipt of marked
Address,
v!4nltl
IN PRESS. TO BE PUBLISHED WITHIN THIRTY
DAYS, REVISED AND CORREC TED.
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CLOCK STRUCK ONE
AND

4th.

Self-Respect is an essential means of

BE.NG A SYNOPSIS

but also for eternity.

6th. They are of practical value now and
forever.
7th. Every one who listens to the inward
voice will find a necessity for these things.
8th. They are the means by which we become each others helpers and Saviors.
9th. Spiritualists are particularly called
upon to labor in these directions, for they will
open the avenues between the life here and

hereafter, and establish a fuller and more free
communion.

10th. Now is the accepted time for all,
young and old, to commence this great work

in and for themselves.

11th. Each onward step taken by any one
throws a light upon the world which will help
others onward.

12th. Let us then resolve to do this now
and to help all who are willing to join us in
the grand work.
The following improvisation was sung by
Mrs. Reed, a medium.
We come to the earth from our happy home
Where all is bright and fair,
To give the veary spirit rest,
And save you from despair.
The bruised reed we'll never break,
Nor quench the flickering flame,
But bear the wounded spirit up
And strive to heal the same.
When sorrow's burdens bear you low,
And all seems dark and drear,
And life's deep cup shall overflow,
'Tis then we'll hover near.
And when your earthly toil is o'er
Be then the pleasure ours,
To bear you in our arms of love,
To dwell in heavenlybowers.

OF SPIRIT

INVESTIGATIONS

AND

COMMUNICA-

SCBJECT
TIONS RECEIVED FROM A NUMBER OF PERSONS RECENTLY.

Hooley's Opera House.—Randolph street,

evening and Saturday matinee. Myer's Opera
House is a favorite place of resort. The lov-

ers of refined fun can be fully satisfied there.

BY THE REV. SAMUEL WATSON
OF THE

The Clock Struck One is an intensely interesting
work in itself, and derives great additional interest from
the high standing of its author in the MethodistEpiscopal
Church in which he has been a bright and shining light
for a quarter of a century, a man who is personally known
to'nearly all the clergy of the South and to a wide circle
in the North and wherever known is held in the highest
esteem. These circumstances cause the book to be
eagerly sought for. This anxiety is heightened by the
action of the Methodist Conference of which the author
is a member in disciplining him for publishing the book,
thus attracting the attention of thousands of all sects
who are anxious to read and judge for themselves the
"
Clock Struck One."
"

12mo, cloth, price, $1.50; postage, free.
* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

Just issued another edition of the sequel to the "Stellar
Key," which is almost universally known as

PROGRESSIVE

Harmonial Community

Chartered Nov. 25th, 1872. Founded on the principles of
the Harmonial Philosophy. Address G. W. GORE, Box
42, Lamoille, Marshal Co., Iowa. vl3nl6ml2

Kf V Greatest Weekly Newspaper of
V i\
the Great West. Fifteenth year.
Advertise AJB
40 columns,
IB g\J| T A S
in it. Send ,VI v U 11 I /a I ill $3 per year,
stamp for specimen copy to Wm. mm
^ «

Rn

N. BYERS, Denver, Colorado.

DEATH and the AFTER-LIFE
Giving a plain and consistent account of Society and Scenes in the Summer-Land.
No investigator's library is complete without these
companion volumes. Tne reduction in price of the
"stellar Key" will enable every one to posses^ himself
of these convincing and consoling books.
Price, in firm cloth binding, and uniform with the
"Stellar Key '75 cents, postage, 12 cents; paper 50
cents, postage, 4 cents.
* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

NEW EDITION-PRICE REDUCED

l\l E W O I

vl3n22-10

wsp

Lessons for Children about Themselves,

chaser of Dr. Foote's wonderful work,^M^F ''PLAIN

A Book for Children's Lyceums, Primary Schools and
Families, designed to impart a knowledge of the Human
Body and ttie Conditions of Health.
Better than a whole library of common medical works.
Without delay, let all Children's Lyceums improve their
groups with tnese Lessons."—A. J. Davis.
"
Snould immediately become a text-book in the
schools, and have a place in every family."—Dr. 8. B.
Brittan.
Price (in cloth) 50 cents, postage 6 certs; six copies ®r
more 45 cents each; fifty or more, 40 cents each. Usual
discount to \he trade.
* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St... and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

GIVEN AWAY—The auove Original 1
Cromo—Size, 9 by 12 intfne9, worth $10,

By A. E. ISTewton,

tflk and elegant
every pur-

^Jnto

No competition—the most taking CombinaHOME TALK.'
tion ever offered. Agents are meeting \rith unparalleled success.
Books and Cromos ready and delivered together. Send $2.00
Send
Prospectus
and
Cromo framkd—a complete outfit,
for
early to secure territory. Full table of Contents and Term#

k

sent on application. Address The UNION PUBLISHINGCO.,
Chicago.

Every Cromo completely mounted*

vl3n26 it

$75,000 IN CASH FOB $1,

OMAHA LOTTERY!
Orphan
to be

Asylum,
To erect the Nebraska State
drawn in Public, March 31st 18*73. TICKETS $1. EACH,
Express
by
C. O. D., if
or SIX for $5. Tickets sent
desired. 1 Cash Prize, $75 OOo; I Cash Prize, $25
For
balance of
OOO; 1 Cash Prize. $ I 5,OOO;
Prizes send for Circular. Endorsed by his excellency
men
of the
best
business
Gov. W. H James, and the
State. Agents Wanted. Address J. M. PATTEE,
Omaha, Nebraska.
vl3n24t4
"

OF THE

rsrow ready.

Misses Helen Grover & lizzie L Crosby
Healing, Business asd Test Medium?.
Magnetic treatment given. Examination and treatment
given from lock of hair or photograph, to patients at a
distance.
James Fisto Jr. Control of
Miss Grover, will advise on business by letter as
well as personally.
Terms f om $2 00 to $3 00, No. 316, 4th Ave., New
York City. vl3nii«t8

DOCTOR PERKINS
Of Kansas City, Missouri, has the only remedies that

will ensure a safe and permanent cure of thos-js organic
diseases contracted through ignorance of natures laws,

vies overindolgence, intemperance or otherwise. A
greater number of p- rsons are afflicted with those diseases then any other, and from the manv of the evils in
social life are generated and through false modesty or
inability of their physician or ignorance of their own
physiology, are victims of insanity a*d death
Dr.
Perkins guarantees cures and will ret< rn lee in any
case where a cure it-not effected. Patients writing me
for treatment should give a 1 their symptoms as nearly in
full as possible. Keep nothing back if you wish for a
tuccestful cure. Address Dr Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.
P O. Box, 12547.
vl3n2Liyl

fflfrtutm's Column.
SEALED

LETTERS ANSWERED BY R. W. FLINT.
Address Station D. Box, 61. Office 1147 Broadway,
New York. Money refunded when not answered.

MRS. DR. M. A. !YTORRKf/t,

Treats successfully acute and chronic di-ease. Medicine
is sent to all parts of the country by express. For terms
address Mrs. Dr. M. A. Morrell, No. 278 Findley St.,
C incinnati, Ohio. yl3n23tf

THE MAGNETIC TREATMENT.

SEND

TEN CENTS TO DR. ANDREW STONE,
Troy, N. Y., and obtain a large, highly illustrated
book on the system of vitalizing treatment

n

ATA T^T^TT Diseases of the Skin, Blood,

.

JL JL _ZjLX\X\XJ Heart, Throat, Lungs, or
Nervous System, successfully treated by HUMONT
C. DAKE M. D., P. O. Box, 30, Chicago. Medicine
sent to any address. vl3nl9tf

Boston Magnetic Cure
FOR CHRONIC DISEASES.

37 KDIMIOKO ST.,

Send for circular.

BOSTON, MASS.

Dr. C. A. BARNES & CO.

v!3nl5tf

nRUNKARD STOP! Ycur wife, children, friends
—J
-J—/ and the angels cry stop! Dr. Beers has cured
thousandswith a remedy given nim through Sp'rit aid.
It can be given without the knowledge of the patient, if
desired. Sent to address for $3.00. Send for circular
of conclusive evidence. Address the General Agent,
Q. G. Mead, Zumbrota, Minnesota. vl3n20t6

DR. O. L. BELCHER
MAGNETIC HEALER.

Cures all kinds of Chronic diseases by laying on of
hands. Will cure the sick, the lame, etc., this Winter at
No. 22 East Main st, Susquehannah depot, Susquehannah Co., Pa.
The poor are healed without price.
vl3nl9m3

J. W. VAN NAIMEE, M. D.
Eclectric Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physician.
1039 Mt. Vernon
Philadelphia, Pa.—
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
404 Dean St.. Brooklyn, N, Y.—Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.
Examinations made by lock of hair. Send for circular

containing testimonials. vl3nl3tf

W. H. MUMLER

DESIRES TO ESTABLISH AN AGENCY IN EVER CITY
TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE SALE OF HIS

AND

W OSDERFUL

Spirit Photographs.
FOR TERMS ADDRESSWITH STAMP, STATINGNUMBEROP

INHABITANTS.

W. H. MUMLER,
vl3nl34t 170 W. Springfield-st., Boston, Mass.

The Well-known Psychometric
A. B. SEVERANCE,

Will give to those who visit him in person, or from autograph, or from lock of hair, readings oi character, marked
changes, past and future, advice in regard to business,
diagnosis of disease, with prescription, adaptation of
those intending marriage, directions for the management
of children, hints to the inharmoniously married, etc.
Terms, $2.00 for full delineation; brief delineation
$1.00
A. B. SEVERANCE.
v7 nl3 tf 457 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Witi.

SM. Y. Electro-Gymnasium
and Healing Institute.

Baths, Electricty Sl Vita! Magnetism!

A new, beautiful and vitalizing system of Electric,
Magnetic and Musical Gymnastics for maintaining health
and curing disease! Popular lectures given on Physiology
and Hygiene by the principal and by several eminent
physicians in connection with the gymnastics. Intemperance, opium-eating and other Chronic diseases radically
cured. Mrs. Robinson's celebrated tobacco antidote kept.
Dr. E. D. BABBITT, Principal, 350 3rd Ave., (near 26th,
street, New York, vl3nl8tf

Dr. Samuel Maxwell
Makes Clairvoyant Examinations, gives
Magnetic and Electrical treatment and medicines
indicated. Treats all forms of disease with great success.
Cures Catarrh, incipient Consumption and Cancer, Dyspepsia, Epilepsy, Paralysis; Piles and Fistula without
the knife; private deseases of men and woman.
Examinations and prescription $3.00; with medicine
for one month's treatment, $5.00 to $10.00.
Ague cure, warranted; by mail, $1.00. Constipation
cure warranted, $1.00. Sittings for healing at a distance
each, $1.00. Send lock of hair, name, age, sex and leading symptom. Come to or address Samuel Maxwell.
M. D., 72 South Sixth St., Richmond, Ind.

Psychometric & Business ledium,
THE MASTJEMEOW; Healing,
Cokner Adams St., & 5th Ave., Chicago.
OR,

awl
Marcenus R. K, Wright.

"A Stellar Key to tie Summer-Lanfl,"

MRS. M J. COL,SOX TEST MEDIUM
Answers Seald Letters, Bockford 111. Money refunded where no answer is obtained. Terms, $1 and 4
thiee cts. stamps. vl3n26

MRS. A. H. ROBINSON,

Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia—starts oil'
ROCKY MOUNTAINS.
BY
with two finely illustrated articles, entitled reA full, faithful and reliable History of that v st region
spectively, "The Roumi in Kabylia," and The of our country, so rich in romance and natural wonders,
COUNTRY,so stubbornly defended
Nat'o.ial Trans-Alleghany Water Way, show- including the MODOC
JACK. The work will be read with deep ining the feasibility of the proposed water route byCAPT.
terest by thousands who have sought in vain for full and
establishing direct communication between correct information relating to the Pacific Slope. ILLUSthe rarest and
Omaha and the Atlantic, a matter of supreme TRA.TED WITH 1 50 ENGRAVINGS
A BOOK OF MARVELOUS NARRATIVE!
CABINET OF BEAUTY AND WONDERS ever
interest to the West. The balance of the num- choicest
to paper. For illustrated circular and terms,
transferred
ber is made up of racy sketches and readable address WM. FLINT &< O.,
articles on live topics. The publishers offer a Phila , Penn.; Cin., Ohio; Atlanta, Ga., or Springfield,
It is full of New Light upon the subject of Mental
magnificent chromo, probably the finest ever
Phenomena.
paper you saw this in. [vl4nltl3]
the
state
Please
so offered, as a club premium.
IT DISCLOSES AN ARCANUM IN SPIRITJUST PUBLISHED—FIRST REVISED EDITION
The March number of "Old and New" conUAL SCIENCE.
tains its usual wide-awake variety of entertainment and lively thought. It has in the intro- A new and revised edition of A. J. Davis's Astro-Philo- The Author's experience is quite as remarkable as that
duction an exposition of useful views on city sophical book entitled
of Mr. A. J. Davis.
government; next is "The Manufactory," a
Read it and learn what a Spirit is; how Spirits live, and
where they reside.
story by F. B. Perkins, showing how minisIt contains an account of beautiful visions.
ters, congressmen, lecturers, ana the like are
It explains the nature of dreams, and tells why they are
given in mystery.
being manufactured out of wood, gutta-percha,
some of the most startling messages and
and metal. Mr. Martineau's "God in History" Giving the Scientific and Philosophical Evi- It embodies
ever received from
communications
pursues his powerful and suggestive train of
the higher life.
dences of a Substantial Existence
reasoning. Mr. Hale's story of "Ups and
Read it, and learn how the Author speaks with his
Spirit- Brether.
after Death.
Downs" is concluded; his two chief couples
The methods of Education by Psychological Processes
coming off with abundance of marriage and of
explained.
diagrams and tabulated statements of
with
d
Illustrate
money. There is a short but clear account of the Harmonies of Nature. All the late discoveries by It is the most remarkable volume ever written upon the
subject of Spiritualism.
constitution of the tun,
"The New York Positivists;" a very curious scientific men m light, color, inthethis
little volume. Bound
It contains a splendid Lithographic Likeness of the
stars etc., find confirmation
paper on the stories, proverbs, and other oral in
Author.
good st yle, uniform with its sequel, "Death and the
literature, of the "Jamaica Creoles," by W. C. A iter-Life."
pafrer
pages.
Price,
cts.,
12
$1.50; postage, 16 cents.
cents;
50
250
Bates; some thoughtful views on Theism and
edition
12mo.
Price 75 cents, postage,
Atheism, by Rev. Orville Dewey; and a strange postage, 4 cents.
*i* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philonarrative of mediaeval fanaticism, called "The
For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Aye.,
Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Jew of Magdeburg," by Mr. H A. Miles. Bophical
Chicago.
Chicago.
^
There are useful articles on the "Prison Mis-

for male and female, local andt aveling agents. Business
light, respectable and profitable, U. S. Manufacturing
Co., Chicago. vl3n26t2

"TRUTH IS MIGHTY AND WILL PREVAIL/'
"

1

DRUNKENNESS and OPIUM HABIT !
C. C Beers, M. D., 345 Fourth Ave., New York, has
permanent and painless remedies, given him through
spirit aid. Ten years successful experience. Cure
guarranteed. Stnd stamp for evidence. [vl3n23]

tfp-nfQ

METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

ANOTHER EDITION NOW READY

per day! Agents wanted! All classes of working peotwjpAV/ pie, of either sex, young or old, make more money at
work for us in their spare momenta, or all the time, than at anything
else. Particulars free. Address G. Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

Agents Wanted foe West
Lippincott's Magazine for March—J. B.

CP THE

INTERCOURSE BY AN EPISCOPAL BISHOP, THREE MINISTERS, FIVE DOCTORS AND OTHERS AT MEMPHIS, TENN.,
IN 1855; ALSO, THE OPINION OF MANY EMINENTDIVINES,

the highest usefulness and enjoyment.

5th. These lessons are not only for time

Spiritualist.

Christian

with the sacredness of human life, with the

edge.
3d. Self-Knowledge in all the departments
of our being is the true basis of Self-Respect.

J. L. PETERS,
599 Broadway, New York.

I
$10 to $15 per day. Samples free by

A
express. Best-sellingarticle in America
XVgCJLLlbi

price.

LIYING AND DEAD ON THE

opposite the Court House, R. M. Hooley, sole
proprietor and manager. Tuesday, March 11th,
various grades of vegetable and animal life responsibility that rests upon us in maintain- and during the week and at the Matinees,
the complexity and variety of forms is pro- ing the most harmonious relations in the forms
duced in part at least, by increasing the num- which surround us. A life devoted to the "First Appearance of Four Artists," making
ber of elements in the body formed until man,
study of these, has revealed to us the import- the Company the strongest in Amereca. Miss
the crowning work of Deity, comes upon the ant fact that they are to be the lessons of eter- Phillis Glover, the beautiful and accomplished
arena of life, having a larger number of ele- nity.
actress; Miss Sidney Cowell, the charming
ments in his physical body than any former
We realize now that the perfection and harcreation, and having a capacity for the recep- monious development of these is the key that Soubrette. Mr. J. W. Morris and Miss Hattie
tion of all the elements which belong to the opens the pearly gates of heaven. Not in some Roche, in Bartley Campell's admirable picture
globe on which he lives. Thus are these phys- future time or in some distant locality, but here of fashionable life. Peril; Or, Love at Long
ical bodies the culmination and crowning and now, and the words with which we com- Branch. All the favorite in the cast.
work of creative power, and this self-knowl - menced this article, will continue to be imMyer's Opera House.—Monroe street, beedge must fill us with self-respect.
portant lessons wherever we go, and whatever
Inscribed upon some of the ancient temples may be our conditions. Let us recapitulate:
tween State and Dearborn streets. "Hamlet"
were the words, "Min know thyself." Jesus
1st. The Universe is a grand, primary Prince of Bridgeport. Mackin and Wilson in
said, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thy- school for humanity.
2d. Self-Culture is one of the most import- their Songs and Dances. New Yocal Quartette.
self." One who does a mean act can never
love himself or herself. It is only as we rise ant aims of life, being the road to Self-Knowl- The Three Doves. Who Died First. Every
in the scale where two elements enter into a

S O N G- bF0RTHEP IA N O

MRS.

ROBINSON, while under spirit control, on receiving a lock of hair of a sick patient, will diagnose
the disease most perfectly, and prescribe the proper remedy. Yet, as the most speedy cure is the essential object in view rather than to gratify idle curiosity, the
better practice Is to send along with a lock of hair, a
brief statement of the sex, age, leading symptoms, and
the length of time the patient has been sick; when she
will, without delay, return a most potent prescription.and
remedy for eradicating the disease, and permanently
curing all curable cases.
Of herself she claims no knowledge of the healing art,
but when her spirit-guides are brought en rapport with
a sick person, through her mediumship, they never fail
to give immediate and permanent relief, in curable cases,
through the positive and negative forces latent in the
system and in nature. This prescription is sent by mail,
and be it an internal or an external application, it should
be given or applied precisely as directed in the accompanying letter of instructions, however simple it may
seem to be; remember it is not the quantity of the compound, but the chemical effect that is produced, that
science takes cognizance of.
One prescription is usually sufficient, but in case the
patient is not permanently cured by one prescription, the
application for a second, or more if required, should be
made in about ten days after the last, each time stating
any changes that may be apparent in the symptoms of
the disease.
Mrs. Robinson also, through her mediumship, diagnoses, the disease of any one who calls upon her at her
residence. The facility with which the spirits controlling
her accomplish the same, is done as well when the application is by letter, as when the patient is present. Her
gifts are very remarkable, not only in the healing art, but
as a psychometric and business medium.
Terms:—Diagnosis and first prescription, $3.00; each
subsequent one, $2.00. Psychometric Delineation of
character, $3.00. Answering business letters, $3.00. The
money should accompany the application to insure a reply.

Hereafter, all charity applications,to insure a re-

ply, must contain one dollar, to defray the expenses of
reporter, amanuensis, and postage.
N.B.—Mrs. Robinson will hereafter give no private
sittings to any one. If privacy is required, it must be by
letter, accompanied with the usual fee; and terms above
stated, must be strictly complied with, or no notice will
be taken of letters sent.

I
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Cloth

18
14
02
08
04
16
16
02
18

2.00 24

Approaching Crisis, by A. J. Davis 1.00 14
Apostles, [translated from the French] by Renan 1.75 20
Astronomy and Worship of the Ancient*, by G.

Vale

?0 02

A Stellar Key to the Summer Land, by A. J.

Davis
75 16
Paper Covers
5004

Astro-Theological

Lectures, by Rev. Robert

Taylor

2.00 24

A Kiss for a Blow, a book for children, by H.
C. Wright. Small edition
63

Large edition

12

1.5016

Antiquity and Duration of the World, by G. H.
Toulmin, M. D
25
An Eye-Opener, by Zepa, Cloth 75
Paper Covers
50
A Roman Lawyer in Jerusalem in the first century, by W. W. Story
15
Arcana of Spiritualism, by Hudson Tuttle 2.50
Allegories of Life, by Mrs. J. S. Adams 1.25
Bible in the Balance, by J. G. Fish 1.50
Blasphemy, by T. R. Hazard 10
Bible in India
2.00
Better Views of Living, by A. B. Child 1.00
Branches of Palm, by Mrs. J. S. Adams 1,25
Be Thyself, by Wm. Denton 10
Brotherhood of Man and what Follows from it.
Maria Bang, 25
Both Sides; or. God and the Devil's Prophets,

02
12
04
02
24
12
16
20
12
16
02
00

a discussion between Moses Hull and Rev. J.

F. McLain, 25 02
Book on the MicroscoDe 75
Book of Religions. By J. Hay ward 2.00
Critical History of the Doctrine of a Future
Life in all Ages and Nations, by Wm. R. Alger 3.50 4*
ConantMrs. J. H., Biography of .' 1.50 10
"
44
f*
44

full

gilt

2.00

Contrast, Evangelism and Spiritualism, compared by Moses Hull
150
Complete Works of J. A Davis
28.00
Chapters from the Bible of the Ages 2.00
Criticism on the Apostle Paul, in Defense of
Woman's Rights, etc.. by M. B. Craven. 25
Conjugal Sins against the Laws.of Life and
Health, by A. K. Gardner, A. M., M. D 1.50
Paper
1.00
Constitution of Man, by George Combe 1.75
Common Sense Thougnts on the Bible, by Wm.
Denton
10
Cosmology, by G. W. Ramsey. 1.50
Common Sense, by Thomas Paine 20
Christ Idea in History, by Hudson Tuttle l.fO
Chester Family; or. the curse of the Drunkard's
Appetite, by Julia M. Friend, with an introduction by Henry C. Wright 1.00
Christ and the People, by A. B. Child. M. D.... 1.25
Christianity no Finality, or Spiritualism Supe10
rior to Christianity, by Wm. Denton.
Criticism on the Theological Idea of Deity, by

20

16
24
2
16
08
16
02
16
02
12
12
12
02

M.B.Craven • 100 16

Christianity, its Origin and Tendency considered in the Light of Astro-Theology, by D.
2
25
W. Hull
Claims of Spiritualism; embracingthe Experience of an Investigator: by a Medical Man. 25 02
Dictionary. Webster's Unabridged 12 00 ex
" 41 Pocket, flexible cover 1.00 10

Dyspepsia,its treatmentetc.,

5002

Descent of Man, by Darwin, Two Vols. ($2.00
per Vol.)
4.00 48
Davenport Brothers—their Remarkable and In1.50 20
teresting History
Diegesis, by Rev. Robert Taylor, written by him
while imprisoned for blasphemy. This work
is an account of the origin, evidence, and early
history of Christianity 2.00 32
Day of Doom, a Poetical Description of the
Great and Last Judgment, with other poems,
from the sixth edition of 1715 1.00
Devil's Pulpit, Try Rev. Robert Taylor, with a

12

Sketch of the Author's Life 2.00 20
Deluge, by Wm. Denton
10 02
Dawn, a Novel of intense interest to progressive
people
1.75 24
Death and the After Life, by A. J. Davis, paper 50 04
Cloth
75 12
Debatable Land. Hon. R. D. Owen, 2.00 00
Essay on Man. Pope, C.oth Gilt 100 08
4
44
"
"
Board
20 06
25 2
Early Social Life of Man,
Errors of the Bible, Demonstrated by the Truths
of Nature, by Henry C. Wright. Paper— 35 04
08
Cloth
60
Bxeter Hall, a Theological Romance. Cloth 80 16
Paper
60 05
Empire of the Mother over the Character and
Destiny of the Race, by H. C. Wright. Paper 50 04

7512

Cloth

Elective Affinities, by Goethe 1.25
Electrical Psychology, Dods 1.50
Flashes of Light from the Spirit Land; through
the mediumship of Mrs. J. H. Conant 1.50
Footfalls on the Boundary of Another World, by
1.75
Robert Dale Owen
Free Though's Concern'ng Religion or Nature
vs. Theology, by A.J.Davis. En'argedEdition
Cloth
75
Paper
50
Faithful Guardian, an Inspirational Story, by J.
1.50
William Van Namee
Fountain, by A. J. Davis—
1.00
Future Life, by Mrs. Sweet 1.50
Fugitive Wife, by Warren Chase 35
Good Sense. By Baron D'H Ibach 1 00
Gates Aiar, by Miss E. S. Phelps 1.50
Gates Wide Open, by George Wood 1.50
Gist of Spiritualism, by Warren Chase 50
Gospel of Good and Evil, by Silver 1.50
Great Harmonia. by A. J. Davis. 5 Vols., viz:
Vol, 1, The Physician; Vol. 2, The Teacher;
Vol. 3, The Seer; Vol. 4, The Reformer; Vol.
1.50
5, The Thinker. Each
God Idea in History, by Hudson Tuttle 1.25
God or No God. Austin Kent, 10
God the Father and Man the Image of God, by
25
Maria M. King
Health by Good Living, by W. W. Hall, M.D. 1.50
Hierophant; ,or Gleanings from the Past, by G.

16
16

20
24
10
02
16
12
20
04
16
20
04
16

18
16
02
20
20

100 08

C. Stewart

Harbinger of Health, by A. J. Davis 1.50 20
Harmonial Man, or Thoughts for the Age, by A.
04
50
J. Davis. Paper
12
doth
75
History and Philosophy of Evil, by A. J. Davis.

50 03

Paper

75 12
Qloth
Hayward's Book of all Religions, including SpirHnftlinm
24
Holy BiMe and Mother Goose, by H. C. Wright. 85 OS
a
Spiritualist
75 12
Why
became
I
How and
Helen Harlow's Vow, by Lois Waisbrooker— 1.50 20

Bathe, by E. pfMiller, M.D.
How^o
rnioth
Hedged

In,"

Paper..

30 04
**

by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, author

1,DU

10

nf Gates Alar
Development of
History of the' intellectualM.D.,
5.00 60
L.L.D
ttiYrone bv J. W. Draper,
Human Physiology, Statistical and Dyuanucal

Life of
or the Conditions and Course of the 650
pp.
Man, by J. W. Draper, M.D., L.L.D.

^ ^

60
5^50
HesperiaVa Poem. Cora L. V. Tappan, 1.76 25

How to Paint, Gardner,
Incidents in My Life, second series
Injurious Influences of Schools
Intuition, by Mrs. F. Kingman........
Important Truths, a book for-every child
Paper. -•
Is tue Bible Divine? by S. J. Fmney,

....

g

1.80
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l.g
SO 02
35 02

Tbeyrram^eni Pro and Con.. 26 02
Is'Inquirer's
there a Deviif'
Text Book, by Robert Cooper....... ">
D.
Incidents in my Life, first series, by Dr. D.
Home. Introduction by Judge Edmonds....
Infidel, or Inquirer's Text Book, by Robert

IbU*t£eDespair'of Science,

^W.D.GunnW
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15 02

Irrepressible Conflict and the Unity of God, being two lectures by Emma Hardinge and
2 „2
G. Forster.
">
Is SpiritualismTrue! Wm. Denton,
Irreconcilable records of Genesis and Geneoi"
ogy. William Denton. Paper
[j|
v
•;
Cloth
Junius Unmasked: or, Thomas Paine the Anthor of the Letters of Sunius, and the Decia-• 1 •ou
ration of Independence — • • - • • • • •
Jehovah Unveiled, or the Character of the Jew38 M
•
• •
i ih Deity Delineated
Jean of Arc—a Biography translated from the
French, by Sarah M. Grimkee 1 uu "
King David and his Times, Common Sense
View of H. If. Mason
Political Science, by John Senfl l.«
Kidder's Secrets of Bee-Keeping. Paper j>u
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Powell * 25
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*y Affinity, and Other Stories, by Lizzie Doten 1 50 20
Mediumship, its Laws and Conditions, with Brief
Instructions for the Formation of Spirit Cir-

cles, by J. H. Powell
2502
Moravia, Eleven Days at. T. R. Hazard 10 2
Man a Trinity, by T. G. Forster

15

02

Mesmerism, Spiritualism, Witchcraft,and Miracle, by Allen Putnam
30 2
Married Women; Biographies of Good Wives,
by L. Maria Child
12516

Modern American Spiritualism—1848-1868, by
Emma Hardinge
3,75
do., without the engravings 2.75
Man and his Relations, by S. B. Brittain 4.00
Morning Lectures, (Twenty Discourses) by A.

44
32
40

J. Davis
1.50 18
Mediums and Mediumship: by T. R. Hazard. 10
MettalCure, 1.5013
Nature's Laws in Human Life: an Exposition
of Spiritualism 1.50

New TestamentMiracles,and ModemMiracles,

by J. H. Fowler
60
Nature's Divine Revelations, by A. . Davis... 3.50
Night Side of Nature, by Crowe 1.25
Old Theology turned Upside Down, by T. B.

Taylor, a.m. Cloth

20
04
48
20

1.25

Contains no Lac Sulphub, no Sugab of
Lead, no Lithabge, no Nitrate op Silver
Is not a health nor hair Destructive.
Articles called by its name are dyes, and it is well
known that they destroy, not restore, the hair.
This is the first and only veal restorative ever discovered.
It is as clear as crystal, pure as amber—a delicious
wash; having, however, a slight dust from its perfume.
It keeps the hair fresn, moist, soft, tractile.
It restores gray hair to its original color by the simple
process of new j^owth.
Use it straight along, and at seventy you will have the
hair you wear at seventeen or twenty-seven, as its habitual use is a certain preventive of falling off, baldness,
and gray hair.
It relieves, and removes all tendency to headaches,
which have like cause.
Infinitesimal animalculse, discoverable only with a
powerful microscope, infest the roots of the human hair
and scalp when neglected and unhealthy. The Restorative contains their perfect bane, selected from Nature's
store-rooms, which ingredient tne Patentee has the sole
right to use. It destroys these, removes all impurities,
fructifies and fertilizes the scalp—treating only causes.
"Ring out the Old, Ring In the New,"
DR. G. SMITH, Patentee, Ayer, Mass. Prepared only
by PROCTOR BROTHERS, Gloucester, Mass.

Paper
75
Ordeal of Life, Dr. J. C. Grinnel. medium 25 04
Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is True, by
Wm. Denton
02
10
The Past and Future of Our Planet, by Wm.
lar- Send two three cent stamps to Proctor Broth20 . ers for a " Treatise on the Human Hair." The informaDenton
1.50
Optimism, the Lesson of Ages
75 12 tion it contains is worth $500 to any person.
Origin of Species, by Darwin
. 2.00 24
For sale by Van Schaack, Stevenson & Reid, wholesale
Origin of Civilization and Primitive Condition
druggists, Cor. Wabash Ave. and 18th St., Chicago.
or Man, by Sir J. Lubbock 3.00 24
N. B. For sale, wholesale and retail, at the office of the
Origin of Species, with Notes and References,
Religio-PhilosophicalPublishing House, 150 Fourth Ave..
by G. F. Kittridge
10 02
Chicago. If your druggists don't keep it, we will send
Philosphy of Special Providences, by A. J.
you six bottles for $3.50, for the purpose of introducing
Davis. Cloth
10
50
it in your place. Must be sent by express.
Paper,
30 02
Phenomena of Modern Spiritualism, Discussion
Fish at d Dunn 40 Oo
Paine's Political Works, 2 vols., of about 500
pages each
5.001.00
Philosophical Dictionary of Voltaire. Fifth
American Edition, 876 octavo pages, two steel
plates. Largest and most correct edition in
CONTRADICTIONSOF THE I!lthe English Language. Contains more matter
RLE. 144 propositions proved pro. and con., without comment. N. B.—In a pamphlet entitled "The Sunthan the London Edition which sells for $10.. 5.00 60
day Question," &c., many of these contradictions are
Psalms of Life, by J. S. Adams. Paper cover.. 75 C4
pirated.
Board
1.C0 16
ABSTRACT OF COLFNSO ON THE
Persons and Events, by A. J. Davis 1.50 18
PENTATEUCH. The substance of five volumes,
Pre-Adamite Man, by Randolph 1.50 20
proving that the five books of Moses were composed by
Planchette—the Despair of Science, by Epes
later writers, and are historically false. With an essay
Sargent
1.25 16
on the Nation and Country of the Jews, by W. H. B.?
Penetralia, by A. J. Davis 1.75 24
consideredby competetentcritics the most valuable part
Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse, by A. J.
of the pamphlet.
60 08
Davis. Paper
SUNDAY NOT THE SABBATH-ALL
Cloth
1.00 16
BAYS ALIKE HOLY. A controversy between
10
75
Probl m Life
Rev. Dr. Sunderland, of Washington, D. C., and Wm. H.
Principles of Nature, by Mrs. M. M. King 1.75 24
Burr, with additions, making this the best work on th«
Poems from the Inner Life, by Lizzie Doten... 1 f 0 16
Sunday Question.
20
Gilt
2.00
Price 25 cents each. For sale at this office.
Philosophy of Creation, by Thomas Paine,—
vl2n8-6m
Through Horace Wood, Medium. Cloth 60 08
Paper
35 04
Poems of Progress. Lizzie Doten, 1.50 20
Gilt, 2.00 20
Parturition without Pain. M. L. Holbrook, m.d. 1.00 00
Pentateuch—Abstract of Colenso 25 2
Progress of Religious Ideas throfrgh Successive
Ages, by L. Maria Child. (3 Vols.) 6.75 72
Physical Man, his Origin and Antiquity, by
1.50 20
Hudson Tuttle
Liver Remedy and Blood Purifier.
Radical Discourses, by Denton 1.50 16
Ravalette and the Rosicrucian's Story; 2 Vols.
This preparation was given Mrs. Lord while in a
in one. P.B.Randolph 1.50 20
Radical Rhymes. Wm. Denton, 1.25 12
clairvoyant condition. Jt has been well tested
Real Life in Spirit Land, given Inspirationally,
and has won for itself the name of the Golden Disby Mrs. Maria M. King
1.00 18
covery, the Wonder of tlie Age, and whick
Rules for Forming Spiritual Circles, by Emma
Hardinge
05
02
we offer the public without any fear of competition. It if
Supernatural,History of the. By Wm. Howitt
composed of active remedies particuftnty adapted to the
2 vols
3.00
40
Spirit Works, Real, b^t not Miraculous. By
difficulties above named, balanced by others, rendering it
Allen Putnam
35 03
a favorite panacea in many other difficulties that arise
A.
B. Child
Soul Affinity,
20 02
from an unhealthy state of the Liver. It not only findf
Satan, biography of. By K. Graves 60 03
its positive anchorage upon the Liver,
Sermon from Shakspeare's Text. Denton 10 02
Sa?.red Gospels of Araba, A. J. Davis, cloth
THE GREAT RESERVOIR TO THE HUMAN SYSTEM,
full gilt
l.fO 12
cleansing and bringing a healthier tone and perma
Ornamen al covers
60 10
through
Spiritualism, as Manifested
the Womnent cure, but it gives tone to the digestive organs,
an of Endor: a Discourse by A. B. Manly... 10 02
dispels languor, acts upon the kidneys and bowels, has a
Sunday Not the Sabbath
25 2
grand effect upon Catarrh, Scrofula, DyspepSexual Physiology, by R. T. Trail, M.D
2.00 20
Strange Visitors, Dictated through a Clairvoyant 1.50 20
sia, Bilious Diseases,Fevers, and Inflam2.0026 matory Difficulties, allays Nervous DeSpiritualHarp
Abridged Edition
1.00
14
Spiritual Tracts, by Judge Edmunds 3o 04 bility, and by cleansing the biliary organs, it
Self-Abnegationist; or the true King and Queen,
REMOVES MOTH PATCHES AND SALLOWNESS PROM THE
50 06
by H. C. Wright. Paper
SKIN.
Soul of Things, by Elizabeth and Wm. Denton 1.50 20 It will also
remove the effects of poisonous and
Spirit Mysteries Explained, by A. J. Davis 1.50 20
deleterious substances that have long remained
Supremacy of Reason, by Moses Hull 10 02
Social Evils, by Mrs. M. M. King 25 00 in the system. This Remedy contains No PoisonSpiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism, by Mrs. M.
ous Drugs, IS PURELY VEGETABLE,
25 00
M. King
Songs of Life, by S. W. Tucker 20 02 gentle in its action, and is calculated to find all the offendSpiritual Songs, by S. W. Tucker 15 02 ing elements and diseased places in the system, to looser
Spirit Life of Theodore Parker, through the Methe bowels, and do a great work witho.it weakening the
diumship of Miss E. Ramsdell 40 02
patient or producing pain or catharsis; while if sufficient
Seven Hour System of Grammar, by Prof. D. P.
Howe 1.0008 is taken (directions followed) it will cure the most rigid
Paper
5004 constipation.
Science of Evil, by Joel Moody 1.75 20
Spiritual Manifestations, by J. S. Rymer 10 02 WE CHALLENGE THE MEDICAL FACULTY AND THE WORLE
Syntagma 1.00 12
at large to produce a remedy, the combination so simple
System of Nature, or Laws of the moral and
and harmless, and yet so grand and potent, as this given
Physical World, by Baron D* Holback 2.00 24
Startling Ghost Stories from Authentic Sources 50 04 through Clairvoyance, and which we in the highest confiSelf Contradictions of the Bible. 25 02
dence present to the world, already flooded with remeSpiritualism a Test of Christianity. D. W. Hull,
10 02
dies, all claiming rare virtues, and many as specifics.
Safena or the Mental Constitution, by Arthur
This remedy has been tested over and over, each time
Merton
1 90
That Terrible Question. Moses Hull 10 02
proving peifectly successful and giving er'ir* satisfacTwer ty Years on the Wing. J. M. Spear 20 02 tion. We ask the public to give it a fair and impartial
Talk to my Patients by Mrs. C. B. Gleason, M.D. 1.50 16
trial,feeling sure no prejudice can, after testing it, preThe Vestal, by Mrs, M. J. Wilcoxson 25 2
Treatise on the intellectual, moral, and social
vent all from adopting it as a
man, a valuable work by H. Powell 1.25
FAVORITE FAMILY MEDICINE.
True Love; what it is, and what it is not, by A.
Single bottles of medicine, $1.00; or 6 bottles for $5.
B. Davis 5 02
Tale of a Physician, by A. J. Davie 1.00 16
Maud E. Lord, Physical and Test Medium.
Paper Cover
75 03
All business letters addressed to W, G. Hooker, GenThe Question Settled, by Moses Hull 1.50 16
eral Agent, 251^ Park Avenue, Chicago' 111.
The Merits of Jesus Christ and the Merits of
Thomas Paine as a Substitute for Merits in
others; What is the Difference between them ?
by H. C. Wright 25 02
The Inner Mystery, an Inspitational Poem, by
Lizzie Doten 30
02
THE PRINCIPLES OF NATURE, as discovered in the
Th3 Voices, by Warren Sumner Barlow, Gilt l.to 16
Development and structure of the Universe ; the Solar
Theological and Miscellaneous Writings of
System, laws and methods of its Development; Earth,
Thomas Paine 2.00
24
History of its Development; Exposition of theSpiritual
Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the Spirit World
75 06
Universe. Price, $1.75 ; postage. 24 cents.
Tobacco and its Effects, by H. Gibbons, M.D 20 02
Being Life ExREAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND.
The Temple; or, Diseases of the Brain and
perience, Scenes, Incidents, andCoi ditions, Illustrative
Nerves. A.J.Davis, 1.50 20
of Spirit-Life, and the Principles c' the Spiritual PhilPaper
1.00 08
osophy. Price $1.00 ; postage 16 cents.
The Yahoo, a Satirical Rhapsody 70 08
SOCIAL EVILS : Their Causes and Cure. Being a
Three Plans of Salvation, proved by New Tesbrief Discussion of the Social Status, with reference to
2
tament Selections without Comment 10
Methods of Reform. Price 25 cents ; postage free.
The Gods. By Hon. R. J. Ingersoll. 25 02
The God Proposed, by Denton, 10 2
THE SPIRITUALPHILOSOPHYVS. DIABOLISM. In
of
75
Death
1
14
To-Morrow
two Lectures. Price 25 cents ; postage free.
35 04
Unwelcome Child, by Henry C. Wright. Paper
WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM ? and SHALL SPIRITUAL12
Cloth
60
ISTS have A creed ? In two Lectures. Price 25 centi;
Voice of Prayer, by Barlow 25 02
postage free. ^
Vestiges of Creation 75 08
GOD THE FATHER, AND MAN TOE IMAGE OF GOD.
Vital Magnetic Cure, 1.50 16
In two Lectures. Price 25 cents; postage free.
Vital Force, How Wasted and How Preserved,
by E. P. Miller, M.D. Paper 50 cents. Cloth 1.00 12
THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN, and what follows from
Volneyts R_ins; or Meditations on the Revoluit. In two Lectures. Price 25 cents; postage freet
tions Gi Empires, with biographical notice by
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-PhiloCount Daru 1.00 12 sophical
Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
1.50 20
Whiting, A. B. B'ography of
10 02
Who are Christians. Denton
ABSTRACT OF
What is Right, by Wm. Denton 10 02
Spiritualists
What is Spiritualism, and Shall
have a Creed? by Mrs. M. M. King 25
Whatever is, is Right, by A. B. Child. M.D. 1.00 16
Wolf in Sheep's Clothing, or God in the ConstiA COMPREHENSIVE summary of
tution, by Moses Hull 10 02
Whv I Was Excommunicated from the PresbyBishop Colenso''& Argument Proving that the
terian Church. Prof. H. Barnard. 20 02
Tear Book of Spiritualism, Cloth 1 25 20
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Artificial Somnambulism, by Dr. Fahnestock... 1.50
AJice Yale, by Lois Waisbrooker 1.25
American Crisis, by Warren Chase 25
Answers to Questions, Practical and Spiritual,
by A. J. Davis
1.50
Apocryphal New Testament 1.25
A Peep into Sacred Tradition, by Orrin Abbot. 50
Age or Reason, by Thomas Paine. Cloth 50
Paper,
25
Arcana of Nature, by Hudson Tuttle. Vol. I.
History and Laws of Creation 1.25
Arcana of Nature, by Hudson Tuttle. Vol. II.
Philosophy of Spiritual Existence, and of the
Spirit World
1.25
ABC of Life, by A. B. Child
25
Arabula; or, the Divine Guest, by A. J. Davis.. 1.50
After Death; or, Disembodied Man, by Randolph

WORTH OF PROPERTYSAYED FROM THE FLAMES.

NATURE'S HANUJE8T0RATIVE!

where it is introduced.

2

^5 12

cies

"Ring out the Old, Ring in the New."

Some eight years since, traveling in cold regions witnessing the great want and desire for fruit, and the expense and disappointment in trying to raise the common
app e, and believing Providence had made ?-.mi)le provision, and that varieties of fruit could be found adapted to such localities, aiid_ noticing the crab apple flourished and fruited in til uections and conditions we saw it
only necessary to get valuable varieties of fruit of that
species of tree to obtain the desired object. And after
much effort we have obtained several varieties of great
beauty at.d excellence, much preferred to the apple for
sauce, pies, co -king, drying and cider, and some valuable
to eat from the hand, and one sweet, superior for baking.
None need pairing for drying or cooking in any
shape.
Not only is the crab a great acquisition to cold climates,
but New England and the older States where the apple
is fast failing, may find them equally valuable both for
fruit and stocks. But we do not reccommend for stocks
the slow, growing, common Liberian. We have some
varieties, much more vigorous growers than the apple,
being as lar. e at five years as the apple at nine or ten.
They generally fruit the second year, and numbers to
whom we have sold in lots have gathered a barrel each,
from trees only five years planted, which sold in Boston,

INSURANCE

15 1

Hull

Analogy between the facts of the Bible and
modern Spiritualism, by T. G. Forster 15
Age of Keason and Examination of the Prophe-
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•

TREES! TREES!!

The New Wonder /

it. Forty-six R AILROADS use them.

An Hour with the Angels, •• • • • • 25
Astrological Origin of Jehovah-God. D. W.

TKEES!

Over 1200 actual fires put out with it.

and a powerful protection.

Postage

Pkice—

All orders, with the price ol books desired,
Mid the additional amount mentioned for postAge, will meet with prompt attention.

'ABSOL UTEL T THE BEST PROTECTION
AGAINST FIRE.

them daily. They are Safe and Simple,

Relip-PMlosopliical HWmi House,
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FOR SALE BY THE

£oran, with explanatory notes, by George Sale.
8 Vo., 670 pp. Best edition yet published 3.00 40
ioran, with Life of Mohammed, translated by
2 00 24
George Sale, Gent. 12 mo., 472 pp
Law of Marriage, by C. L James 25 2
Looking Beyond. J. O. Barrett, 75 12
Lyceum Guide, board
1.00 0 i
Cloth
1.25 16
Life Line of the Lone One, by Warren Chase.. 1.00 12
Life of Thomas Paine, with critical and explanatory observations of his writings, by G. Vale. 1.00 16
Life of Jesus, by Renan
175 $0
Love and its Hidden History, by P. B. Randolph 1.50 16
Lyric of the Golden Age, by T. L. Harris % 00 20
Legalized Prostitution, or Marriage as it is and
as it should be, by C. S. Woodruff, M.D. . 1 00 16
L tters to Elder Miles Grant, by Rev. Moses
Hull
25 02
Living Present—Dead Past, by H. C. Wright
Paper
B 50 04
Cloth
Lessons for Children About Themselves By
A. E. Newton.
^
CIoth, 60 08
^
LifeofWm. Denton .byJ. H.
05
Man s True Sadors. Denton
jo
Mayweed Blossoms, by Lois Waisftro'oker 1 50 02
20
Mesmerist.—the Illustrated Practical 50
s
Kagic Staff; an Autobiography of A. j. Davis' 1 75 24
Man a Religious Animal, by T. G. Forster.... '15 2
Ministry of Angels Realized, by A. E. Newton. 20 02
Manual for Children (for Lyceums), bv A. J
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principal Cities of the Union use
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at ten dollars a baerel, giving them $7,50 each tree,

nett. Mr. L. D. Herrick, of Randolph, Vt.. under date
of Nov. 19th, 1872, says in reference to the frait of crab
trees purchased of us, aud planted three years last
Spring: "I gathered last Fail from the 280 trees
43barrels. 29 I sentto Boston, which sold for $172, besides one barrel Hyslop (being too ripe) sold for only $12.
F rom the remainder I made five barrels of cider. If I
had had then the experience in shipp'ng fruit I now have,
I would have received from one third to one half more
than I did "
The following is from one of oir most respected
citizens, a large and successful fruit grower:
E. Sharp tfeSoN: You inquire how I succeeded with
the crab trees I bought of you four years ago. They
came into bearing the second year, and last Fall I sold
over 40 dollars worth of fruit.
LaSalle, Niagara Co , N. Y., M*y, 2nd, 1872. A. M.
Chesbrough. His experience induced him to purchase of
us last Spring 500 more of the same kind.
We sent our fruit to Boston last Fall. One variety
we sold at $16.66 and the other at $10 a barrel.
Value f.s stocks—1The Wisconsin Horticultural Societv,
strongly reccommendedthem as stocks for the apple. A
correspondent of the Country Gentlemen writing from
Farmington, Maine, states the following:
"It is claimed for this method that the trees are hardier,
more vigorous and come into bearing the second year. I,
myself, last autumn, visits d an orchard of 400 trees thus
treated nine years old, which yielded the patt season 220
barrels of very fine fruit.
A gentleman from Pennsylvania, stated to us lately,
that his father planted a crab orchard and some years
past grafted it entire to choice kinds of apples, that it
commenced bearing the second year, and although other
orchards in the vicinity had failed of fiuiting, that had
b^rne abundantly every year, and had made a vigorous
growth, and was now the most valuable orchard in that
part. And should New England and other parts where
the apple is failing, resort to the crab (which is the
parent of the apple) for stocks, they mignt probably
have fruit as abundant as in years past.

extinguishe-lv
ALSO, THE

BatocK Self-Acting Fire Engine,
FOR CITY, TOWN AND VILLAGE USE.

It is more effective tban the Steam Fire Engine, be
cause it is instantaneously ready and throws a powerful
stream of carbonic acid, gas and water for any length of
time.
It is the Best and cheapest Fire Engine in the world,
and comes within the financial abilities of every place.
It does not require an expensive system of water
works, and is never out of repair. Send for "their
Record.''
F. W. FARWELL, Sec'y.
78 Market St., Chicago.
Vl3n21m6

WE HAVE FOR SALE A GENERALASSORTMENTOF
NURSERY STOCK, AND OVER A MILLION
TREES OF APPLE AND CRABS OF DIFFER
ENT VARIETIES, ADAPTED TO ALL LOCALITIES, FROM ONE TO FIVE
YEARS GROWTH.
The senior partner having seen over eighty years of
active life, it is intended soon to close our business, and
we shall sell at very reasonable prices. Should individuals orneighors join and order 300 or more, they will be
furnished much below the retail prices. They can be
boxed and tent to any railroad depot ordered.
E. SHARP & SON.
Lockpcrt, N. Y., Jan. 15th, 1873.
vl3n20t8

SECOND SERIES.

INCIDENTS IN MY LIFE.
BY D. D. HOME.
Instead of being a superstition itself, as they may be
disposed to think it, they would find it the explanation
and the extinguisher of all superstition."—Dr. R.
Chambers.
"

All Spiritualists and Investigators will hail with delight, another volume from Mr. Home. Although a continuation of the first series issued some years since it is
complete in itself. In his Preface he says:
"
About nine years since I presented to the public a
volume enti'led Incidents in My Life,' the first edition
of which was speedily exhausted, and a second was issued
in 1863 During the yeat s that have since elapsed, although
many attacks nave been made upon me, and upon the
truths of Spiritualism, its opponents have not succeeded
in producing one word of evidence to discredit the truth
of my statements, which have remained uncontradicted.
W eant'me the truths of Spiritualism have become more
widely known, and the subject has been forced upon
public attention in a remarkable manner. This was
especially the case in the years 1867 and 1868, in consequence of the suit1 Lyon vs. Home,' which most probably was the indirect cause of the examination into
Spiritualism by the Committee of the Dialectical Society,
whose report has recently been published. Coincident
with and subsequent to their examination, a series of investigations was carried on in my presence, by Lord
Adare, now Earl of Dunrav en, an account of which has
been privately printed; an examination, especially
scientific in its character, was also conducted by Prof.
Crookes, who has published his conclusions in the
'
Journal of Science.'
I now present the public with the second volume of
'
Incidents in Mj Life,' which continues my narrative
to the period of the commencement of the Chancery

Physiology aM Hygiene of Marriage,

'

suit."

The Herald of Health for February contains a
scientific paper of remarkable value on the above subject. It is translated from the French of Debuy and
should be read by every person married and single. The
January number contains a most excellent eesay on the

CONDUCT OF LIFE,
written by that old heathen philosopher Isocrates, 2,300
years ago. Each number contains over 50 pages and is
full of most valuable matter. The Scientific American
says, "The Herald of Health contains more sensible
articles than any monthly that comes to our sanitum."
We will send either of the above numbers for 15 cents,
or both for 30, or a year for $1.50, or a sample of last year
for nothing.
WOOD & HOLLBROOK,
15 Leight St., New York.
P. S. "The March number will have a paper entitled
DO MOTHERS MARK THEIR CHILDREN?"
And another giving statistics against vaccination.
vl3n22tl3

I Know of Insanity."

CONTENTS.

Preface.
Introduction.
Chapter 1.—Reviews and Replies.—Letter to "Times."
2.—Sir David Brewster.—Lord Brougham.—Letters and
Testimony.—Dr. Elliottson.—Prophetic Incidents.
3.—Expulsion from Rome. -Discussion in House of
Commons.
4.—Sludge, the Medium.—Mr. Robert Browing.—Fancy

AN IMPORTANT NEW WORE
ON

MENTAL DISORDERS.

DISEASES

Portraits.

OP THE

5.—Nice, America, Russia.—The Double Seances in
London.
6.—Lecture.—Notice in "Star."-Falsehoods in "All
the Year Round."
of
7._Spiritual Athenseum.—Identity.—Guardians
Strength.—Spirit Mesmeriem.
8.—New Manifestations.—Elongation.—Voices.—Per fume s.
9.—Elongation and Compression.—Handling of Fire.
Chancery Suit.—Mr6. Lyon's Afiadavit in support of
the Bill.
. My Answer to the Suit.
Mr. W. M. Wilkinson's Answer to the Suit.
Price $1.50, postage 20 cents.
*#* For sale wholesale and retail by the ReligioPhilosophical PublishingHouse, Adams Street and
Fifth Ave., Chicago.

BRAIN AND NERVES,
Developing the Origin and Philosophy of

With full directions and prescriptions for thedx
treatment and cure.
By Andrew Jackson Davis, authoi of Twenty volume*
On the HARNONIAL PHILOSOPHY, etc.

Price $1.50; postage 20 cents.
Address Religio-Philosophical Publishing Honse, 15C
Fourth Avenue, Chicago.

HEAL

THE SPIRIT-LAND.

LAND

BEING LIFE EXPERIENCES, SCEVE9, INCI
DENTS, AND CONDITIONS, ILLUSTRATIVE
OF SPIRIT-LIFE, Ar>D THE PRINCIPLES
OF THE SPIRITUAL PHILOSOPHY.

DEBATABLE

THE DEBATABLE LAND

Given Inspirationally

BETWEEN

BY MRS MARIA M. KING,

THIS WORLD AND THE KEIT

Author of the

BY ROBERT DALE OWEN
Author of Foot-falls on the Boundary of Another World,
"Beyond the Breakers," etc.
:0:

CONTENTS:
Prv'atory addreisa to the Protestant c! rgy.

Book II
Book
Book
Book
Book

III
IY
Y
YI

— :0:—

Chicago.

THE"kora^
COMMONLY CALLED

The Alcoran of Mohammed.

:0:
The wo*id-wide reputation of the author as a Statesman, Diplomatist, and writer, his earnest and varied life
in connection with the rise of the manufacturing interest
in England, the Socialistic Movement in this country,
the political affairs of thirty years ago, the career of a
Diplomatist at the Neapolitan court but last and greatest
of all the Growth of Modern Spiritualism affords an
absolute gurrantee that any work from his pen must be of
the highest order and absorbing interest. The large sale
and extended interest manifested in all quarters upon the!
publication of Debatable Land is sufficient evidence of
the authors reputation and its continually increasing sale
proves it to be a work of great ability and one eagerly
demanded by the public and meeting the highest exMr. Owens "Foot-falls" has reached a1
pectations.
sale of over Twenty Thousand copies and is still selling
well. Debatable Land bids fair to exceed it in popularity. It is a large handsome twelve mo book of Five

;

:
.

A very valuable and trustworthy little work.
Price, 25 cents; postage 2 cents.
** For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

\
,

Hundred and Forty-two pages handsomely bound.

'

Price $2.00. Postage free.
** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House Adams street & 5th Avenue.

'

Chicago.

Principles of Natureetc.

_

Touching Communication of Religious Knowledge to Man.
Some Characteristics of the Phenomena.
Physical Manifestations.
Identity of Spirits.
The Crowning Proof of Immortality.
The Spiritual Gifts of the first Century appearing in our times. •

'

The substance of five volumes in forty-eight pagjBo

"

This voltime, as its title indicates, is illustrative of the
Spiritual Philosophy. It is sent forth on its mission
among men by the author, with the firm conviction that it
is a necessity to educate the people to aknowledge of tho
future state by every method that can be devistd by
their teachers in spirit-life. Now that the " heavens are
opened and the angels of Ood are ascending and desccndug," and men can receive communications from spiritlife, nothing can be more appropriate than for them to
receive instruction as to the methods of life in the future
state, and the principles which underlie those methods.
Price, J1.00; postage, 16 cents.
"*** For sale wholesale tnd retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and F&th Ave.,
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versation, sometimes low and sometimesloud,

E. V. WILSOft.

had been heard in the attic above. The ghost
had always worn a smiling, pleased expression,
and seemed to have no motive for his appear
ance, except to be among children of his own

age. Miss Perkins stated that she had not
seen the apparition for some month or more,

Notick to Correspondents.—Givename of town,
county and State where you are when you write. Direct
all Utters to E. V. Wilson, Lombard, DuPage County,
Illinois. Never direct letters to us in differeut country

GREAT EXCITEMENT^v.

The increasing warmth

kindled in the stove.

revived, in some degree, the spirits of the
party, and conversation waxed general on the

/JEFFERSON MILLS, NEW HAMPSHISE. \
/
\
THE BLIND SEE !

subj :ct of ghosts in general, and the evasive
spectre we were waiting for. Finally, the

subject of spirit-rapping was started, and it
was ascertained that "Jason" and the Celtic
agined, since the first statements that the house friend were mediums, as far as tipping tables
places, when we are speaking under short engagements, unand evoking rapping were concerned. They
was haunted, Miss Perkins and her experience
less we so direct. Write short letters, and to the point, in
u plain talk," stating just what you mean and want, and
been the theme of the conversation of all were at once besought to experiment, and in
have
always date your letters.
Newburyport,the great majority ridiculing lieu of the teacher's desk, which was too cumthe whole idea, and some accusing the lady bersome, a pine box was found which answered
story. These latter every purpose. For a long time no results
GHOST HUNTING. 1herself of inventing the object
on the lady's were obtained; questions were asked by every
give nothing a possible
and the fact that on ail occasions she re- one, with no answer, and nearly every one
]
The Newburyport Haunted School-house™ part,
peats her story in the same way, never embel- tried his luck at the box, until, finally two perA Nocturnal Visit-What was Seen,
always peered; and that, for two weeks, few,

slightest;

1

looking up, and the party sat down on the uncomfortable little seats, and patiently gazed at
the window until the arrival of the janitor
with lamps, which were speedily lit, and a fire

since she had one day pinned up papers in
front of the entry window, through which it
if any noises had been heard.

22,1873^1

JOTTKN\A_L. MAE.

As may be im-

the fact that she

lishing it in the
Heard and Felt. (shuns publicity—the first statement of the

/

v.

I

f

THE LAME WALK ! j

THE LEPER

CLEANSED!

IS

J

sons only presiding, as the customary question,

"Are there any spirits here?" was put, three
loud raps were heard startling all who had become convinced that the whole affair would be
without result. A system of knocks for relittle boys between six and twelve, repeat the plies was soon arranged, and soon the ques- tion was put:
story, in a simple and unswerving way
same
j
"Will the spirits manifest themselves in
all these facts are conclusive that the lady is
honest in what she says, beyond a question of some way ?"
There was a large school clock on one wall,
a doubt; and any investigations made by the
party were done with a view to find if possible, which had been slowly ticking away the night
not the truth, but the cause of the events nar- hours, and, as every one listened attentively
for the spirits' reply,
rated by her.
In this place, it may be well to say that in
the clock stopped!
the Journal of Feb. 10th was given a telegram
There was no mistake about it, the cessation
from Newburyort, stating that the committee
appointed by the School Committee of New- of the ticking, which, in the profound silence,
buryport to investigate the ghostly manifesta- had been as audible as cannonading, was pertions at the school-house in question attributed ceived by every one, and, as every eye was
all the noise in the attic to the movements of turned toward the wall, it was seen that the
the ventilator, caused by the state of the at- pendulum had ceased to move, the hands
mosphere below. The writer of this is unable pointing to a few moments of twelve.
To say that the party were startled and surto know where the Journal's correspondent
obtained his information, but he can say that prised is but stating a natural result of such an
he has been informed by one gentleman upon astonishing event, and all became at once inthat committee that they did not attribute the tensely interested in the rappings.
"Whose spirit is it?" asked Waldo.
noises to the ventilator at all, but were unable
"
Horace Greeley's," was the answer.
to account for them.
"Why have you come? To honor the memThe party learned from Miss Perkins, beside
having been written in a letter by

whole affair
"Alone taught shebut viewlessly
Jher, with no idea it would ever be published;
Taught spirits at her side "
and the fact that all of her sixty-eight scholars,
—N. T. Willis (slightly altered).

,

We this week present our readers with an
account of the Newburyport school house phenomena, given by six Bohemians, brave souls,
who fear to do wrong because it is best to do
right. There is a straightforwardness in their
statement that commands respect. We are
watching this school-house spirit affair, and
will keep our readers posted. We have seen
several reports of "that committee" referred to
by this report, that denied the whole thing or
accounted for it "by the draft of air," on the
authority of a reliable clergyman(?). That report is settled by these reliable Bohemians.
Head it and reflect on the statement that
this spirit boy loves the company of boys.
Would not a single soul be in a fearful plight
lost in eternity? Oh! God what agony. We
take the extract from an eastern paper:
There are probably but few of our readers
who have not heard of the haunted schoolhouse at Newburyport. Ghost stories are
among the most current items in the literary
world, and, by some unaccountable fascination,
any narration of the supernaturalis read with
the utmost avidity by two out of every three

persons under whose eyes it comes. In spite
of the numerous cases where suppositious
ghosts have resolved themselves into natural
appearances more or less commonplace, the
air of mystery that surrounds even the name
itself, and the indefinite sense of surprise that
pervades a ghost-seeker's very system, makes
the chance of seeing a ghost one eagerly seized
upon by the most skeptical of youths or the
most erudite of gray-beards. The rumors,
anecdotes, suggestions, and even full accounts,
of an indubitable spectre, phantom or spook,
which has been in the habit for the past four
months or more, of appearing in broad daylight in a primary school house at Newburyport, have been flying about in the papers for
weeks; and, from all that has been so learned
a feeling has been aroused in the minds of
many that perchance there might be something supernatural in the proceedings. Newburyport is so near to Salem, and Salem is as
inseparably connected with witches as Gibraltar; and then, again, a ghost who would dare
to throw aside the gloom and mystery of darkness, and by his presence proclaim to a large
assembly, in the light of noonday, "I am here,"
—this, this, this it was evident was a spectre
worth investigating. At least, so thought
three attaches of as many Sunday papers, as
they passed over their lonely beat at two
o'clock in the morning, some two weeks since;
and, each imparting his intention to a reliable
friend, a plan was soon formed by means of
which a brother journalist in Newburyport was
added to the party, and a speedy visit to that
city to probe the matter plotted. An air of
mystery involved each member of the party
from that day. Suggestions were given with

bated breath as to revolvers and flasks; hints
about dark lanterns and handcuffs were dropped, and a continual admonishing to secrecy
went on, until, on Tuesday last, the 4:45 train
from Boston took to Newburyport the seven
daring geistevjcegers.
As the party sit in the smoking-car,with
growing nervousness and lessening cigars, it
may be as well to name them, that any ensuing dialogue may be less confused. There was
"Waldo," of one paper, and "Guy Fawkes,"
his friend; "the Professor," from another
highly respectable sheet; "Coney," the narrator, and "Jason," his friend; "The Celt," who
was to be pilot in the enterprise,and "Matthew
Cook," his companion. And a very suspicious
set they were. Each one felt that the utmost
secrecy must be preserved, if permission to
stay in the school house was to be obtained,
and the party to be free from annoying interference by outsiders.
Passing over the ride and the supper (shades
of Soyer, and, if Soyer be dead, Blot)! obtained
at the hotel, the proceedings of the party may
be taken up, when, after a game or two of
billiards, the "Celt," returning from a reconnoissance, suggested to the "commissioners,"
to use an evening contemporary's word, that
it might be as well to visit Miss Perkins, the
teacher of the school, and the committee men
in whose hands lay the authority to admit or
forbid their entrance to the school. Procuring
a horse and sleigh, the adventurers started for
Miss Perkin's residence, some two miles away,
and, after having once been obliged to unharness the horse, and drag both him and the
sleigh from a huge drift, that place was reached, and the lady found, engaged in answering
one of the several hundred letters which she
has received since her story was first made
public. As the lady—who, by the way, is

quite pretty and vivacious, and treats her guests
most affably—was extremely desirous not to be
made the subject of an interview, her wishes

on this point will be respected. Her account,

as developed by various questions, differed
only in a few instances from the narrative published by the Springfield Republican some time

since, and copied into the Advertiser a week or
two ago. The story of the scholars having
first seen the ghost, and her fruitless endeavors for a long time to see him at the window,
where they averred he was looking in; her
final success; her pursuing him until, as an icy
chill came over her, he vanished; the noises
which had been heard; the closing, by unseen
hands, of doors and blinds, and the dropping
of brooms and brushes upon a boy who had
ventured on the attic stairs; all this was cheerfully narrated by her, with an earnestness and
a modesty which left no doubt in her hearers'

I

minds of her sincerity. It was learned that
the ghost, which was of a little tow-headed,
smiling boy, had never entered the schoolroom, but had always been seen peeriDg in
through the entry window, or in the corner
nearest the attic stairs, except upon15 one occasion, when his face was seen looking down
through an open ventilator in the ceiling. He
always stood with his hands crossed in front
of him—the palm of the right hand up, as if
asking for something; and on some occasions
his hand had been seen before the ^window,
with the arm bared to the elbow. He had
never spoken, except as on two occasions a
voice was heard, once calling a little boy by
name, and at another time telling a class, which
was reciting, that "that was enough;" but con-

the description of what she had seen and heard,

the information that so many visitors had
thronged to the school-house since the news
of the ghostly visitor had spread (twenty-five
having been there at a time), that, in order
that instruction might go on, the school had
been closed to all. She and her scholars at
tended to their tasks, as usual, the children
having never manifested any fear or disinclination to come. The report that several persons had withdrawn their children, she pronounced false; and stated that she had never
had so many scholars as at the present. She
also informed her visitors that, since her statement was published, she had not only received
dozens of letters daily, but had received an in-

vitation to lecture, and an offer, from a wellknown publisher in Boston of a handsome
sum for her picture, to be exposed in his shopwindow. It is but justice to her to state that
she at once refused both the offer and request,
and seemed desirous of shunning publicity as
much as possible.
Thanking Miss Perkins for the kindness and
urbanity with which we had been received,

the party bowed their adieu, and sought their
horse and sleigh, to proceed to
THE HAUNTED HOUSE.

bers of the press?"

"Yes."
"Is the spirit of the boy here?"
"
He is."
"
Did he stop the clock?"
"
Yes."
Several other general questions followed,
and were answered, until finally no result followed a repeated interrogatory.

Jefferson Mills, N. H., March, 21, 1872:— Prof.
Payton

Spence:

Dear Sir—YOUR POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE POWDERS are creating a great excitement here. It can truly be said, in my own person, that
the Blind see, the Lame walk, and the Leper is cleansed.
I had the Leprosy for thirty years in my leg's, arms,
head, and nearly all over my body After taking your
Positive Powders about four days I shoved up my sleeve
to see how my arm looked, and to my utter astonishment
the scabs would cleave off easily and leave all smooth;
and now my head and body are clean. The Catarrli
in my head is arrested. They cured my lnngs. that were
tied np with Phlegm and Cough. The Rheum
atism in my muscles commenced many years ago, and
by degrees extended all over me, so that I could not
raise my right arm to my head, or put on my vest. I ca n
now hold it in any position. My legs I could only
with difficulty get off anyway, I now travel
quite easily. By overdoing last fall, I brought on a
Piiin about the Hear t, and it would beat a few
beats and then stop and start again. I could not lie on
it at all. The powders have set it all right. Several years

ago, from overstraining one eye and a blow on the other,
I became JESliiicL, so that I could n<>t know a person
in the same room. Now I can read the large words in
your Circular; yet I took only two Boxes of Negatives.
On Thursday I called on Mr. Bowles, who had been sick
about two years; and his wife was sick: from taking calomel. Her limbs were swelled to
her body. She could not do anything or go about
the house. I could not prevail on him to u?e the Powders. On my way there I met Mr Woodward, who is
acquainted with the Powders, having used them and
seen their good effect. I let him have a Box. He went
to Mr. Bowles's that night, a'd a ter much persuasion
got Mrs. Bowles to take one of the Powders. Last 1 ight
my neighbor came in and said he had good news for me
—namely, that he was at Mr. Bowles's in the morning, and
saw Mrs Bowles out on the p'azza at work. He was
greatly surprised, and on inquiry she said the took one
of Spence's Positive Powders the night before: It eased all her pain, and she slept like a pig.
He said he never saw two persons so elated in his life.
Please send me Six Dozen more B< xes.
Yours truly,
A. H. KNIGHT.

Some moments, however, having been suffered to pass in silence, except as far as comment upon the manifestations was concerned,
when the question was again put as to the
presence of spirits, an affirmative reply was
obtained, and, on asking what spirit it was,
the reply came that it was
THE SPIHIT OF THE BOY.

It would be useless to recapitulate in detail
the conversation that was had with the selfannounced spirit. He gave his age as nine
years, and asserted that he was neither a Boston, Newburyportnor Massachusetts boy, and
had never attended the school. When requested to spell his name, he would begin
with "W," and perhaps a vowel, as " I, "would
follow, but a dozen of consonants would then
be given, making an unintelligible jargon, and

of a sudden a loud succession of raps would
almost convey the idea that some scampish
spirit was laughing at our consternation. In
fact, all through the night the doings and rapattic. All houses look equally mysterious in pings of the boy forcibly reminded me of
the dark, and this one, situated on a side street nothing so much as the real tricks and pranks
which was unlit, lost nothing of interest of a flesh and blood boy who was full of fun
through the ghostly legends that attached to it. and animal spirits.
The janitor unlocked the portal, and into the
Repeated promises were made, that, within
chilly atmosphere, which savored of the mus- five minutes, he would appear—sometimesthe
tiness of the tomb, the party entered. In or- window, sometimes the corner of the room,
der that readers may understand the position being indicated as the place where we might
of affairs in the events already and to be nar- expect to see. him; but in every case our gaze
rated, herewith is appended a
was strained in vain, except on one occasion,
In outward appearance this was a plain single-story building, formerly used as a church,
and having over the lower floor a cock-loft or

DIAGRAM OF SCHOOL HOUSE.

when, looking "through

the window into the

Dr. Allopathy.—r throw JPhysic to the dogs.
Those Positive and Negative Powders have
hilled the business. Away go these old-fashioned. drugs and medicines into the street.
I am convinced. From this day forth, 1
shall use the Positive and Negative Powders
myself.

seen would be the ghost.

The candles were

LOSS OF FLESH:

THE DOCTORS

entry,

GIVE IN THEIR

A BLUE MIST

aa. Entry. The width of building.
B. Front door.
c. Door leading to cellar.
d. Door leading up to the cock-loft.
ee. Windows.
f. Door to school-room which opens.
g. Door to school-room which is closed.
H. Windowwhere the boy appeared looking in.
I. Teacher's platform, with desk and chair
on it.
J. Stove, with sheet-iron guard.
kk. Rows of scholars' desks, facing entry.
L. Schoolroom.
m. Bound ventilator in ceiling of schoolroom.
Into the dark school-room went the party,
keeping close to one another's heels, and uncertain as to whether or no the first object

Matilda.—Anna, what makes you look so
plump and nice ?
Anna.— You nasty, skinny thing ! go and
take Spence's Positive Powders, as I did,
and you will soon look just as plump and
nice.

was seen upon the wall beyond. This was
ascribed by many to the reflection of light
through a soiled pane of glass; but there were
some skeptics who considered it something
not to be explained away in such a simple
manner. Certain it is, that soon after being
discovered, it disappeared.
On another occasion, a truly remarkable
event occurred, which was pronounced inexplicable by all. The spirit had informed us
that it would facilitate our seeing him, if the
whole party would go out in the dark entry—
and this was done. The box was carried out,
and he was asked how soon he would appear.
"In five minutes," was the reply.
"And where?"
"In the corner, behind you."
We were all gathered at the left hand end of
the entry, as you enter—some sitting, some
standing, and, by the watch of one of us, held
near the window on that side, a perfect silence
was preserved till the end of that time. Just
as the one who held the watch was returning
it to his pocket,
OB MORE TAPS

A DOZEN

came on the window from the outside.
Every one turned and looked. There was
no curtain on the window, and the blinds on
the outside were open. It was sufficiently
light to see that no person was outside; there
were no trees or bushes near, to wave their
branches against the window-pane, and there
was no possibility of an explanation. Again
came the mocking rapping, as of laughter, and
the party went back to the school-room deeply
impressed.

All through the night, until nearly

six, the conversation was kept up with the various spirits which came, several appearing,
but nothing was visible. On one occasion, the
spirit of the boy was asked to show his pres-

Overwhelming Testimony.
The following are letters and extracts from letters
addressed to Prof. Payton Spence, M. D.:
In the course of a large experience with the Positive
and Negative Powders, I have found them* almost
infallible in all acutc diseases, particularly
Fevers of all kinds, such as the Bilious
Inflammatory, Typhoid, Congestion of
the Lungs, Scarlet Fever, &c. I have
also found them infallible in B >wel Complaints and Nervous Headache, I
have also proved the Ointment recommended to be
made of th.3 Positiv e Powders (accor ling to Rule the
tenth) to be magical in its effects on all kinds of Sores
and Erysipelas,

DR. M. E. JE^KS, formerly of North Adams,
now of Amesbury, Mass.

The above engraving illustrate!* the difference, in beauty
and attractiveness, between a lean, emaciated person,
and a person whose form is round, plump, *nd well de
veloped. We instinctively shriik from a man or a
woman, but more especially from a woman, who is lean,
emaciated, bonv, skinny, hungry looking. Of course,
there are many degrees of emaciation. But anv degree
of emaciation or loss of flesh which lessens the elasticity
and roundness of the form, and diminishes the mellowness of the cheek, just to that extent detracts from the
beauty and attractiveness of the person. It behooves
every one, therefore, and particularly every female who
ia losing flesh, or has lost flesh, if they have any concern
for the impression which they make upon others, to resort
to all known means to restore their lost beauty of form
and face. It is equally important to remember that loss
of flesh, or emaciation, is generally an accompaniment
and an indication of failing health from some obvious,
or from s me secret, lurking disease which, unless cured

I have cured the following cases, and many others too in time, may end in death. Three or four PoS"
numerous to mention, with your Positive and Negative < 'itive Powders a day, continued tor a
Powders. A young lady of St. Vitus' Dane e, of
fewweeks, will, in ninety-nine cases
near 6 years standing. A lady of General Prostra
in a hundred, restore the l^st flesh
tion of the nervous system. A lady of Chronic
fill out the emaciated form- This
and
Diphtheria. A boy cf Scarlet Fever.
the Powdersdo by a natural process, namely, by putting
A woman of Cholera Morbus A woman
every organ of the body into healthy action, especially
who had the Fever and A gxie all Spring and the Stomach the Liver and the Lungs v hich are always
Summer. A man of Delirium Tremens.
at fault in all cases of emaciatic n. Hundreds of
A woman of Spasms of the stomach for six years.
patients have assured me that by the use of the
positive Powders they have gained 10, 20, 30 and 40
DR. J". M, DAVIS, Winona, Minn.
Your Positive and Negative Powders are truly an Invaluable medicine, and one of the greatest
blessings to humanity. Within the last year
I have had five patients who would have gone to their
long home if I had not given your Powders.

DR. T. BOND, Pennfleld, Pa.
Enclosed I send you $15 00 for more of your Positive
aud Negative Powders. They are ihe best medicine I ever used in all oases of Female
Weakness, Threatened Abortion, and
Child-birth, and there is no family but what ought
to have them.

DR. J. C. HOWES, Volney, Iowa.

_

lit and the lantern, and their feeble light ence by moving the strip of paper which had
showed a large square room, in which were been left across the entry window, as being
arrayed some seventy scholars' desks facing too high to reach. While everybody looked,
the paper moved; but it was a debatable questhe door, and in the corner a raised platform
with the teacher's chair and desk upon it. On tion, whether or no the paper had not been
moving, on account of some draft of air, durthe walls hung a few simple arranged maps,
and over the window in the entry partition, to ing the evening, unperceived.
At another time the Professor asked the
which the eyes of all were turned at once,
were the papers which had shut out the boy's spirit that was manifestingitself to tell the initial of the name on an envelop he had in his
face for the past month.
A douceur started the janitor off in search of pocket, and, in response, "W" was rapped out.
lamps, and the building was then explored. With an exclamationof surprise, he drew out
Down into the cellar went the party, the the letter, and, striking a match, showed the
brayest leading with the lantern. Coal was name to indeed commence with "W."
Many other minor instances might be quoted,
there, lots of it, also cobwebs and dust and cold
air, but no ghosts, and up the party came, the but as there was no appearance of the ghost
last one not wanting to make a further investi- whom we sought, and as space has its limits
gation, but reaching the entry almost as soon when connected with a newspaper, futher
as his predecessor. The stairs leading to the enumerationmay be omitted.
At 6:20, therefore, as grey morning was becock-loft were next essayed, but at their top
was found a heavy trap-door securely locked ginning to break, the party left Newburyport.
The
result of their visit had perhaps not been
and impossible of raising; so, with interested
glances at brushes and brooms, that had been entirely satisfactory. No ghost had been seen,
wielded by invisible hands, the school room although a night had been passsd in its favorite place of resort; yet a good time had been
was re-entered.
As may be imagined, no time was lost in had, we had received uniform courtesy from
taking down the papers which concealed the Mr Frank Ireland, our guide, and Mr. Plumwindow, and such was the dreariness of the mer, who had interested himself so kindly in
place and the hour, that some may be pardoned our behalf, and we had passed a night of
for almost expecting to see the boy's face look- eventful experience, through the strange events
ing in upon them. Nothing, however, ap- of which we were more than ever convinced of
peared, and the -elevator was next raised, a the truth of the saying,
movement followed by the downfall of—dust,
"There are more things in heaven and earLh, Horatio,
and naught else. Nothing could be seen by
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy."

How To Regain It.

I can not do without your Positive and Negative Powders on any consideration for myself and for
my practice, particularly for Accouchement
(Child-birth). I have had one very severe case of
Threatened Abortion (Miscarriage), which
three Positive Powders arrested; also two cases of
Chills and Fever, which were cured by the

pounds of flesh; and in one ca* e, a | a d y we i g h i n g
90 pounds in a few weeks weighed 14s

potipds.

The POSITIVES cure Neuralgia,

One box of your Positive Powders cured David Willington of a pain m his stomach of 8 years' standing. Mrs. E. F. Claflin was cured by the Negative
Powders of Numbness, or Palsy, of 12 ye-rs' duration.
The Powders cured Mre. H Claflin of Neuralgia.
They also cured a lady of Painful Menstru
ation when given up as past cure. Ia cases of
Parturition (Child-birth), I consider them of
great value.
DR. JULIA WILLIAMS, Practical Mid-

wife, East Braintree, Vt.
I mvself have been afflicted with Rheumatism
and Heart Disease for three years during
which time I have not been able to labor. I have taken
two boxes and a half of your Positive Powders. My
Rheumatism is go >e and the Heart Disease much relieved.
DR. A. J. COREY, Great Bend, Pa.
I think there is r. o medicine in the world
like the Positive and Negative Powders.

MRS. DR. GARRISON, Newton, N. J.
In Ague and Chills I consider them unequaled.

J. P. WAY, M. D., Bement, III.

Your Positive and Negative Powders seem to be
quite a mystery—no marked action yet they cure.
1 have some patients who can't live Without them, as nothing else has ever benefited them.
C. D. R. KIRK, M. D., Fern Springs, Miss.

male Weaknesses and

They arepeculiary adapted to the female conDR. Ii. HAKES,

Cicero, N. T.

Derangements;

Fits, Cramps,

St. Vitus' Dance, Spasms; all high grades of Fever,
Small Pox, Measles, Scarlatina, Erysipelas; all Inplam
mations, acute or chronic, of the Kidneys, ^iver,
Lungs, Womb, Bladder, or any other organ of the
body; Catarrh, Consumption, Bronchitis. Coughs,
Colds, Scrofula,

ness, etc.

Asthma,

Nervousness,

Sleepless-

The NEGATIVES cure Paralysis, or Palsy,
whether of the Musclejfc or of the senses, as in Blindness,
all
Deafness,loss of taste, smell, feeling or motion;
Low Fevers, such as the Typhoid and the Typhus.
Both the POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE are
needed in Chills and Fever.
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Flatulence, Worms; all Fe-

Vomiting. Dyspepsia,

Powders.

I>R. J. CRANE,mMtica,Ind.

Headache,

Rheumatism, Pains of all kinds; Diarrhoea, Dysentery,

New York City.
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YQL.XIY. CHICAaO,MABCII29,1873, {SffiSiffSffSSg:}
1
have
not told half that we might relate con<
cerning
this wonderful occurrence, but what
we have written is a plain, unvarnished tale,
any effort to draw on the imagination.
without
;
What then? Has electricity intellect—rational
following colloquy ensued:
"
faculties? Can that subtle fluid think and act
What are you doing?"
as man? If so, what are men more than ma"I am not doing any thing." i
"
Are you not working the key ?" cchines, run, perchance, by some such power?
"
Rather let us answer 'Job's conundrum, by the
No; are you?"
"
more rational one, If a man live shall he
No."
Here was a mystery. When they attempted die?"
to operate the instruments they failed to re-

without effect. He then requested his sister to
make an attempt to send the current which
was likewise a failure. A moment later, the
sister's instrument commenced to rattle, the

jVtvjn
A MOTHER'S LOVE.
BY BISHOP A. BEALS.

The Winter winds moan o'er the graves of the
dead!
And the earth is mantled with snow,
The Summer of fragrance forever seems fled
And the pulse of my being is slow.
I gaze at the stars that coldly look down
From the arch of the Infinite One,
And sigh to be free from life's wintry frown
And bathe in the light of the sun.

1

0

solve the peculiar manifestation.

I gaze 'till I feel once more the sweet light
Of Summer and beauty and love,
And touch the warm hands with frienlship's

The meeting

was had, but no phenomena transpired. No
sooner, however, were the instruments taken
to the young man's home, than they commenced

delight

Of those that are dwelling ab^ve.
I see the green shore come lighting the way
And musical strains float along,
And I know that my spirit is reaching that day
Of Heaven and beautiful song.

THEIR ECCENTRICITIESAGAIN.

the form of a woman when calling upon him,

It was then discovered that there was a
systematicand rythma'iccadence in the clicks
of the armature, analogous to those heard
in the ordinary telegraph offices. It was
felt that if any one present could read the
"
clicking,"

I wake from the trance of Winter's dark woe
Of sorrow and bitter despair
And feel that a hand wherever I go
Is lifting my burden of care ;
'Tis a hand that I felt in childhood's fair morn
When the day was radiant and new,
When my life was sheltered from tempest and

thing certain, and that is that the three men
and that nearly all the employes

are taking a lively interest in it.

SOME INTELLIGENCE

Conductor Eno says that last Friday morning his fireman, Billy O'Brien, came back to

lar telegraphy, a reference to the printed alphabetic character contained in the pamphlet of

instructions would make it out." Strange to

say, it did go slower, and slower still by the
the asking. After testing that the clicking was

storm

By a mother, loving and true.

obedient to request, an eflort was made to read

the sounds by comparison with the printed

The world may strew my pathway with thorns
And chill me with anguish and pain,
Yet I dwell in the land of beautiful forms

characters. Letter after letter was made out,
some of them having to be made several times

over before being detected, and the name of

And feel their dear presence again.

ED. KEATS, OF BALTIMORE,

There's a voice that echoes to memory's words

was spelled out.

In the silence of years that have flown,

There could be no mistake

about it; the name was spelled three different
times.
During this time, there was no one touching

That falls on my ear like the song of Spiing birds,
I kmow 'tis my mother's sweet tone.
January 30, 1873.

the key of the instruments; only the tip of the

young man's finger touched the fulcrum of the

THE LATEST WONDER.

key.

On the following day the instrumentsbe-

A Telegraph Office Taken Possession of by
a Ghostly Operator—On the Rail—An
Unwelcome Passenger—Three Railroad
Employes Testify to Having Seen a
Ghost—Spiritual Manifestations in Benton County, Missouri.

gan to operate without contact; but only spas-

[From the Dabaqne (iJwa) Times ]

electrician, which, he declared, was correct;
and in no case was th.re any clicking or

modically.
Another meeting was then had with one of

the above mentioned telegraphers and a friend,
at the place of the first meeting. Some of the

phenomenaoccurred,althoughnot in so marked
a degree. The instrument, however, answered
four questions propounded

The materialistic sentiment of the day is be-

mentally by the

action of the instrument until the question

coming more and more sandwitchedwith ul-

was formed, and then the response was instantaneous.
From that time up to the present, the intelsome apparently well authenticated premoni- ligence
has worked them—and given intellition, presentiment, apparition or haunted gent
communications when the only contact
house. They come upon the stage of action was by
the instruments in a swing
here, there and everywhere. In America, made ofswinging
curtain cord, and held by the young
Europe and Asia. If any of them are true, man at arms
length. They have worked withthen that ancient c murdrum of Job's, which out any contact
whatever, when no person was
has gone begging around the world for over nearer than ten feet
of them, and worked thus
three thousandyears is on the verge of a prac- ten minutes by the clock.
tical solution. If not, Shakspeare is correct. been heard working by theIndeed, they have
members of the
When we shuffle off this mortal coil we do go family when there was no one
in the room
has re- with
to a bourne from which no traveler
them. One of the peculiaiities of this
turned. and the hereafter is " one of those working
contact is, that the armature
things" which Dundreary says "a fellow can't of one ofwithout
the instruments vibrates with lightfind out."
while the other deliberately
We have premised this much by way of in- ning rapidity,
the letters. This is peculiar, because
troductory to the history of this remarkable makes
instruments are what are known as repeatphenomenon which obtains in this city, and the
ing instruments, and by all the rules, what one
for the truth of which we vouch, making instrument
does the other should do.
the statements from knowledge, through perA PRINTING MACHINE
sonal observation.
A little over one month ago, a young man was procured, in the early stage of the manifestation, such as is used in offices that print
took it into his head that he
the Morse characters on paper rolls. This
WOULD LEARN TELEGRAPHY.
found necessary to read the messages reHe argued, being a musician, that the art of was
ceived, as the young man was unable to do so
reading by sound, was to be accounted for and by
In the use of this machine, on one
sound.
acquired on the principles of time and rythm occasion, when
electrician already named
in music. His immediate friends tried to dis- was present, thethe
armature of the instrument
suade him on account of his age, assuring him made regular letters,
when he, the electrician,
that to become an expert, it was necessary to held the current off with
the key. The same
commence while yet a boy. That an attempt phenomena occurred, he still
remaining at the
would only be a waste of time. Nothing key, when the wire connecting
the battery
daunted and full of assurance, he sent to New with the magnets was completelydetached
and
York for a pair of repeating instruments, bat- held in the hand of the young would be-learner
teries and all of the imperativeconcomitants of telegraphy.
of a telegraph office. In the interim, between
On a subsequent
the intelligence
the sending for, and the arrival of, the instru- told the electricianoccasion,
his name was " Ed.
ments, he committed the Morse alphabet to Keats, of Baltimore,that
that he was an operamemory, and sought to acquire a recognition tor on the national and
line." The intelligence
of the characters by sound through a wooden
always announces his presence by making K.
sounding key he manufactured for the purpose. K. K K.—O. K. Since his first
coming he
His success in learning to read by sound was has given a number of lengthy communications
quite indifferent. In due time the instruments of a private nature that cannot with propriety,
arrived and were taken to his home, opened be made public. It has announced the names
and investigated. Never having examined of persons whose bodies are lying in Linwood
telegraphic instruments before, nor hav- Cemetery, and are known to many of the reading any acquaintance with the modus operandi ers of the Times. Oa one occasion it
announced
of putting up a battery and connecting the the introduction of
currents of electricity to instruments, it became
ANOTHER INTELLIGENCE,
a matter of a day's labor to solve theofproblem
instruc*
through. tti6 sid of ft sm&ll pamphlet
under
the
name
of Ettie Baker, who was pressuc
He
lions that accompanied his purchase.
ent as a pupil. This name Ettie has been receeded however, by the evening of the first peatedly written. At first scarcely intelligible.
day and mounted his batteries and instrument Recently it was written in the following senone tence:
on two window sills of his room—one onthem
"
I am Ettie Baker; my father's name wasJ
side and the other opposite—connecting
the| Judge Baker, of Geneva, Illinois."
bv a' line and ground wire passing around
Very frequently, Ettie, when the young man1
sides of the room. It was at this juncture
is practicing the alphabet for his own instructhat
THE PHENOMENON
tion, will come and echo the letters immeoff diately after him. The young man receivesi
first showed itself. Placing a sister at one
himself at theJ his tuition from this unknown, unseen intellithe instruments, and stationing
l gence, and we venture the assertion, that no
other he attempted to make a demonstration
was sta- other man, since Morse invented the telegraph,
of the instrument at which his sister
tioned by working the key of his own. It was3 has had such an instructor in the art. Wei
One can hardly
tra-mundane phenomena.
take up a newspaper now without reading of
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of the road

CONDUCTOR ENO'S STORY.

would be received, and the remark was made,
'•If it only would go slower, and it was regu-

made straight to the penitentiary, and was
much relieved to find that Nellie was still in

heard the knocking, which" however, is never
heard only when she is in an unconsciousstate.
The young lady, when she awakens, says she

the flesh. But when retiring from the penitentiary the apparition met him on the sidewalk and upbraided him for drinking some
whiskey he had just imbibed. In an attitude
like that of the witch of Endor, when she foreshadowed the fate of Saul, the apparition

has heard nothing of the noise, and has felt no

or a ghost, seemingly connected with a

the locomotive "Von Moltke." The story has
been current some days, but like all ghost
stories the evidence has been as thin as the
spectral object, though latterly it has been
somewhat strengthened by circumstances.
Conductor Eno, engineer Kennedy and Billy
O'Brien, the fireman, tell the same story, as
will be seen by the following from the Binghamton Republican. O'Brien seems to be the
special favorite of the spectre, which assumes

Desiring to have the mystery explained, an
invitation was given to two practical electricians and telegraphers, on the following day,
to meet in the evening at a friend's office, and

ulated spirit; and stranger still, this mysterious
power follows the person of the young lady
even when she spends a night away from
home—wherever the sleeps a night, there is

named seem to fully believe the story they tell,

ghost is haunting the engineer and fireman of

the wonder of the entire household.

to be the apparition of Nellie Hill, whom the
fireman had seen in the penitentiary the previous Tuesday. On his return to Syracuse he

and his associates allege that th^ object always
comes clad in a plaid shawl. There is one

The leading sensation on the Binghampton
railroad at the present time, is the story that a

worked of themselves. Throughoutthe entire
evening this electric eccentricity continued, to

it introduced itself to the fireman and engineer making a noise similar to that of a cat lapping
at Jamesville last Thursday night, claiming water, etc., the same as any other well reg-

pain, saw nothing in her dream—in fact, had
no drt m, and complains of feeling of weariness ana lassitude. In all other respects seems
pointed to the place in Billy's face under his in perfect health.
moustache, and prognosticatedthat "Whisky
These manifestations are as mysterious to
would be the death of him."
her as to any one else, and a great source of
Billy told her about his visit to Nellie Hill, mortification.
and the evidence in his possession that she
A number of the neighbors have spent frewas a fraud
She then gave him an opportun- quent nights at the house, investigating aud
ity to gaze squarely into her face, and Billy endeavoring to ascertain the cause of the
recognized her as Etta Murray, alias "the mystery, but as yet no satisfactory conclusion
jumping weagel," with whom he had been too has been arrived at.
intimate in her better days. Billy was terriWe can obtain testimony of many of the
fied again, for it was not his to say—
best citizens in the county to attest the truth
of the above facts.
"No goblin, or sweet fairy of the mine
Hath hateful power o'er true virginity."
FURTHEREVIDENCESOF ITS PRESENCE.
However, a meeting in which they should
Last week we copied an article from the
be alone, in front of Mike Joy's saloon, in Benton county Democrat giving the particulars

From tlie Syracuse, (N. Y.) Journal.

spond, and when they didn't, the instruments

INTO. 2.

Syracuse, between twelve and ore o'clock
Sunday morning, was arranged for, provided
she would not appear to him again before
that time. Both kept their words, but what
transpired in the long and , e irnest conver-

of the appearance of spiritual manifestations

young lady named Achof of that county.

We are now permitted to give place the fol-

lowing private letter written by a young lady
living in the neighborhood where Miss Achof

sation, in which some of Billy's companions were distant spectators, Billy does not
divulge.

resides, to a lady in this city, relating to the
appearance of this unexplained mystery, which
the coach where he was ridiDg, and laid down
will be read with interest,
BILLY LEAVES HIS ENGINE.
upon a bench as if to try to sleep. He noticed
We have asiurances by other responsible
Billy
Johnny
Kennedy,
Neither
O'Brien
or
that Billy appeared to be unwell; that he was the engineer, dared to run the
"
parties that this is no fiction nor deception,
Moltke
"Von
very pale and perspiring in large drops. He over the road Saturday night, and engineer but actual facts substantiated by those who
would close his eyes for a few seconds, only,
William Milane and fireman Mike Fox were have witnessed the manifestation. Here is the
at a time, and then start up and stare around detailed
by Superintendent Vorhees for the letter:
like one suddenly aroused by a strange sound forlorn hope.
"Now I will tell you about the ghost which
or sight. The conductor p-tid no further atmade its appearance at the house of Mr.
Before
the
"Von
was
Moltke"
taken
out
tention to the strange conduct of the fireman of the yard, and while Milane was oiling
her, Achof. About four weeks before last Christthan to watch his manoeuvres to satisfy him- a girl, yes,
mas, as the familiy were sitting around the
self as to whether he had been drinking much
fire after supper, his only daughter sitting beWITH
SHAWL
A
A
PLAID
GIRL
or not, and he concluded that Billy was a little
fore the window, there was something knockdrunk, although he had neve" suspected him came up and asked him if Billy O'Brien was ed against the window with such force that it
going out on that engine, without looking up jarred the whole house, and immediately the
of drinking btfore.
After Billy had spent a few moments in —for he had not seen her yet—he replied that daughter said
sleep,
attempts
to
he he "guessed not." "Are you sure?" Milane
those oft interrupted
O, MOTHER, MOTHER, THAT MEANT ME!
went ahead upon his engine, and the conduc looked up and saw the plaid shawl. He did not
no
more
about
until
him
And since that time on every night there
like Hamlet say :—
tor saw or thought
comes something, and it walks in the house
the train arrived at Marathon. There he
"Thou com'st in such questionable shape,
with a very heavy step; but they can not see
learned from the engineer, Johnny Kennedy,
That I will speak to thee,"
any thing, It makes all kinds of noise during
about their strange visitant at Jamesville,
his
can
oil
went
But
he
took
and
the
into
night. As quick as it makes its appearand the mysterious voice that had been
not caring whether the "Von Moltke's the
ance the daughter of Mr. Achof gets perfectly
heard upon the engine at short intervals, cab,
squeaked
or
run
machinery
smoothly.
soon
As
all of the way from Jamesville down to Mar- as he received reinforcements, he sallied out rigid, and her eyes are open. She can not
utter a word until it goes off; and then she
athon.
plaid shawl.
sings the nicest songs and plays until it again
When the train left Binghamton for Syra- to look for the girl in a
SHE HAD VANISHED.
makes an appearance. The ghost or spiritual
cuse on Friday evening, they were afraid to .
go on duty again without more company, and
She did not appear to him again, but he manifestation, or whatever it is, comes at
eight o'clock and goes away at ten, and then
conductor Eno and others took positions on was constantlyon the watch for her.
comes again at ten and remains until mornthe engine. Nothing extraordinary appeared
PREPARATIONSTO CAPTURETHE SPECTRE.
ing.
to the vision or hearing of any of the comThe "Von Moltke" left for Syracuse p.gain
There were fourteen men and women there
pany, except the fireman, for several miles,
charge
of
evening,
in
Milane
Fox.
and
last
and the company, all except the conductor, Milane has become more resolute, and determ- on one occasion, and they said they could not
during the night; and so early in the
engineer and fireman left the train. The fear
if any girl with the plaid shawl came sleep
morning, while it was yet there, they sent the
of the fireman, however, continued, and he ined thatspeaking distance of him
again,
he
within
out to get a bucket of pater, but he could
dared not go back upon the tender after coal would
by his sense of feeling, bnotyget
a drop out of the well, although there
without first opening the arches to throw a whetherascertain,
substance
were
or
she
shadow.
Mi
glare of light back upon the coal box, and lane also had full confidence in the bravery plenty. His mother was lj ing on the bed at
then he would keep his eyes upon the t> nder, and agility of Fox, and thought he could be the time, and on his return said she would go
and see what was the matter. On her
except just long enough to throw the coal
upon to watch and catch any girl in out
arising from the bed he obtained the water
into the arch, which was done as quickly as depended
Binghamton
Syra
shawl
between
and
plaid
a
On bringing the
a spook scared child would scramble into its cuse. It may therefore be supposed that if without further trouble.
bucket in the room, the water was inmother's lap.
anything of the sort came about the cab last filled
voluntarily
THE CONDUCTOR HEARS THE MYSTERIOUS
VOICE.

Between Lafayette and Jamesville there is a
water tank standing in a lane, placed^ for the
accomodation of freight and coal trains. At
that tank this train stopped to take water,
and the fireman was sent back to fill the
engine tank. The conductor was there sitting on the fireman's bench, in a drowsy condition, and did not pay much attention to what
was transpiring, until the engineer nudged
him, and told him
THAT WOMAN WAS BACK UPON THE TENDER.

night it was cabbaged, whether

SPRINKLED ALL OVER THE HOUSE.

"Spirit of health, or goblin damned."

That night some one said to it what
kind of a ghost are you, good or bad? It said
it

[From the Warsaw Democrat.]

For some time past we have been in possession of the fact of the occurrence of strange
and incomprehensible doings—called, com-

WAS A BAD ONE!

They then asked if God sent it, to which no
response was made.
I tell you, it is a singular and awful
thing.
They have taken the lady to her brother's

monly, spiritual manifestations—at the house
of one of the most respectable families in this
country, but have refrained, heretofore from

giving publicity to the matter from the deep
sympathy we feel for the afflicted.o&e and,her , - and elsewhere, but this doer r' Whilst
family, and sha^, cn thi*";
was at her brother's^ ' *ed to
give names, burnt-. ** % ./. ijblially -.get on the bed vsith her an Sect it

The conductor could hear a strange muttering, and rushed for the tender to make vouch for the truth oi^h(? tltofct . "'now rean investigation. As he touched the tender late.
The family of which we speak, consistingof
he heard the voice say, H, in angry and exsome five or six members, all well respected,
cited manner,
and highly creditable, are of that solia, matNOW, BILLy, i've got you, and will throw ter-of-fact class of people, upon whom no idle
YO»*INTO THE WATER.
fears can lay hold and render superstitious,
The fireman, with the ability of desperation, and yet, strange to say, for something like a
grabbed a three-link coupling chain, and drew year past, the lives and home of this family
it back with both hands to strike. The con- have been rendered gloomy and miserable by
ductor reached him in time to stay the des- the almost nightly occurrence of a terrible and
cending weapon. He told him not to strike a incomprehensible mystery.
The mystery, witnessed by many neighbors,
woman, but to grasp and hold her. Search
for the woman at that instent was prevented consist in an indescribable and unaccountable
bv the oveiflow of the tank and the rushing noise, as of some one knocking, scratching
of the water upon the conductor, and it was and scraping upon the sides, ceiling, floor,
with the utmost difficulty that he made the windows, etc., of the house, and upon various
affrighted fireman understand the order to articles within the room.
The ghost, goblin, spirit or ghoul—call it
shut the gate. When the water was finally
shut off, search was made for the woman, but what you will—seems to have connected itself
with a young lady member of the family aged
she had vanished, and
about eighteen years, and who, strange to
"melted into air."
say, knows nothing of its presence, or of its
This was the only adventure the conductor coming or goiDg. At night, when she seeks
or
shadow,
or
substance,
weird
the
had with
repose, and just as her eyes are closing in
whatever it might have been. He says he does slumber, three district raps, as a person striknot believe in ghosts, never was afraid of ing something solid with his finger, may be
them, but there is certainly something about Heard, she seems to be thrown into a trance
this affair that he can not understand. He cer- or sleep from which nothing can arouse her, as
tainly heard a voice, and he believes it was repeated attempts have been made to do so,
not O'Brien's voice, but there was no other but proved unsuccessful. During the trance,
person there to speak. Tlie only explanation or fit, we know not what to call it, her limbs
that can set his mind'at ease is that Billy is a contract, her body writhes, and groans escape
ventriloquist, and he is certain be is not. By her lips as though she were undergoing some
the conductor's misgivings in the matter, he great bodily pain, and during the trance the
really admits that be shares, to some extent, rapping continues by loud knocking upon
in the ghostly hypothesis.
some part of the house and on the furniture,
THE S a ARCH FOR StELLIE HILL.
lifting the bed clothes, rattling the bail of
It will be remembered (hat the visitor, when the water bucket, and even upon the water,

fT^nr"
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would have, and just as he Vvas .sjt®

on the

bed "it"

CAUGHT HIM BY THE LEG

and scratched him from his knee to his foot,

with the print of four claws.

A minister was

standing by the bedside at the same time, and
he was struck violently in the back and then
thrown across the room."
Mrs. Ballou's Lectures.
[From the Constitutional, Augusta, Ga.]

Two lectures were delivered by Mrs. Ballou,
Sunday, one in the morning and one at night,
at Masonic Hall. At the first there was but a
small attendance, but at night there was a
very large audience

present,,

among whom

were many ladies and all were apparently interested in the remarks of the lady on her
peculiar theme, generally known as "Spiritualism."
She proved herself to be a fine speaker, and
of considerable ability. Her voice is truly
womanly—withno touch of the conventional
stage delivery in forced tones, but clear, and
could be heard by every one present in the

Hall without extra effort on her part. Her
face is of an intellectual cast, causing her
hearers to become interested at once. She appeared Sunday night dressed in a suit of black
velvet with flowing sleaves and curls falling
on her neck.
The subject of her lecture is one in which
the people of this section are generally not
very much interested in, but still there are a
number of persons in Augusta who have investigated Spiritualismlately.
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Impostors Exposed.
Dr. Gordon after a somewhat successful ca
reer in exhibiting made-up figures as the materialization of spirit and in duping several
over credulous persons, has been at last thoroughly exposed by the .Spiritualists themselves,
the proper ones to expise and put down all
such swindlers as would thus make money by
betraying the mostj-'acred of causes. Forborne
weeks back he has been holding public circles

at a dollar a head at his handsome rooms on
Fourth Avenue, and has had a good attendance of some persons who came to swallow his
inflated figures whole, and others who came to
study or criticise his exhibitions. Some time
gave me a
since one of Dr. Gordon's admirers
glowing written account of his " Materializa-

tion of Spirit," for the Religio-Philosophical

Journal, and felt rather hurt that 1 didn't
send forward his ungrammatical and undiscriminative pnxuetion, but merely mentioned it
without endorsing any such views. When I
stated that the "spirit" figures looked stiff and
unnatura', and that it seemed like imposture,
and that Gordon's method of dodging partly
behind a screen or stooping down pretending
to imitate a Catholic priest, was suspicious, I
was met with abuse for daring to express such
an opinion. I mentioned also that several
clairvoyants had by virtue of their gift seen
him inflate the figures while behind the screen.
"Liars! the whole pack of them, and dumbheads, " was the answer, Mrs. Austin got up
at one of the circles and by virtue of her clairvoyance exposed him as an impostor. Immediately Gordon pretended to be influenced by
an Indian spirit and answered, "You bad
spirit, you bad spirit! Leave this wigwam!"
This cunning ruse saved him for the time being to his special believers. A few evenings
afterward when a figure had got fully materialized and the sacred outlines of a spirit seemed
to be vouchsafed to mortals, a Mr. Robinson,
himself a Spiritualist, took a great fancy to
laying his hands on the dear apparition, when

lo and behold, it wouldn't fade in his hands
at all, the pesky spirit, but proved to be very
materialistic Dr. Gordon did fade, however,
and fleeing from the rooms, gave those present
a good chance to get hold of the rest of the
trappings which were very ingeniously contrived and proved him to be a good juggler.
On the next Sunday, March 2d, the Spiritualists in Apollo Hall at their three o'clock conference, gave Dr. Gordon an exceedingly full
advertisement, much in the spirit of this pres-

ent notice. Tae "believers," generally owned
up manfully that they had been deceived, and
as some of these were persons of courtesy and
intelligence,no fault can be found with them.
But as some have been overheated in their remarks, I beg leave to say in the kindest spirit
and for the good of the cause a few things:
1. Those of us who were sharp enough to
see through this imposture from the first, as a
very large number of Spiritualists were, should
not have been denounced as "traitors to the
cause," because we made known what we
knew to be truth, itself the most holy thiDg in
earth or heaven. Spiritualists when rightly
understood, will be known as the keenest-eyed
people on earth, seeing clairvoyantlyinto both
visible and invisible

,

things,

and those who

consider Spiritualistsa set of dupes, will yet
fiad if we do our duty toward impostors, that
we are not only discriminating enough and
truth-loving enough to ferret out our own
shams, but to seethe blindness of the outside
world as they cling to their golden calves, their
superstitioustheology and their medical follies.
2. True Spiritualism is tolerant, never overbearing with those who differ; loving, not
given to cursing; free in word and thought, but
never rude, lawless or ir>courteous. If some
of our respectable Spiritualists are kept away
from our public halls from moral cowardice,
would it not be well to inquire if others who
are beautiful in character are not sometimes
kept away by the loose and slashing way some
have of doing things, and by their dislike of
being identified with such? The better class
of Spiritualists

rise far above the church

standards in beneficence and true wisdom, yet,
into a society whose doors are open to all,
many will enter who will fiercely chide those
who are more correct than themselves, and thus
uncjnsciouly injure the cause more than those
whom they consider traitors.

If those on the

contrary who have proved correct in the foregoing exposure, have used any severe words to-

ward opponents, in future let them avoid such

words, knowing that in the end the truth will
come uppermost and justice be done to all.
3. I suggest that we treat Dr. Gordon no
mora sternly than the exposing of his juggling
requires in order to save a good cause from
future harm, and that we look upon even him
kindly as one having naturally a weak moral
development, for which reason he must pass
through some hells before he can achieve
heaven. Could we realize the suffering that
such a nature must pass through we would feel
like throwing.no stone in his way, but would
rather aid him when he adopts an honest

course.

4. Let all impostors take warning from
Gordon's case, for the people are getting more
and more clairvoyant and psychometrical, so
that all fraud in congress, and city councils,
and churches, and preachers, and mediums
will be brought to light. "There is nothing
hidden that shall not be revealed." There are
mediums that are still profaning this sacred

H

cause and "stealing the livery of Heaven to
serve the Devil in," just as many clergymen do.
If they should wake up some morning and
find themselves not famous, but notorious in the
public prints, let them blame only themselves.
5. If any one thinks this exposure works
against Spiritualism, he is simply very ignorant or very bigoted. The testimony is mountain high in favor of true mediumship and the
keenest scientific associations, such as the "Dialectical Society" of England, and the shrewdest magicians, who are supposed to see into all
possible phases of trickery, have to admit that
there is a power exhibited outside of all human
power, and which moreover manifests "intelligence." The juggler in Jersey City who seemingly imitated some of the minor phases of
Slade's mediumship, and whose great feat was
paraded in the New York Sun as an exposure
of Spiritualism, could no more imitate the
higher phases of his mediumship than hs could
go to heaven to-morrow. A very keen gentleman
lately went to Dr. Mansfield's rooms, 361 6th
Avenue, and was completely convinced of the
truth of spirit communion. He told his friend,
a magician who scoffed at the idea, calling it
humbug and slieght-of hand, and promised to
equal Mansfield himself. "You're a fool"to
I
believe such stuff," said the magician.
tell you I'm as sharp as you are. Come go to
Mansfield's and we'll see what we shall get."
They went and the magician immediately got
names of dear friends that no one but himself
reknew abo it, and old circumstances werequite
ferred to in such a way that he was witn
overpowered, as well as vanquished, and
drew into the other room to wipe away his

tears.

——
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orthodox Christians, especially if they rely implicitly on the Blood of Christ?
Permit me through the medium of the ever
On Monday, March 3d, we had a lecture at welcome
of Christ's
our Healing Institute on Psychological Heal- blood is Journal to ask how much
one soul that is
ing by Dr. Carpenter, including an exhibition full of sufficient to cleanse putrifying
sores
wounds, bruises and
o: the remarkable clairvoyant powers of Mrs. from the
the sole of the
Carpenter. Mrs. Carpenter had her eyes band- feet, as crown of the head to
orthodox Christians tell us the wicked
aged in the most secure way, and then was
Of whom can it be obtained? Where
able to describe colors, read cards, etc., through are?
the pool of blood of which we hear so
it all, a good proof that there are higher pow- is
much? The pool of Bethesda was a wellers of vision than the bodily organs. She is an known
resort in Judea; but pray in what town
excellent test medium, and has rooms at 437, and country
is this blood reservoir? Until it
4th Avenue, New York. Her husband psy- can
located, how in the name of common
chologized a lady in the audience so that she sensebecan
those rotten, putrid, orthodox Chrisfollowed him around the room and obeyed all
ever be purified by washing in it?
his dictates in spite of herself. It is high time tians
Physiology teaches that a man of ordinary
that people understood this psychological powfour hundred and forty-eight
er better. How often a designing character size contains
of blood.
psychologizes his victim into bad bargains, or ounces, or three and a half gallons
more than an orcorrupt alliances. How often persons of either Now, was this Jewish Jesus more
blood than
dinary sized man? Had he
sex psychologizes the opposite sex into making the
bottled
engagements to marry, and how often as a re- up average of men? Who caught and
his blood shed upon the cross? And have
sult, such marriages prove to be not marriages all those
millions of Christians who now live
from a soul union, but brought about by the
of Christ
temporary magnetic forces of the hour. How and have lived since the a advent
gallons of
few outside of Sp ritualists understand these washed in those three and half
a foun
subtle laws, and even Spiritualists are too gen- blood ? Why, sir, it wouldtorequire
purify such a
tain as large as Lake Erie
erally ignorant of the subject.
host of putrid mortals, else it would long
since have been coverted into a cesspool of
Insanity,—" Obsession,"—False Doctrines, corruption, the malaria of which would be
destructive to animal life for miles around.
False Communications,™and KinWe are told it is only the soul that is
dred Subjects—>To. 0.
cleansed, then we reply, the Christian soul
must be exceedingly small, a single soul ocBY D. G. MOSHER.
cupying less comparative space in a single
ounce of blood, than a gar pike in Niagara
It has been, and now is, to some extent, a river.
prevalent opinion or doctrine of Modern SpiritHad they told us to wash in the blood of
ualism, that what are termed physical mani- the great Frost King, who, tradition tells us
festationsare the work of "low order" or "un- was dragged by the Gods mtc the center of
developed spirits," but recent developments the universe and slain, and of whose blood the
prove this to be far from the truth. What mighty ocean was formed, we should have unseeker after truth, who is well posted in rela- derstood them. But how to wash in the fabtion to this class of manifestations that are ulous blood of Jesus is to us incomprehensible.
daily occurring in various places throughout We are told that they do not mean the literal
most of the nations of our earth, can but dis- blood ! Then pray what do they mean? If
covcrthat these emanate from intelligences you do not mean what you say, please say
possessing a knowledge of laws or principles what you mean. Dispense with allegories and
beyond the power of man in earth-life to grap- mysticisms. No longer repeat an unintelple and unfold. The "ring feat," the passage ligible gibberish.
of material substance through solid walls, are
What do you mean when you sing:
among the many tests, to prove the fallacy of
"There is a fountain filled with blood
the popular doctrines of Modern Spiritualism
Drawn from Immanuel's veins—
as relates to this as well as to other forms of
spirit manifestations. It must, if not already,
Sinners plunged beneath this flood
Are freed from their guilty stains?"
be apparent to honest investigators, that the
sublime motive of the angel-world is the intelUntil you speak plainly, or sustain your aslectual development of earth's inhabitants as a
whole, and not individual aggrandizement. No sertion by occular demonstrations, we must
individualneed expect to be exalted by spirit- continue to hold that morality is better than
ual influx in any selfish calling, unless the mo- wickedness.
We most heartily indorse the sentiments extive be for the general good. Mankind generally, without reference to any religious belief, pressed by one of old, that by our work we
each transgression shall rehave been educated to believe it wrong to mur- are known; that
der our fellow man, to lie or steal; yet a civil ceive a just recompense; that it is not they
say,
"Lord, Lord," but they that do the
officer may, without a sacrifice of a dearly that
treasured principle, be instrumental in taking work of righteousness, that shall enter into the
the life of our fellow-man, if ordered so to do Kingdom; they that imitate the good Samarby a potentate, or by consent of the masses. itan in works of kindness, instead of following the example of priests of ancient or modLet us extend this principle, or allow the angel- ern
times; they that do unto others as they
world to act upon the principle that an individual iu earth life may be a stumbling block in would have others do unto them; they that
the way of the advancement of important visit the widow and fatherless in their afflicprinciples, or for any reason assigned by a tion—not to pray with them but relieve their
council of angels, that it would be better to necessity.
They that love eoodness for its own sake,
impress such individual to commit suicide, and
thus cause a premature spiritual birth, would and breathe inspirations from the God of love
there be any thing wrong on the part of the —these are they who have the kingdom of
spirit being instrumental in such an act? If Heaven within them; these are they who folangels had the power to arrest the Chicago low the precept of the Jesus of Nazareth, who
fire by preventing the cow from kicking over never prated of a pool of blood as a substitute
the lamp, or otherwise arrested the fire in its for good works, and never said morality is no
commencement, would they have done it if better than wickedness.
Psychology and Clairvoyance.

'

there was known to them a compensation in
store more than ample f> ir the restoration of
all loss caused thereby ? From my experience

I can not deny what seems to be a fact, that
angels are ever cognizant of the origin and
commencement of all fires and calamitous occurrences, at least that might come within the
power of man to stay the consequences if
known in due time.
War, famine, pestilence and all calamitous
occurrences, are in accordance with divine
law, legitimate outgrowths. Man may within

O Theology, how thou art fallen! Thou who

by thy tradition, make the teachings of Jesus,
whom you profess to worship, of no effect.

He says when you pray, pray in secret;

you

say, pray publicly. He says feed the hungry;
you say, pray for them He says clothe the
naked; you say, give them tracts. He taught
meekness; you clamor for power, for a national law to put your dogmas on an "undeniable legal basis," that you may have power to
stay the alarming spread of Rationalism.
Thus you throw down the glove, and we fearhis sphere control these, and angels control be- lessly take it up, and boldly declare that there
yond the sphere of man. It is not within the is an irrepressible conflict between Old Theolprovince of man's intellectual capacity to com- ogy with its chains, manicles and fagots on
prehend the utility of a law authorizingcalam- one side, and free thought, free speech and
itous occurrences instituted and controlled by free religion on the other, armed with the
divine intelligences, and which are of vast im- shield of reason and the sword of truth. We
portance in progressive philosophy. It is im- fearlessly unfurl the broad Banner of Univerpossible for man, without a knowledge of his sal Liberty, and bide the result.
Foxcroft, Maine.
immortality, to comprehend-thatthere is any
divinity in laws that produce suffering, either
transient or lifelong; yet facts prove this. The
Orthodoxy in Schools.
opposing, antagonistic or destructive principle
is of vast importance in all development. Increased activities are the result, principally, of
The schools of Connecticut are mostly under
opposing forces. Demolish an ant hill, and the care of teachers who profess to
in
how soon will it be re-built. The re building the old orthodox theology, and manybelieve
of them
of Chicago is an example. Throughout all think it their duty, as often as opportunity
ocnature, antcgonism is the principal cause of curs, to instill into the minds of their pupils
increased activities. Introduce into the phys- the principles of that theology. Though the
ical organism a poisonous or consuming agent, children are not now required to say the cateand how soon are the infinitesimal activities chism every Saturday as they were when I was
aroused. If one part of the organism only is a boy, yet religious teachings are frequently
directly affected, the fact is instantly made so mingled with the ordinary scholastic exerknown to all other parts of the organism, and cises of the school, as to constitute a very dethrough sympathy the required assistance is cided training in the direction of orthodox
rentered, and the work of reparation com- Christianity. During the several years that I
mences at once, the same as in the case of the acted as school visitor, I frequently had to lisChicago calamity. When one part of an or- ten to the repeating of passages of Scripture
ganic structure is seriously affected by a calam- and verses of hymns which the scholars had
itous agent, the interests of all other parts are been required to commit to memory and repeat
more or less affected. The case of the Chicago aa a closing exercise of the school.
or Boston calamities affect in some way, not
A few days since I gave a lecture on geology
only the different parts of the organism of to the students of a high school, which is unYoung America, but the entire world is af- der the superintendence of a Congregational
fected thereby. The various diseases of phys- minister. Among the specimens 1 exhibited
ical organizations are the causes of increased was a piece of lava from one of the sand-rock
activities and a more rapid development of islands, at the mention of which, the miniseither physical or spiritual organism.
ter's thoughts, no doubt, went back to the
Mosherville, Mich.
time of the introduction of Christianity into
those Islands, and at the close of my lecture
he got up and related the history of missionThe Blood, of Jesus.
ary efforts there. But he did not tell the students how the natives of those islands had
BY C. WHITE.
wasted away under the vices and adverse influences that had accompaniedreligious teachIn reading an extract from a discourse on ing.
In the year 1818, there was established in
the Boston fire, delivered in the Seventh Avenue, New York, Presbyterian Church, by the the town of Cornwall, in Connecticut, a Foreign
Rev. S. H. Graham, in which he seems to Mission School which was designed princithink Chicago was burned on account of its pally for the education of Indian youths, in
wickedness, and Boston on account of its God- order to fit them to become missionaries to
less morality and isms, I find the following their own people. The greatest number of
remarkable declarations: "Morality is no bet- pupils was twenty-nine, of which nineteen
ter than wickedness, and will save a soul no were native Indians, and six were from the
more than blasphemy can * * There is noth- Sandwich Islands. One of those was Henry
ing can wash away sins but the blood of Obookiah. This young man became very
pious and gave promise of much usefulness,
Ctirist."
Now we infer from the above that as far as but when he was about ready to return to his
salvation is concerned, we may as well go on native land, he was taken sick and died at the
in wickedness and the commissionof heinous age of twenty-six. A Congregational minister
crimes, as to practice those moral precepts wrote and pnblished an account of his life, in
taught by the good of all ages, the Blood of which he stated that this young man was probChrist being a complete antidote for its effects. ably the first of his countrymen that had ever
If this is orthodoxy, then shoud we longer passed over the threshold of heaven, thereby
wonder that seven-eighths of the convicts in intimating that all of the thousands that had
in our penitentiaries are orthodox in their be- lived and died on those islands, with the exceplief ? Would not this belief that wickedness tion of this one, had gone to hell. This misis as good as morality, virtue no better than sion school flourished for a while, but as the
vice, dishonesty as good as honesty, murder pious young womenol that and the neighborand arson as commendable as the practice of ing towns became exceedingly zealous in the
the most generous impulses of the soul, natur- cause of Foreign Missions" and manifested a
ally lead to the commission of those very sort of mania to become co- workers in the
crimes of which they were convicted ? If they cause with the sons of the forest, the school
fully believed this dogma of the Rev. Gentle- was eventually broktn up.
man, then are they not consistent practical
West Granby, Com. Willahd Griffin.
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Spiritualism at Waverly, N. Y.
Editor Journal:—Never, in the history of
our young village, has there been such an upheaval of the religious and irreligious elements
as during the past few weeks.
For a year or two past the Spiritualists of
Waverly have been steadily, quietly and honorably at work. Starting some years ago with
two or three earnest believers, who listened to
whatever they could get from above, obeying
the voices of their spirit friends and their own
consciences, they organized a society, secured
a hall for their exclus ve use, employed good
speakers, opened their doors to all who might
see fit to go in and hear, and by that quiet, unostentatious, mind their-own-business way,
built up a good working society, drawing to it
many liberal minded, intelligent and worthy
citizens—even members of church among
them.
Tuis steady advance of liberal and humane
ideas, which of necessity came in conflict with
the cruel creeds of the churches, has awakened
an opposition of the most virulent and intolerant character. To counteract this onward
march of liberalism, sermons have been
preached against us by the "eminent divines"
of the village; but they soon discovered they
were but whistling down the wind;" that
they but awakened the spirit of inquiry and
investigation; and that every struggle made
for our overthrow but added to our membership, and increased our means of disseminating the spiritual gospel. It became evident
that something must be done. So some of the
churches, after searching the Clipper, and
'

other publications

of high moral

staneing,

learned that tae "Snell Brothers," of Watert iwn, N. Y., were adepts at imitating the
Davenports, and foithwith efforts were made
including an offer of $250 for their services, to
secure their presi nee in Wavcr'y. They came,
and in advance of them came the forerunner
announcing to the faithful that they were to
knock Spir tralism ' into a cocked hat," and
to the Spiritualists that they did not expose
Spiritualism, which latter proved to be true,
for they exposed nothing but themselves.
When they appeared in our village they carried
out this double faced programme by being "all
things to all men" in the most offensive sense
of that term. They performed three nights to
crowded houses, tne churches dismissing their
evening meetings, and even their advertised
sociable, to let all, priests included, attend the
show. Such efforts were never before made,
even in the most exciting political times, to secure audiences, and make crushing demonstrations. The promiscuous crowds, inspired by
leading spirits in the flesh and out of the flesh,
howled and stamped it through, believing, no
doubt that by their noisy demonstrations,
they were frightening the last vestige of Spiritualism from the town as the natives used to
frighten the laws of God by shouting, dancing and drumming during an eclipse, and their
terrible efforts amounted to about the same.
Their cabinet seances were well performed,
and, no doubt, deceived some as to their real
character; but their dark seances were simply
abortions—not calculated to deceive even the
most green and gullible. At the close of their
performances,their leader deliveredhimself of
a speech explaining somewhat the secret of
their tricks, but mainly it was a compilation

us." spiritual things through
Again Barlow in'his "voices" says:
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eugeance,

'n,her invocations addresses
On thou whose
love pervadeth,"
of all nations," etc, etc. Can youand "God
who this one God of all nations is? tell ,m*
can, then I will go where he is, and findIf
what
you
m your
long
patient, and scientific re
searches,
failed
to discover!
. Mrs. Emma Hardinge addresses in

her
invocations, "Oh, thou Infinite Spirit"; "thou
Infinite Father." '
I wish our prominent speakers and writers
would be more guarded in their expressions
on
this one
If we are going to acknowledge
the point.
orthodox God as the creator of the
universe of matter and mind, and the controller
(absolute) of mind, then let us say
as one! For my part, I consider it allso—all
shear
nonsense, and am sick of it. Invocations to
our spirit friends I admire, but an invocation
to a great and Infinite One I think stale silly
and an absurdity.
I do not believe at all in
following along in the old and deep-worn rut
of orthodoxy.
I do believe in striking out boldly for
the true and beautiful in spite of the sneers
and scandal of pious and religious bigotry
Truth, justice and right are only beautiful.
Starfield, 111.
How can we have Harmony

in Organiza-

tion ?

Bro. G. W. Kates: You desire the organization of Spiritualists to increase their usefulness. For this "harmony" is essential. It
is better to discuss the thing before mass meeting. I came out of all organizations thirtyfive years ago. I have not joined one since.
I could join several of the local organizations
of Spiritualists, but more of them I could
not.
If I had a dollar to spare I would send
my name to the "Religious Association."
That would not hinder my joining a national
Association of Spiritualists. There can be
no harmony unless the organization makes
all its members equal in rights; unless it is
strictly just I would prefer the organized
union of all good men, or of all men doing
good. Less than the first, is sectism. But
if Spiritualists could not join me in an organization, which was really open to all good
men, I would join them in a just sect. Christianity has been divided into not much less
than a thousand sects. Spiritualists differ
widely. Judge Edmonds has been a lite-long
conservetive. Austin Kent has been over forty
years a Radical—in some things an extreme
Radical.
It is morally impossible for these men to
see the Woodhull case from the same standpoint. Yet, Brother Kates, Austin Kent is
ready to go into an organization with Judge
J. W. Edmonds, wheie both can have exact
justice.
of all the obscene, vile and slanderous gatherIn a just union the minority has rights.
ings of the past ten years. They left think- It has no right to half the time in a mass
ing, no doubt, that they had done a big thing; convention. When in a convention which
and their two-hundred-ane'-fifiy-dollar friends had invited all, if I found myself and friends
parted with them with as.u an e, that Spirit- in a minority of one-tenth, we only asked
ualism was dead in Waverly beyond resurrec- for one-tenth of the time. So much we detion.
manded. I am understood. I have a high

After the smoke had cleared away, and the
tumult had subsided, we all looked around,
and saw things apparently in their normal condition; people walked as formerly with their

heads on their own shoulders; Waverly stood
in the identical spot she had occupied for the
past twenty-three years; the sun rose in the
ca t and set in the wett aj heretofore. We examined ourselves physiologically to see if we
were really alive and above ground and found
it to be so. We inquired of people on the
streets as to what had happend, and some of
the opposers would say that just enough had
occurred to awaken their curiosity, and they
were bound to know what there is in Spiritualism ; and others of them said they were disgusted with the whole concern, and glad they
had taken no stock in it.
On the Sunday following, Dr. Fairfield
preached to us, and strange as it seemed to
many, not a Spiritualist was missing, and
many new faces appeared in our hall to learn
somewhat of this st a ige doctrine. When
looking around to-day I find Spiritualists and
Spiritualism standing firm, strong and tn\e,
like the rocks which have been overwhelmed
by the froth and foam of a passing storm, and
they propose to so stand and defend the angels'
gospel of light and truth, and fight it out on
this line if it takes a life time.
But the end is not yet. The same spirit of
persecution, intolerance and falsehood, which
prevailed in other days, is squirtingits vileness
upon us through the newspapers. But truth
has nothing to fear so long as it is left free to
combat error, and as regards slanders and
libels, we propose to shame the perpetrators of
them by living our religion before the world,
instead of prating and boasting about it from
behind the coward's castle. In this ordeal
through which we have just passed, the Spiritualists have nothing to regiet—they stand vindicated before the more honorable and worthy
of the world, by their firmness, integrity and
manly bearing. They come out thence purer,
brighter and better; firmer, stronger and
braver; while those who would have crushed
them have a burden to bear not easy nor light.
So it ever will be in any attempt of the theologies of a darker age to extinguish the dawning
light of to-day.
0. H. P. Kinney.
W averly, N. Y.

respect for Judge Edmonds. We can only
have harmony by agreeing to differ, and by
respecting each other, and by treating each

other with respect however wide may be
that difference. We must not talk of putting
anybody "down." Such a meeting would
mean division—not ueion or harmony.
Brother, I like your late letter in the Journal. From it it would seem that you mean
harmony. With the understanding that the
"mass meeting" means what I have indicated,
were I able to attend it, I would sign the
call most heartily. I would do this if I had
no hope of a successful organization. Such
meetings are always useful. If harmonious
in feeling it would be glorious. If we are
only prepared for war, even war is less bad
than stagnation—than inaction. Perhaps
many do not believe as I do in the utility
of war, and as a representative of one
phase of extreme radicalism, I say, if a
minority of the Spiritualists can not
live with me and those on my plane on a
just, equal and free platform, as I can and
will with them, and desire to organize out
from us—go in peace, and the gods bless
3 ox
But here must be no misunderstanding.
We ought to know now whether the call
really means an effort to unite all classes
and orders of Spiritualists, faith and life in
one organized body. If so, I would urge
all classes to go.
If I need an apology for writing any part
of this article, I make the following:
I have been told by men who ought to
know, that Spiritualists would not bear full,
free, and honorable discussion on all sujects,
even of the most vital importance, either in
their journals or conventions. If so, Where
are we?
Fraternally,
Austin Kent.
Stockholm, New York, Janury 9th, 1873

Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote.

No attention will be paid to orders unaccompanied with the money to pay for Mrs,
Robinson's Tobacco Antidote. It has already
a world-wide reputation as a sure remedy for
the perverted appetite for the noxious weed.
It needs no further confirmation of its virtues
to
warrant the expenditure of the requisite two
Letter from T. J. Moore, M.D.
dollars to pay for a box of it. One box is
Bro Francis:—In your search after the sufficient, when directions are strictly followed
Orthodox God, which occupied your time for to cure the most inveterate user
of tobacco.
nearly two years,you were eminently unsucessAgents or dealers will be furnished at the
ful, yet I see that several of our prominent
and valuable friends have actually found him rate of twelve dollars per dozen in packages of
if we take their word as proof. I will first not less then one dozen boxes.
call your attention to the lecture of T. Gales
Address, Religio-Philosophical PublishForster,"delivered in New York City, Dec.
22nd. 1872. He there says: "The basis of the ing House, Chicago, 111.
Spiritualists belief is that ttere is an all-pervading Infinite Spirit," etc. See the Journal
Wide Awake.
of Jan. 25th, 1873. I here deny that his assertion as to our belief is true. An all-pervading
Brother A. B. Church of Columbus, IndiInfinite Spirit is just exactly and completely
the orthodox God. There can be no success- ana, informs us that he intends soon to pubful denial of this, for ten thousand times ten lish a book entitled as above. He says he
thousand millions of. millions of millions of shall get it out in monthly issues. It is a
individual spirits, do not, and can not, make good name, and the Brother says it shall be
one Infinite Spirit.
a good book.
Again, M. D. Jack (Philadelphia Circle of
Light), says, "Oh! Lord, we thank thee for the
Lyceum Guide.
Winter " Here again we see the Orthodox
God! E V. Wilson in Journal of Jan. 4th,
The price of this book has been advanced
says, "Thanks be to the All-Father and dear
Old Mother God whose children we are." This by the publishers who can only supply it in
All-Father is no more or less than the Calvin- board covers, price, $1.00; postage, 18 cents.
istic God. Still they come. Dr. II. T Child
have a number of orders on our books for
in same Journal says, "We thank God,"— We
"Proves this grand fact that every child of the work in paper covers, which can not be
God"—"It is as absolute as God himself." E. filled. Will our friends please direct us what
V. W., says in Journal, Nov. 28rd, 1872, to do for them.
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Sewing Machine Needles by Mail.

A. CARR, M. D.

S1°"2N

DEPARTMENT.-Papers

can be"obtained and
subscriptions will be received by Dr. Y.
A. Carr. Address
care Dr. J. \y. Allen, So. 12, Dryads
st, New.Orleans, La

C. FANNIE ALLYN AND HER LECTURES.
Delivered in New Orleans, during the
Months of January and February, 1873,
before the Louisiana Central Association

On receipt of seventy cents we will send by
mail, and prepay postage, one dozen of the
Howe Machine Needles (very best). These
needles are used by various other kinds of
machines. In writing state the numbers
wanted. Those most commonly used, are No.
0 and No. 1. Such we have.
Address Religio-Philosophical Publishing
House, Corner Fifth Avenue and Adams
street, Chicago.
Attention Opium Eaters!

of Spiritualists.

he wave!

The Hall in which the Association holds its
meetings is large, spacious and comfortable
and somewhat expensive.

,

We have a splendid cabinet (on wheels) contributf d by our munificent friends, Dr. Walker
and Mr. Pitman, and will in the future ke< p
it ready in the Hall, in which to practice and
develop our new material, of which we have a
greatly diversided abundance on hand.
When not favored with speakers, we use
our Sundays and Sunday evenings in the enunciation of home lectures, and in the discussion
of questions properly set apart for that purpose. T uesdays and Thursdays are generally
devoted to cabinet experiments and manifestations.
Hew
as all must be aware, is an important Orleans,
po nt, and
should be cultured and husbanded by all mediums whether in the lecture
or physical field.
Some years of tore experiencein pipy effervescing have passed d iwn this way; many
sharp corners have collided, and many subrosa tempests in teapots calmed down by the
overflovving pressure of time. The ftrmentation is still going bravely on, and no doubt,
the working spirit within will soon work itself
clean. Then the older ones hope
for the coming of the good time, when " Give and take "
"
Live and let live," " Big I and little u," will
harmonize in the cementative formation, of a
Lyceum, that shall be a credit to its founders,
an honor to the cause, and a blessing to human kind. So mote it be. Selah!
The Little Bouquet.
The above entitled work will be a monthly
magazine, (usual magazine size, 32 pages of
reading matter) with an illuminated cover of
uncommon beauty. The whole work will be
richly embellished with illustrative cuts, and
replete with well written articles based upon
the philosophy of life, and spiritual facts
adapted to the taste, capacity, mental and
moral culture of the children and youth of
the present age, both in an out of the sphere
of Progressive Lyceums.
This rare work, first of its kind ever brought
before the public, will be put before the Spiritualists of the world at its actual cost—$1 50
a year.
The proprietor of the Religio-Philosophic -

al Publishing House is impelled to look to
other means for sustaining his House than
profits from this work. The object is to place
the magazine in the hands of the children of
all Spiritualists at least, in a form so attractive
as to banish the prejudice that so generally
prevails among the youth, against the truth
of spirit communion.
The well-known ability of the proprietor of
this house to execute whatever his angelic
friends impose upon him, is a guarantee that
The Little Bouquet will be a permanent institution of the country and a credit to Spiritualism.
A general invitation is given to friends of
the enterprise everywhere not only to write
for its columns, but to secure subscribers for
the work.

t

The work is a fixed fact, and we earnestly
appeal to our friends to forward their subscriptions. Address Little Bouquet, corner of
Fifth Avenue and Adams street, Chicago.

148. W. Washington-St.

Religio-PhilosophicalPublishingHouse, Wm. White t

Co., J. P. Mendum, Adams & Co., and all other popular
liberal literature, including the Religio-Philosophicaj
Joubnal, and Banner of Light, Magazines, Photographs
Parlor Games, Golden Pens, Stationery, etc.

HERMAN SNOW.
319 KEARNEY ST., (up stairs) SAN FRANCISCO,CAL
Keeps for sale the

RSLlaiO-PHILOSOPHICALJOURNAL

And a general variety of Sol ritual 1st and Reform Books at Easternprices Also Orton's
Tobacco Preparation, Spence's Positive and Negativt
Powders, Adams &Co.'s Golden Pens, Planchettes, Dr
Storer's Nutritive Compound, etc. Catalogues and Cir
cnlars mailed free.
Remittances in U. S. cur-rerun/ and postage stomas rt
par.

ii®

HERMANSNOW,

in. San Francisco'Cal.
Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote.

Thk most certain and perfectly harmless
for the poisonous effects, and remedy feu the a ddoti
bacci
appetite, is known by the above name.
It is compounded by Mrs. A. H. Robinson,
cele
brated medium of Chicago, while entranced by the
a notec
chemist long in spirit life. This antidote is warranted
U
break the haDit of using tobacco by the inveterate Iovoj
directions (on each box) are fol
Agents
the same throughout the conntryiP*r"
are wanted. for
Forselling
sale, wholesale and retail,
this of
lice. Price, $2.00 per box. Sent by mail free ofat poeta?t
receipt
on
of the monev.

towedW n

TO THE SICK

EVERYWHERE!!

After having been frequently importuned, both by
Mortals and Immortals, to let my light shine, I have
finally consented to use my powers for the benefit
of
humanity.
Invalids sending age, sex, lock of hair with leading
symptomsof disease will get Diagnosis and Prisoription, for $3. All medicines sent at cost.

Business Examinations and Directions $3. Will

always use my best endeavors to benefit all.

Address, Mart C. Morrbll, P. O. Box. 5094 New

York cltJ vl8nl4tf

HAYE YOU READ EXETER HALL?
|jrHE
V

ILLINOIS.

vl3nl3

Mrs. Tobacco Antidote.
The above named sure remedy for the appetite for tobacco in all its forms, is for sale at this office. Sent to
any part of the country by mail, on receipt of $2.00. It
is warranted to cure the moar inveterate user of the weed,
when the directions on each box are followed. Newspapers and quacks will tell you that this antidote is made
from gentian root. It is false. Gentian root is no remedy for the appetite for tobacco, !>ut it is injurious to
health to use it. Mrs. Robinson's Tobacco Antidote tones
up the system and restores it to its normal condition, as
it was before imbibing the hankering desire for a poisonous weed. It is a remedy presented by a band of chemists long in spirit-life, and is warranted to be perfectly
harmless.
This House will pay any chemist one thxmsand dollars
who will, upon analyzing this remedy, find one particle
of gentian root, or any other poisonous .drug in it.
Address Religio Philosopbical

Publ'shing

H use,

Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111., either for
wholesale orders, single boxes or local agencies.

HeyoiriU
BY J. O. BARRETT.

life, Soul, Spirit Celestial Body.
A most beautiful book, written in the author's usual
finished style, aflash with spiritual illuminations and
affections. It contains the testimony of the departed
respecting what they see and hear of the "bettei land;"
the philosophy of life, the nior.il ratio of worlds, the
brighter views of the transition called death, the true
uses of funerals on a more attractive scale, and visions
of the "Beyond." It is a casket of sweet immortelles,
and a Bethlehem star in every bereft home.

Price, 75 cents; postage, 12 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

Third Enlarged Edition

PARTURITION

WITHOUT PAIN
A CODE OF DIRECTIONS

FOR

Escaping from the Primal Curse.
Edited by M. L Holbrook, M. D., Editor of the "Herald
of Health" with an appendix on the

Care of Children
By Dr. C. S. LOZIER, Dean of the N. Y.,
Medical College for Women, etc.
The subject is itself extensi?e and an immense range of
related topics have a direct and important bearing on it.
The difficulty has accordingly been not to find what to
say, but to decide what to omit. It is believed that a
healthful regimen has been described; a constructive,
preparatory, and preventive training, rather than a course
of remedies medications, and drugs. Among authorities
consulted t>e following widely known and celebrated
names may be mentioned Bull, Dewee s, Duncan, Gleason,
Lozier, Montgomery, Napheys, Pendleton, Shaw, Storer,
Tilt and Verdi.
Price postage p"id, $1.00
*,* For sale wholesa e and retail by the Religo-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

biography
OF

'

MRS. J. H. C0NANT,
ONE OF THE

614 NORTH FIFTH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Keep constantly on hand all the publications of thi

Address

-

DR. 8. L. McFADDEIT, Proprietor.

Lifting cure in the establishment for those requiring

ceived at

-

Patients from abroad accommodated with good board
and lodging at reasonable rates.
Three or four Magaetic Physicians are always pres-

NEW YORK.
Turkish baths, Electric baths, Movementcure and

WARREN CHASE & CO.,

-

FOLLOWING ARE EXTRACTS FROM A PEW OF

THE
notices of Exeter Hall, the Theological Romance:
"
P5°t and pajt-ion
f-2eter iTall show an experienced hand lu their delineation. Exeter Hall proves that
a® something to sa* and k_ows how to say it.
—Public Opinion, London, England.

"It is indeed a wonderful book."—New York Mail.

We commend it to the widest popular auDroval "

Banner of Light, Boston.

"We hive no hesitation in declaring this a great work

—Universe, bew York.

"This book is well and powerfully written.
The
most scorching work ever published in America since the
Age of Reason. "—Liberal, Chicago.
"One of the most exciting romances of the day."—
Demorest s Magazine. New York.
"Convincingly illustrative of the errors of theology "

—Investigator, Boston.
"

The humane and charitable tendencies of the book
must receive the approbation of ever, friend of humanity."—
Daily Telegraph, Toronto, Canada.
Cloih. 80cents; postage 12 cents. Paper 60cents: postage 4 cents.
*** For sale, wholesale and re'ail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing Houte, Adams St., & 5th Ave.,
Chicago. '

Greatest Medium's
OF THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY.
The book contains a history of the Mediumship of Mrs.
Conant from childhood to the present time; together with
extracts from the diary of her physician; selections from
letters received verifying spirit communications given
through her organism at the Banner ofLight Free Circles;
and spirit messages, essays and invocations from various
intelligences in the other life. The whole being prefaced
with opening remarks from the pen of

ALLEN PUTNAM, ESQ.,
A FINE STEEL PLATE PORTRAIT OF
THE MEDIUM ADORNS
THE WORK.
An earnest, unequivocal and individual example
of the good wrought by Spiritualism. Its perusal can not
fail to cheer our struggling media.
Cloth, 324 pp., $1,50; pos'aje 80 cents.
*t* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House Adams street and 5th Avenue,
Chicago.

BY ARTBUR MERTON.

AUTHOR

WARREN

SUMNER

BARLOW.

The fact that this work baj rapidly passed through
Five Larue Editions is sufficient evidence that the book
possesses meat It would be difficult for us to speak
too highly of these poems. We have ever since their first
publication constantly endorsed them as one of the very
BEST AND MOST EFFECTIVE MEANS With which to
BATTLE

error, that can be used. We have sold many hundred
copies but we shall not rest satisfied until every family
where our Journal goes has a copy. We never fail to
sell a copy to our friends when they have once seen the
book and re.id a page of it. The work contains food
f jr all. The Philosopher peruses page after page with
increasing zest and wo. derment, finding therein new
ideas, sound logic, and the most edited reason, d.essed
in elegant and beautiful or sharp andpungent language, as
the theme requires. The devout Religionist can here
find
new and sublime ideas of his " Heavenly Father "
while

hWeous

d'eforaSty.

°f °ld ^held up in all his

The work clearly shows Man has ever made a God in
His image, and has conceived him to be in harmony
with

his (man's) own development. Helce, when man saw
only through his own nature, his God was bloodthirsty

and combative.
Higa authorities assert that someof the most difficult
questions have been rendered plain in this remarkable
book. For instance, the sovereignty 0f God and the free
agency of man are for the first lime reconciled.
No person, whatever may be their religious belief can
read these poems without benefit.
Thb Voices is printed from large clear type on heavy
tinted paper artistically bound, and sold for $1.26. Full
gilt $1.50; postage 16 cents.
***For sale, wholesale and ret^ by the Religio
PhilosophicalPublishingHouse, Adams st.( and
5th
Chicago.
Avenue,
v!3nl2

Leave. Arrive,

7:30 a m# Mail and Express *4-15
9:1^ a m* Dubuque and Sioux City Ex. *2.00
10:15 a m* Pacific Fast Line
*8:15
10:15 am* Rock Island Express *4:15
3:15pm* Gaiesburg Passenger *8:10
4:20 p m Mendota and Ottawa Pass'r... 9:55
1:00 p m Aurora Passenger, Sunday.... 9:55
1:45 p m Aurora Passenger
*8:15
5:30 p m* Aurora Passenger
*8:55
9:15 p mt Dubuque and biouxCityEs. ..t7:00
10:00 p mt Pacific Night Express $6:45

certain success in his labors. The discoveries set fortt
in this volume answer this great need. They bring ord
er out of chaos, and reduce all mental action and laws t >
exact mathematical statements. Thus they open to a*
a new world of thought and life, for the mental laws re
late us to every sphere and every act of duty and pleasure. The truths here explained are of supreme interest
and importance to all classes of persons. Not only it
this the case with regard to its general ideas, it is als<
true of their special applications. The farmer, the cook,
the mechanic, the architect, the artist, the literary man
the statesman, the teacher, and the parent, will each find
here new truths which relate to his special duties or pur
suits. An examination of the table of contents will at
once show this to be the case.
The condensed style of the author has enabled htm to
treat each of the many topics embraced in this volume
with great clearness. For example, in the second chaptai
the reader will find the Signs of Character described,
and to get the same knowledge elsewhere, he would turn
to purchase a volume costing five times the price of this
So the Word Analysis, in the seventh chapter, and the
Laws of Conjugal Love, in the sixth, are equally examples
of condensed and lucid statement.
The Safena has about 200 pages, well illustrated witfc
engravings. Price, in cloth, $1.00. Sent by mail post
paid.

ACCOMMODATION.

6:15 p m* Downer's Grove
*7:15 a m
+Ex. Saturdays. *Ex. Sundays. fEx. Mondays.

CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN.

Ticket office, 31 West Madison street.
CALIFORNIA

Leave.
Arrive.
a
Express

9:30
4:00
5:!5
10:30

FREEPOKT LINE.

and Dubuque Pass.. *2:io p'm
5:30 p m* Junction Passenger *8:16 a m
Junction Passenger *6:45pm
12:00 m* May wood Passenger *1:45 pm
4:15 p m* Rockford Passenger *10:45 a m
6:10 pm* Lombard Accommodation *6:50 am
9:15 p m* Ereeport and Dubuque Pass.. 7:00 a m
A Sunday passenger train will leave Junction at 8:45
a m, arriving at Chicago at 10:15 a m. Returning, will
leave Chicago at 1:15
MILWAUKEE DIVISION.

Depot, corner of Canal and Kinzie streets.

8:00 a m* Milwaukee Mail *10:10a m

9:45am*...,.,Day Express
*4:00 pm
11:45 a m* Kvanston Passenger *1:55 p m
1:00 p m Highland Park Acc'n 3:40 p m
4:10 pm* Kenosha Acc'n
*9:00 am
5:00 p m* Afternoon Express *7:40 p m
5:30pm* Evanston Passenger *8:25 am
6:20 p m* Waukegan Passenger *7:55 a m
6:20 p m* Highland Park Passenger *7:55 a m
11:00 pm Milwaukee Night Pass'r
6:30 am
WISCONSIN DIVISION.

Depot, comer Canal and Kinzie streets.
9:00 a m* Barringer Passenger • • *5:10 p
10:00 a m* St. Paul & Green Bay Ex *7:15 p
3:30 pm* Janesville and Beloit Pass.. .*11:30 a
9:00 p m* St, Paul & Green Bay Ex *5:20 a
4:45 p m*-. Woodstock Accommodation..*10;20 a

TOGETHER WITH SELECTIONSFROM

His Poetical Compositions and Prose
Writings.
WHITING.

The work is published in response to the general demand for a reliable resume of the life, labors and wonderful mediumistic experiences of our arisen fellow-laborer
in the cause of human freedom and progress. It has been
carefully prepared by his sister, from his own journals
and letters; and from her intimate personal knowledge of
all important facts embodied, can not fail to be accurate
in every particular. It is embellished with a fine steel
portrait of the individual whose life it portrays.
The book is one that will be of interest to every Spiritualist, and to all who are interested in rare and curious
developments of mental phenomena, while the travel and
adventure of seventeen years of public life furnish incidents both instructive and amusing for the general reader.
Part second of the work contains a number of beautif al
poems, including the words of many of his songs, both
published and unpublished.
Price $1.50, postage 20 cents.
For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosoph
i :al Publishing House, corner of Adams Street and 5th
Ave., Chicago,

111.
A G-ood Head of Hair Restored by a Spirit Pre-

Superintendent. Gen'lTicket Agent.
Office, 140 North Union street.
CHICAGO & ALTON.
Chicago, Alton and St. Louis Through Line and Louisiana, Mo , New Short Route from Chicago to Kansas
City.

Depot and Ticket Office—Canalstreet, near Madison.

Leave.
Arrive.
(St. Louis

9:15 am*

and Springfield I
I Ex. via Main Line f
i Kansas City Fast Ex., via j
9:15 am* Jacksonville, 111., and

Louisiana, Mo jJ-

*8:10 pm

Wenona, Lacon & Wash-)
ington Ex. (Western
4:10pm* ^

vision) Di-Jj
f St. Louis and Springfieldi

*8:10pm

4:10 p m* Joliet and Dwight Acc'n

*9:40 a m

Lightning Ex., Le and
Ar.viaMaiuLine,daily, }
and via JacksonvilleDi-1

17:30 a m

(

*8:10 p'm

I

9:00 p mt {
I

/

Art J
I Kansas City Ex.,via Jack-1
[ vision. Let

9:00 p mj sonville, 111., and Louis§7:30 a m
( iana, Mo j
9 '00 p mj
Jefferson City Exprc ss.. I §7.30 a m
9 00 nm*
1 Peoria, Keokuk and Bur 1I,, oSaturdays.
'/•;
lingtonExpress
j *8:10 p m
*Ex. Sundays.
tEx.
§Ex. Mondays.
tDaily via Main Line, and daily, ex Saturday, via Jacksonville, Div. IDaily, via Main Line, and daily, ex. Monday, via Jacksonville Div.
J. C. McMullen, James Charlton,
'

I

Superintendent. Passenger
Azt.

scription.
Jditor Journal:—Forthe benefit t my friends and
me world, I desire to make this brief statement.
I have been almost entirely bald for about six years.
Had tried almost everything that I could hear recommended, and firmly believed, that nothing could restore
my hair.
One year ago this month I wrote Mrs. A. H. Robinson,
the healing medium, 148 Fourth avenue, Chicago, as a
last resort—or, rather, to please my wife.
Mrs. R. immediately prescribed for me. I did not get
all the ingredients for the Restorative until some time in
June, 1871; I then commenced using it as directed, and
was encouraged, because it was the first application that
had been felt upon the scalp,—it causing a smarting sensation. I continued the use of this preparation about
three months, when I could see the hair starting in spots
all over my head, and I now have a very comfortable
head of hair, which money cannot buy. 1 am asked
almost every day how it is, and what I had used to bring
my hair back, all agreeing that it is unaccountably
stranse, etc., etc. And here let me state, that not one of
all the eminent physicians I had consulted had given
any encouragement, but, on the contrary, had tola me
that I never would get a head of hair.
I can fully substantiate the foregoing by 10,000 wi'c
nesses, if necessary, and will answer correspondents if

desired M.K. Smith.
Springfield, Mo.

Mr. Smith inclosed a lock of his hair along with the
above letter. It is about one inch in length, and of a
dark brown color, soft and .lively as that of a young
man of twenty.
Mrs. Robinson diagnoses the case and furnishes the
Restorative complete (sent by express or by mail) on
receipt of a letter in the handwriting of the applicant
or a lock of hair. She diagnoses each case, and compounds the Hair Restorative to suit the temperament of
each person whose hair is to be restored.
The Restorative never fails to reproduce a good head
of hair in less than one year, no matter how long the
applicant may have been bald.
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, corner Adams street
and 5tij Avenue Chicago, HI., inclosing $5.00, which
covers full expenet of diagnosing, remedy, and postage
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7
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Office, 2 & 4 West Van Buren street.
MICHIGAN CENTRAL & GREAT WESTERN.
Depot, foot of Lake street. Ticket Office, 75 Canal
street, comer Madison.
All trains stop at Twenty-second Street Station.

Leave. Arrive.

5:30 a m* Mail (via Mainand Air Line).. *8:45 p'm
9 :C0 a m* Day Express *8:00 p m
3:35 pm Jackson Acc'n (daily) 10:20 am
5:15 p m Atlantic Express (daily)
8:00 a m
p

9:00 m*t NightExpress *t6:30a m
POR INDIANAPOLIS, VIA PERU ROAD.

5:30 am* Mail
9:30 p mt Night Express

FOR MUSKEGAN AND GRAND RAPIDS.

*8:46 pm
t6:30 a m

9:00 am* Mail
*8:00 p m
8:30 pmt Night Express
*6:00 am
3:35 p m* St. Joe Accommodation...
*10 *20 a m
tEx. Saturdays. *Ex. Sundays. tEx. Mondays
Henry C. Wentworth, h.G. Sargent

Agt\I Superintendent,

r>«asB<r^r
Office, 75 Canai street.
Office, 769 Wabash ave.
CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC.
Depot, corner Harrison and Sherman streets Ticket

Office, 33 West Madison street.

Leave. Arrive

10:00 a m* Omaha and Leavenworth Ex.. 4:00 a m
5:00 p m* Peru Accommodation
*9 '30 d m
Night Exprets
am
10:00 p mt Leavenworth Express t7:00
t7:0C a m
BLUE ISLAND AND WASHINGTON HEIGHTS.
6:30 a m Accommodation 8 '45 a m

8:50am*

do
do

4:15pm*

l-25nS

6:MuS
6«aS

6:15pm*
do
tEx. Saturdays. *Ex. Sundays. tEx. Mondays.
Hugh Riddle, a.
Smith

Sup™t«ndent. Passenger Agt.
Offices,
comer Polk and Sherman streets.

CHICAGO, DANVILLE & VINCENNES.

Depot, comer Canal and Kinzie streets. Out-Freight
Office, corner Ada and Kinzie streets. In-Freight Office
at P., C. & St, L. Depot, comer Halsted and Carroll
streets.

Leave.
Arrive
a m Evansyille & Terre
Haute Ex. 3:20 p'm
HO
7.00 p m
j Cincinnati,Indianapolis

I 11 *56 a m
) Lafayette Ex.via St. Anne f
T J. Charlesworth, c. B. Mansfield,

Superintendent. Passenger Agt.
Office, S9o West Randolph street
PITTSBURGH. FORT WAYNE & CHICAGO.
Depot' Canal street, near Madison. Ticket Office, 53
West Madison street.
*
Leave.
9:00
Day Express
17-V)n m
pm Pacific
Express
5:15 am*
™
9:00 p mt Fast Line

HOUR

6-^aS
J

4:55a m* Mail

p
Accommodation *8'50 a m
Saturdays.Valparaiso
tEx. g1*'
*Ex. Sundays.
tEx. Mondays

GRAMMAR
D. P. H O W E.

The author was induced to publish this little work by
the urgent and repeated request of persons of all shades
of education in every State in the Union from Maine to
California.
It is designed to meet the requirements of a cla«s of
persons, immersed in business pursuits entirely cut off
from the advantages and influence of the school room
and whose opportunities of an educational development
in thi.- particular are sceminnly at an end. Be is satisfied
that one of the greatest obstacles to the understanding of
Grammar is
the scattered arrangement of thought as exhibited in i he Text Books in use His arrangement is
entirely original; what he has re tained must be carefully
read and digested;
what he has omitted is not worth the looking after. Any one can speak or iprite correctly after s vina
this little work one week's careful studv The sale •' over
twelve thousand copies in two years without any special
effort is proof that the work meets the necessities of the
advlt population of America and is the right-hand friend
of the Self Student.
Price, cloth bound $1.00 Paper covers 50 cents

IO

''

W. C. Cleland,
Office, 43 West Madison streft'Agt
PITTSBURG, CINCINNATI & ST. LOUIS.
^!>'
w
P0i'
iu0?ler Ca,nal and Kinzie streets. Ticket "nice,
Ofllce
43 West 'Madison
street.

^

Leave.

, .

8.-00 a mt Cincinnati Express tt?-in»m
8:00 a
Ex!'.' 16:10 a
In''-. Cin. and
8:00 P m*
m* Columbus
and Louisville
Eastern Ex. 8:25 a m
mt Ind., Cin.

S

and Louisville Ex.. t9:20 a m
Logansport
Accommodation t9:20 p S
l-'5i^?xn 5pP St
Lai®iug Accommodation.
*7 -50 a S
"g v
• •

'

y8'

Mondays.011

™X'

Office, 43 West Madison
LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN
SOUTHERN
Depot, comer Harrison and Sherman
streets T!,-w

Leave0™"

and Madi8°n streets 1

6:40 am* Mail Arrive.
;00

and retail by the Religio-Philo*t* whol<vsTa'«
sophical
Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Ave.

9

a m * special'New 'fork Express'"

3:40

«"

S £m

BlffiKniodation. \
ILLINOIS CENTRAL.

"

"

£

1O'I0am

p<«"^ t°SCU5eCS« u tufTr
1001 or

A COMPLETE COMPENDIUM OP

THE ART,
Designed for the use of

DeTwenty second
Leave
7:30 am* St. Louis Hv™™... Arrive.
8:15 P mt St. Louis Fast Ltee *«:0° P m

Street. '

the Tradesman, Mechanic, Mer< h

ant, and Farmer,

» "" Cairo Mail.

Afr.d toguidethe Professional Painter.

sip

CONTAIN IKS
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In Mental Science the world has had a surfeit t f
worthless speculations. It now asks and needs exait
and positive knowledge, such as guides the Astrono
mer, the Mechanic, the Chemist, or the Physiologist, to

R. AUGUSTA

TIME-TABLE.
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A Now Scientific Work

SAPElsr A

FOR ALL

DISEASES

41 West Twenty-sixth Street,

them. Address MILLER,HAYNES & CO.,
vl2n!4' Proprietors.

TREATMENT

GIVEN

ent^

Mrs. A. H. Robinson has just been furnished with a sure and harmless specific foi
curing the appetite for opium and all other narcotics, by the Board of Chemists, in spiritlife, who have heretofore given her the neces
sary antidote for curing the appetite for tobacco, and the proper ingredients for restor
thought, grandeur of conception, and elegance ing hair to all bald heads, no matter of how
of diction, of which she, while under control, long standing.
Mrs Robinson will furnish the remedy, and
seemed the centr.il genius, was, indeed, too
grand for hearsay presentation. Suffice, there send it by mail or express to all who may
is but one opinion here—she's the peerless C.
Fannie Allyn—the purest ore from the hottest apply for the same within the next sixty days,
fire, the brightest lightning from the daikest on the receipt of five dollars (the simple cost
cloud spiritually considered, and otherwise the of the ingredients), and guarantee a most
most curious specimen of outspoken simplicity
perfect cure or refund the money, if directions
in America; but lest we might sav something
accompanying each package are strictly folfulsome and be misunderstood abroad, we refer more especially to the detailed facts of pub- lowed .
The remedy is harmless, and not unpalalic interest concerning her never to be forgotten sojourn in our midst. Her first appear- table.
ance was greeted with the intensest grade of
She makes this cenerous ofier for the double
curiosity. Advancing to the rostrum in neat
comely attire, she adjusted matters and things purpose of introducing the remedy, and for
with a wondrous off-nand grace, and took her bringing the cure within the reach of the poorseat, glancing round at her audience as if est people who use the pernicious drug. The
moved and inspired by the very genius of
expense of a perfect remedy will not exceed
ease.
The opening service of the choir (one of su- the cost of the drug for continuing the deleperior merit) pausing, she rose and prelimin- terious habit one month!
arily said, "As has been my custom elsewhere,
Address Mrs. A. H. Robinson, Adams St.,
I now respectfully call on you, my audience,
and
Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.
for the subjects on which I am here to disWe have so much confidence in the ability
course, and also for suitable subjects on which
to improvise a poem."
of the Board of Chemists and Doctors who
To mske a long account short, the subjects
were furnished, and the discourse and poem control Mrs. Robinson's mediumship, that
improvised in a manner that astonished all we unhesitatingly guarantee a faithful exepresent,, as they had according to all accounts, cution of the above proposition.—[Ed. Journever been astonished before.
nal.
From that day to the time of her departure,
during which she delivered some twenty-two
Speakers Register.
lectures and poetic improvisions, she never
seemed to tire or weaken, but grow stronger,
We have concluded to entirely dispense with a Speakbolder and better all the time.
Her audiences grew larger and larger from ers Regis t jr. Many names of persons were sent (or the
lecture to lecture. Indeed, Old Mother Grundy Register who never or seldum lecture—others never took
wTent out now and then to see and hear this new any pains to see that we were correctly informed of
wonder in the land, and it is said old Deacon changes in po-t-offlce address. The result was the RegSquizzel Jenks went in disguise to see of what ister was no guide to the public as de igned. Speaker
kind of rib lhis wonder of a transitory oracle who feel desirous of having theii appointments published
was made. To the Association she was almost will be accommodated by simply reporting .from time to
a financial success, as well as a God-send of time to this office.
intellectual pleasure.
The Spiritualists here are on the heavy in- HOWARD TIX.DEN. s. W. OSGOOD.
crease, and many of them as industrkus as
TItDEN & OSGOOD,
beavers, leaving no manifest duty undone, nor ATTORNEY'S AND COUNSELORS AT LAW
no opportunity unutilized for the general good
No. 125 SOUTH CLARK STREET.
of the cause. The officers are pleasant and Rooms 32, <fe 33, Chicago, III.
[vl3n61yr]
easy in their official bearing. In this connection, it is 1 ut due to genuine worth and valuaBOARDING IN NEW YORK CITY.
ble service (gladly rendered), that I should menrooms and good board in a first-class location
tion our estimable Secretary, C. II S.liman, at Pleasant
reasonable rates, at
who voluntarily does all the heavy, out and
DE. MIILER'S HOME OF HEALTH,
in-door work of our Association. Long may
"Labor is worthy of its hire,
And 'good works of their fame."
The noble, the gifted and cherished has been
with us and departed. Than through C. Fannie
Allyn we never heard higher or purer inspiration from the immortals beyond. Her control,
who or wi atever it may be, is the easiest,
aptest, readiest, most practical and prudential
we have as yet observed The continuity of
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medium having recovered from the trance,
and a candle having been lighted and placed
at the end of the room, those present drew the
8. IS. JONES,
table up to the screen and sat around it, withAND PROPRIETOR.
EDITOR, PUBLISHER in four feet of the square aperture. After a
J, R. FRANCIS, - - Associate Editor.
lapse of a few minutes, a face appeared at the
aperture; it was a pale, handsome face, with
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
year, in advance $3 00
One copy, one
light eyes and dark bushy beard; it remained
"
"
at the end of the year 3 50
for some time at the aptrture, aud was as dis50
Three months on trial, to New Subscribers
tinct as the countenance of any of the sitters,

^diqio-3?hiiac.oi)hiat gmmtal
-

-

~~

"

Religio-PhilosopliicalPublishing; House.
All letters and communications should be addressed to
S. S. Jones, Corner Fifth Avenue and Adams St., Chicago.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
post-office—whether directed to his name or another's, or
whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible for the

payment.

2. If any person orders his paper discontinued, he must
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send
it, until payment is made, and collect the whole amount—
whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima facie evidence or
intentional fraud.
In making remittancesfor subscription,always procure
a draft on New York, or Post-Office Money Order, if
possible. When neither of these can be procured, send
the money, but always in a Registered Letter. The registration fee has been reduced to fifteen cents, and the
present registration system has been found, by the postal
authorities, to be virtually an absolute protection against
losses by mail. All Post-masters are obliged to register
letters when requested to do*so.
ywThose sending money to this office for the Journal
should be careful to state whether it be for a renewal, or
a new subscription, and write all proper names plainly.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order ia received
by the publisher for their discontinuance, and until payment of all arrearages is made, as required by law.
No names entered on the subscription books, without
the first payment in advance.

but was not recognized.

It then departed,

and after a few minutes another face was seen
through the aperture, descending apparently
from the ceiling, and then appearing with the

utmost distinctness. And now, for the astounding denouement.

This face was instantly

and simultaneously recognized by three of
the party as that of their departed relative,
as he appeared when on his death-bed; it
remained for a length of time within
four feet of those present, and on being
requested to do so, advanced outside the aperture and then retreated. On being asked
whether it could communicate by writing, and
an answer in the affirmative being given, a
slate and pencil were handed, taken in, and
then handed out, covered on both sides with a
message which, under ordinary circumstances,
would have taken five times the length of time
to write during wh.ch the message had actually been written by this extraordinary
agency.

the centre of our table. The gas was shortly
after lighted, and there, on the table, was the
life bast cast of one of mv sons, who passed
away when a child, some twenty years ago. It
had been brought from the top shelf of a bedroom on the floor above, and there placed;
who by, or how, I can not say. I then went
to the table, saw one of the marked quartosheets written on both sides, in a bold hand,
on the ruled lines, properly punctuated; the
sentences short and terse. Not one word incorrectly formed, not one blot on the paper.
To write the quantity there must have been
some twelve dips of the pen into the ink. All
had been done in total darkness to us, but
evidently light to our spirit friends. Miss
Fox sat opposite to me at the time singing in
a low tone the song referred to, so that I heard
her, my mother, aged eighty-seven, hale and
happy, was sitting next her, and behind my
mother was the table which had been used for
writing on. Thus I and my family have one
piece of direct spirit writing, fiee of all quibble as to genuineness."
PSYCHIC FOBCE.

Mr. C. F. Varley, F.R.8., is reported to
have recently said: "I do not know that we
are justified in assuming that Mr. Crookes and
Mr. Serjeant Cox were not Spiritualists. I believe psychic force to be a reality, but merely
one of the great forces of the universe. Mr.
Crookes has taken up only a small branch of
TEST CONDITIONS.
look to your subscriptions.
the subject, but one far too big for the Royal
Subscribers are particularlyrequested to note the ex(Eng
Daily
) Telegraph gives an account Society; he has said nothing about who wields
The
pirations of their subscriptions, and to forward what is
due for the ensuing year, without further reminder from
of a seance given by a Miss Cook. Miss the psychic force. I am glad that the Royal
this office.
Upon the margin of each paper, or upon the wrapper,
Cook, after entering the cabinet, was tied by Society has refused to receive the paper, bewill be found a statement of the time to which payment
some power, at the wrists, round the neck and cause the refusal has drawn so much attention
has been made. For instance, if John Smith ha* paid to
1 Dec. 1871, it will be mailed, "J. Smith 1 Dec 1." If he
round the waist, to the back of the chair, with to Spiritualism. In speaking of psychic force
has only paid to 1 Dec. 1870, it will stand thus: "J.
Smith 1 Dec 0."
thread. After the examination and sealing of as an entity, I wish it to be understood that it
every percept&le knot by a Mr. Henderson, is one of the forces which the spirits employ
CHICAGO, SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1873.
he, at his ow^nsuggestion, and with the assent to produce the phenomena, and not that it is
of the medium, tied'a thread round the side Spiritualism. Psychic force may be compared
The Cream of English Periodicals—the cross bar and round the front, left leg of the to
electricity as it is used in the sending of
Spiritual Magazine—The Spiritualist,
chair; the thread was then brought under the telegraphic messages. Electricity could not
Light,
Harbinger
etc.
of
The
door to the outside of the cabinet, and fast- compose and design the message, although it
ened to the carpet by a common pin, in a good is the agency of the mind which does so. So
Cream—who don't like it? There is a cream light. Thus the thread could have no play up
psychic force is the agency employed by the
to Spiritualism,and it is rising gradually to the
and down the leg of the chair, consequently spirits, but not the intelligence which directs
surface, and its superior quality is attracting the chair could not be moved more than two
what they do. Mr. Crookes has wisely conthe attention of all classes. While it is not the inches without breaking away from the pin
fined himself to simply lay before the Royal
kind of cream that flavors coffee and tea, and which held
the thread outside. The other Society the psychical phase of the subject.
swells out cake in sweet proportions, it acts
of the wrists
to
PICTURES ON GLASS.
efficaciously on the mind, imparting thereto thread was knotted close each
so
that
the hands
and
sealed,
medium,
of
the
Sometime ago, we gave a full account of
liberal thoughts and correct views in reference
through the loop round various pictures that were making their apto the divine government. That cream flows could not be passed
were shut, and soon pearance on the window panes in Germany.
The
doors
wrist.
each
into the churches, invades prayer meetings,
by a large
A correspondent from Meiz writes to the
takes possession of the family circle, creates afterwards a small hand, followed
itself
calling
a
face
next
came
appeared;
one,
yonder,
Opinion, from Metz, as follows:
excitement here, intense commotion
gaslight; she was Catholic
"
and at times talks in strange languages and "Katie, the spirit," in full
The
crosses have appeared at Boulley, five
bewilders the people—now you know it, now clearly seen by all present. She much resem- leagues from Metz, in the panes of windows,
was
surand
appearance,
in
medium
the
bled
you don't. We examine our European extogether with representations of the Sacred
changes the same as we would a flower garden, rounded with white drapery. The beautiful Heart. Also a beautiful lady with a child in
or
and
three
away,
in
went
then
face
white
and we only cull therefrom those incidents
features reappeared, her arms, and in a corner of the pane, armed
that will be of especial interest to our readers: four minutes the same
Napoleons,
nearly black all over; the "whites" of the men; an eagle, the emblem of the
a
by the
BHABDOMANCY.
and
death's
head
with
claws
its
tied,
pupils
being
the
eyes were also nearly black,
In Glasgow, Scotland, the Spiritualists, ever blacker still. It was a living face, and talked side; an entire village, but which it is imposhaving revealed to them something knew, occa to us all in full light. This dark face went sible to identify; in the window of a convent,
sionally practice rhabdomancy, or divination away, and in less than three minutes—most a rainbow; in another place armed heads of
by a wand. The method usually adopted is for

two persons to hold a rod in their hands, and
it points to letters in the alphabet, and thus
messages are spelt out frequently. It is used
to point out persons who shall sit in a circle
for the time being, and which seat they shall
occupy. A pencil is sometimes attached to
the end of the rod, and writing is often obtained.

likely two minutes—the white face, perfect as

before, reappeared and talked to us.
threw out two oranges.

She

ANOTHEBSEANCE.

At another seance with Miss Cook, "Katie"
a spirit appeared, with her head dress. Miss
Cook was then entranced, six or eight feet
from the opening, and Mr. Holmes was a little
behind her, further off still. One present says
JOHN KING.
something faintly luminous rising
Spirit facss are seen in England with the he saw
Cook's body; this floated towards
Miss
out
of
appears
King
as
here.
John
same distinctness
opening,
and, as it neared it, he distinthe
to take the lead, presenting himself in such a
full-length form of Katie, conthe
guished
A
recognized.
plainly
way that he can be
with
medium by faintly luminous
the
nected
writer in giving an account of a seance says,
from and to all parts of
extending
threads,
was
presented
itself
which
first
face
"The
looked out of the
"Katie"
bodies.
When
both
that of John King, with strong, black beard
from the outer
light
see
the
could
he
cabinet,
eyes,
white
and
piercing
dark,
and moustache,
was transher—she
through
shining
room
turban. He did not speak to us when showing
specially interesting, beis
this
All
lucent.
perhaps
the
allowed
visitors,
but
he
his face,
had seen Miss Cook's
twelve or fifteen in succession, to fo up to the cause previously nobody
of the cabinet,
inside
the
from
manifestations
through
curtain;
put
the
a
hand
and
cabinet
probably,
many
was,
have
tried.
It
though
after grasping the hand, John raised the curthat
being
a
face-medium
consequence
of
in
of
opportunity
an
person
gave
each
tain, and
not
conflict
with
influence
did
Holmes'
Mr.
inspecting his visage more closely. Later on,
the spirit Katie called me up by name from hers.
A WITHEBED GEBANIUM BEVIVED.
the back row of seats. On my approach, she
herself
and
me
showed
and
curtain
Dr. Newton, the healer, differed from ordiraised the
John both together, two living, glowing hu- nary mesmerists in the matter of his being a
man faces, radiant with beauty and beaming powerful medium, though he very rarely had
with intelligence. Katie's head was adorned any physical manifestations. WhSn any
danger threatened him, his spirits would
with a veil of flowing white muslin."
occasionally wake him up in the night, and
MATERIALISM.
Mr. D. Hooper, of Trinity Square, London, tell him of the danger, signalling out the
surgeon, in the Lancet, of 28th December, 1872, messages by means of loud raps on the floor.
alluding to the "extreme jealousy of scientfic One morning he was called upon at Hampmen in allowing anything like a metaphysical stead, and found in a state of great glee.
argument in proof of the separate existence of A withered and brown geranium, to all intents
the soul," states that Dr. Maudsley, of Bir- and purposes dead, had been lying on his table
mingham, believes that "Christianity has done in the bed-room when he went to sleep, and in
more harm than good in the world." Mr. the morning the spirits told him that they had
Hooper deems it fortunate that the Almighty restored it by means of vital power taken
does not hand over the world to be governed from his body, He found the geranium look"by philosophers, and the lesser swells who ing as if freshly gathered, and on comparing
follow their lead; if He did, we should soon it with flowers on the plant from which it had
find alf things in chaos." Mr. Hooper "can originally been plucked, the restored geranium
not see how, on the evolutionist and material- was found to be of perceptibly deeper color
istic view, we can explain the triumph of than the others.
MBS. KATE FOX.
mind and matter at the hour of death; that
when, in extremis, the mind is clearer, more
The manifestations given through this meactive than ever; that, with matter at its worst dium are now of the most interesting charwe find mind at its best, also that students acter. One who attended her seance writes:
work best when below par, not in robust "We sat at the centre table and sang several
health." He asks, " How can the will prevent spirit minstrel songs. Then we heard as if
an epileptic attack, and constrain and drag a powerful hand were writing vigorously at,
along a reluctant body?" He states that "in the side table, where the paper, pencil, peni
insanity, the brain is, in the worst cases, often and ink were. Miss Fox was humming al
sound.' He believes, "that the theologians portion of a song we had been singing. Sudand followers of St. Thomas Aquinas have the denly there was a violent rustling of the paper
best of it, and the Evolutionists and Material- in the air, to dry the ink, as we were told, asi
ists have failed to establish their new doc- there was no blotting paper. The rustling;
trines."
ceased; the writing recommenced. We distinctly heard the pen's action on the paper; againi
MBS. JENNIE FEBBIS HOLMES.
the rustling in the air very vigorously. The;
Mrs.
fact
that
the
notice
to
We are glad
declared we were now about to)
Holmes' seances in England have exited a sounds then
most
extraordinary
get
the
manifestation we3
manifesta
the
that
and
wide spread interest,
lull—then a vigorous thud onl
tions are of a high order. At one circle the ever had. A

Prussians. A Jesuit Father, a man of much
learning and experience, being asked his opin-

One might reasonably have expected it to have

rather appeared as a baby—Cox'sbaby—asit
is his offspring, and not yet two years old. It
is a wise father that knows his own child, and

to this height of wisdom Mr. Serjeant Cox had
not attained on the evening in question, for he
did not know his own bantling

when he saw

it, but by a strange hallucination he (as the reporter tells us with a fine touch of irony) only

recognized it as the likeness of a deceased relative.
TWENTY YEABS AGO.

The following rules were adopted by the
Fox Sisters when holding seances twenty years
ago:
"attention
"Is specially called to the ensuing
"Rules of Order.

1. All persons present at interviews are
expected to observe the order and decorum
which should characterize meetings of relig"

ious solemnity and importance.

"2

No controversies with reference to the

truth or falsity of the communications

should

be entered into during their continuance.
"3. All persons should follow, without delay or discussion, all directions with reference

to conduct, position, etc., as compliance with
directions generally ensures satisfactorymanifestations, while neglect or refusal usually results in their partial or complete cessation.
"4. When any individual indicated by the
spirits is in communication with them, no
other person should interfere, as this often occasions discontinuance of the communications.

"
5. The ladies in whose presence the manifestations are made will use their best exer-

tions to satisfy

all inquiries; but since the

manifestations, alike in their commencement,

character, and duration, are above their personal

control, they can not promise that all persons
or all inquiries will obtain answers, no manifestations being made except as the spirits
will.
"6. Entire truthfulness, honesty, and good
faith should be observed by all who seek correct responses. Those who resort to tricks
and deceptions repel all good influences, and
are answered by silly or deceptive spirits, thus
making the interviews unprofitable and delusive.
"Admission One Dollar.
"Hours.—From 10 to 12 o'clock a.m., from
3 to 5 p.m., and from 8 to 10 in the
evening.
" Explanations.

The raps are always given in the affirmative, and, when the alphabet is repeated, to indicate certain letters for the spelling of words.
"Five raps in quick succession are under"

stood to be a call lor the alphabet.

"
Continuous light raps for several seconds
are produced when an error has been made in
the forming of a sentence by the alphabet.
"Visitors should first ascertain what spirit
raps to them, then arrange their questions definitely by writing them, and point to them or
speak to them as they choose, or as may be di-

ms|

the respect due to the pastoral
office has been
in some cases

I

violated, is in encouraging

lecturers on certain
topics of reform to pre
sent their subjects within the parochial
limits
of

settled pastors, without their consent
minister is ordained of God to be your Your
teacher
and is commanded to feed that flock
over
which the Holy
Ghost hath made him overseer. If there are certain topics upon which
he does not preach with the frequency, or in
the manner that would please you, it is a violation of sacred and important rights to encourage
a stranger to present them. Deference and
subordination are essential to the happiness
of society, and peculiary so in the relation of
a people to their pastor."
Second, theology assumes to be the fountain
of progress. There are not wanting theologians
who assert that civilization would be impossible without Christianity. They style Caucasian enlightenment,
"Christian Civilization." Now since China, Egypt, Greece, and
Rome arose independent of Christianity, the
presumption is that modern progress is not
dependent upon this alleged source. Religions
older than Christianity contain all the moral
precepts. So far as the past has influenced
us, Greece has contributed more to American
democracy and individuality than Judea
ever did. To old republican Rome we are
chiefly indebted for our ideas of jurisprudence.
The barbarous Germans of the Middle Ages
have helped us to an appreciation of the sense
of personal independence. All that Christianity has done, has been to preserve and
foster the Imperialism that was turned out of
doors at the down-fall of political Rome.
When the shell of Christianity is broken, this
germ of unity will spring up in a new soil, and
become a factor necessary to the solidarity of
society.
The Christian Theology, the lecturer thought,
is in its dotage, and its expiring struggles will
be full of desperation. But the sun of a New
Dispensation has risen. Its light and warmth
quicken a million latent germs. The mountains reveal a new splendor and the valleys
echo to strange voices. Trillion-tongued musicians in earth, air and sky, proclaim a new
gospel, put a new song into our mouth, and
clothe a skeleton world with the spiritual garments of immortality.
A Request.

Deab Journal:—It has been said by spirits
recently, one of whom was Theodore Parker,
that the taking off of iron rings from the
hands and arms of mediums, is the result of
rected by the spirit.
disintegration by spirits, of the par"When one person is asking questions others scientificiron
composing the ring, so that they
at the table should give their attention, and ticles of
again. Now,
not interrupt the inquirer with idle suggestions, are instantly parted or closed
Mr. Editor, if that is a fact, it is in their
nor disturb by promiscuous conversation.
at
"
Candor, quietness, and harmony are essen- power in the presence of Mr. Bastian now
must
tial for the reception of satisfactory communi- your office, to give a test that the world
receive—viz,leave the ring open that they take
cations.
"
Inquirers should direct their questions to from the arm of the medium. If they take
the spirits as if they were conversing with the ring'apart, as they affirm, there can be no
them in the body, but expecting that the an- reason why they can not leave it apart or in
swers received would be chiefly in monosylla- pieces. Will you not try to have this done ?
If they can not, or will not try to do that, there
bles."
is a screw loose somewhere.
Yours for the truth,

Lectures at Rice and Jackson's Hall.

ion of these remarkable appearances, replied
that he believed they were warnings of a su-

Prof. Whipple's lecture Sunday morning,
March 16th, was upon "The Attitude of Thewas impossible to divine. One who saw the ology toward Modern Thought."
carreaut said that the appearances looked like
The speaker said we should all feel a mutual
frost. At Plattville, a village near Metz, there interest in the institutions of society. The
were represented on the panes a geographical tendency to organization in society is as promap, in the centre of which was planted a nounced as it is individual physical structures.
black cross, four or five inches in height, sur- The change from barbarism to civilization is
mounted by a many-colored rainbow. In an- marked by the adoption of provisional codes
other pane there was a magnificent lily per- in religion and government, which serve but
fectly drawn; at its foot a prostrate female temporary and limited uses preliminary to a
figure, her hands joined before her in the atti- more enlarged culture and increased enlightentude of supplication, the figure draped in blue. ment. America, the speaker said, is the
Those who saw it exclaimed, ' It is the Holy theater of intellectual conflict, and the cradle
Virgin.' Monsieur insisted on having the of spiritual liberty. In this country we are
panes of glass well washed in his presence, but measurably cut loose from the stereotyped and
nothing could be effaced.
immovable institutions of the Old World.
"
These appearances were only to be seen on Our magnificent lakes and extended plains and
the outside of the panes of glass, and when the glorious mountains, make their appeal to
French blind was closed. On one window in spirituality and the higher intellect. Our
a house not far from Thionville there were brain is plastic; the materials all around us are
Zouaves fighting. The Prussians came in an- incipient and endowed with mobility, and
ger to destroy the obnoxious pane, but as they master architects in the heavens are moulding
came in the night time they missed it, and this wealth of mind and material to higher
broke a window adjoining; next morning the uses. It is in America that the problems of
Zouaves were departed, and a beautiful laurel religion, government, labor and social life are
to find their true solution.
in full blossom occupied their place.
But we have imported, said the speaker, in"These wonderful appearances have arrived
at Metz. There it is a holy face of our Divine stitutions from abroad, which antagonize our
Savior which has appeared, and in a pane of native American tendencies, and these instiglass at the side, Our Lady giving her bless- tutions are to-day waging a contest to secure
absolute supremacy. Conspicuous among
ing."
these, and that which is destined to give us
MB. SEBJEANT COX INQUIRES OF PSYCHIC FOBCE,
the greatest trouble in the near future, is the
'•ABE YOU MY UNCLE, BOBEBT COX?"
Christian Theology. Among the multitudinous
In Human Nature for January, in an article claims this theology sets up, the following may
on "Spirit Faces and Direct Writing," is an be noted:
account of a seance, at which Mr. Serjeant Cox
First, it makes the assumption of infallible
was present, and the following incident oc- knowledge. When the University
of Salamanca
curred
in 1771, was asked to teach astronomy as held
"
The very well defined head of an old gen- by Galileo and Newton, the professors intleman appeared, which, after a few moments, dignantly replied that these men did violence to
Mr. Serjeant Cox recognized as the likeness of revealed truth, and that their system was false.
a deceased relative. Mr. Cox addressed it Theological censorship was established over
thus: 'Are you my uncle, Robert Cox?' The scientific literature in the sixteenth century,
spirit bowed in the affirmative. It receded and so in turn the works of Copernicus,
and came back a number of times, after which Galileo, Bruno and Kepler were subjected to
the temporary door was removed, and Mr. the scrutiny of a self-appointed infallible
Holmes and Miss Cook went inside, that the church, and condemned. The church comspirit, Katey King, might manifest. Soon mitted itself upon all the problems of life and
Miss Cook was in a deep trance in an easy creation, before the dawn of modern science,
chair, and the spirit Robert Cox returned to and gave its interpretation of these grave subthe aperture repeatedly, and held his face in jects without the aid of scientific methods.
every conceivable position, so that his iden- Having once taken its position and assumed to
tity was established to an absolute certainty." know infallibly how things originated,
it
As the same incident was previously report- would not well comport with her original
ed in the Medium, and its accuracy has not claim to concede she was ever mistaken.
been impugned, we may assume it to be cor- Hence the only course left the church was to
rect; and we can not but feel puzzled at the fight science, and she is to-day following
strange behavior of Psychic Force and Mr. valiantly in the line of her early precedents.
Serjeant Cox on this occasion. It is strange
The "Ministerial Association of Massachuthat Psychic Force should take the form of setts," published a "Pastoral letter" in
1837,
"the human face divine" at all; but it is still
for the benefit of their societies, which illusmore strange that it should here assume "the trates their feelings and methods at the presvery well defined head of an old gentleman." ent time. "One way," .they
said, "in which
pernatural character, though the explanation

.

J. Tingley,
Philadelphia, 411 Arch St., March 3,1873.
We publish the foregoing, not for its own
intrinsic value, but from the fact that millions
of people never look beyond the material
plane of being for any truth. They can not recognize the fact that God and nature, matter
and spirit, are one; that is to say there is one
eternal omnipotent substance, which has a real
existence—its minimum is matter—its mediate'
or intermediate is mind, and its maximum is
God. The higher comprehends the lower,
and infiltrates itself into every molecular atom
and monad in existence.
Now for the application: The Godlike principle which is found alike in every monad, exists as a matter of necessity in the iron ring
and in the arm of the medium, subject, in
both, to a law which is known to chemists on
the spiritual plane of life, and the molecules
in each can be made to pass by each other
with the same freedom that two rings of vapor
would interlock each other, or a current of atmosphere pass through a dense fog.
The rings are never separated when passing
upon the arm or while being interlinked by
spirit power; hence, they are never left divided.
This explanation we are aware "will be as
clear as mud" to many readers; others will appreciate the principle involved. We will just
say in conclusion that mind, intelligently exerted upon matter, has supreme control over
it. It is a positive element to which the negative (matter) yields implicit obedience.
In all of the practical movements of every day
life, such is the case. As knowledge obtains,
so are the results of the action of mind
made apparent in moulding matter into practical use.
We say to yonder mountain be thou removed into the sea. An intelligent person
would never give the command until he had
the instrumentalities all at hand to intelligently produce the desired result. Before
steam cars were known, the highest intelligence would use, perhaps, nothing better
then a spade, horse and cart to perform the
work with. Our correspondent would use to
disunite and again unite the iron ring, a blacksmith's forge, hammer, chisel and anvil,
or its equevalent. Those who better understand the laws of matter and mind use a
more potent means, as much better at least
as the steam car is superior to the old dirt
cart for moving mountains.
R. T. Harms, formerly a Presbyterian
clergyman, gave an address upon the subject
"Old and New," Decatur, Illinois, on Sunday,
March 2d. We understand that Bro. Harris
gives good satisfaction and will receive calls
to lecture. Address, Clinton, De Kalb county,
Illinois.
John H. Liening is lecturing in various

.1:
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Dr. W. Persons is healing the sick with
good success at Richmond, Ya.
John L. Simms, of Lapiej, Mich., speaks
f .vorably of the cause of Spiritualism in his
town.
Brother Hamilton of Pecatonica, Illinois,
has our thanks, as has many others, whose
names are too numerous to mention, for procuring a list of subscribers for this paper.
Lyman C. Howe lectures at Clyde, Ohio,
during March; Painsville, Ohio, during April.
He would like to make further engagements
for Spring and Summer.
Letters have been sent to this office for the
following persons: Maud E Lord; L. F. Cummings; Dean Clark; J. K. Bailey; Mr. White,
and Mic Jones. ->
There is to be a discussion the 21st of
of March, at Versailles, New York, between
M M Tousey, Spiritualist; and Rev. A. N.

Craft, Methodist.
A history of the "Haunted School house" at
Newburyport, Mass., with five illustrations,
can be had by sending twenty cents to the
office of this paper.
Rev Samuel Watson, D. D., so widely
known of late as the author of "The Clock
Struck One," has return P'l to his home at Memphis, Tenn. He sails for Europe about June
first.
Hudson Tuttle lectures at Milan, Ohio,
Sunday, March 16th, and 23d, at 7, P. m. ; at
Brunswick, Ohio, first Sunday in May; is also
engaged to speak at the celebration at Cleveland, March 31st.
C. W. Stewart speaks one half of the
time at Janesville, Wisconsin. He would
like to make engagements for week evening
lectures during that time, in Northern Illinois
or Southern Wisconsin.
N. Frank White is lecturing at Detroit,
to crowded houses. During April he lectures
at Breedsville, Michigan, and the last two Sundays in May and five of June in Chicago. He
could lecture in Southern Wisconsin the first
two weeks of May, if desired.
Dr. H. K Whitford, well known to many
of our readers as a most skillful physician and
surgeon, and who has occupied a chair in Bennett Medical College for some years, has been
induced to open an office at No. 96 Kinzie St.,
in this city, and divides his time between Chicago and Elgin.
Brother M. S. Day informs us that the
Spiritualists of Watertown, N. Y., are to have
a meeting on the 30th and 31st of this month.
The Rev. J. H. Harter will be there. Bro. Day
also speaks in high terms of the mediumship
of Messrs. Bastian and Taylor.
Half-Hour

Recreations

in

Popular

Science, Dana Estes editor. This work is issued monthly, and contains a fund of information that can not fail to interest the inquiring
mind. Each number is full of valuable suggestions. For sale in Chicago by Cobb, Andrews & Co., 469 Wabash Ave.
Dk. Dowd, (brother of F. B. Dowd), is now

at Springfield, Ohio, healing. He is a student
of Dr. Hotchkiss, the celebrated Snapping
Doctor. In his circulars he says: Classes will
be formed, aad experimentsmade daily, demonstrating a new mode of magnetizing, surpassing the wonders of the olden time magic.
Not one in ten can withstand the strange
wierd power Dr. Dowd possesses over the
body. (Does not affect the mind). Those susceptible to his influence at the third sitting
can become healers of themselves and others.
''And these signs shall follow them that believe: In my name shall they cast out devils.
They shall take up serpents; and if they drink
any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they
shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover."
To Book Buyers.
The following books on our list can not be
supplied at present, viz: "Illustrated Practical
Mesmerist," "Migic Stafl," "Spiritualism
through the Woman of Endor" and "Spirit
Mysteries Explained." The following are
OUT OF PRINT:

"Three Plans of Salvation."
"Arcana of Nature," vol. one.
"After Death; or, Disembodied Man."
"Arcana of Spiritualism."
"Man a Religious Animal."
"Man and his Relations."
"Origin of Species" by Kittredge.
"Pre-Adamite Mm."
"Supremacy of Reason."
"True Love "
"Holy Bible and Mother Goose."
"Lyceum Guide."
These can not be supplied. Will our friends
who have ordered any of the above please
change their orders.
An Inquiry.
Andrew Hall, of Halsey, Oregon, inquires,
What is to be done by a circle for the investigation of spirit communion, when a band
of lying blackguards assume control of the
media ?

(i

The spirit of this query indicates that the
writer desires to know more of the philosophy
of life than is supposed to be manifested by
the controlling spirits of his circle.
The experience of his circle is of great value,
if properly considered. Bat for that experience they might not so fully realize the fact
that the blackguards who pass from this life,
find themselves possessed of the same traits of
character in spirit-life, and are only elevated
out of such a condition through the laws of
development. That demonstrated philosophical truth will produce its eflect upon our own
institutions, and in due time teach the people
that it is their duty, as a government, to see
that every child is well fed, clothed, educated
and taught habits of industry, economy and
truthfulness.
No parent that will not see that all these
things are thoroughly attended to should be
allowed the custody of children. In the
people rests the sovereign power to reform

such a course of training as will result in producing good men and women everywhere, in
this life—then there would be no blackguards
sent to spirit life; hence none to disturb the honest investigators for intelligent spirit communion. Bat we may be permitted to say
right here that no circle will be troubled with
blackguards longer than is for their good.
The Philosophy of Life teaches us that there
is a great fundamental principle underlying
all life. We perceive a law of affinity—attraction and repulsion—is manifested everywhere.
aspiration of the souls of those

The sincere

who really desire communion with refined
intelligences will soon be gratified, and
circles will be formed in which communion of the order desired will be equal to
the demand.

Remember always, that the law of attraction
and repulsion is pjtent for its work through-

out the world.
As the united souls aspire for the good and
the true, so there will ever be a supply equal to
the demand.

The Pharisees Rejected, and Cried for the
Blood of the Nazarene.
"
S. S. Jones, Esq , Publisher ReligioPhilosophical Journal, Sir:—We return this

day the copies of your paper sent to the
Reading Room of the Young Men's Christian
Association. If we are indebted to the pub
lisher for the contribution, we desire to say
that it does not belong to a class of literature
which would be received by the most careless
and indiscriminating committee as worthy a
place in a Free Reading Boom, much less one
under the managementof the Y. M. C. A. If
the publication is donated by any disinterested

friend in Elgin, we commend his obedience to
the Divine command concerning almsgiving.
Please inform him that it will not be taken

from the office again.

"Most Respectfully Yours,
"
S. O. Merrill,
"
Sec. Y. M. C. A.
'1
Elgin, March 6, '73."

The Religio Philosophical Journal has

been donated to the Elgin Free Library by
one of the most distinguished citizens of
Elgin, whose pockets are never closed against
demands of charity, and whose love for the
good of his fellow-man is proverbial. We
have been paid for the paper up to the 29th of
February, 1874. Inasmuch as the Young
Men's Christian Association (who by the by

The Gordon Expose at Apollo Hall.

JOURNAL. ~~
]j||i(nt(cl|i(|in flquutniettt

Id Journal:—From the beginning I have
been the defender of real mediums. For the
most part I have found the frauds among the
enemies; but occasionally one is found who
simulates for gain; even real mediums may
prostitute their pow. rs and deceive the very
elect. Frank Gunnell was more succ< ssful in
deceiving Spiritualists than Gordon has been.
Gunnell was all fraud; Gordon had the prestige of admitted mediumship, and so had a
heavy advantage. Then Gordon had two accomplices at least, as the sequel proved, to aid
in his tricks. Genuine mediums sometimes
complain of want of support, and in some cases
with justice. But if mediums will lie, contract
debts and squander the money which should
pay the debts, drink and do other things not
strictly moral, it behooves Spiritualists to
avoid sanctioning such persons. I have no
wish to be severe, but Gordon is not the only
medium I have found who was willing to take

Baltimore, Md.

Paine Meeting.
Dear Journal:—A Paine meeting was held
at Spiritual Hall not long since, and it was attended by a large audience, considering the inclemency of the season. Mr. E R Seeley was
chosen Chairman, and A. R. Avery, Secretary
The Chairman opened the meeting with some
well chosen and timely remarks relative to its
object and the debt of gratitude which Liberalists and Spiritualists owe to Thomas
Paine. Dr. S. D. Pace, the orator of the
evening, was introduced and made a very
earnest and eloquent address, reviewing with
particularity the life of Tom. Paine, and
especially that portion while he was intimately
associated with Thomas Jefferson and others
of the "Fathers of the Republic." He also
showed in a happy and convincing manner the
ridiculous position of our orthodox friends in
reft-rence to Paine and his ideas. The Doctor s address was listened to throughout with
interest and often vigorously applauded. At
the close of his remarks the meeting was addressed by Mr. E. R Seely and several others
The meeting closed at a late hour, the cause
of Liberalism having we think been much benefited by the gathering. Yours,
A. R. A.
Port Huron, Mich.

Subscriptions will be received and papers may be obtained,
at wholesale or retail, at 634 Race St., Philadelphia.

THE 31st OP MARCH, 1873.
The Twenty-fifth Anniversary of Modern
Spiritualism,—A Communication
from
John Pierpont.

A quarter of a century has rolled away since
the young giant, Modern Spiritualism, stepped forth into existence. I s first words were,
"Here 1 am, come and look at me!" It went
forth on its mission all over the world, in palmoney without the proper equivalent. With ace, and in cot, on thrones, and among the
Gordon's past I have nothing to do as I know people, in social, political and religious assonothing.
ciations. Everywhere, where a human being
About one year ago I visited his
existed, it has ever gone with the same bold
and reliant air—saying, "Here I am, look at
MOCK CHURCH
and while some of the so called scientific
with mind wholly unprejudiced. It was soon me;"
apparent that the spirit* required too many minds have scoffed at him, with little or no
charging him with being an arconditions; an air of deception pervaded all examination,
impostor, "a seven day's wonder," he has
the fixtures and movements. A magnifying rant
glass enabled me to inspect the mystic shades smiled at them just as defiantly, consciousthat
truth, like its divine Author, can wait for
representing the returning spirits; and, behold! the
into
they were material manifestations, more gross human recognition, and has walked right
their midst and coolly proclaimed, " Here I
than even human bodies. I caused the suspi- am, look
at me." Prayer and holy water and
cious facts and circumstances to be published,
and to all who inquired, pronounced them priestly denunciation have been as powerlegs
frauds of the basest kind. Subsequently his as the sneers of the so-called scientific world.
accomplice for conscience's sake, refused to Notwithstanding the folly and fanaticism of
aid in the deception any longer. This threw many of his followers, which have indeed been
Gordon into a perfect stew. His revenue was great, the efforts of many to excuse their human weaknesses as the result of his presence,
cutoff He complained bitterly of the young the
persecutions, slanders and attempted cruman, suspended his manifestations, and ar- cifixions by Church and State,
the young giant
rested him for stealing, but proved nothinghas gone on, fearing nothing; he has visited
The
all nations and climes, and has struck a keyPASTEBOARD SPIRITS
note in the souls of humanity such as the
were produced in court, and be declared a con- world has never before heard. It " has been
spiracy, and went on to prepare new conditions. said that "prejudice and precedent are the
Another young man was found, new figures greatest barriers to human progress. This
procured, still more material, and new fixtures young giant has met these boldly; prejudice,
improvised. A net curtain was suspended the crabbed and surly daughter of ignorance,
across the middle of the long narrow room, has with an unrelenting hand used every means
behind which the spirits appeared. Over the in her power to strangle this child of progress,
altar at the further end of the room, was placed to remove this great lever which the Ib finite
a beautiful painting representing, as supposed, Father has placed under humanity to lift them
Bishop White in a clerical robe with juvenile out of the mire and place their feet in the true
angels responding to his inviting arms. Of pathway that leads to the highest unfoldhient
the other paraphernalia I need not speak; but the of life, yet this has not arrested the onward
whole arrangement*was calculated to deceive march of this grand and triumphant "genius
even the wary.
of universal emancipation" that has come to
A short time before the present expose, after bless the world, and give to each human being
he was well under way, and the spirits were not only the means by which they may undercoming in numbers for recognition, I went stand their present conditions, and many of
again to see the improvements. On neither the mysteries which have hitherto surrounded

occasion was there any proper opportunity for
are very like the Pharisees of old Jewry) control inspection,
and no means of judging except by
the Free (?) Library of Elgin and refuse to vision, and this defrauded by every possible
allow the paper place in the Free (?) Reading device. The following
CRITICISMS RESULTED:
Room, we will transfer it to any orphan who
1. The manifestions were two material for
may apply for it.
Oh Christianity,what deeds of horror have the degree of light.
2. The spirits all came from the left and
been committed in thy name! What a pall of further
corner of the room, and all disappeared
darkness envelops the minds of many of thy in the same place with the side or back of Gorprofessed devotees! Christ is daily crucified don to the audience.
3 They always disappeared within his arms
anew. The cry still goes up, " Release Baraband shrouded by his robes.
the
crucify
Christ!"
but
bas,
4. Before every new face, he passed to the
side of the closet and thoroughly obstructed
vision by contact of robes with the curtain.
A Letter from Chauncy Barnes.
5. The motions of his figures were purely
Bro. S. S. Jones:—A few weeks since I mechanical—he always moved when the fignoticed in the Journal, an account of my be- ures moved and seemed to talk to them.
6. He dropped a part of the toggery on the
ing in trouble, which was caused by prejudice
floor where it remained from ten to twenty
and spite. We settled in Ohio, on a mountain,
hoping to live a quiet and peaceable life, and minutes, was seen by several, and adroitly reproperly develop a good spirit within us. moved by him.
After we first moved into our residence, we
7. The whole exhibition proceeded with inwent to the city, six miles distant, to procure creasing density and boldness, as each success
articles for housekeeping. While thus absent, warranted a bolder deception, closing with the
our house was broken into, trunk bursted spirit bride, a common false face ornamented
open, and $2,500 in greenbacks stolen. This with head-gear, veil and pendant, flimsy and
crippled us badly. We had a little left, and dirty gauzy dress, the same precisely as extherewith built a barn and church, octagon hibited at Apollo Hall by the exposerg.
form. In December, a year ago, Mr. Curtis
Spiritualists were deceived by the reflex efand wife passed to spirit-life. I then went forth fect of the general accusations against medithey knew that Gordon had given good
ums;
giving tests, healing the sick, lecturing etc., to
raise money to finish our church. I unfortun- tests, even to being lifted up in a public audiately got among a class of people who did not ence; they assumed that he was still a medium,
appreciate my spiritual views, and consequent- and were unwilling to believe that any medium
ly met the spirit of persecution. One night in would so profane and prostitute his powers to
a circle a very strange influence took posses- such base uses.
My theory of the matter is, that Gordon
sion of me; but no law of God, man or nature,
was violated. What was done, God and the
REPRESENTS
angels know. The report is that a girl about the average
of society, a^despecially
14 or 15 years, large of her age, got frighten- public men. condition
All our commercial, social and
ed. Supposed she saw a ghost or spirit, or a relgious theories
man that looked like Mr. Barnes. Still noth- sin, and ehapen and systems are conceived in
in iniquity, and tend to evil.
ing was done. The court asked her what she Gordon as a medium
takes on and reflects
said to him, she replying that she told him to these conditions. He promised
faithfully if
go away. "Then What¥'r "He went away, and not prosecuted,
that he would abandon his
as he departed he knocked down part of the fraudulent practices;
but he is again out on
chimney." "What Then?" "He wanted to the plea of
conspiracy, and proposes to renew
kiss me." "Did he?" "No!" "Did he lay his
manifestations, notwithstanding his most
hands on you?" "No!" These are the facts violent
caught him in the act of conas stated. The justice before whom I was cealingdefenders
his figures, and now openly condemn
tried is very much opposed to those around him. While
would not persecute him, it
him, because they are Spiritualists. At a seems but justI that
Spiritualists should place
circle one night, he came very abruptly, took themselves on the record
against all pretenders.
a niece of his by the arm, saying, "March Had not
these men caught him, arrangements
home, this is no place for you."
were made by which he would have been
Baltimore, Feb. 20th, 1873.
caught, and it is well for him that his friends
Remarks:—That Bro. Chauncy Barnes has did it, as he might have been roughly handled.
I don't hesitate to pronounce Gordon's present
been foully dealt with in the name of law, we manifestations
miserable deceptions, calculated
doubt not. He is no self-constituted martyr. to injure all honest inquirers. At the first pubHe lays no plans to get into prison for notor- lic meeting the figures were produced and recognized, and a number of his warmest friends
iety's sake. He_is an old man and a very re- publicly denounced
him. His failure to keep
markable test medium.
faith brought the subject up again last Sunday,
L3t our friends remember the old man in which developed some new matters. Gordon
trouble, and come to the rescue. Small con- not only publicly charged conspiracy, and
tributions sent to him in this trying time will theatened the life of any one who should athelp him very much. Direct to him promptly. tempt to expose him, but has actually
RENEWED HIS

Address Chauncy Barnes, Mansion House,

BY HENRYT. CHILD, M. D.

CIRCLES,

with fbllowers to sustain him. A special meeting at the close of the conference appointed a
committee to wait on him, and notify him that
he must retract and cease his frauds, or he
would be prosecuted. How he will take this I
can not tell; but those who have undertaken
this business will see that it is well done.
Meantime there comes a new phase here,
as well as in Wisconsin and Iowa. Professor
Morse has found a suitable medium, and now
communicates by electricity.

The same medi-

human life, but much of the future, which had

always been veiled in obscurity. On the other
hand, the bitter prejudices of the bigot and the
self-righteousthat were arrayed to crush this
which seemed to them to be the worst of all
demons, have just as signally failed; for in the
churches to-day all over the world, there are
millions of Spiritualists who drink from the

pure fountains of celestial love and wisdom,

and have been warmed to a better consciousness of these truths by the presence of this

estly with us—the pioneers in our cause, our coworkers—we would seDd words of holy cheer,
conscious as you are of the source of the divine impulses which come to you from time
to time; let us say that you are not only laying
up treasures now, by your earnest and faithful
labors, but everlasting foundations that shall
stand firm and immovable in the iuner life
toward which you are moving; and the mansions which you are now building will be illuminated by the light of the celestial world,
and thus be made radiant with a glory that
your world can not conceive of.
In conclusion I would say, Be of good cheer;
the world moves onward and upward, and this

is the key-note of life everywhere.

"Let us, then, be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait. '

Three Days' Meeting in Philadelphia.
The First Association of Spiritualists of
Philadelphiahold their regular Sunday meetings at Institute Hall, North-east corner of
Broad and Spring Garden streets. On the 30th,
of March. Mrs. N. J. T. Brigham will lecture
at
o'clock, a. m. , and 8 o'clock, p. m. Lyceum No. 1, meets at 2|, p. m.
The Association, in conjunction with the
State Society, will hold their celebration of
the twenty-fifth Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism on Monday, the 31st of March, at 2
and 8, p. m Mrs. Brigham and other speakers
will be present.
The Seventh Annual Meeting of the State
Society will convene on Tuesday, April 1st,
at 10 a. m , 21 and 8 p.m.
The friends throughout the State are earnestly invited to attend and participate in the
business.
Eliza L. Ashburner,

President.

Henry T. Child, M. D ,
Secretary, 634 Race street.

C1EALED LETTERS ANSWERED BY B. W. FLINT.
kJ Address Station D. Box, 61. Office 1147 Broadway,
New York. Money refunded when not answered.

MRS. DR. M. A. MORREEL

Treats successfully acute and chronic dii-ease. MeiBdne
is gent to all parts of the country by express. For terms
address Mrs. Dr. M. A. Morrell, No. 272 Findlfey St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. vl3nS3ti
OTKS. JI. J. COISOS TEST MEDIUM

Answers Seald Letters, Roekford 111. Money refunded where no answer is obtained. Terms, $1 and 4
thiee eta. stamps. v!3e36

THE MAGNETIC TREATMENT.

TEN CENTS TO DR. ANDREW STONE,
Troy, N. Y., and obtain a large, highly illustrated
SEND
book on the system of vitalizing treatment.

DR. O. L. BELCHER
MAGPiETIC HEALER.

Cures ill kinds of Chronic diseases by laying on of
8ick'the lame> etc- this Wmt' r at
h I,!Uurette
3111 ' Susquehannahdepot, Susquehannah Co Pa
i^* The poor are healed without price.
Vl3nl9m3

J W. VAN NAMEE, M. D.

living and immortal child which has been so
fearfully denounced from their pulpits. They
may not have seen him in his fullest and most
clear manifestations, but a measure of the divine glory whieh belongs to this grand revelation of the age has come to them, and they
know that they are blessed.

of hair. Send for circular
containing testimonials.
vl3nl3tf

it is my soul's desire to say to all Spiritualists

B. W. FREEMAN,

of this, the Twenty fifth Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism, we rejoice in common with

Clairvoyant JPhymcian,

I am glad to speak to the world to-day, and

wherever they may be, that in the celebration

you, and all through the Spirit World there

goes forth a jubilant song of thanksgiving and

Eclectric Magnetic and Clairvoyant Physician.

Examinations made by lock

SPIRITUAL

Terms, personal examination at my office $ 1 00
Wii en lock of hair with name and age is sent $2 00

praise

"

For the blessings that hallow our days."

To you, oh Spiritualists, of all earth's children, would we say, Rejoice, and be glad, for
you have found the light of the Better Land,
and in the consciousness of the presence of
your loved ones, combined with that of your
own rectitude, is to be found a source of the

highest enjoyment, the sweetest peace, and'that

which, in proportion as you receive it, will
make you as a band of brothers and sisters,

each and all working for the good of human-

n

Office 116^ South High Street,

(Bet. State and Town st s.) Columbus,
Residence No. 236 East Gay Street.

O.

misses Helen Grover & Lizzie I Crosby
Healing,

Business akd Test Mediums.^

Magnetic treatment given. Examination and treatment

given from lock of hair or photograph, to patients at a
distance.
James FisV Jr. Business Control
M iss fcrover, will advise on business by letter of
as
well as personally.
Terms f.om $2,00 to $-3.00, No. 316, 4th Ave., New

*

ity. Understand, then, oh Spiritualists, and Y»rk
c'tyyi3n2<it8
be awakened to a consciousness of this great
fact—that Spiritualism is the essence of all re- N. Y. Electro-Gymnasium
forms; that whatsoever hath reference to the
and Healing Institute.
welfare of humanity, in any of its departments
and conditions of life—whatsoever hath refer- Baths, Electricty & Vital Magnetism!
A new, beautiful and vitalizing system of Electric,
ence to the progress and unfoldment of Nature Magnetic
Musical Gymnastics for maintaining health
around man, on your globe, cr on any of the and curingand
disease! Popular
given on Physiology
globes of the universe, habitable or unhabita- and Hygiene by the principallectures
and by several eminent
in connectionwith the gymnastics. Intemper
ble, is intimatelyrelated with Spiritualism in physicians
other Chronic diseases radically
its grand unfoldment It has no narrow ele- ance, opium-eating and celebrated
tobacco antidote k. pt
™re^E ^rs-Ko?™?,'8
ments of selfishness, no blind views of tempo Dr.
D. BABBITT, Pr.ncipal, 360 3rd Ave., (near 26th,
rary prosperity, but leads man into the grand- street, New York, vl3nl8tf
est and most sublime realities of a life which
Dr. Samuel Maxwell
holds all other lives as its own—sacred.
A love that is all embracing and divine in its Makei Clairvoyant Examinations, gives
Magnetic and Electrical treatment and medicines
character will be yours in proportion as you indicated.
Treats all forms of disease with great success.
are faithful and true to the law of the Spirit of Cures
Catarrh, incipient Consumption and Cancer DvsLife, which is in you, and whichis beautifully pep»'».
Paralysis; Piles and Fistula
knife; private deseases of men and woman. without
unfolded and strengthened by the influences theExaminations
and prescription $3.00; with medicine
that come to you from the Better Land.
for one month's treatment, $5.00 to $10.00.
During the quarter of a century just past, inAgue cure, warranted; by mail, $1.00. Constipation
telligent communications have come to the cure warranted, $1.00. Sittings for healing at a distance
$1.00. Send lock of hair, name,age, sex and leadworld of kumanity from the world of spirits, each,
ing symptom.
Come to
address Samuel Maxwell.
and a grander and more extensive work, M. D., 72 South Sixth St.,or Richmond,
Ind.
freighted with the sweetest and richest blessMBS. A. H. KOBOTSOSr"
ings to mankind, has been accomplished, than
in all past ages of the world. There are those
with me now—ancientspirits of the long ago,
who confirm this statement as true, and in Corner Adams St., & 5th Ave., Chicago.
placing this crown on the quarter of a century
ROBINSON, whiie under spirit control, on rejust closing, we need not recall to you, who
ceiving a lock of hair of a sick patient, will diagnose
are familiar with them, the wonderful and
the
disease
perfectly, and prescribe the proper revaried manifestations which have marked that medy. Yet,most
as the most speedy cure is the essential obview rather than to gratify idle curiosity, the
brief and important period. We would have ject inpractice
is to send along with a lock of hair a
you to number your blessings and seek to re- better
brief statement of the sex, age, leading symptoms, and
alize more of the glorious light that shines the length of time the patient
has been sick; when she
within and around about you; and in so doing will, without delay, return a most potent prescription and
remedy
for
eradicating
the
disease,
and permanently
you will grow nearer to each other, and, as curing all curable cases.
your souls thus reach out and realize the presOf herself she claims no knowledge of the healing art,
ence of each other, you will come nearer to but when her spirit-guides are brought en rapport with
a sick person, through her mediumship, they never fail
God—that is to all that is good.
to give immediate and permanent relief, in curable cases
The work of the last quarter of a century, through
the positive and negative forces latent
the
begun,
well
is
to
si
be carried on. The little system and in nature. This prescription is sent byinmail
rivulets and streams that have been opened all and be it an internal or an external application, it should
be given or applied precisely as directed in the accompa;. the world will increase as man's spiritual nying
over
letter of instructions, however simple it mav
nature
is unfolded by the highest purity of seem to be; remember it is not the quantity of the
but the chemical effect that is produced com
life, and he will realize that these shall become pound,
that
takes cognizance of.
"as broad rivers and streams, wherein shall go 'science
One prescription is usually sufficient, but in case the
; galley with oars, neither shall gallant ships ipatient is not permanently
no
cured by one prescription,
application for a second, or more if required, should the
pass thereby." !
be
made in about ten days after the last, each time statlnc
In the grander freedom and purity of life ]any
changes that may be apparent in the symptoms of
will come more glorious manifestations, prov- the
i
disease.
fng,
beyond the possibility of doubt, the one'
Mrs. Robinson also, through her mediumship, diagnoses, the disease of any one who calls upon her at her
ness of life here and hereafter, and the indis- ]residence.
The facility with which the spirits
j

Healing, Psychometric & Business Mm,

MES.

um is good for raps, lifting table clear of floor,
writing, and materialization. By advice he
abandons his present business, and to-morrow
gives himself up to the work.
New York. J. B. Wolff.
Remarks.—We hope our brother will give
us full particulars in reference to this new medium. Prof. Morse will perform, no doubt, soluble ties that bind all our Father's children, 1her accomplish
controlling
the same, is done as well when the applisome remarkable manifestations through him. not
]
only on this earth, but in all the spheres, 1cation is by letter,
as when the patient is present. Her
gifts
very
are
remarkable, not only in the healing art, but
and from all the earths that are and have been {ae a psychometric
and business medium.
sending forth their countless myriads into the
TermsDiagnosis and first prescription, $3.00: each
W. B. Chambers, of Marshaltown, Pa., has home
subsequent one, $5.00. Psychometric Delineation of
of the angels. t
our thanks for a li3t of new subscribers.
character, $3.00. Answering business letters, $3.00 The
The consciousness of rectitude, the desire {money
should accompany the application to insure a reThose who spend a few hours to get subscrib for the fulfillment of the divine purposes of life, jply.
era for this paper, are richly rewarded by the whict^ come to you from the knowledge that ply,iir Hereafter, all charity applications,to insure a reare spirits now, and in the Spirit World, 1 must contain one dollar, to defray the expenses of
effect speedily produced upon their neighbors you
and postage.
though clothed upon with mortal garments, 'reporter, amanuensis,
Robin8°n will hereafter give no private
who read the Joubnal. In all sueh cases will give you a more earnest realization
«
to any one. If privacy is required, it must be by
of the sittings
letter, accompanied with the usual fee; and terms above
circles are soon formed and new mediums are responsibilitiesof life.
®
stated,
must be strictly complied with, or no notice will
developed with satisfactory spirit-communion. ' To those who have labored long and earn- be
taken of letters
1

sent.
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Rev. John Wesley.

""circle

of light.

W. L. Jack, M. D., Medium ;
Correspondent. Papers
John Brown Smith Reporter and
can be obtained and subscriptions received by him at 812
North Tenth Street. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia Circle of Light.
Needeigh.

"Behold I stand knocking at the door, and
if any one will open it unto me, I will come in
and sup with them." This, indeed, is a saying made use of in olden time by another. I
come with the new book of love and behold I
stand knocking at the door. Who is this great
If I am a spirit that always did and always
will exist, both before and after these knockings. How many little little I's that are endeavoring to place themselves upon an equality
with the great l's? What does this knocking
at the door signify? Sometimes you have
heard the gentle knockings at. the door, or
upon the floor. Do not despise the day of
saiall things. If you will listen to the knocking, the Spirit World will comeenrapportwith
you, in sweet, holy, soul-communion, and it
will 1 f necessity bring you in closer relations
with the Great I.
What care we for the opinion of the great
scientific world, as step by step we go up the
ladder of truth, independentof them.
[any think that they can jump to the top at
one leap. Even if they could, they could not
hold their position unless the structure was
proven from the first step upward. I will
bring unto you those bright intelligences,
which they must touch for a feast of the soul,
with all of its sweet hallowed influences. If
you will not let the Great I come to you, how

freat

can j^ou expect to fully realize these spiritual
blessings of life?

Oh! Spirit of that Divine Lcve and its teachings, I do admire what he can do for man
with his love and friendship. We do admit and

acknowledgethe Great /behind the throne of
love, in all things; and if you will only open the

d jor, they will bring those sweet soul-communings of the angels. To this table of love all tire
welcome. It is spread with the pure covering

of truth, which is as white and pure as the
falling flakes of snow. The angels have
woven it with the thread of truth in the loom
of eternity. The pattern has been made by
tiem to fit each soul, and as you desire to wear
the garment, so will it be made to fit each
soul. May each blanket ever keep you warm
with the pure spirit of love. [This communication was given by Ogaretta and dictated by
her teacher in spirit-lift],

[A member of the circle was reading the
Religio-Philosophical
in the
editorial
Journal of January 25th, in relation to the
great discussion going forward in the Methodist church, when the spirit of John Wesley,
the founder of the Methodist church, said emphatically, "1 desire at another time to speak
on some i.f the remarks made during the discussion.'] The reading was continued and
when the remarks of Dr. True were read as
follows:] "During the seven years that I
have accepted this theory of destruction, I
have converted four hundred and fifty souls"
the spirit of J. W. instantly came and spoke
as follows:
"I must come now. Yes, I have thrown
aside those old clothes. I have thrown an
ink stand of truth into that discussion because the people are tired of Hell and such
hellish doctrines concerning Hell. That
egotist says that he has converted "four
hundred and fifty souls." I would throw
them drops of ink from that ink stand so that
they may write with the pen of truth. Let me
pick up that ink-stand again, which can only
touch these elements in the right way. I am
at work with the noble Whitetield and others
and the world shall know who is right with all
due reverence to the church 1 founded.
There is a great work going forward in the
church. Tnere still exists iu. the Methodist
church that spirit of true Spiritualism, and we
will stir the muddy waters up.

Two Wonderful Children.
Mr. Editor:—On my arrival in this city, I
made the acquaintance of Brother George W.
Kendall, who is Vice-President of the Spiritual Society here. 1 was welcomed, as all
Spiritualists will be, who visit this city and
call on Brother Kendall; and here,let me say,
that the residence of our good Brother is
thronged every night by investigators and
friends to see the wonderful manifestationsof
the two little girl-mediums—one thirteen yetrs

old and the other seven. Mabel is the eldest;
Carrie the youngest. It is a givat pity that
these little girls can not be seen by the people
of this whole country.

I do wish that the Spiritualists of the United
States, would induce Brother Kendall to travel
with the little girls, so they could be seen. I
am sure great good would result to the cause.
These little girls are clairaudient and clairvoyant. They are physical mediums, and Miss
Mabel, the eldest, will take her school-slate
and put on it a small piece cf pencil about the
size of a pin head, place the slate under the

table, and our spirit friends will write to us.
This she can do anywhere and at any time,
requiring no conditions. They are indeed wonderful children.
Brother Kendall is a lawyer in this city, a fine
speaker and excellent writer. He would be
an acquisition to our corps of talented speakers. Again I say, Brother J ones, let us induce Brother Kendall to take his children
Harrison W. Joice.
Since the spirit has gone, I must here testify North, East and West, so they can be seen.
Since writing the above, 1 was sent for by
that there has been no deception in this case.
There are a great many spirits who do not like Brother and Sister Kendall, and I went in
to come back openly and speak themselves. company with L. D. Towsley, E q, Mrs
Ogaretta has spoken what was given her to Scott, and Mrs. Tillotson, and on our arrival
say. How many there are in this life who do we found Mr. and Mrs. Y ates. All but Mrs.
not like to be put forward. My explanation Scott had often seen the children. After a
is short, and I am glad that tiiere are those little while Mabel sat down to a table twenty
who watch the spirits inside, as'well as those inches wide and thirty-two inches long, which
was covered with an old worn blanket, so thin
outside.
that it was almost as light under the table as
Ruggy.
anywhere in the room—the gas burning
I would like to come and tell what I know, brightly, and fire in the grate. She held her
but I am such a big fellow that the medium school-state in her right hand, a piece of pen
will not care to have me come in, as I would cil about the size of a pin-head, on the slate,
have made almost one-half dozen such as he. and in an imtant it was written upon, a spirit
I was not dignified enough when on earth. I asking for his wife, who was a friend of Mr.
was rough, but I will try and behave myself and Mrs. Kendall. The name was John W.
here, as it may accelerate my progress. I said Knapp. At Mr. Kendall's request, he wrote
to Josh, who is my brother, look out, or the a message with a lead pencil on a card for
Red skins will kill you; and they did kill him. Brother Kendall to give his wife. After an
Tne first fellow I met on the great river of hour and a half of intercourse and communieternity was he. I did steal and rob a cation with the Spirit World, Mabel's guide
little, but I am sorry for it. They wanted to wrote on the slate, "Stop," and his order was
make me the chief of the band.
obeyed:
If I would go back down to Mexico again, I
Then Brother Kendall told little Carrie to
would try to change things. I can talk the let the spirits tie her. She then got under the
Spanish language right well, through the same table—room as light as could be made,
organism of this medium; it is a beautiful and in an instant they tied her hands behind
language.
her with a ten-foot rope. Then a slate was
Ned Rivers.
placed under the table with a crumb of pencil
There is no more work for the old nigger to on it, and the spirits wrote plainly, "Mary,"
do; throw down the shovel and the hoe. and made a picture with two faces. I then
There are more smiles upon the river of spoke to Brother Kendall about taking the
truth than upon the old Suwanee river. I children North, and he informed me that he
had a good bit of Satan in me, so old massa would do so, leaving here on the first of May,
said, but since I got over the river I found out going first to Mobile, then to Atlanta,
that I was not totally depraved. I sailed up Memphis and Louisville, where I will join the
stream and received the approbation of being family, as he said he would only go on the
a good faithful servant. Please sing "Down condition that I would accompany them so as
upon the Suwanee river" for me [a person to look after the little girls' health, as he is desings the song]. I never hear that song sung, votedly attached to his little "Angel Instrubut it makes me feel as though I were back ments. No one can tell how wonderful these
again playing upon my old banjo. [He goes children are. They must be seen to realize
through the motions of playing a banjo] the their wonderfulgifts.
Brother Kendall keeps a regular file of the
Lord be praised for what was done for my old
woman Huldah My name was old uncle Ned Journal and the Banner of Light, and has
Rivers, and there was none of them down done so for the last two years, and he informs
there that could play on the banjo better than me that the sale of the Journal and Banner
I could. Yes, that is true, for there comes in are continually increasing in this city.
Fraternally yours, William Cleveland,
the truth as taught by this Spiritualism. No
New Orleans, La., Jan. 27th, 1873.
more going into the field of rice, or to the
market and eating "hoe" cakes. If our folks
Notes from Our Scrap-Book.
down upon the Suwanee river, pr any other
river, we can come back to them and sing the
BY JUSTITIA.
sweet tunes of love.
George Christie,

I never hear that song sung, but it brings
me back, although I was only a minstrel. It
would touch the chords of my heart when I
was poor, and the world would pass me by,
but when I began to rise, the world began to
come to me. [He refers to the song Down
upon the old Suwanee river," sung for Ned
Rivers].
'

Rev. John Knox.

I would like to say a few words here since
they are lecturing about old John Knox in this
city. What care I for hearing from the dead.
What care I for the present reformation, unless it be for the spread of truth. You people
would be burned at the stake, if the same
fccus of authority could be brought to bear
to-day, as in the past. I do not come as a
Presbyterian or Methodist, but as an independent spirit. I worked out my own salvation. I
come no longer with fear and trembling, relying upon others, but I only fear that I may
not do my part right, and tremble for what I
have done wrong. I am glad to see that my
teachings did some good, although I would
preach very differently now.

H

In England, the persecution of the Quakers
commenced before the elevation of Cromwell,
and extended through the protectorate and
the reign of Charles II, and were not arrested
until William Penn, through his influence
with James I, succeeded in breaking up the
vile practice.
In 1668 William Penn was imprisoned for

writing against the Chu:ch of England.
In the last half of the 17th century,

the

Quakers were imprisoned by the inquisitions
of Rome, Malta and Hungary.
In the days of good Protestant Queen Bess,

in the last half of the 16th and beginning of

17th century, the Congregationalists were imprisoned for life or publicly executed, and influential dissenters, regardless of sex, who
would not conform to the usages of the established church, were consigned to the tender
mercies of the public executioner. The persecutions of the non-conformistsand dissenters
in England extended through a period of
nearly one hundred years.
Henry the VIII burned Tyndale at the stake
for giving the New Testament to the people
in English, but afterward apostatized and beRev. Joshua Leavitt.
came the head of the church in England.
The Moravians and other feeble sects in
I endorse every word that has been said. [A
member of the circle had been speaking in Germany were put to death, or thrown into
strong language of the right inherent in all to prisons and dungeons by the Lutherans, where
Priests
give forth independent thought] you are they miserably perished. The Jesuit slavery,
them to
the first independent man that I have heard obtained an edict reducing
speak since I came here. I tm so glad that and in 1819 they were compelled to leave
we are riwing to a proper appreciation of our their homes and property to avoid the conserights Each day brings new light and inde- quences of its enforcement.
In the middle of the 17th century the Prespendence into the church, and even some of
by thouthe "Independent" churches are being over byterians of Scotland were shipped
as
turned. I have not found Hell! It is, how- sands to the American colonies, and assold
many
ever, an independent subject, outside of all slaves. The Covenanters endured
others. I have found that Hell is only within privations and sufferings as did the Pilgrim
our own being. I once contributed to the Fathers.
The Presbyterians and Episcopalians of
"Independent." Ah! how much intelligence
persecuted one anthere might be given forth in that paper, and England and Scotland,
I want to lend a helping hand for good to other in the 17th century with true Christian '
zeal.
some of those connected with it.

of mankind now living, will soon be laurched
is more than we can comprehend.— [Ed. Journal.

JACKSONVILLE,ILL.—C. F. Hamilton writes.

Please find inclosed subscriptions I promised you!
I will make your subscription list twenty-five from
this town, and perhaps more. I am a young
The Banner of Light is kept for sale at the office worker for the cause, and it gives me pleasure
to
contribute in this manner to the Journal, I have
of this paper.
taken
the
Banner
Light
previous
to
getting your
of
UNIONVILLE, MISSOURI—A. Sechrist writes.
paper, but I believe it to be my duty and the duty
Spiritualism is yet in its infancy in this place. All of every
person
patronize
to
home
institutions.
we want is a test medium. I am said to be a only worked a portion of one afternoon, andX
healer, myself. 1 have cured almost every case received twelve names. Half
of these are persons
tfcat I have had.
that have not known of the paper or our philosophy, previous to asking them to subscribe. I And
MENDON CENTER, N. Y.—N. Powell writes.
I have sat in circles at least a hundred times. In the harvest amply ripe, and many of our people
would
succeed in every sense if they would only
private circles in my own family I can feel the
slight touches that mediums tell me are spirit come out and advocate what they know.
hands.
Thanks, brother. A few such workers as yourSEDALIA, MO.—Daniel White, M. D., writes.— self would iu less than three months' time, forever
I have not been able as yet to find but one avowed settle the question against " putting God in the
Spiritualist in this city, and none of our Spiritual Constitution," and pave the way for the speedy
publications are taken here. I shall endeavor to
intercommunion of the inhabitants of the Spirit
introduce the Journal here as soon as possible,
World with this, everywhere. How many will
DAYSVILLE, ILL.—A. Newton, M. D., writes. follow the example
of Bro. Hamilton ? We shall
Please say through the Journal that mediums
who can make Daysville in their way, and who see.—[Ed. Journal.
wish to recuperate their strength for a few days,
COLLEGE SPRINGS, IOWA.—D. M. Dunbar
prior to further engagements, will find a comfort- writes.—The
Spiritualists of this vicinity have had
able and pleasant home at my house. It is a the
pitasi r: of listening to ten lectures i y P. R.
retired and pleasant situation, and nothing will be Lawrence,
of Ottumwa, Iowa. He has stirred up
spared to make such persons comfortable and
old Theology very much. But he has been shamehappy.
fully abused in this region of country, by the
REPUBLICAN CITY, KAN.—J. M. Towner Orthodox portion of the community. One old graywrites.—Except my own family there are no out- headed divine wanted to reply to the lecture of
spoken Spiritualists in my neighborhood. I give Bro. Lawrence, and was told that l;e could have
away or loan my papers to all who will read them, twenty or thirty minutes if he would grant the
and many would take the Journal if it were not same time to Mr. Lawrence on the next Sabbath
for the fear of being given over by their brethren after he was done preaching, but he scornfully
to be buffeted by Satan. Still the blessed spirits refused. Mr. Lawrence offered to meet him in his
are surely doing their work, and if we do ours, we own town the next night and discuss with him
need not fear the result.
from his own book, but this he ator.ee refused
do, saying that when they wanted a Spiritualist
DUBUQUE, IOWA.—M. M. Chandler writes.— to
they
send for him. However, they got
I am fearful you think I am rather a poor sub- along would
without sending. Mr. Lawrence went
scriber, as 1 pay at the close instead of the com- and gave two lectures. The second nightthere
mencement of the year. I am very much obliged followers of the meek and lowly Jesus were outthe
in
to you for being thus accommodating. Had it not full force, headed by the Rev. Barker, and the
been thus, I should have been obliged to have scene there enacted was a disgrace to the town
discontinued it long ago, and I could hardly have and country. The Rev Divine cracked his fist
dispensed with it. Tne Journal has improved
called Mr. Lawrence a liar and blasphemer,
very much, and it has become almost a necessity and
and various other pretty names, and when Mr.
with us.
Lawrence attempted to reply these Christian
CHELSEA, MASS.—Mrs. S. A. Thayer writes.— gentlemen would yell and howl so that he could
is
not be heard, and the meeting broke up in conTne ever welcome Journal of the 23rd iust.
before me, laden with rich gifts of thought and fusion. Mr. Lawrence has given good satisfaction
spiritual meat for hungry souls, given by the most to all liberal men and women here, and conducted
intellectual and independent thinkers of the age, himself gentlemanly and firmly all of the time.
who cater not to public opinion, but nobly strive
WESLEIVILLE, PENN.-Z. E. Peck writes.—
to lead minds up the way of progression in the The family of Mr. R. Glitten, of Edenboro,
Penn.,
face of all obstacles. May angel blessings ever consisted
of himself, wife, child and mother. On
attend you for the great work that your valuable a certain day,
not long since, fresh blood appeared
paper has done in leading the sorrowing ones of upon the hand
of the grandmother; also under
earth to look beyond this vale of tears for immor- the head
child quietly sleeping in its little
of
the
tal life and love.
crib. The most careful scrutiny gave no evidence
MILWAUKEE, WIS.-H.- S. Brown, M. D., of the cause. On the same day of these maniwrites.—At a meeting of the Spiritualists of festations, Mr. Glitten and lady rode out in their
Milwaukee on Sunday evening, March 9uh, 1873, it carriage, making a call on a friend a few miles
was resolved that we celebrate the 25th Anni- from their residence. Immediately after Mrs.
versary of Spiritualism in this city in a suitable Glitten and child left the carriage, the horses ran
manner, on the 30th and 31st of this month. A away, throwing Mr. Glitten from the carriage, and
committee was appointed to procure a hall and literally dashing out his brains, his head striking
engage speakers forthe occasion. All Spiritualists a rock by the road-side. On the same day and
in this vicinity, especially speakers and mediums, hour of the day that the accident occurred, a little
are cordially invited to join us in this celebration. niece of Mr. Glitten's living one hundred miles
More special notices will be given before the distant, ran up to her little brother, crying
piteously, "Oh ! brother, brother, Uncle Russel is
celebration.
killed; his head is all bloody." The friends
HARLAN, IOWA.—N. W. Babcock writes.—At wi6h to know what caused the appearance of the
this time there is more inquiry concerning our blood under the child's head and on the hand of
philosophy than has been for years before. Most grandmother; also who informed the little niece
of my idle hours are applied to answering ques- that her Uncle Russel was killed ? The village of
tions or producing arguments to sustain the doc- Wesleyville is not quite forgotten by the angeltrines that we are taught by guides of the other world. Mrs. Tompkins, of this village, is a healing
sphere. We have thus far been able to sustain medium of merit, and her mouth is filled with
our doctrines, and thereby create a spirit of inquiry arguments in defense of the new religion. Erie
among many very good minds. We look forward City is making a rapid progress in her moral and
iu anticipation ot a good time on the visit that E. physical development. The Spiritualists of this
V. Wilson is to make us the coming Summer. I city have rented a hall for the purpose of holding
keep the Journal moving around among the business meetings Thursday evenings, and Sunfaimers.
day evenings for lectures and circles. Mr. Charles
ASHLAND, NEB.—Henry A. Wallis writes.— Raynor, a resident, is a medium for physical manifestations.
In his presence spirits materialize so
Dr. J. H. Randall the well-known inspirational
speaker, of Clyde, Ohio, closed a course of ten as to show their hands and play upon musical
lectures in Ashland, Neb., recently. The lectures instruments, in the brightness of gaslight. The
covered the most vital and interesting points of Gentle Wilson has been here and sown broadcast
Spiritualism, and were listened to with marked the seeds of the new philosophy.
attention by intelligent audiences, and all seemed
PLAINWELL, MICH.—Mrs. L. E Drake writes.
highly pleased. Brother Randall gave us some Having recently been called to the village of
excellent public tests while with us, occasioning Vandalia, to address the people on the funeral
much marveling among the incredulous. The occasion of Mrs. C. M.
a faithful and long
thirty recent subscribers to your most excellent tried Spiritualist, and Merrill,
whose request was, while
Journal, were almost entirely from the inter- in earth-life, that I should pay that last tribute of
ested members of the Orthodox ranks of this respect to her earthly form. While there, the
place.
Spiritualists and friends of humanity requested
DEER CREEK, IOWA— H. A. Stewart writes. me to expose through your columns the ungrateAs we sow we know we shall reap. If we see and ful and tyrannical treatment they have received
hear that which needs reproof, let us do it in love from the Campbellite Church of that village, a
and humility; then it goes forth a mighty power sect of people who claim to be the only true
for good, and will again return to us, doubly laden disciples of Christ. I was informed that this
with peace and good-will. But if we rebuke in village was, just before the late rebellion of the
severity (and our combativeness gets up) it begets South, minus a church, and in fact any convenient
the same spirit, and returns to us. Oh! how place for meetings, lectures, or funerals, and no
discordant and bitter. This is law. How potent one denomination possessed sufficient means to
its teachings. How simple the law of love, and build a church, consequently all united and
how true it goes forth choosing to suffer wrong, donated their mites, and the result was, a nice
rather than do it, sorrowing for others, ever for- little church, with the understanding that it should
bearing an I forgiving, laboring with hope and ever be kept free for all to use as occasions made
demands. Among those who donated for this
watchtul for good.
enterprise was one George W. Quay, a worthy and
OLNEY, ILL.—Abram Martin writes.—I do not much respected citizen. Soon the'war broke out
want the Journal any longer than I can honest'y and a call was made for soldiers to share the hardfor it, but I assure you I do not see how ships, and fight the battles for the Union. Among
Faycould
get along without it. When I miss a the first to enlist for three years, was George W.
number I feel lost until I get it. You are engaged Quay. He was killed in the battle of Atlanta.
in a good and glorious work for the benefit of the His body was taken back to the little village of
human race. People are asking to come to our Vandalia to rest in the soil of his much loved
circles. They are making all kinds of inquiries as town. The church was called for in which to pay
to what Spiritualism is. A couple of sermons the last tribute or respect to the mangled form of
have been preached against it, but it has only one of our Nation's •brave; but, no ! it could not
increased the agitation, and they are, beginning to be used for that purpose, for his friends were
crowd upon our little quiet circle until we hardly Spiritualists, and a Spiritualist was to preach -the
know what to do with them. It appears that the funeral sermon!
more the preachers say against it the more people
want to know what it is. Oh, for a good test
CHETOPA, KAN.—Elijah Justice writes.—On
medium to come this way.
the evenings of the 24th and 25th of January, Mrs.
Baker
seances here with great success, and
ST. LOUIS, MO.—Warren Chase writes.—I have all was held
satisfactory to my mind. I am sixty-five
been traveling in Kansas recently and found your years
old, and now living with one of my sons on
excellent paper largely read and highly appreciated a
farm. Ou Sunday evening after Mrs. Baker's
in the State, and I therefore wish you to keep seances
in town, my son-in-law and wife came
your readers informed that Ex-Governor Harvey,
on a visit. My son in-law is a great skeptic,
of Kansas, and late a candidate for United States here
"Perhaps we have a medium in our
Senator, is the First Vice-President of the Society and I said,
My daughter remarked, "Let us have a
for putting the Christian religion into our Consti- midst." A
circle."
stand
was procured, and two of my
tution so that we may all be enslaved who do not
profess to believe in Jehovah as God and Christ sons, a daughter and a young man—four in all—
as the Ruler of our Nation. I also ascertained formed a circle, and in about five or six minutes
from reliable authority, that the late and now- the stand began to move, and then we asked
fallen Senator Pomroy, of that State, was also in questions, receiving correct answers. My youngfavor of this nefarious measure. I am not par- est son is the medium. The next evening a couple
ticularly acquainted with either of these men, but of young men came and wanted to see the stand
my friends are with both, and we are all watching "walk," as they said. So we made the room
this most important matter, for it is certainly a dark, and placed a stand in it. The two young
men and the medium went into the dark room.
matter of life or death with our liberal institutions,
as well as with our Government. If this measure The stand moved and they tried to hold it, but
could be secure d by the deceptive policy of the could not. Then 1 hey proposed to tie the medium,
Christian politicians and by imposing upon the and he agreed to it. They tied him securely to a
honest voters, the effect must be a surrender of chair. Soon it was made manifest by raps on the
civil and religious liberty or a bloody revolution floor to come in, and, behold, he had been untied
and then tied in a different way, and those present
and general destruction.
could not untie him, and were about to cut the
BLACK RIVER FALLS, WIS—FrankH. Allen rope, when I told them to come out and he would
writes.—Judging from the persons who have given be untied. They did so, and in a few minutes the
the best portion of their lives to the study of the raps invited us in again, and sure enough, the
"world to come," and not wishing to emulate medium was untied, the rope lying across his
their example in accumulatingthe good things of knees. The next evening twelve of our neighbors
the present (I think nearly all of them have been a came in to see the medium tied and then untied
failure) I have concluded not to give my time or We put a guitar and a violin on the stand, the
money to the hereafter, but let the dumb thing medium then went into the room, and in a few
take care of itself. I don't care whether the minutes the musical instruments were flying
Methodists, Deists, Spiritualists or the Devil are round the room and were played upon bv the
right in their isms, and consequently don't want spirits.
We hope that Bro. Justice will occasionally
to waste my time reading papers of a religious
character. I suppose I might have said at the report to us the incidents connected
with these
beginning, stop my paper, and not have went
clear around the sap bush to say it; but that is manifestations. If he will hold a circle two or
three times a week, his son's mediumship will
what I have written this letter for.
We are not surprised that our correspondent is soon be more fully developed.- [Ed. Journal.
heartily sick of the various phases of religions now
WOODHULL, ILL.—Isaac Paden writes.—There
taught,—all founded upon the idea of an angry, was a Quarterly Meeting of the Spiritualists held
Saturday and Sunday, the 1st and 2nd of March,
on
disappointed God, who has ever come out second1873, at Aledo, the county
of Mercer Co 111
best in his contests with man and a cunn ing Devil; They were well attended.seat
Chief speaker, Mrs.
but how he can for that reason discard all teach- M. H. Parry. The hall was well filled, and it was
ings in regard to the Philosophy of Life and man's feared that it would not be large enough to hold
the anxious crowd oh Sunday evening, and to our
condition upon the spiritual plane of life, toward surprise the minister of the Congregational
church
which we are all rapidly tending and into which he invited our speaker to occupy his pulpit, which
and his most beloved friends, as well as the rest offer was accepted with thanks and much grati-

tude. The church was well
The choir
favored us with good music, filled.
and the minister
threw in his
There
mite
with
the
rest.
never was
a time when the people
were morP +
«£» now, and°
S6
Z0'd\
beMe
fed, and there are but flw the^
who
can
i

feed the hungry and those
are thirsting
after the water of life, better who
Mrs Parry
She is doing honor to the cause ofthan
Spiritualism.

NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, IVA..-L. M. B

!"ieiba7<,
from this
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""Pressed to give you a few notes
out-of-the-way place, where Orthodoxy
entire
sway,
was formerly a member < f
v
the
Methodist church,I brought
up as it were at
very a t irs, until about four years ago, when I firitst

..

ac<luainted with tne glorious

doctrine
Spiritualism ; after an investigation of
of«cSra.e.
some
mouths, though in a very limited' way, I became
fully satisfied of its glorious truths. I hesitated
not to make known my belief, which, of course
caused my good old Orthodox pastor to pay me an
especial visit, warning me, as he said, against the
wiles of the Devil, and wound up by requesting
me either to give up the doctrine of Spiritualism
or withdraw from the church. The latter request
I acceded to and was immediately dropped by the
most of my Orthodox friends, but have been fully
repaid by my spirit friends from the other side ;
and my companion and myself now stand alone
the only acknowledged Spiritualists in the community, but ever and anon, we hear of its making
its way slowly but surely in our midst. Our
beloved Journal comes laden with some searching
truths, and it sets them to thinking—and that is a
good step on the ladder of progression. I think
your readers can not too fully appreciate your
Journal for its great and glorious truths, as well
as its plain and ou!-spoken manner of rebuking
wrong, whether found in the pales of the church
or out. Of all the reading matter that falls to my
hand the Religio-Phii.osophical Journal is
the first perused, and I would not be without
it for twice the cost. Long may the editor live to
send forth such an able and fearless exponent of
the Philosophy of Life.

Agents Wanted for West
of the

ROCKY 6VSOU STAINS.
A full, faithful and reliable History of that v st region
of our country, so rich in romance and natural wonders,
including the MODOC COUNTRY,so stubbornly defended
by CAPT. JACK. The work will be read with deep interest by thousands who have sought in vain for full and
correct information relating to the Pacific Slope. ILLUSTR VTED WITH 1 50 ENGRAVINGS-the rarest and
choicest CABINET OF BEAUTY AND WONDERS ever
transferred to paper. For illustrated circular and terms,
address WM. f LINT & CO.,

•>

Phila , Penn.; Cin., Ohio; Atlanta, Ga., or Springfield,
Mass.
Please state the paper you saw this in.

[vl4nltl3]

C. Li. James' Poems.
Permeated by the liberal spirit of the social, political
and religious reformation of the nineteenth century,
these poems may be considered the epitome of the Spir-

itualistic movement.

THE COURT OF HYMEN
In particular has received the discerning commendation
of our ablest criticSj as the most vigorous, picturesque
and dr amatic exposition of the enormities of our social
state ever put in verse. Unlike too many of his predecessors, the author writes less to destroy orthodox errors
than to express the inspiration of that sublime belief
which forms the essence of modern radicalism.
For sale by C. L. James, Alma, Wis. Postpaid for 50

cents. [vl2nl7tf]

NEW EDITION—PRICEREDUCED

Lessons for CMMren aM Themselves.
By A. E. Newton,
A Book for Children's Lyceums, Primary Schoo-s and
Families, designed to impart a knowledge of .he Human
Body andti e Conditions of Health.
Better than a whole library tf ommon medical works.
Without, delay, let all Children's Lyctunit, improve their
groups with these Lesson*."—A. J. Davis.
"
Should immediately become a text-book in, the
schools, and have a place in every family.' —Dr. 8. B.
Brittan.
Price (incloth) 50 cents, posta- e 6 cents; six copies or
more 45 cents each; fifty or more, 40 cents each. Usual
discount to the trade.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo
•

sophical Publishing House, Adams St.
Chicago.

and Fifth Ave.,

frrgwssm fo« 9 .$ t e r
—Compiled—

By Wm. H. Westcott,
Comprises a collection of some of til e best and most
popular selectionsof the day, (over 20 I page?,) arranged
for the use of Spiritualists for the Lecture, Circle or
Lyceum. These "Gems" are adapted to familiar
melodies, and the Songster is intended to take the place
of more ponderous music books for general use, and
has met with hearty approval from ull who have seen it.
Every Spiritualist needs a copy. The following are a few
of the
SELECTIONS:

SWEET BY-AND-BY.
STRIVING FOB THK BIGHT.
BEAUTIFULRIVER.

M0 TBER KISSED ME TN MY DREAM.
REST FOR THE WKARY.

DREAMING TO NIGHT.
HOME ABOVE—(Air: uHome Again.11)
HOME OF THE ANGELS—(Air: " Star of the
Evening.")
LOVE AT HOME.
NATURE'S CALLS—(Air: "Nellie Lee.")
HOME, SWEET HOME.
SOMETHING SWEET TO THINK OF—(By
Ordway.)
WAITING BY THE RIVER.
NEARER MY GOD TO THEE.
ERROR'S TEACHINGS SHALL MOULDER IN
THE GRAVE—(Air: "John Brown.")
SWEET SISTER SPIRIT. COME—(Air: America.)
DO THE SPIRITS OF LOVED ONES COME
'ROUND US—(Air: uDo they miss me at Home.")
A LIGHT IN THE WINDOW.
MESSENGER'S ANGELS—(Air: "Star Spangled
Banner.")
I HEAR THE ANGELS SINGING—(Air: "Ever
of Thee.")
'

Bound in Cloth and Board Covers, per copy 50 cents.
(^"Liberal discount to Lyceums and the trade.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo sophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
IN PRESS.

TO BE PUBLISHED WITHIN THIRTY

DAYS, REVISEDAND CORRECTED.

THE

ONE
CLOCK STRUCK
AND
Christiun
BE NO A SYNOPSIS

CP

>

Spiritualist.

THE

INVESTIGATIONS

OP

SPIRIT

INTERCOURSE BY AN EPISOCPAL BISHOP, THREE MINISTERS, FIVE DOCTORS ANE OTHERS AT MEMPHIS, TENN.,

IN 1855; ALSO, THE OPINION0* MAN Y EMINENTDIVINES,
LIVING AND DEAD ON THE

SUBJECT AND COMMUNICA TIONS RECEIVED FR' M A NUMBER OP PERSONS RECENTLY.

BY THE REV. SAMUEL WATSON
OF THE

METHODIST EPISCOPAL

CHURCH.

"TRUTH IS MIGHTY AND WILL PREVAIL."

The " Clock Struck One " is an intensely interesting
work in itself, and derives great additional interest from
the high standing of its author in the MethodistEpiscopal
Church in which he has been a bright and shilling light
for a quarter of a century, a man who i* personally known
to nearly all the clergy of the South and to a wide circle
in the North and wherever known is held in the highest
esteem. These circumstances cause the book to be
eagerly sought for. This anxiety is heightened by the
action of the Methodist Conference of which the J.uthor
is a member in disciplining him for publishing the book,
thus attracting the attention of thousands of all sects
who are anxious to read and judge for themselves the
"
Clock Struck One."

12mo, cloth, price, $1 50; postage, free.

»„»

For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St. and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.
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A Kiss fOr a Blow, a book for children, by H.
63
C. Wright. Small edition
Large edition
1.50
by
G.
H.
Antiquity and Duration of the World,
Toulmin, M. D
25
An Eye-Opener, ov Zepa, Cloth .
75
Paper Covers....
50
A Roman Lawyer in Jerusalem in the first century, by W. W. Story
15
Allegories of Life, by Mrs. J. S. Adams 1.25
Bible in the Balance, by J. G. Fish 1.50
Blasphemy, by T. R. Hazard
10
2.00
Bible in India
Better Views of Living, by A. B. Child 1.00
Branches of Palm, by Mrs. J. S. Adams 1,25
10
Be Thyself, by Wm. Denton
Brotherhood of Man and what Follows from it.
Maria King, 25
Both Sides; or, God and the Devil's Prophets,

12
16
02
12
04
02
12
16
20
12
16
02
00

a discussion between Moses Hull and Rev. J.

F. McLain, 2502
Book on the MicroscoDe 75
Book of Religions. By J. Hayward 2.00
Bibical Chronology. M. B Craven, ... 10 02
Christianity before Christ. M. B. Craven, 25 02
Critical History of the Doctrine of a Future
Life in all Ages and Nations, by Wm. R. Alger 3.50 4^
ConantMrs. J. H., Biography of
1.50 10
"
"
"
"
fall gilt 2.00 20
Contrast, Evangelism and Spiritualism, compared by Moses Hull
150 16
Complete Works of J. A Davis
28.00
Chapters from the Bible of the Ages 2.00 24
Criticism on the Apostle Paul, in Defense of
Woman's Rights, etc.. by M. B. Craven. 25 2
Cjnjugal Sins against the Laws of Life and
Health, by A. K. Gardner, A. M., M. D 1.50 16
Paper
1.0008
Constitution of Man, by George Combe 1.75 16
Common Sense Thoughts on tne Bible, by Wm.
Denton
10 02
Cosmology, by G. W. Ramsey. 1.50 16
by
Sense,
Thomas
Common
raine
20 02
Christ Idea in History, by Hudson Tuttle 1.10 12
Chester Family; or. the curse of the Drunkard's
Appetite, by Julia M. Friend, with an introduction by Henry C. Wright 1.00 12.
Christ and the People, by A. B. Child. M. D 1.25 12
Christianity no Finality, or Spiritualism Superior to Christianity, by Wm. Denton 10 02
Criticism on the Theological Idea of Deity, by
M. B. Craven
1.00
16
Christianity, its Origin and Tendency considered in the Light of Astro-Theology, by D.
W. Hull
25
2
Claims of Spiritualism; embracing the Experience of an Investigator: by a Medical Man. 25 02
Dictionary. Webster's Unabridged 12 00 ex
" 41 Pocket, flexible cover l.fO 10
Dyspepsia, its treatment etc.,
50 02
Oesccnt of Man, by Darwin, Two Yols. ($2.00
per Vol.)
4.00 48
Davenport Brothers—their Remarkable and Interesting History
1.50
Diegeeis, by Kev. Robert Taylor, written by

20

while imprisoned for blasphemy. This work
is an account of the origin, evidence, and early
history of Christianity 2.00 32
Day of Doom, a Poetical Description of the
Great and Last Judgment, with other poems,
from the sixth edition of 1715 1.00 12
Devil's Pulpit, by Rev. Robert Taylor, with a
Sketch of the Author's Life 2.00 20
£>eluge, by Wm. Denton
10
02
Dawn, a Novel of intense interest to progressive
People
*
1.7524
Death and the After Life, by A. J. Davis, paper 50 04

75 12

Cloth

Debatable Land. Hon. R. D. Owen. 2 00 00
Essay on Man. Pope, C.oth Gilt 100 08
"
"
4
"
Board— 20 06
Early Social Life of Man
25 2
ifirrors of the Bible, Demonstrated by the Truths
of Nature, by Henry C. Wright. Paper.... 35 04

Cloth

60

08

Sxeter Hall, a Theological Romance. Cloth 80 16
Paper 6005
Bmpire of the Mother over the Character and
Destiny of the Race, by H. C. Wright. Paper 50 04
Cloth
75 12
Elective Affinities, by Goethe 1.25 16
Electrical Psychology, Dods
1.50
16
Flashes of Light from the Spirit Land; through
the mediumship of Mrs. J. H. Conant 1.50 20
Footfalls on the Boundary of Another World, by

Robert Dale Owen

I.7524

Free Tuough s Concerning Religion, or Nature
vs. Theology, by A.J.Davis. EnlargedEdition
Cloth

75

jn

Paper
50 02
Faithful Guardian, an Inspirational Story, by J.

William Van Namee
Fountain, by A. J. Davis

1.50 16
1.00 12

Future Life, by Mrs. Sweet 1.50
20
Fugitive Wife, by Warren Chase 35 04

Good Sense. By Baron D'H Ibach

103

Gates Alar, by Miss E. S. Phelps l. 50 16
Gates Wide Open, by George Wood 1.50 20
Gist of Spiritualism, by Warren Chase 50 04
Gospel or Good and Evil, by Silver 1.50
16
Great Harmonia. by A. J. Davis. 5 Vols., viz:
Vol, 1, The Physician; Vol. 2, The Teacher;
Vol. 3, The Seer; Vol. 4, The Reformer; Vol.
5, The Thinker. Each
1.5018
God Idea in History, by Hudson Tuttle 1.25 16
God or No God. Austin Kent, 10
02
God the Father and Man the Image of God, by
Maria M. King
25 SO
Health by Good Living, by W. W. Hall, M.D. 1.50 20
Hierophant; or Gleanings from the Past, by G.

C. Stewart

1.00 08

Harbinger of Health, by A. J. Davis 1.50 20
H&rmonial Man, or Thoughts for the Age, by A.
50 04
J. Davis. Paper
Cloth
75 12
History and Philosophy of Evil, by A. J. Davis.
Paper
50
C3
Cloth
7512
Hayward's Book of all Religions, including Spiritualism
1.75 24
H >w and Why I became a Spiritualist 75 12
Helen Harlow's Vow, by Lois Waisbrooker 1.50 20
How to Bathe, by E. P. Miller, M.D. Paper.. 30 04
Cloth
75 12
Hedged In, by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, author
1.50 16
of Gates Ajar
History of the Intellectual Development of
Europe, by J. W. Draper, M.D., L.L.D 5.00 60
Human Physiology, Statistical and Dynamical.
or the Conditions and Course of the Life of
Man, by J. W. Draper, M.D., L.L.D. 650 pp.
Cloth
5.00 60
Sheep
5.50
60
Hesperia; a Poem. Cora L. V. Tappan, 1.75 25
How to Paint, Gard .er, ;... 1.00 OS
Incidents in My Life, second series, 1.50 20
Injurious Influences of Schools 25 02
Intuition, by Mrs. F. Kingman 1.25 16
Important Truths, a book for every child 20 02

Is the Bible Divine? by S. J. Finney, Paper... 35 02
Cloth
60 12

Is there a Devil? The argument Pro and Con.. 25 02
Inquirer's Text Book, by Robert Cooper 1.25 16
Incidents in my Life, first series, by Dr. D. D.
Home. In r.roduction by Judge Edmonds.... l.tO 16
Infidel, or Inquirer's Text Book, by Robert

Cooper

1-2516

Is it tne Despair of Science, by W. D. Gunning 15
Irrepressible Conflict and tne Unity of God, being two lectures by Emma Hardinge and T.

02

G. Forster. 25 02

Is Spiritualism True? Wm. Denton, 15 02
Irreconcilable records of Genesis and Geneology. William Denton. Paper 25 04

Cloth

50 08

Junius Uumasked: or, Thomas Paine the Author of the Letters of Sunius, and the Declaration of Independence 1.50
Jehovah Unveiled, or the Character of the Jew85 04
i h Deity Delineated
Jc a a of Arc—-a Biography translated from the
French, by Sarah M. Grimkee 1.00 12
King David ar d his Times, Common Sense
1 50 20
View of H. H Mason
Key to Political Science, by John Senfl 1.25 00
ladder's Secrets of Bee-Keeping. Paper 50 04

Boards

7504

44
32

1.50 18
1.5018

J.Davis

Mediums and Mediumship: by T. R. Hazard. 10

Mental Cure,

Nature's Laws in Human Life: an Exposition
of Spiritualism 1.50
New Testament Miracles, and Modem Miracles,
byJ.H. Fowler
63
Nature's Divine Revelations, by A. .Davis... 3.50
Night Side of Nature, by Crowe 1.25
Old Theology turned Upside Down, by T. B.

Taylor, a.m. Cloth

20
04
48
20

1.25

Paper
75
Ordeal of Life, Dr. J. C. Grinnel. medium 25 04
Spiritualism
is True, by
Orthodoxy False, since
02
10
Wm. Denton
The Past and Future of Our Planet, by Wm.

1.5020

Dentoa.

75 12
Optimism, the Lesson of Ages
2.00 24
Origin of Species, by Darwin
Origin of Civilization and Primitive Condition
of Man, by Sir J. Lubbock 3.00 24
Philosphy of Special Providences, by A. J.
10
Davis. Cloth
50
02
Paper
30
Phenomena of Modern Spiritualism, Discussion
Fish ai d Dunn 40Oo
Pame's Political Works, 2 vols., of about 500
pages each
5.00 1.00
Philosophical Dictionary of Voltaire. Fifth
American Edition, 876 octavo pages, two steel
plates. Largest and most correct edition in
the English Language. Contains more matter
than the London Edition which sells for $10.. 5.00 60
Psalms of Life, by J. S. Adams. Paper cover.. 75 C4
Board
1.C0 16
Persons and Events, by A. J. Davis 1.50 18
Planchette—the Despair of Science, by Epes
Sargeit
1.2516
Penetralia, by A. J. Davis 1.75 24
Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse, by A. J.
60 08
Davis. Paper
Cloth
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Probl m Life
75 10
Principles of Nature, by Mrs. M. M. King 1.75 24
Poems from the Inner Life, by Lizzie Doten... 1. r 0 1 k
Gilt
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Philosophy of Creation, by Thomas Paine,—
Through Horace Wood, Medium. Cloth 60 08
Paper
35
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Poems of Progress. Lizzie Doten, 1.50 20
Gilt, 2.00 20
Parturition without Pain. M. L. Holbrook, m.d. 1.00 00
Pentateuch—Abstract of Colenso
25 2
Progress of Religious Ideas through Successive
Ages, by L. Maria Child. (3 Vols.) 6.75 72
Physical Man, his Origin and Antiquity, by
Hudson Tuttle
20
1.50
Radical Discourses, by Denton 1.50 16
Ravalette anfl the Rosicrucian's Story; 2 Vols.
in one. P.B.Randolph 1.50 20
Radical Rhymes. Wm. Denton, 1.25 12
Real Life in Spirit Land, given Inspirationally,
by Mrs. Maria M. King
1.00 18
Rules for Forming Spiritual Circles, by Emma
Hardinge
05 02
Supernatural, History of the. By Wm. Howitt
2 vols
40
3.00
Spirit Works, Real, but not Miraculous. By
Allen Putnam
35 03
Soul Affinity, A. B. Child
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Satan, biography of. By K. Graves 60 03
Sermon from Shakspeare's Text. Denton 10 02
Sa red Gospels of Araba, A. J. Davis, cloth
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Sunday Not the Sabbath ...*' 25 2
Sexual Physiology, by R. T. Trail, M.D 2.00 20
Strange Visitors, Dictated through a Clairvoyant 1.50 20
Spiritual Harp
2.00 26
Abridged Edition i]oo
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Spiritual Tracts, by Judge Edmunds !. ]". 80 04

Self-Abnegationist; or the true King and Queen,
by H. C. Wright. Paper
50 06
Soul of Things, by Elizabeth and Wm. Denton 1.50 20
Social Evils, by Mrs. M. M. King 25 00
Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism, by Mrs. M.
M. King
25
00
Songs of Life, by S. W. Tucker 20 02
Spiritual Songs, by S. W. Tucker 15 02
Spirit Life of Theodore Parker, through the Mediumship of Miss E. Ramsdell 40 02
Seven Hour System of Grammar, by Prof. D. P.

Howe

1.00 08

Paper
50 04
Science of Evil, by Joel Moody 1.75 20
Spiritual Manifestations, by J. S. Rymer 10 02
Syntagma 1.0G 12
System of Nature, or Laws of the moral and
Physical World, by Baron D' Holback 2.00 24
Startling Ghost Stories from Authentic Sources 50 04
Self Contradictions of the Bible. 25
02
Spiritualism a Test of Christianity. D. W. Hull, 10 02
Safena or the Mental Constitution, by Arthur

Merton

1 00

That Terrible Question. Moses Hull 10
Tweity Years on the Wing. J. M. Spear 20
Talk to my Patients by Mrs. C. B. Gleason, M.D. 1.50
The Vestal, by Mrs, M. J. Wilcoxson 25
Treatise on the intellectual, moral, and social
man, a valuable work by H. Powell 1.25
Tale of a Physician, by A. J. Davis 1.00
Paper Cover
75
The Question Settled, by Moses Hull 1.50
The Merits of Jesas Christ and the Merits of
Thomas Paine as a Substitute for Merits in
others; What is the Difference between them ?
by H. C. Wright 25
The Inner Mystery, an Inspitational Poem, by

Lizzie Doten

02
02
16
2
16
03
16

02

30 02

Th j Voices, by Warren Sumner Barlow, Gilt l.tO
Theological and Miscellaneous Writings of

16

Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the Spirit World
75
Tobacco and its Effects, by H. Gibbons, M.D
20
The Temple; or. Diseases of the Brain and
Nerves. A. J. Davis, 1 50
Paper
1.00
The Yahoo, a Satirical Rhaosody 70
Tne Gods. By Hon. R. J. Ingersoll. 26
The God Proposed, by Denton,
10
To-Morrow of Death
175
Unwelcome Child, by Henry C. Wright. Paper
35

06
02

Thomas Paine

Cloth

2
00 24
20
08
08
02
2
14
04

60 12

Voice of Prayer, by Barlow 25
Vestiges of Creation 75
Vital Magnetic Cure, 1.50
Vital Force, How Wasted and How Preserved,
by E. P. Miller, M.D. Paper 50 cents. Cloth 1.00
Volney4s R_lns; or Meditations on the Revolutions Ci" Empires, with biographical notice by
Count Darn
1
00
Whiting, A. B. Biography of
tso
Who are Christians. Denton
in
What is Bight, by Wm. Denton
jo
What is Spiritualism, and Shan Spiritualists
have a Creed f by Mrs. M. M. King 25
Whatever is, is Eight, by A. B. Child, M.D.
1 00
Wolf in Sheep's Clothing, or God in the Constitution, by Moses Hull in
Why I Was Excommunicated from the Presbyterian Church. Pi of. H. Barnard.
JO
Year Book of Spiritualism. Cloth
1 25
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ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH MISCELlaneons Books of any kind published at regular
WE
rates, and, on receipt of the money, will Bend Ehem
by mail or express, as may be desired. If sent by mail
sne-fiftb more than the regular cost of the book will be
required to prepay postage. The patronage of our friends
is solicited. In making remittances for books buy postal
orders when practicable. If postal orders cannot be had
register your letters. '

MICROSCOPES, OPERA-GLASSES,

Spy-Glasses, Mathematical Instruments, Drawing Materials, MagicLanterns, Philosophical Instrum'ts.
The following illustrated manuals sent on receipt of 10
cents each:
Part 1. MA TTTEMA TICAL INSTR UMWNTS. 155 dd
Part 2. OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.110 pp. |88 dd
Part 3. MA QIC LANTERNS & STEREOPTICONS
Part 4. PHILOSOPHICAL INSTRUMENTS 65 pp

JAMES W. QTJEJEIV A CO.,

934 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, and 535 Broadway
New York.
Vl2n7-6m

C

O

no Lac Sulphub,

Contains

no Sugab of

Lead, no Litharge, no Nitrate op Silveb—
is not a health nor hair Destructive.
Articles called by its name are dyes, and it is well
known that they destroy, not restore, the hair.
This is the first and only real restorative ever discovered.
It is as clear as crystal, pure as amber—a delicious
wash; having, however, a slight dust from its perfume.
It keeps the hair fresh, moist, soft, tractile.
It restores gray hair to its original color by the simple
process of new growth.
Use it straight along, and at seventyyou will have the
hair you wear at seventeen or twenty-seven, as its habitual use is a certain preventive of falling off, baldness
and gray hair.
It reliefs, and removes all tendency to headaches
which have like cause.
Infinitesimal animalculse, discoverable only with a
powerful microscope, infest the roots of the human hair
and scalp when neglected and unhealthy. The Restorative contains their perfect bane, selected from Nature's
store-rooms, which ingredient tne Patentee has the sole
right to use. It destroys these, removes all impurities,
fructifies and fertilizes the scalp—treating only causes.

rates
reduce

WOOD & HOLLBROOK,

CO.'S

_b 'IRE extinguisheE/
ALSO, THE

Balicock Self-Acting Fire Engine,
FOR CITY, TOWN AND VILLAGE USE.

two three cent stamps to Pboctob BrothXW Send
"

ers for a Treatise on the Human Hair." The information it contains is worth $500 to any person.
For sale by Van Schaack, Stevenson & Reid, wholesale
druggists, Cor. Wabash Ave. and 18th St., Chicago.
N. B. For sale, wholesale and retail, at the office of the
Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave.,
Chicago. If your druggists don't keep it, we will send
you six bottles for $3.50, for the purpose of introducing
it in your place. Must be sent by express.

NiTRO-GLYCERINE MAGAZINES;
THREE BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
CONTRADICTIONSOF THE HIBLE. 144 propositions proved pro. and con., without comment. N. B.—In a pamphlet entitled "The Suh-

SEI/F

Question," &c., many of these contradictions arc
pirated.
ABSTRACT OF COIiFNSO ON THS
PENTATEUCH. The substance of five volumes,
proving that the five books of Moses were composed by
later writers, and are historically false. With an essay
on the Nation and Country of the Jews, by W. H. B..
considered by competetent critics che most valuable part
of the pamphlet.
day

SUNDAY NOT THE SABBATH-ALL

DAYS AJLIK.E HOLY. A controversy between
Rev. Dr. Sunderland, of Washington, D. C., and Wm. Ho
Burr, with additions, making this the best work on
Sunday Question.
Price 25 cents each. For sale at this office.
Vl2n3-6m

Mmotwit*

Mrs, MandE. Lord's Great Clairvoyant

Liver Remedy and Blood Purifier.
This preparation was given Mrs. Lord while in a
clairvoyant condition. Jt has been well tested
and has won for itself the name of the Golden Discovery, the Wonder of the Age, and which
we offer the public without any fear of competition. It ie
composed of active remedies particularly adapted to the
difficulties above named, balanced by others, rendering it
a favorite panacea in many other difficulties that arise
from an unhealthy state of the Liver. It not only finds
its positive anchorage upon the Liver,
THE GREAT

RESERVOIR

TO THE HUMAN

SYSTEM,

cleansing and bringing a healthier tone and perma

nent cure, but it gives tone to the digestive organs,
dispels languor, acts upon the kidneys and bowels, has a
grand effect upon Catarrh, Scrofula, Dyspep-

sia, Bilious Diseases, Fevers, and Inflam-

matory Difficulties, allays Nervous
bility, and by cleansing the biliary organs, it

De-

REMOVES MOTH PATCHES AND SALLOWNESS PROM THI
SKIN.

It will also remove the effects of poisonous and
deleterious substances that have long remained
in the system. This Remedy contains No Poison-

ous Drugs, IS PURELY VEGETABLE,

gentle in its action, and is calculated to find all the offending elements and diseased places in the system, to loosen
the bowels, and do a great work without weakening the
patient or producing pain or catharsis; while if sufficient
is taken (directions followed) it will cure the most rigid
constipation.

WE CHALLENGETHE MEDICAL FACULTY AND THE WORLD

at large to produce a remedy, the combination so simple
and harmless, and yet so grand and potent, as this given
through Clairvoyance, and which we in the highest confidence present to the world, already flooded with remedies, all claiming rare virtues, and many as specifics.
This remedy has been tested over and over, each time
proving peifectly successful and giving entire satisfaction. We ask the public to give it a fair and impartial
trial,feeling sure no prejudice can, after testing it, prevent all from adopting it as a
FAVORITE FAMILY MEDICINE.

All business letters addressed to W, U. Hooker, General Agent, 261)4 Park Avenue, Chicago4 111.

Mrs. Maria M. King's Works.
THE PRINCIPLESOF NATURE, as discovered In the
Development and structure of the Universe ; the Solar
System, laws and methods of its Development; Earth,
History of its Development; Exposition of theSpiritual
Universe. Price, $1.75 ; postage, 24 cents.

REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. Being Life Experience, Scenes, Incidents, and Conditions, illustrative
of Spirit-Life, and the Principles of the Spiritual Phil-

osophy. Price $1.00 ; postage 16 cemts.

SOCIAL EVILS : Their Causes and Curs. Being a
brief Discussion of the Social Status, with reference to
Methods of Reform. Pricc 25 cents ; postage free.
Price 25 cents; postage free.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISMf ind SHALL SPIRITUAL
ists have a creed ? In two Lectures. Price 26 cents;
postage free.
GOD THE FATHER,AND MAN TOE IMAGE OF GOD.
In two Lectures. Price 25 cents; postage free.
THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN, and what follows from

A collection of articles in prose and poetry, comprising a
short essay on ORIGIN AND DESTINY, given through
the mediumship of

Mrs. M. J. WILCOXSON.
l8aTe behiud is not to die'"_

T^°mVCampb!una

1 ^,a.ve' Forget the poet, but his warning
P°°r WC>nl w
your nol)'er deed.
—J Q Yntttkr

Price, 25 Cents; Postage, 2 Cents.
wholesale and retail by the Religio-PhiloSe' Adams Bt-> and Fifth Ave.,

Chicago mg

EX COMMUNICATE!)
FROM THE

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CIIIRCH,
of Minneapolis, Minnesota.
By Prof. H. Barnard.

Price, 20 Cts. Postage, 2 Cts.
*»* For sale, wholesale and retail, by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, 150 Fourth Ave., Chicago.

Key to Political Science;
It is more eflective tban the Steam Fire Engine, be
cause it is instantaneously ready and throws a powerful
stream of carbonic acid, gas and water for any length of

time.

It is the Best and cheapest Fire Engine in the world,
and comes within the financial abilities of every place.
It does not require an expensive system of water
works, and is never out of repair. Send for "their

Record.'

F. W. FARWELL, Sec'y.
78 Market St., Chicago.

Vl3n21m6

SECOND SERIES.

INCIDENTS IN MY LIFE.
BY D. P. HOME.
Instead of being a superstition itself, as they may be
disposed to think it, they would find it the explanation
and the extinguisher of all superstition."—Dr. R.
44

Chambers.
All Spiritualists and Investigators will hail with delight, anothei volume from Mr. Home. Although a continuation of the first series issued some years since it is
complete in itself. In his Preface he says:
44
About nine years since I presented to the public a
volume enti' led Incidents in My Life,' the first edition
of which was speedily exhausted, and a s cond was it-sued
in 1863 During the years that have since elapsed, although
many attacks have been made upon me, and upon the
truths of Spiritualism, its opponents have not succeeded
in producing one word of evident e to discredit the truth
of my statements, which have remained uncontradicted.
Meantime the truths of Spiritualism have become more
widely known, and the subject has been forced upon
public attention in a remarkable manner. This was
especially the case in the years 1867 and 1868, in consequence of the suit4 Lyon vs. Home,' which most probably was the indirect cause of the examination into
Spiritualism by the Committee of the Dialectical Society,
whose report has recently been published. (oincident
with and subsequent to their ex.-anmation, a series of investigations was carried on in my presence, by Lord
Adare, now Earl of Dunra*. en, an account of which has
been privately printed; an examination, especially
scientific in its character, was also conducted by Prof.
who has published his conclusions in the
Crookes,
4
Journal of Science.'
I now present the public with the second volume of
4
Incidents in M> Life,1 which continues my narrative
to the period of the commencement of the Chancery
suit."

OR,

THE STATESMAN'S GUIDE.
BY JOHN SENFF,
AUTHOROF THE "ORIGNAND DESTINYOF MAN."
This work is remarkably suggestive of thought, and is,
in an eminent degree, a KEY TO POLITICAL SCIENCE,
as well as the STATESMAN'S GUIDE. It probes the
profound in nature; it deals in great principles more es
pecial y than in the dr^ details of mere facts, although
it purports to trace the origin of the various phases of
government, from the crude savage despotisms of primitive times, when gross selfishness was the ruling motive,
onward and upward in the scale of moral and intellectual
deve'opment, to the present time.
Price $1.25. postage free.
*# For sale whulesa e «nd retail by the Religio-Philosoph'cal Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

*

ANOTHER EDITION NOW READY
Just issued another edition of the sequel to the "Stellar
Key," which is almost universally known us

'

CONTENTS.

Preface.
Introduc ion.
Chapter 1.—Reviewsand Replies.—Letterto "Times."
2.—Sir David Brewster.—Lord Brougham.—Letters and
Testimony.—Dr. Elliottson.—Prophetic Incidents.
3.—Expulsion from Rome. -Discussion in House of
Commons.
4.—Sludge, the Medium.—Mr. Robert Browing.—Fancy
Portraits.
5.—Nice, America, Russia.—The Double Seances in

London.
6.—Lecture.—Notice in44Star."—Falsehoodsin 44All
the Year Round."
7.—Spiritual Athenaeum.—Identity.—Guardians

of

Strength.—Spirit Mesmerism. .
8.—New Manifestations. —Elongation.—Voices.—Per fumes.
9.—Elongation and Compression.—Handling of Fire.
Chancery Suit.—Mrs. Lyon's Afiadavit in support of
the Bill.
My Answer to the Suit.

Mr. W. M. Wilkinson's Answer to the Suit.
Price $1.50, postage 20 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the ReligioPhilosophical Publishing House, Adams Street and
Fifth Ave., Chicago.

THE

LAND

LAND

DEBATABLE

THE DEBATABLE LAND
BETWEEN

THIS WORLD AMD THE NEIT
WITH ILLUSTRATIVE NARRATIONS

BY ROBERT DALE OWEN
Author of Foot-falls on the Boundary of Another World,
" Beyond
the Breakers," etc.
:0:

CONTENTS:
Prefatory address to the Protestant c! rgy.

Book I

Touching Communication of Religious Knowledge to Man.
Book II Some Characteristics of the Phe-

nomena.

Book
Book
Book
Book

III
IV
V
Vl

it. In two Lectures. Price 25 cents; postage free*

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosopliical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

WHY I WAS

interesting and valuaThis
ble LITTLE PAMPHLET deserves a

THE SPIRITUAL PHILOSOPHY 75. DIABOLISM. In
two Lectures.

DO MOTHERS MARK THEIR CHILDREN?"

And another giving statistics against vaccina lion.
Vl3n22tl3

wide circulation.

Single bottles of medicine, $1.00; or 6 bottles for $5.

Maud E. Lord, Physical and Test Medium.

15 Leight St., New York
P. S. "The March number will have a paper entitled

"
Not the men who utter them, but the eternal truth to
which they give utterance."

"Ring out the Old, Ring in the New."
DR. G. SMITH, Patentee, Ayer, Mass. Prepared only
by PROCTOR BROTHERS, Gloucester, Mass.

CONDUCT OF LIFE,
written by that old heathen philosopher Isocrates, 2,800
years ago. Each number contains over 50 pages and is
full of most valuable matter. The Scientific American
says, uThe Herald of Health contains more sensible
articles than any monthly that comes to our san turn."
We will send either of the above numbers for 15 cents,
or both for 30, or a year for $1.50, or a sample of last year
for nothing.
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where it is introduced.
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$10,000,000.00

INSURANCE

aiinistryof Angels Realized, by A. E. Newton. 20
MLanual for Children (for Lyceums), by A. J.
Davis. Cloth
7 J
1.00
Morocco, gilt
51/ Affinity,'and Other Stories, by Lizzie Doten 1.50
lleciiumship, its Laws and Conditions, with Brief
Instructions for the Formation of Spirit Circles, by J H. Powell
25
Moravia, Eleven Days at. T. R. Hazard 10
MLan a Trinity, by T. G. Forster 15
Mesmerism, Spiritualism, Witchcraft, and Mir30
acle, by Allen Putnam
Married Women; Biographies of Good Wives,
by L. Maria Child
1.25
Modern American Spiritualism—1848-1868, by
3.75
Emma Hardinge
do., without tne engravings 2.75
Morning Lectures, (Twenty Discourses) by A.

WORTH OF PROPERTYSAVED FROM THE FLAMES.

NATURE'S HAIRJESTORATIVE!

THE GOVERNMENT has adopted

18
14
02
08
04

atayweed Blossoms, by Lois Waisbrooker 1.50

"Ring out the Old, Ring in the flew,"

The Herald of Health for February contains a
scientific paper of remarkable value on tue abo ve subject, It is translated from the French of Debuy and
should be read by every person married and single. The
January number contains a most excellent essay on the

MORE THAN

it. Forty-six RAILROADS use them.

12
16
16
02

Over 1200 actual fires put out with it.

and a powerful protection.

2
2

The New Wonder /

them daily. They are Safe and Simple,

Postage.

02

Physiology and Hygiene of Marriage.

the

Pbicb

25
An Hour with the Angels,
Astrological Origin of Jehovah-God. D. W.
Hull
15
Analogy between the facts of the Bible and
modern Spiritualism, by T. G. Forster. ..J.. 15
Age of Reason and Examination of the Prophecies
75
-Artificial Somnambulism, by Dr. Fahnestock... 1.50
Alice Yale, by Lois Waisbrooker
1.25
American Crisis, by Warren Chase 25
Answers to Questions, Practical and Spiritual,
by A. J. Davis
1.50
Apocryphal New Testament
1.25
A Peep into Sacred Tradition, by Orrin Abbot. 50
Age or Reason, by Thomas Paine. Cloth 50
Paper,.
25
A-c ma of Nature, by Hudson Tuttle. Vol. II.
Philosophy of Spiritual Existence, and of the
Spirit World.
1.25
A B C of Life, by A. B. Child
25
Arabula; or, the Divine Guest, by A. J. Davis.. 1.50
Approaching Crisis, by A. J. Davis 1.00
\postles, [translated from the French] by Renan 1.75
Astronomy and Worship of the Ancient.0, by G.
Yale
SO
A Stellar Key to the Summer Land, by A. J.
Davis
75
Paper Covers
50
Astro-Theological Lectures, by Rev. Robeit

All orders, with the price of hooks desired,
Mid the additional amount mentioned for post«ge, will meet with prompt attention.

11A US PL UTELT THE BEST PROTECTION
AGAINST FIRE.

in

Reliiia-PMlosoDMcal PilisMng House.
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DEPARTMENTS

FOK HAIuK BY THE

£oran, with explanatory notes, by George Sale.
8 Vo., 670 pp. Best edition yet published 3.60 40
&oran. with Life of Mohammed, translated by
2 00 24
George Sale, Gent. 12 mo., 472 pp
Law of Marriage, by C. L James 25 2
booking Beyond. J. O. Barrett 75 12
Liife Line of the Lone One, Dy Warren Chase.. 1.00 12
utfe of Thomas Paine, with critical and explanatory observations of his writings, by G. Vale. 1.00 16
Jfe of Jesus, by Renan
1.75 20
^.ove and its Hidden History, by P. B. Randolph 1.50 16
'jyric of the Golden Age, by T. L. Harris 2.00 20
Legalized Prostitution, or Marriage as it is and
it should be, by C. S. Woodruff, M.D 1.00 lb
L tters to Elder Miles Grant, by Rev. Moses
Hull
85 02
uiving Present—Dead Past, by H. C. Wright.
Paper
5004
Cloth
75 08
Lessons for Children About Themselves. By
A. E. Newton.
Cloth, 60 08
"
"
M
Boards, 50 08
Lifeof Wm. Denton .by J. H. Powell 25 05
10 02
Man's True Satiors. Denton

FIRE

"catalogue of books

JOURNAL,

principal Cities of the Union use

1

y

Physical Manifestations.
Identity of Spirits.
The Crowning Proof of Immortality.
The Spiritual Gifts of the first Century appearing in our times.

:o:
The world-wide reputation of the author as a Statesman, Diplomatist, and writer, his earnest and varied life
in connection with the ri^e of the manufacturing interest
in England, the Socialistic Movement in this country,
the political affairs of thirty years ago, the career of a
Diplomatist at the Neapolitan court but last and greatest
of all the Growth of Modern Spirit ctalism afiords an
absolute gurrantee that any work from his pen must be of
the highest order and absorbing interest. The large sale
and extended interest manifested in all quarters upon the
publication of Debatable Land is sufficient evidence of
the authors reputation and its continually increasing sale
proves it to be a work of great ability and one eagerly
demanded by the public and meeting the highest exMr. Owens "Foot-falls" has reached a
pectations.
salo of over Twenty Thousand copies and is still selling
well. Debatable Land bids fair to exceed it in popularity. It is a Targe handsome twelve mo book of Five
Hundred anp Forty-two pages handsomely bound.
Price $2.00. Postage free.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philo-

sophical Publishing House Adams street & 5th Avenue
Chicago,

DEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE
Giving a plain and consistent account of Society and Scenes in the Bummer-Land.
No investigator's library is complete without these
companion volumes. Toe reduction in price of the
"-Cellar Key" will enable every one to possess himself
of these convincing and consoling books.
I rice, in firm cloth binding, and uniform with the
"Stellar Key ' 75 cents, postage, 12 cei.ts; paper 50

cents, postage, 4 cents.

*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

JUST PUBLISHED—FIRSTREVISEDEDITION
A new and revised edition of A. J. Davis's Astro-Philosophical book entitled

"A Stellar Key to the Summer-Land,"

Giving tlie Scientific and Philosophical Evidences of a Substantial Existence
after Death.
Illustrated with diagrams and tabulated statements of
the Harmonies of Nature. Ail the late discoveries by
scientific men m light, color, the constitution of the tun,
stars, etc., find confirmation in this little volume. Bound
in good style, uniform with its sequel, "Death and the
A Iter-Life."
Price 75 cents, postage, 12 cents; paper edition 50 cts..
postage, 4 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave.
Chicago.

¥~HE MA STEBEO
N;
OR, '

K m0 o n and BY$ e compctw,
Marcenus^E, K, Wright.

A BOOK OF MARVELOUS NARRATIVE!
It is full of New Light upon the subject of Mental
Phenomena.

IT DISCLOSES AN ARCANUM IN SPIRIT-

UAL SCIENCE.

The Author's experience is quite as remarkable as that
of Mr. A. J Davis.
Read it and learn what a Spirit is; how Spirits live, and
where they reside.
Tt contains an account of beautiful visions.
It explains the nature of dreams, and tells why they are
given in mystery.
It embodies some of the most startling messages and
communications ever received from
the higher life.
Read it, and learn how tne Author speaks with his
Spirit-Brother.
The methods of Education by Psychological Processes
explained.

It is the Most remarkable volume ever written upon the
subject of Spiritualism.
It contains a splendid Lithographic Likeness of the
Author.
12mo. 250 pages. Price, $1.50; postage, 16 cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams St., and Fifth Ave
Chicago.

The Lyceum Gruide.
A COLLECTION

OP

SONCS, HYMNS, AND CHANTS,
LESSOHS, READINGS, AJfD RECITATIONS,

Marches and Calisthenics
(WITH
ILLUSTRATIONS,)

Together with
Programmes and Exercises,
the whole designed for the use of

PROGRESSIVE SUNDAY LYCEUMS.
:o:

THE NEW BOOK FOB SUNDAY LYCEUMS CON
tains all the cxcel «mt featuresof previous works, with
such improvement a the practical experience of lyceums during the past six years have suggested.

Its appendix contains a large number of letters from
conductors of lyceums and friends of the institution,
illustrating its beneficial Influence, and giving much valuable information pertaining thereto.
Price, board covers, $1.0); postage, 16
cents.

F,0?.0?1,? wholesale

and retail by the RelMn

cofe1.fublishingiiou6e-Adams

Ph,-i„

Mdi©.!; I i

RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL. mar. 19,
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Give

name

of town,

county and State where you are when you write. Direct
all letters to E. V. Wilson, Lombard, DuPage County,

Illinois. Never direct letters to us in different country
places, when we are speaking under short engagements, unless we so direct. Write short letters, and to the point, in
u plain talk," stating just what you mean and want, and
always ^ate your letters.

the
be consulted at the Matteson House,
last two day8 in each month. vl4nztf

point.

At the time the otter was made there

was a young man present—P. D. Barnhart, the
Methodist minister, residing in Ellicottville.
We had been informed that the gentleman
would discuss with us, hence the challenge and

resolution. T,
is. Ji.
_

When we left, we requested Brother

Litchfield, our correspondent in Ellicottville, to
inform us of any disposition on the part of the
enemy to accept the wager of battle. The following correspondence speaks for itself:
Ellicottville, April 10th, 1872.
Mk. E. V. Wilson, Dear Brother According to promise, I write you a few lines, to
let you know results of your lectures in this

/JEIMSOK BILLS, NEW HAMPSHIRE. \
\
/
THE BLIND SEE I

PROGRESSIVE

Community
Harmonial Founded
on the principles of
Chartered

Nov. 25th 1872.
the Harmonial Philosophy. Address G. W. GORE, Box

/

42, Lamoille, Marshal Co., Iowa. vl3nlfaml2

will comply strictly with the rules of debate,

$72 00 E^1 WEEK.

as suggested by Mr. Wilson; time to be fixed

as early a3 practicable, and to commence
some time in the month of January, 1873, any
evening in the week except Sunday. I appoint
Case.
®
the
of
A Statement
Mr. William C. Niles, of Ellicottville,N. Y., to

Has the Christian minister any standard of
trmh outside ol his church? Is his word of
honor, bond or written obligation to be set
aside at the order of his church?
In February, 1872, we filled an engagement
of four lectures in Ellicottville, N. Y., and as
is our custom, ottered our standard resolution
to discuss Spiritualism from the Bible stand-

GREAT EXCITEMENT^X.

DDumont O. Dake, M.
ChlcajfO,
C*n

in January, at least by the first of October
next. Thine fraternally,
B E. Litchfield.
Ellicottville, July 10th, 1873.
I accept a discussion proposed by Mr. E V.
Wilson, tnrough Mr. B. E Litchfield, and

E-V. WILSON.

to Correspondents.

work tor tw in their spare momenta, or all the time, than at anything
else. Particulars free. Axldres* G. Sttnson £ Co.. Portland. Maine.

Will that be satisfactory to you?
know as soon as convenient. Mr. Barnnart is
desirous of knowing the time you will appoint

Agents wanted everywhere. Business strictly legitimate.
Particulars free. Address, J. WORTH A Co., St. Louis,
Mo. Tl4n2yl

a in my place, as my umpire. I affirm the
ait

AGENTS~WANTED

above.
P. D. Barnhart.
8

•

THE LAME

[

f

! j

CLEANSED!

J

ployment for all,
popular

either sex, $40 per week. New works by the m-.st
On the 18th of Sept. 1872, we wrote Brother American an
I English authors, Superb premium'! given
of
the
discussion,
conditions
full
avtay.
Litchfield the
Particulars free. Address,
I
appointing
B.
resolution,
we
M. A PARKER & Co., Chicago, 111.
our
affirming
a
] Litchfield, of Ellicottville, N. Y., our um- vl4n2!.4
E
of
The following is the written terms:
pire.
j
^ \w \f Greatest Weekly Newspaper
U y*
Y
the Great West. Fifteenth year.
1st: Resolved that the B ble, (King James' R^\
columns.
^0
Advertise gyi
™
R\l
Bl ^ T A II I*
sustains Modern Spiritualism in its in
version)
's
%J U Vi
$3 per year
it. Send
and phases.
teaching
t
stamp for specimen copy to Wm. mm g- tof Qlf
2nd: The time to be equally divided as N. BYERS, Denver, Colorado. wW v^ja
The opening speech, to occupy vl3n22-10
follows:
1
(30) minutes each; all replications to be
t
thirty
(
DRUNKENNESS and 0P;UM HABIT.
twenty (20) minutes each, save the last
of
of the discussion—then each speaker C. C Beers, M. D., 345 Fourth Ave.. New York, has
evening
<
permanent and painless remedies, given him through
be entitled to one hour.
shall
t
spirit aid. Ten years successful experience. Cure
3rd: This discussion to continue five even- guaranteed.
Send stamp for evidence. [vl3n25]
commencing on Monday and closing on
ings,
i
Friday evening; the time, January, 13th, 14th, A cronfa *5- $10 to $15 per day. Samples free by
xlguiltoi express. Best-selling article in America
15th, 16th and 17th, 1873. The disputants to for
male and female, local and traveling agents. Business
be in their places at seven and a half o'clock, light,
respectable and profitable, U. S. Manufacturing
p. m , and to commence at 7f o'clock, p. m , Co., Chicago.
vl3n26t2

at 10 o'clock, p. m.
1
closing

Jefferson Mills, N. H., March, 21, 1872:—Prof.
Payton
Spence:
J

4th: We pledge ourselves to avoid all per- Boston Magnetic Cure
* * * The people had much to talk
DearSir-YOUR POSITIVE AND NEGsonalities.
i
ATIVE POWDERS are creating a great exciteFOR CHRONIC DISEASES.
about for a while, but the arguments in your
under
conducted
be
to
ment
here. It can truly be said, in my own person, that
discussion
The
5th:
j Blind
BOSTON, MASS. the
37 EDINBORO ST.,
see, the Lame wa^k. and the Leper is cleansed.
lectures were so plain and conclusive, that the strict parliamentary rules.
Send tor circular. Dr. C. A. BARNES & CO
] had the Leprosy for thirty years in my legs, arms,
I
opposers can not defeat them, hence I suppose,
appoint
shall
disputants
the
vl3nl5tf
j
of
Each
6th:
nearly all over my body. After taking your
head,
and
they think to keep silent is the best course for one umpire to act as if in his place, and for
Positive Powders about four days I shovd up my sleeve
them to pursue. But I have heard that the him; these two to choose a third who is not a
to see how my arm looked, and to mv utter astonishment
For Boys & Girls. !the scabs would cleave off easily and leave all smooth;
Rev. Mr. Barnhart, the Methodist minister who Spiritualist or a member of any orthodox,
and now my head and body are clean. The Catarrh
took notes at your lectures, made the remark Christian or Catholic church, who shall act as
great
The
j my head is arrested. They cured my lungs, that were
Juvenile Magazine, a splendid $1.00 Cbromo in
in public the next Sunday after you were here, Chairman of the meeting, during the debate. and a Microscope that magnifies 10,000 times! Boys and tied
Phlegm and Cough. The Rheum
\
. up with
girls wanted, to raise clubs. Pleasant work and splendid atism
in my muscles commenced many years ago, and
that Wilson was the biggest devil he had heard
as pay!
act
to
Litchfield
B.
E.
appoint
I
7th:
including
Ohro
outfit,
Specimen,
Agents
not
me,
that
could
I
3
over
cents.
so
by
extended
all
degrees
of since Thomas Paine, and that your lectures my umpire and will abide by such conditions mo, 25 cents. Send at once. Say where you saw this. raise
}
my right arm to my head, or put on my vest. I ca n
were almost a verbatim repetition of Paine's and rules not conflicting with the above, as he John B. Alden, Publisher, Chicago, 111.
now hold it in any position. Uly leg» I could only
vl4n2t2 with difficulty get off anyway. I now travel
writing—very good proof, I think, to those may deem proper. I affirm the above. E. Y.
quite easily. By overdoing last fall, 1 brought on a
who have read Paine's writings, that the big- Wilson.
Pain about the Heart, and it would beat a few
Haunted.
Th.e
oted Rev. never read them. 1 have heard no
beats and then stop and start again. I could not lie on
Ellicottvile, Sept. 28th, 1872.
more in regard to that discussion, and probait at all. The powders have set it all right. Several years
Mr. E. Y. Wilson, Dear Sir:—Enclosed
bly shall not. Your lectures and tests which
good.
much
our
dis
done
of
has
please find a transcript of the terms
you gave in Ellicottville
At Newburyport, Mass.
* Thine respectfully, B. E. Litchfield.
*
*
cussion (here follows a verbatim copy of our "CTVE illustrations,neat paper cover. Price, 20 cents; by
will
de
mail.
Being very much pressed for time, and hav- terms). I deny the above resolution,and
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religioing more on hand than we could well do, we bate the same complying with the above terms, Philosophical
Publishing House, Adams street and 5th
my
umas
to
act
H.
Niles
and appoint Wm.
did not answer this letter.
Ave., Chicago.
On the 9th of May, 1872, Brother Litchfield pire, and will abide by such conditions and
rules, not conflicting with the above, as he
wrote:
Drs. M. A, Amphlett & B. A, Johnson
Dear Friend Wilson:—I received a request may deem proper.
AsEcleetic and^Iajffiietlc Physicians forthe
P.
D.
Barnhart.
treatment of all diseases,"are among the most successful
a few aays since to call on Mr. Barnhart, as he

Wo£.|

ago, from overstraining one eye and a blow on the other,
I became JBlincL, so that I could n>»t know a person
in the same room. Now I can read the large words in
your Circular; yet I took only two Boxes of Negatives.
On Thursday I called on Mr. Bowles, who had been sick
about two years; and his wife was sick from taking calomel. Her limbs were swelled to
her body. She could not do anything or go about
the house. I could not prevail on him to use the Powders. On my way there I met Mr Woodward, who is
acquainted with the Powders, having used them and
seen their good effect. I let him have a Box. He went
to Mr. Bowles's that night, a> d a?ter much persuasion
got Mrs. Bowles to take one of the Powders. Last i ight
my neighbor came in and said he had good news for me
—namely, that he was at Mr. Bowles's in the morning, and
saw Mrs Bowles out on the p'azza at work. He was
greatly surprised, and on inquiry she said t-he took one
of Spenqe's Positive Powders the night before: it eag
cdall ner pain, and she slept like a pig.
He said he never saw two per sons so elated in his life.

Please send me Six Dozen more B xes.
Yours truly,

SCHOOL-HOUSE

proposed to accept your challenge for a discus-

(to be continued)

send me the resolution for di' cu»ion as you
proposed it when here. * * * 1 remain, as

It will be seen elsewhere that the famed medium and physician Dr. Dumont C. Dake, can
be consulted at the Matteson House, Chicago,
the last two days in each month.
The second number of The Modern Free
Thinker, (David Wesley & Co., Publishers, 7
& 9 Warren St. N. Y ), has been issued, and
contains much valuable information. We
have not space this week to give it that notice
its merits deserve, but will do so at some future
time.

sion. I called on him to-day. He says he accepts your challenge and will debate with you
the subject which you proposed when here.
Discussion to be conducted on parliamentary
rules. He says you may suit your convenience
as to time; but wishes to know the time as soon
as convenient. I told him I could make no
definite arrangements until I heard from you.
Please write me as soon as convenient, and let
me know what arrangementsto make, if you
propose to discuss the question with him, and
I will with much pleasure serve yuu to the
best of my ability. I also wish you would
ever, thine fraternally, B. E Litchfield.
On receiving this letter, as is our rule, we
submitted it to the judgment of our guides,
who said, "Do not be in a hurry to answer
your friend. Litchfield is earnest and honest,
but we doubt the honesty of the Rev. Mr B;"

hence I did not answer this letter. In July 1
received the following:
Ellicottville, July 1st, 1872.
Dear Friend Wilson:—About the 10th of
May last, 1 wrote you a line, informing you
that ProfessorBarnhait, the Methodistpreacher
in Ellicottville, had accepted your challenge
for a discussion, and said you could suit your
convenience as to time. I have received no
answer from you, and fearing you did not receive my letter, I write you again to day.
There are many in this vicinity that are anxious for the discussion. Please write at your
earliest convenience, and if you propose to
meet the Professor let me know what arrangements to make, and I will, with pleasure, serve
you to to the best of my ability. Thine fraternally, B. E. Litchfield.
We kid this and the former letters before
our guides, remarking, " The Professor means
fight." They answered, " The face of the letter so infers, but we assure you that the spirit
of the letter means any thing but a discussion.
You will, however, answer the letter very carefully, fully stating your position and assumptions, and wait results. There will, however,
be no discussion." We replied to our spiritguides, " We think there will be," to which
they remarked, " This will afford an opportunity to test our opinions based on spiritual
knowledge of human nature, and especially
that portion of it bound by creeds, and yours
based on human knowledge. You will answer
these letters, acting entirely from the standpoint ofj human knowledge, going on to a
written contract, and after the contract has
been perfected, time and conditions appointed,
etc., then, at a late date, this man will, like Professor Craft, a brother Methodist minister, go
behind his contract, and repudiate the whole
thing, on the plea of the good of his church;
after which you will write him a sharp letter,
and you will completely unmask him, causing
him to show his hand and the dirty stuff that
is in him, and then you will concede the correctness of our views."
On the 5th of July, 1872, we wrote Brother
Litchfield, in substance, as follows:
"
Your letters are at hand; contents noted.
I herewith send you the resolution called for.
You will present it to the Rev. Mr. Barnhart,
for a formal acceptance. You will consult
with him in regard to the expenses of the discussion, such as Hall rent, etc. I suggest a
fee at the door, to be equally divided between
the disputants, after paying expenses of hall,
advertising," etc.
The resolution read:
Resolved: That the Bible (King James' version) sustains Modern Spiritualism in its phases
and teachings. I affirm; the discussion to be
conducted under strict parliamentaryusages,
during January, 1873, and to conn* "ff in Ellicottville, New York. E. Y. Wilson.
In due time we received he following letEllicottville, July 11th, 1872.
Dear Friend Wilson:—Yours of the 5th
instant received the 9th. I called on Professor
Barnhart, and received from him a formal acceptance of a discussion upon your resolution
which I enclose to you. You will find by that
document that he chooses the month of January next, and leaves it for you to appoint the
time in said month; also the number of days to

{
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of working poo&5tdft9.n
fx* day'- Awmts wanted! All classes more money at
U ofelth€r
8eXi young or old, makB

the
perhaps, preferable, if agreeable to you,
B.
profits to be divided between you and Mr
let
us
Please

con inue the discussion is for you to determine.
He does not wish to use Sunday evening for
that purpose. Mr. Barnhart suggesteda fee at
the door of twenty or twenty-five cents, or one
dollar for the full discussion. I think that is,

A. H. KNIGHT.

n the spiritual ranks. Mins Amphlett never has
failed to effect a cure in any case of cancer committed to
her care. Being a regular licensed minister, she will also
answer calls to officiate at funerals, lecture on Sundays
and solemnize marriages according to law.
Office No. 275 W. Randolph St., Chicago.
vln2t4

W. H. MTJMLER
DESIRES TO ESTABLISH AN AOENCY IN EVER CITY
TOWN IN THE UNITED STATE8 FOR THE SALE OF HIS

AND

WONDERFUL

Spirit Photographs.
FOR TERMS ADDRESS WITH STAMP, STATIN® NUMBER OF
INHABITANTS.

W. H. MUMLER.
vl3nl34t 170 W. Springfield st., Boston, Mass.

Prof. E. Whipple will speak the remaining

Sundays of this month in Chicago. He is ens
gaged to speak in Worcester, Mass., during

The Well-known Psychometrist
A. B. SEVERANCE,

April; in Stafford Springs, Conn., during May;

and in Albany, N. Y., during next September.
He will make engagements to speak in the New
England States the ensuing Summer and Autumn. His address is Clyde, Ohio.
Best and Oldest Family Medicine.—
Sanford's Liver Iavigornior—a pure Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—for Dyspepsia, Constipation, Debility, Sick Headache, Bilious Attacks,
and all derangements of Liver, Stomach andi
Bowels. Ask your Druggist for it. Beware ofr
imitations.
Is Mrs. A. H Robinson's tobacco antidote}
a sure cure, is the inquiry made by DavidI
Blackledge of Jerusalem, Indiana. We reply'
emphatically, yes, but with these qualifications, viz,
First, it must be used as directed.
Secondly, tobacco must be entirely banished^
from your pockets, hands and mouth, from1
the time you commence using the antidote until fully cured, which will usually take about
four weeks. If you would not again acquire
a hankering for the weed, keep it out of your
mouth and nose.
The antidote allays the hankering for it and
restores the glands of the mouth to theirr
healthy, normal condition.
When used according to directions it isg
warranted to cure the appetite for tobacco.

Will give to those who visit him in person, or from autograph, or from lock of hair, readings Oi character, market
changes, past and future, advice in regard to business
diagnosis of disease, with prescription, adaptation oi
those intending marriage, directions for the management
of children, hints to the inharmoniously married, etc.
Terms, $2.00 for full delineation; brief delineation
$1.00
A. B. SEVERANCE.
v7 nl3 tf 457 Milwaukee St., Milwaukee. Wl*

BIBICAL CHRONOLOGY
AND SEPTUAGINT
CHRIST WITH A

VERSIONS
CRITICAL

ESSAY ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF THE

Garden

of

Eden

By M. B.CR1VEN,
Price, 10 cents; postage, 2 cents.
*»* For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams street and Fifth Av.,
Chicago

chaser of Dr. Foote's wonderful work.'iSsSP ''PLAIN

No competition—the most taking Combina HOME TALK.'
tion ever offered. Agents are meeting with unparalleled success.
Books and Cromos ready and delivered together. Send $2.00
for Prospectus and Cromo framed—a complete outfit, Send
early to secure territory. Full table of Contents and Terma

*

sent on application. Address The UNION PUBLISHING^CO.,

Chloago.

Every Cromo completely mounted.
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The following are letters and extracts from letters
addressed to Prof. Payton Spence, M. D.:
In the course of a large experience with the Positive
and Negative Powders, I have found them almost
infallible in all xcutc diseases, particularly
such as the Bilious
Fever?* of all kinds
Inflammatory, Typhoid, Congestion of
the Lungs, Scarlet Fever, &c. I have
also found them infallible in B^wel Complaints and Nervous Headache. I
have also proved the Ointment recommended to be
made of the Positiv e Powders (accor ling to Rule the
tenth) to be magical in its effects on all kinds of Sores
and Erysipelas.
DR. M. E. JE^KS, formerly of North Adams,
now of Amesbury, Mass.
I have cured the following cases and many others too
numerous to mention, with your Positive and Negative
Powders. A young lady of St. Vitus' Dan< e, of
n^ar 6 years standing. A lady of General Prostra
tion of the nervous system. A lady of Chronic
Diphtheria. A boy of Hcariet Fever.
A woman of Cholera Morbus A woman
who had the Fever and A gue all Spring and
Summer. A man of Ddirium Tre mens,
A woman of Spasms of the stomach for six years.
Your Positive and Negative Powders are truly an invaluable medicine, and one of the greatest
blessings to humanity. Within the last year
I have had five patients who would have gone to their
long home if I had not given your Powders.

DR. T. BOND, Pewnfleldi Pa.

d
A Weekly Paper devoted to Free and Rational
Religion.

X can not do without your Positive and Negative Powders on any consideration for myself and for
my practice, particularly for Accouchement
(Child-birth). T have had one very severe case of
Threatened Abortion
(Miscarriage), wnicb
three Positive Powders arrested; also two cases of
Chills and Fever, which were cured by the
Powders.

n.

B. CRAVEN.
With its Principal Office at No. 142, St Clair Street,t, By
Toledo, O., and Branch Office at No. 36, Dey Street, New
cts,; postage. 2 cents.
25
Price,
of
Stock
Capital
City,
York
has been organized with a
One Hundred Thousaud Dollars, for the purpose of pub*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Keligio-Philolishing Tracts, Books, and
sophical FubUahing House, Adams St. and Fifth Avenue,
Chicago.
SECRETS OF

It is the object of The Tndex to give public utterancee
to the boldest, most cultivated, and best matured thought
of the age on all religious questions, and to apply it directly to the social and political ameliorationof society.
It is edited by Francis E. Abbot, assisted by Abraham W.r.
iStevens, with the following list of Editorial Contribu-

f.

tors:

O. B. FR0T3ISGHAM, New York City,
THOMAS W. HIGGINSON, Newport, R. I.
WILLIAM J. POTTER, New Bedford, Mass.
RICHARD P. HALLO WELL, Boston, Mass.
WILLIAM H. SPENCER, Haverhill, Mass.
Mrs. E. D. CHENEY, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Rev. CHAS. VOYSEY, London, England.
Rev M. D. CONWAY, London, England.
Prof. F. W. NEWMAN, Weston super Mare,
England.
Every Liberal should subscribe for the' The Index, as
18
the best popular exponent of Religio ns Lib ralism.
Es-ays, lectures, and other papers of a thoughtfnl andd
x
liberal character; editorial articles; foreign and domestic
i_correspondence; book reviews and notices; communica
n
tions, selections, and other miscellaneous matter; in
short, whatever ran best promote the general cause to
;s
which '1 he Index is devoted will be fouLd regularly in its
columns.
Also, a hig'r ly interesting rationalistic story, entitled
a
"Paul Gower," is now appearing serially in 2 he Index,
and will run during the year.
Send $3 00 for oueyi ar, or 75 cents for three months
18
on trial. All mail subscriptions must be addressed to
THE INDEX, Drawer, 38, Toledo, Ohio.j.
vl4n2t3

B E E-K EEPING
Bee-Culture and Management.
Embracing the natural history of the bee from the
earl'est period of the woild down to the present time.
Giving the anatomy and physiology of the different
species that constitute a colony and information upon
every point, of interest to those who keep or intend
keeping bees.
By. K. B. KIDDER practical Apiculturist.
Price, Board covers, 75 cents. Paper covers, 5D cents.
*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams st. and 5th Avenue,
Chicago.

DOCTORPERKOS
Of Kansas City, Mi?souri, has the

One box of your Positive Powders cured David Willing
ton of a pain m his stomach of 8 years' standing. Mrs. E. P. Claflin was cured by the Negative
Powders of Numbness. <-r Palsy, of 12 years' duration.
The Powders cured Mrs. H Clafiin of Neuralgia.
They also cured a lady of Painful Menstruwhen giv»n up as past cure. In cases of
ation
-Parturition (Child-birth), I consider them of
great value.

How To Regain It.

remedies that

Dr.

Perkins guarantees cures and will return fee in any
case where a cure is not effected. Patients writing me
for treatment should give all their symptoms as nearly in
full as possible. Keep nothing back if you wish for a
successful cure. Address Dr Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.
P. O. Box, 1227
vl3n2t»yl

The above engraving illustrates the difference, in beauty
and attractiveness, between a lean, emacia'ed person,
and a person whose form is round, plump, md well developed. We instinctively shriLk from a man or a
woman, but more especially from a woman, who is lean,
emaciated, bonv, skinny, hungry looking. Of course,
there are many degrees of emaciation. But anv degree
of tmacistion or loss of flesh which lessens the elasticity
and roundness of the form, and diminishes the mellowness of the cheek, just to th*t extent detracts from the
beauty and attractiveness of the person. It behooves
every one, therefore, and particularly every female who
is losing flesh, or has lost flesh, if they h&ve any concern
for the impression which they make upon others, to resort
to all known means to restore their lo;-t beauty of form
and face. It is equally important to remember that loes
of flesh, or emaciation, is generally an accompaniment
and an indication of failing health from some obvious,
or from s me secret, lurking disease which, unless cured

in time, may end in death. Three or four PcS"
itive Powders a day continued tor a
fewweeks, will, in ninety-nine cases
In a hundred, restore the I; st flesh
andfl'.l out the emaciated form- This

the Powdersdo by a natural process, namely, by putting
every organ of the body into healthy action, especially
the Stomach, the Liver and the Lungs ^hich are always
at fault in all cases of emaciati'n. Hundreds of
patients have assured me that by the use of the
Positive Powders they have gained 10, 20, 30 and 40
pounds of flesh; and in one cat e, a lady weighi ng

90 pounds in a few weeks weighed
pounds.

The POSITIVES cure Neuralgia, Headache,
Rheumatism,Pains of all kinds; Diarrhoea,Dysentery,
Vomiting. Dyspepsia, Flatulence, Worms; all Female Weaknesses and

I mvgelf have been afflicted with Rheumatism
Disease for three years during
which time I have not been able to labor, i have taken
uvo boxes and a half of your Fositive Powders. My
Rheumatism is gone and the Heart Disease much relieved.
I think there is t»o medicine in the world
like the Positive and Negative Powders.

MRS. DR. GARRISON, Newton, N. J.
In Ague and Chills I consider them unequaled.

J. P. WAY, M. D., Bement, III.

Your Positive and Negative Powders seem to be
a mystery—no marked action-yet they cure.
have some patients who can't live "Without 11* em, as nothing else has ever benefited them.

?uite

stitution-

DR. L. HAKES, Cicero, N. Y.

Fits, Cramps,

•

Colds, Scrofula,

ness, etc.

Nervousness,

Asthma,

Sleepllss -

The NEGATIVES cure Paralysis, or Palsy,
whethei of the Muscleis or of the senses, as in Blindness.
Deafness,loss of taste, smell, feeling or motion; all
Low Fevers, such as the Typhoid and the Typhus.
Both the POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE are
needed in Chills and Fever.

:x:

%-AGENTS :S
11 Box, 44 Pos. Powd.rs, * 1.00
POSTPAID

JX

"
"

THESE

11

prices

|

" 1 OO
44 Neg.
"
Pos. l.OQ
22
Sl
22

i.0 Boxes, 5.00
:x:

Send money at my ri sk and ex pens**, by Postoffice Money Order, Registered Letter, Draft
on New Yoik, or by Express, deducting from the
amount to be sent, 5 cents for each Money Order, or 15
cents for a Draft, or for Expressage, or for Registration
of a letter.
All Letters and Remittances by M til, and all Express Packages should be cirected as follows:
I

PROF. PAYTON SPENCE, M.D.,
37i St. Marks Place,
New York City.

C. D. R. KIRK, M. D., Fern Springs, Miss.

They are peculiary adapted to the female CO 11"

Derangements;

St. Vitus' Dance, Spasms; all high grades of Fever,
Small Pox, Measles, Scarlatina, Erysipelas; all Inflam
motions, acute or chronic, of the Kidneys, Liver,
Lungs, Womb, Bladder, or any other organ of the
body; Catarrh, Consumption, Bronchitis. Coughs,

DR. JULIA WILLIAMS,Practical Midwife, East BraAntree, Vt.

DR. A. J. COREY, Great Bend, Pa.

will ensure a safe and permanent cure of thos^. organic
diseases contracted through ignorance of natures laws,
vie?;, overindulgence, intemperance or otherwise. A
greater number of p rsons are afflicted with those diseases then any other, and from the manv or the evils in
social life are generated and through false modesty or
inability of their physician or ignorance of their own
physiology, are victims of insanity a^d death

DR* J. C« HOWES, Volney, Iowa.

r>R. J. CRANE,^l«icfl, Ind.

Bang a practical treatise in every departmentof

only

LOSS OF FLESH:

Overwhelming Testimony.

"t

CHRISTIAN worship

THE XZLsTIDIEX,

nice.

GIVE IN THEIR

Enclosed I send you $15.00 for more of your Positive
aud Negative Powders. They are ihe best medicine I ever used in all eases of Female
Weakness, Threatened Abortion, and
Child-birth, and there is no family but what ought
to have them.

The Index Association,

Anna.— You nasty, skinny thing ! go and
take Spence's Positive Potvders, as I did,
and you will soon look just as plump and

THE DOCTORS

DR. J* M. DAVIS, Winona, Minn.

CHRISTIANITY
«
BEFORE THE TIME OF CHRIST WITH QUOTATIONS
FROM THE ANCIENT SAGES AND FATHERS,
SHOWING THE HISTORIC ORIGIN OF

Cultured Free Thought.

ioned drugs and medicines into the street.
From, this day forth, 1
I am convinced.
shall use the Positive and Negative Potvders
myself.

Matilda.—Anna, what makes ycu look so
plump and nice ?

r

CONTRASTINGTHE CHRONOLOGY COMPUTATIONS
OF THE HEBREW
FROM ADAM TO

Dr. Allopatliy.—J tJiroiv Physic to the dogs.
Those Positive and Negative Powders have
hilled the business. A.ivay go these old-fash-

For sale, also by S. S. Jones, Cob. Ajjams
and Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Street

vl3n24
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